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This thesis investigates ideas about the city and culture of Rome in Anglo-Saxon 
literature for the period from their conversion to Christianity until roughly the close of 
the eighth century. There is a large body of scholarship concerning “the idea of 
Rome” in Anglo-Saxon literature, though there is an inherent assumption that this 
idea was an homogenous one. Rome has been seen by some scholars as the centre of 
Anglo-Saxon England, and by others as irrelevant. This thesis argues that, in fact, 
portrayals of the city’s significance are discordant: there was no one “idea” of Rome 
at this time and the Anglo-Saxons were far from passive recipients of ideas about 
Rome and its culture. Taking a thematic approach, ideas about religious Rome are 
given first treatment, as it is from this that so many of the ideas about Rome stem. 
This is followed in the second chapter by a reassessment of the appeals supposedly 
made by early Anglo-Saxons to an idea of Rome to political ends. In the third chapter, 
focus turns to the British landscape and the Anglo-Saxons’ attitudes to Roman-style 
buildings, whether newly built or preexisting. The final chapter explores the reception 
of the literary culture of Rome, in terms of historiography, the rhetorical use of 
geography, and attitudes to pagan material. A re-examination of these ideas about 
Rome and Roman culture demonstrates that the importance of this city for the newly 
Christian Anglo-Saxons was, at this nascent stage, multifaceted. 
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In a letter to the missionary Augustine in the closing years of the sixth century, 
Gregory the Great writes of the reaction in Rome to the success of the papal mission 
to Kent: 
 
Who can relate what great happiness arose here in the hearts of all of the 
faithful, because the people of the Angles, through the work of the grace of 
Almighty God and through the labour of your Fraternity, banishing the 
darkness of error, has been flooded with the light of holy faith, [and] because 
with sound mind [this people] now crushes the idols under foot which it 
previously prostrated before in wild fear.1 
 
This moment marked the beginning of a complex relationship between the Anglo-
Saxons and Rome, and one in which the Anglo-Saxons had to grapple with new ideas 
about religion, history, and power. It had been nearly two centuries since the 
withdrawal of Roman troops from southern Britain in c.410, when the Empire had 
found itself unable to hold the outpost in the face of internal pressures and threats to 
the city of Rome. The inhabitants of this part of the island, the Britons, were left 
defenceless and reeling from the sudden crash of an economy based on Roman 
military salaries. The subsequent invasion (albeit invited2) of the Anglo-Saxons in the 
mid-fifth century resulted in a drastic and sudden change to the race and culture of the 
ruling classes. The Anglo-Saxons were an illiterate, pagan, Germanic people, who 
took control of a land peopled by an impoverished population and a landscape 
punctuated by Roman ruins. The success of Gregory’s mission a few generations later 
caused this cultural environment to shift again. After such sharp political divergence, 
what did Rome mean to the new rulers of what would become England? Did 
conversion to Roman Christianity make Rome a “centre” for the former Roman 
province once more?  
                                                 
1 “Quis autem narrare sufficiat, quanta hic laetitia in omnium corde fidelium fuerit exorta, quod gens Anglorum 
operante omnipotentis Dei gratia et tua fraternitate laborante expulsis errorum tenebris sanctae fidei luce perfusa 
est, quod mente integerrima iam calcat idola, quibus prius vesano timore subiacebat.” Gregory, Reg., 11:36. MGH 
(Epist.)  Ep.2. 
2 Bede HE, 1:15. Peter Brown points out that this was in keeping with late Roman military custom. Peter Brown, 
The Rise of Western Christendom: Triumph and Diversity AD 200-1000, 2nd ed., The Making of Europe (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 2003). p.126. 




Positioning the Thesis 
 
The British Catholic historian, Christopher Dawson, argued that the destruction of 
European unity with the fall of the Roman Empire was followed by its rebuilding 
under Catholicism. He viewed the Church as a cohesive unit from its inception: 
“From the first… the Church regarded itself as the New Israel, ‘an elect race, a royal 
priesthood, a holy nation, a people set apart.’”3 It was this oneness that allowed 
Christianity to unify Europe once more. Having said this, he was careful to clarify 
that the shift from Empire to Christendom was not a rapid one, but rather that the 
Church Fathers—especially Augustine and Gregory the Great—had laid the 
foundations for this new European identity: an identity that again had Rome as its 
centre.4 
 
There was a centre for the Belgian historian, Henri Pirenne also, who declared that, 
“there could be no greater mistake than to suppose that the idea of the Empire 
disappeared after the dismemberment of the Western provinces by the barbarians.”5 In 
his case, it was the Mediterranean, rather than Rome, that provided the continued 
focal point. For Pirenne, the influence of Byzantium on the West was pronounced, 
and links between Rome and Constantinople continued long after official rule had 
ended.6 The demise of the Western Empire had not meant an end to European unity. 
Rather, Mediterranean commerce provided the cultural thread that ran from 
Constantinople to as far afield as Anglo-Saxon England and tied Europe together.7   
 
Challenging this traditional scholarship, Peter Brown proposed a different view. In his 
influential monograph, The Rise of Western Christendom, Brown argues that in the 
                                                 
3 Internal quotations are a reference to 1 Peter 2:9, “But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, 
God’s own people, that you may declare the wonderful deeds of him who called you out of darkness into his 
marvellous light.” Christopher Dawson, The Making of Europe : An Introduction to the History of European Unity  
(Cleveland, Ohio: World Pub. Co., 1932). p. 47. 
4 Ibid., pp.169-171. 
5 Henri Pirenne, Mohammed and Charlemagne, trans. Bernard Miall (London: Allen & Unwin, 1939). p.62. 
6 Ibid., pp. 62-63. 
7 Ibid., p.74. This idea was resurrected more recently by Anthea Harris, who argued that a material culture linked 
Europe at this time, originating in Constantinople and spreading westward as far as Anglo-Saxon England. Anthea 
Harris, Byzantium, Britain and the West: The Archaeology of Cultural Identity AD 400-650  (Stroud: Tempus, 
2003). 
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early medieval period Western Europe was a world without a centre. On the contrary, 
he saw it as being fractional and “like a geodesic dome, made up of [the] interlocking 
modules” of Christian contact. For him, “it was not like a great tent, upheld by a 
single tent-pole fixed in Rome, or more widely, in a still ‘Roman’ Mediterranean.”8 In 
responding to Pirenne’s argument, Peter Brown cited archaeological studies that took 
place from the 1980s onwards, arguing that they attest to marked economic decline 
after the Roman Empire. The Roman state system had acted as a pump, keeping 
commerce moving throughout Western Europe and its failure had left areas formerly 
under its control isolated. 9  Furthermore, in answer to Dawson, he stated that 
Christianity was far from a uniform religion at this time and thus unable to act as a 
unifying force in place of the Empire. Instead Brown emphasises local idiosyncrasies 
and the vigorous regionalism of early medieval Christianity. Despite what he refers to 
as its “interconnectivity”—the phenomenon by which it was possible for the book of 
psalms to be copied out by children in both “Panjikent near Samarkand [modern 
Tajikistan] and in northern Ireland”—where Dawson and Pirenne had gone wrong 
was in assuming that such interconnectivity was woven through a central hub, that is 
the Mediterranean economy for Pirenne, and for Dawson “the draw of a post-
imperial, papal Rome.”10 As a result, Brown says:  
 
We are left with a western Europe without a center. Loyalty to memories of 
the Roman empire were not enough to provide such a center. Nor was the 
desire to transfer such loyalties to the popes of Rome sufficiently widespread, 
in a world characterized by strong regional churches, to bring about a 
centering of the western world on papal Rome.11  
 
Thus Brown sees the great economic decline as bringing an end to a unifying force in 
Europe and therefore to any ideas of centrality and marginality, something that the 
Church was not yet able to reverse. 
 
The argument put forward by Brown is further strengthened by the observation that 
Rome was not the vital city it had been in the past. Far from being the centre of 
                                                 
8 Brown, The Rise of Western Christendom: Triumph and Diversity AD 200-1000. p.15. 
9 Ibid., pp.12-13. 
10 Ibid., pp.12-14, at 14. 
11 Ibid., p.13. 
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Western Christendom, it was in an economic slump. To Brown’s evidence can be 
added Michael Greenhalgh’s note that, in Rome, when buildings were reused in the 
early Middle Ages, this was very often on a reduced scale, the new building reusing 
walls, but reducing the floor size.12 This “downsizing” is a strong indication of the 
economic situation in Rome at the time. In the eighth century, the papacy attempted to 
arrest the city’s decline by recreating Rome as a destination for religious tourism.13 
But it was far from the imperial centre it once had been. In political terms, the city 
was part of the Byzantine Empire, reigned over from afar by the emperor in 
Constantinople. Justinian’s Gothic War had left Rome as “a ghost of its former 
self,”14 depopulated, powerless, and at intermittent threat of attack by Lombards. The 
city that had once been the seat of the Empire “was sinking to the condition of a 
flood-prone, fever-ridden death trap.”15 It is easy to see how Brown’s rejection of 
unity led him to view the peoples of Europe as functioning within a series of separate 
but connected modules. 
 
When it came to the practicalities of ruling the city, the popes held great civic 
responsibility. The letters of Gregory the Great in particular show the pope petitioning 
secular authorities on behalf of the citizens. His actions concerning taxation, grain 
supplies, and slavery were motivated by his sense of charity, but it is in his dealings 
with the Lombard threat that he most took on the role of an imperial representative. 
He set commanders in place for the defence of Rome, paid garrison salaries, and 
bought and negotiated peace.16 Despite the vital role the popes played within the city, 
the position of the papacy was not yet firmly established, providing further 
ammunition for Brown’s view. The popes had to vie with the eastern patriarchs for 
the ear of the emperor in Constantinople and more than one pope had lost his position 
at the will of the emperor.17  
 
                                                 
12 Michael Greenhalgh, The Survival of Roman Antiquities in the Middle Ages  (London: Duckworth, 1989). p.97. 
13 Brown, The Rise of Western Christendom: Triumph and Diversity AD 200-1000. p.429. 
14 Ibid., p.190. 
15 Llewellyn, P. A. B. “The Roman Church in the Seventh Century: The Legacy of Gregory I.” The Journal of 
Ecclesiastical History 25, no. 4 (1974): 363-380. p.368. 
16 Bronwen Neil, “The Papacy in the Age of Gregory the Great,” in A Companion to Gregory the Great, ed. 
Bronwen Neil and Matthew Dal Santo (Leiden: Brill, 2013): 3-27. pp.20-22; Roger Collins, “Keepers of the Keys 
of Heaven a History of the Papacy,” (New York: Basic Books, 2009). p.100. 
17 For example Pope Martin I, who was exiled by Constans II. Likewise, the treatment of Pope Vigilius by 
Justinian. “Keepers of the Keys of Heaven a History of the Papacy.” pp.64-70ff, 18. 
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Certainly, the evidence of economic decline deals a mighty blow to the Pirenne thesis 
of continuing European unity. Though rather than seeing the withdrawal of the 
Roman state system and its associated economy as the sole cause of the 
fragmentation, perhaps it is preferable, with Chris Wickham, to see a variety of 
related causes, which affected different areas to different degrees. In summarising the 
evidence for Tunisia, the Italian Peninsula, and Gaul, Wickham emphasises that there 
was no consistency in how this decline took place.18 He identifies four main factors 
influencing the timing, scale, and kind of socio-economic change: war, the survival of 
state economic structures, personal land ownership, and the level of reliance on the 
wider Roman economic system (i.e., import and export).19 The interplay of these 
factors meant that former Roman provinces experienced decline at different rates and 
for different reasons. But despite the causes, this decline certainly led to a 
fragmentary Europe as described by Brown, no longer united under a lingering sense 
of Roman identity.  
 
Brown’s refutation of Dawson’s theory of Catholic unity is also compelling. 
Christendom was highly localised in beliefs and practice at this time and functioned 
largely without connection to Rome. The relationship between the Frankish Church 
and Rome, for example, is clear indication that the latter did not act as the central 
religious hub in Western European unity. Clovis I had been baptised as a Catholic in 
about 497, a century before the conversion of the first Anglo-Saxon king. And yet, the 
Frankish Church functioned largely outside the authority of the papacy. The pope 
could be a source of advice on matters of orthodoxy, but they were perfectly capable 
of convoking synods and settling disputes without papal direction.20 This was not in 
active defiance, but rather because the pope was not thought of as necessary to such 
decisions. 21  That manifest symbol of papal authority, the pallium, was rarely 
bestowed by the pope in Francia before Charlemagne.22 Fundamentally, the Frankish 
                                                 
18 Chris Wickham, “Studying Long-Term Change in the West, A.D. 400-800,” Late Antique Archaeology 1, no. 1 
(2003): 385-403. 
19 Ibid., pp.396-399. 
20 Wallace-Hadrill, J M. The Frankish Church (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1983). p.111. 
21 James T. Palmer, “Rome,” in Anglo-Saxons in a Frankish World , 690-900 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2009): 215-247. 
pp.218-219. 
22 Caesarius of Arles had received the pallium from Pope Symmachus in 514, but this was an anomaly. Likewise, 
Avitus of Vienne was unusual among Frankish bishops for being a supporter of papal authority. And from the 
other side of the fence, Gregory the Great’s concern with Merovingian matters was unusual among the popes. 
Palmer, “Rome,” pp.217-218. Boniface’s attempts to deepen the connection between the Frankish church and the 
papacy through his reforms—which included metropolitan bishops requesting the pallium from Rome—were not 
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Church functioned throughout its early centuries in communion with, but not 
subordination to, the See of St Peter.  
 
When Peter Brown turns his attention to the relationship between the Anglo-Saxons 
and Rome, he takes an anthropological approach, speaking of the conversion of King 
Æthelberht of Kent to Roman Christianity in terms of cultural goods transfer. A 
king’s power lay not only in his military prowess, but also in his role as gift-giver and 
as the head of a cultural elite. Christianity was just another exotic cultural commodity 
that could be transferred between societies, and which the early Anglo-Saxon kings 
felt it prudent to control. Brown felt that the missionary age could be seen as an 
exchange of such symbolic goods, not from centre to periphery, but from cluster to 
cluster, fitting in with his image of a fragmentary Western Europe.23 Rather than 
looking to the Romans as source of their Christianity, the Anglo-Saxons embraced 
their new religion by attempting to recreate all of the symbols of Christianity in their 
own context. They “Christianised” Anglo-Saxon England, by emulating Roman 
architecture, art, and ecclesiastical practice, in order that they might bring 
 
…to their own region a “microcosm” which reflected, with satisfactory 
completeness, the “macrocosm” of a worldwide Christianity. They did not aim 
to subject the “periphery” of the local Christianities of the British Isles to a 
“center” situated in Rome, as would happen in a later period under the 
ambitious popes of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Rather, they strove to 
cancel out the hiatus between “center” and “periphery” by making “little 
Romes” available in their home ground.24 
 
But while Brown’s explanation of Christianity as a cultural commodity is compelling, 
he uses the concept in a way that flattens what was certainly a hierarchy. The 
relationship between Britain and Rome was not one of two equals, exchanging 
symbolic goods in a wholly fractionalised world. There were important religious, 
cultural, and occasionally political connections between the two in which Rome was 
the authority. Rather than creating a representation of the greater idea of Christianity 
                                                                                                                                           
as successful as he had hoped. Steven Schoenig, “The Papacy and the Use and Understanding of the Pallium from 
the Carolingians to the Early Twelfth Century.” PhD diss., (Columbia University, 2009). pp.36-37. 
23 Brown, The Rise of Western Christendom: Triumph and Diversity AD 200-1000. pp.15-16, 343-345. 
24 Ibid., p.15. 
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in their own back yards, they were in many cases consciously recreating a Roman 
Christianity. There can be no denying that the city held particular fascination for 
many Anglo-Saxons. 25  In his hagiography of Saint Wilfrid, Stephen of Ripon 
describes him as a young man in the 650s leaving his native Northumbria to travel to 
Rome. The Holy Spirit, it was said, had stirred in him an all-consuming desire to visit 
the See of the Apostle Peter, “and so this most humble spark of our race, roused by 
God, came to Rome from the ends of the earth to hear the wisdom of the leaders of 
the world.”26 In the same vein, Bede tells us that by the time of the West-Saxon kings 
Caedwalla and Ine, who both abdicated to live out their days at the threshold of the 
apostles, “many of the English race, both noblemen and commoners, laity and 
clergymen, men and women were avidly accustomed to doing [likewise].”27  
 
On these grounds, and despite agreeing in essence with Brown’s refutations of 
Pirenne and Dawson’s theories, this thesis maintains that Rome could still function as 
a centre in some sense in this period. In early Anglo-Saxon literature, there was an 
idea of Rome as central, matched by a view of Britain as being on the periphery. The 
economic decentralization Brown speaks of did not necessarily bring an end to 
Rome’s significance in this period. There need not have been any sort of political or 
economic unity in order for there to have been ideas of centre and periphery. Indeed, 
the papacy need not have had firmly established authority throughout Western Europe 
to command respect from some corners. And these ideas, intangible as they may have 
been, nevertheless affected Anglo-Saxon ecclesiastical, cultural, and political reality.  
 
The late Nicholas Howe, Professor of English at Berkley, recognised the fascination 
that the Anglo-Saxons had with Rome specifically. In his monograph, “Writing the 
Map of Anglo-Saxon England,” he sought to place the Anglo-Saxons geographically 
within the world, with relation to local topography, global geography, history, and 
                                                 
25 John Moorhead, “Peter Brown’s the Rise of Western Christendom Second Edition: A Review Essay,” Journal of 
Religious History 29, no. 1 (2005): 67-76. p.73. 
26 “ita et iste humillimus gentis nostrae igniculus, excitante Deo a finibus terrae audire sapientiam praesulum 
mundi Romam venit.” Italics are a reference to Matthew 12:42. Stephen, Vita S. Wilfridi, 5. 
27 “plures de gente Anglorum, nobiles ignobiles, laici clerici, uiri ac feminae certatim facere consuerunt.” Bede, 
HE, 5:7. Caedwalla reigned c.685-688. If we rely on Bede’s timing, this makes it just prior to the eighth century 
that such travel had become common. For a detailed study on Anglo-Saxon pilgrimage to Rome, see Stephen 
Matthews, The Road to Rome: Travel and Travellers between England and Italy in the Anglo-Saxon Centuries  
(Oxford: Archaeopress, 2007). Particularly useful is his Appendix 2 (pp.61-71), which provides a list of the known 
travellers between England and Rome from c580 to1066-8, giving the likely reason for their travel and the sources 
from which we know about them. For pilgrimage in the late tenth century, see Veronica Ortenberg, “Archbishop 
Sigeric’s Journey to Rome in 990,” Anglo-Saxon England 19 (1990): 197-246. 
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literature. In doing so, he hailed “Rome as the Capital of Anglo-Saxon England,” a 
view that fundamentally conflicts with Peter Brown’s conception of Western Europe 
as a whole, as well as his view on the Anglo-Saxons and Rome. In this, Howe is 
adopting a framework proposed by Walter Benjamin in the 1930s, which proposed 
Paris as the capital of the nineteenth century on the basis of a set of conditions 
unrelated to political reality: these factors were linguistic, literary, political, 
architectural, and material.28 While Howe did not see these same conditions as 
applicable directly to Anglo-Saxon England, he did see that the binary of 
capital/nation could be broken down by negating the need for political unity, into a 
“figurative pairing” of capital/century (in Benjamin’s case), or capital/culture. He felt 
that this offered us a way of thinking about the idea of capitals in a way not limited by 
geography or political boundaries. In his application of these ideas to Anglo-Saxon 
England, Howe emphasises the view of Rome as the caput (head) of Anglo-Saxon 
culture, and contrasts this to Britain as as sitting on the periphery, located at the ends 
of the earth. In fact, his understanding of the relationship between Rome and Anglo-
Saxon England owes a lot to Christopher Dawson; as for Howe, Rome had simply 
shifted from imperial to religious centre. As he himself explains, “if Rome was the 
capital of Anglo-Saxon England… it became so in an ecclesiastical and spiritual 
fashion that was radically different from its role as imperial capital of the province of 
Britannia, and yet that also depended on its past status.”29 But Howe was quick to 
clarify that “there was no self-contempt... in their recognition of themselves as 
peripheral.”30 He argued that the periphery was also important in their worldview, as 
it was the home to missionary activity and the spreading of Christianity. But rather 
than seeing such activity as spreading from cluster to cluster as Peter Brown had, for 
Howe men like Boniface were spreading it from periphery to periphery.31  
 
These two opposing positions on the issue of the idea of Rome in early Anglo-Saxon 
England, represented by Peter Brown at one end and Nicholas Howe at the other, 
provide the impetus for this thesis. The work of these two scholars is indispensable in 
this debate, but with one declaring that Rome sat firmly at the centre of the Anglo-
                                                 
28 Nicholas Howe, Writing the Map of Anglo-Saxon England: Essays in Cultural Geography  (New Haven and 
London: Yale University Press, 2008). pp.110-112. 
29 Ibid., p.99. 
30 Ibid., p.107. 
31 Ibid., p.107.  
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Saxon world and the other arguing that there was no such concept at this time, the 
issue needs to be redressed. The central problem is an assumption that attitudes to 
Rome were homogenous among the Anglo-Saxons and scholarship to date has been 
too quick to speak of “the idea of Rome,” as if this concept was absolute. There were 
potent concepts of Rome in the Anglo-Saxon imagination, involving ideas about its 
authority, prestige, sanctity, and antiquity. But these ideas were far from static or 
harmonious: there was no single “idea of Rome” at the time and no one attitude to the 
Roman inheritance.  
 
The contribution of this thesis is one of moderation between the two extremes of 
current scholarship through the recognition of greater complexity in the relationship 
between the Anglo-Saxons and Rome than either position allows. Engaging with each 
of the major debates in this field, this thesis reassesses the source material and 
highlights the discordant attitudes to Rome and Roman culture contained therein. As a 
secondary contribution, this thesis adds to scholarship on the history of the papacy 
more widely by giving much-needed attention to the reception of the institution: 
 
It may well be that the history of the papacy needs to be considered not merely 
from the perspective of Rome, but also from that of areas subject to its 
influence, and that the papacy, like many other aspects of Christian thought, 
should be thought of not merely in terms of the articulation of doctrine, but 
also of its reception.32 
 
Investigating the relationship of the Anglo-Saxons and Rome in this crucial period 
provides a view on the development of ideas about the papacy from the outside, as 
well as addressing the wide variance in current scholarship. 
 
An idea of Rome as a centre was certainly in existence in early Anglo-Saxon England, 
but the city could not yet be said to be its cultural capital. There were dissenters at a 
local level to the idea of Rome as a religious authority, especially among those 
influenced by the Irish Church. Even among those who did adhere to a belief in the 
city’s dominance, there were differences in how they saw this. The Anglo-Saxons 
                                                 
32 John Moorhead, “Bede on the Papacy,” Journal of Ecclesiastical History 60, no. 2 (2009): 217-232. p.232. 
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were far from passive recipients of a Roman inheritance. Certain ideas were 
contested, such as the authority of the papacy and the significance of Rome’s pre-
Christian past.  The “Rome” appealed to by Wilfrid throughout his tumultuous career 
shares similarities to, but is nevertheless distinct from, the “Rome” of Bede’s 
writings. “Rome” as a source of imagined power could be used to political ends, as 
seen in the inclusion of the name Caesar in some East Anglian royal genealogies. 
Likewise, the power of the papacy could be seen as a way to bolster the authority of 
bishops and missionaries. Yet there is no reason to assume that two Anglo-Saxons of 
this period would share identical conceptions of Rome. A re-examination of the 
interaction between the Anglo-Saxons and Rome in the literature demonstrates that 
the importance of this city for the newly Christian Anglo-Saxons was, at this nascent 
stage, multifaceted. 
 
Method and Scope 
 
This thesis is concerned with Anglo-Saxon discourse concerning Rome and Roman 
culture only during the first two centuries of their recorded interactions. As such, it 
includes material dated between the Gregorian mission to Kent in 597 and the 
conclusion of the eighth century. While problems in dating some material make a firm 
conclusion of AD 800 impossible, efforts have been made to maintain focus on this 
early period alone. The decision to limit scope to the early Anglo-Saxon period was 
made on the basis of the many changes that took place from the close of the eighth 
century and throughout the ninth. The Franco-papal alliance, which waxed during the 
late eighth century, was tied to the development of papal (and imperial) authority and 
reached its peak with the coronation of Charlemagne in 800 by Pope Leo III. It was 
only through this process, that Rome became “a truly papal city.”33 A result of this 
partnership was an influx of canonical Roman texts into Charlemagne’s court and 
thence into England. It also impacted upon the relationship between the Anglo-
Saxons and Rome. Joanna Story has expounded at length on the close ties that existed 
between Charlemagne and Anglo-Saxon England, particularly with Offa of Mercia 
                                                 
33 Mayke De Jong, “Charlemagne’s Church,” in Charlemagne: Empire and Society, ed. Joanna Story (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 2005): 103-135. p.117. 
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and members of the Anglo-Saxon clergy.34 So close were these ties, that in the early 
ninth century, “the road from England to Rome very definitely led via Aachen.”35 The 
advent of Viking raids, beginning with the murder of a reeve in Dorset in 787 and the 
raid on Lindisfarne in 793, was another contributor to a new era in Anglo-Saxon 
history. These raids resulted in the disruption of traditional Anglo-Saxon religious and 
political power structures and, in the second half of the ninth century, the conquest of 
the northern and eastern kingdoms and establishment of the Danelaw in their place. 
The rising importance and eventual dominance of Wessex in this new system came 
with a new, closer relationship with Rome. The Urbs became vitally important to the 
Anglo-Saxons during the ninth century, the popes anointing kings and receiving 
yearly payments from the English Church.36 The sources available for the ninth-
century include the Anglo-Saxon Chronicles and a number of translations traditionally 
attributed to Alfred and his circle.37 In his programme of translation, Alfred was 
building upon the traditions of the Carolingian Renaissance and was possibly in 
conscious emulation of it.38 As a result of the changes that took place over the course 
of the ninth century, this thesis concludes at the close of the eighth, providing a 
discrete view of the early stages of the development of ideas about Rome. 
 
The idea of Rome in Anglo-Saxon literature is of course one on which much ink has 
been spent. Given the breadth of this topic and the quantity of existing research, the 
relevant secondary literature will be discussed in each chapter. This introduction, by 
contrast, has been given over to the bigger picture and to providing a framework 
through which to approach the thesis. It will suffice here to describe those studies that 
have already been conducted on the idea of Rome in Anglo-Saxon literature in a 
wider sense. 
 
                                                 
34 Joanna Story, “Charlemagne and the Anglo-Saxons,” in Joanna Story, ed. Charlemagne: Empire and Society. 
35 Ibid., p.208. 
36 Asser. Asser's Life of King Alfred : together with the Annals of Saint Neots erroneously ascribed to Asser, edited 
by William Henry Stevenson. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998. 16; ASC, 853, 883, 887, 888, 890; Ortenberg views 
this payment as official from at least the time of Alfred, if not Æthelwulf. Ortenberg, “Archbishop Sigeric’s 
Journey to Rome in 990.” p.205. Susan Irvine, “The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and the Idea of Rome in Alfredian 
Literature,” in Alfred the Great: Papers from the Eleventh-Centenary Conferences, ed. Timothy Reuter (Aldershot, 
Hants: Ashgate, 2003): 63-77. pp.65-66. 
37 A number of these texts are now thought to be unconnected with Alfred’s court. For the contents of the 
Alfredian canon, see Janet Bately, “The Alfredian Canon Revisited: One Hundred Years On,” in Alfred the Great: 
Papers from the Eleventh-Centenary Conferences, ed. Timothy Reuter (Aldershot, Hants: Ashgate, 2003): 107-
120. 
38 Richard Abels, Alfred the Great: War, Kingship and Culture in Anglo-Saxon England, ed. David Bates, The 
Medieval World (London and New York: Longman, 1998). pp.221-223. 
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Yann Coz, in a monograph published in French derived from his doctoral thesis, 
Rome en Angleterre, discusses the idea of Rome in relation to this earlier period.39 
However, his focus is on Roman political history as it can be found in Anglo-Saxon 
historical and didactic sources. He is not interested in the ways Anglo-Saxons used 
ideas about Rome for their own purposes and is not interested in other kinds of 
Anglo-Saxon literature, such as hagiography. As a result, his monograph gives no 
attention to the Anglo-Saxons’ burgeoning relationship with the papacy. The second 
chapter of this thesis tackles the representation of Rome in a political sense, though 
this will be firstly approached from the point at which it intersects religious Rome: the 
conversion period. It is also concerned with the content of Anglo-Saxon laws and 
charters, sources not within the scope of Coz’s thesis. While the fourth chapter of this 
thesis—concerning Roman learning in early Anglo-Saxon England—shares many 
sources with Coz, the approach differs. In the first two sections of this chapter, I am 
interested in the transmission of Roman historiography, which is distinct from Coz’s 
interest in his sources’ accuracy and focus. Similarly, the approach Coz takes to 
grammatical material differs from that taken in the last section of the fourth chapter of 
this thesis. While Coz is interested in what these texts reveal about the Anglo-Saxons’ 
knowledge of the Roman past, in this thesis the focus is on their approach to classical 
style, and by extension, pagan Roman material. 
 
Other scholars have looked at Roman history in Anglo-Saxon texts, though with a 
focus on the later period. Janet Bately has written widely on the transmission of 
Roman historical data in the reign of Alfred the Great (849-899) and in particular, the 
translation of Orosius’ Historiarum adversum paganos libri septem into Old 
English.40 Alfred’s reign was also the focus of Susan Irvine’s work on the reception of 
classical mythology and on the idea of Rome more generally in the Alfredian canon.41 
Other work concerned with the idea of Rome in a general sense includes Yann Coz’s 
                                                 
39 Yann Coz, Rome en Angleterre. L’image de la Rome antique dans l’Angleterre Anglo-Saxonne, du VIIe siècle à 
1066, Bibliothèque d’histoire médiévale (Paris: Garnier, 2011). 
40 Janet Bately, “King Alfred and the Old English Translation of Orosius,” Anglia 88, no. 4 (1970): 433-460; 
“World History in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle: Its Sources and Its Separateness from the Old English Orosius,” 
Anglo-Saxon England 8 (1979): 177-194; “The Literary Prose of King Alfred’s Reign: Translation or 
Transformation?,” in An Inaugural Lecture in the Chair of English Language and Medieval Literature delivered at 
University of London King’s College (King’s College, University of London, 1980); “The Alfredian Canon 
Revisited: One Hundred Years On.” 
41 Susan Irvine, “Wrestling with Hercules: King Alfred and the Classical Past,” in Court Culture in the Early 
Middle Ages: The Proceedings of the First Alcuin Conference, ed. Catherine Cubitt (Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols, 
2003): 171-188; “The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and the Idea of Rome in Alfredian Literature.” 
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article, The Image of Roman History in Anglo-Saxon England, though, unlike his 
thesis, here he is concerned with the tenth century.42 This thesis fills a gap in focus by 
covering the various aspects of the idea of Rome as they began and developed prior to 
the ninth century. 
 
The primary sources most important to this study include the works of Bede, 
Aldhelm, Boniface, Stephen of Ripon, the lives of various saints, and several 
anonymous works. A number of grammatical texts by authors such as Tatwine and 
Hwætberht are particularly crucial to the final chapter of the thesis. The third chapter 
includes a study of Old English poetry, though such poems are difficult to date 
conclusively. The eighth-century poem, The Ruin, is the primary focus of this 
discussion, though reference is also made to the wider corpus of Anglo-Saxon poetry. 
This includes some pieces from the Exeter and Vercelli collections, and Beowulf, the 
most variously dated poem from the period, suggestions ranging from the eighth to 
eleventh centuries. Roberta Frank, in reviewing the arguments that have been put 
forward for the dating of Beowulf, suggested wryly that given the uncertainty and lack 
of consensus on this issue, the text could still be used as evidence for Anglo-Saxon 
England in some ways, but that it should come with a warning: “the kind required on 
cigarette or medicine packages.”43 The difficulty of dating material has been taken 
into consideration and careful attention paid to ensure that undatable material is not 
used as evidence for a certain temporal milieu. Beowulf in particular is used in this 
thesis as Frank suggests, for comparison and a general sense of the Anglo-Saxon 
period, not as evidence of seventh and eighth-century views. It is for this reason that 
the works of the poet, Cynewulf, have been omitted, as there is scholarly consensus 
that he is “likely” to have lived in the ninth century.44 The sources just mentioned 
have been supplemented by charters, letters, and any other written source relevant for 
our purposes, with all material treated in the original language, whether Latin or Old 
English. All translations from these two languages are my own, while those from 
other languages are properly attributed. The wide range of Latin material, in 
                                                 
42 Yann Coz, “The Image of Roman History in Anglo-Saxon England,” in England and the Continent in the Tenth 
Century Studies in Honour of Wilhelm Levison (1876-1947), ed. D W Rollason, Conrad Leyser, and Hannah 
Williams (Turnhout Brepols, 2011): 545-558. 
43 Roberta Frank, “A Scandal in Toronto: The Dating of “Beowulf” a Quarter Century On,” Speculum 82, no. 4 
(2007): 843-864. p.848. 
44 Michael Lapidge, “Cynewulf and the Passio S. Iulianae,” in Unlocking the Wordhoard: Anglo-Saxon Studies in 
Memory of Edward B. Irving, Jr., ed. Katherine O’Brien O’Keeffe and Mark Amodio (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 2003). p.147. 
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particular, belies what was actually a pretty tight circle for the most part. Bede, 
Boniface, Aldhelm, Daniel of Winchester, and Cuthbert of Canterbury were all 
contemporaries and there was a network of exchange between them. In locating the 
sources for particular ideas, this thesis also makes supplementary use of patristic and 
classical material as relevant. 
 
The decision to explore Anglo-Saxon perspectives has led me to exclude the writings 
of some authors who would otherwise be of great use to a study of ideas of Rome at 
this time. In particular, I have decided to exclude the works of Alcuin of York from 
my central argument. Although born somewhere in Northumbria and educated at 
York, his perspective cannot be said to be specifically Anglo-Saxon. Alcuin spent the 
majority of his adult life on the continent at the Carolingian court and later at Tours, 
returning briefly to Northumbria only twice, and his works reflect this continental 
perspective. As a major player in the Carolingian Renaissance, he was part of a 
distinct and separate milieu to even his Anglo-Saxon contemporaries. Michael 
Lapidge notes that “only a tiny proportion of his vast literary output is thought to have 
been composed in England.”45 In fact, it is only his Versus de patribus, regibus et 
sanctis eboracensis ecclesiae that can be firmly dated prior to his departure, and even 
this was supplemented with later additions. This poem is touched upon in the third 
chapter of this thesis. Alcuin’s florilegium, De laude Dei, is more difficult to date, 
though Lapidge suggests it may have been compiled on a visit to York initially, 
before being sent on to him on his return to the continent.46 The remainder of his 
prolific writings are outside the scope of this thesis. 
 
Another Anglo-Saxon who relocated to the continent, but whose works and life I have 
included, is Boniface. Boniface was educated at Nursling (Nhutscelle), near modern 
Southampton and he was in his forties when in 718 he left England permanently for 
the continent to pursue his ambitions as a missionary. The quantity of his works is 
decidedly exiguous in comparison to those of Alcuin, though they were largely 
composed prior to his final departure for the continent.47 In the final chapter of this 
                                                 
45 The Anglo-Saxon Library  (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2006). pp.228-229. 
46 This is supported by Marsden, who suggests that it was composed on the second of Alcuin’s return visits to 
Britain (790-793). Richard Marsden, The Text of the Old Testament in Anglo-Saxon England, vol. 15, Cambridge 
Studies in Anglo-Saxon England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995). p.222. 
47 See Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon Library. p.37ff. 
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thesis, his relocation to the continent will come to have significance for the thrust of 
the argument, which proposes that Boniface’s attitude changes as he makes stronger 
connection to the papacy and is made a bishop. In Boniface, we can see the impact a 
change in intellectual environment could have on an Anglo-Saxon’s attitude. 
 
With regards to the specific vocabulary of this thesis, terms used in single chapters 
only have been defined at the start of the relevant discussion. A term that occurs 
throughout, however, is romanitas. The Oxford English Dictionary defines this word 
as encapsulating the “spirit or ideals of ancient Rome” or an “admiration of or 
inclination towards these ideals”: a sense of “Romanness” as it were.48 The term itself 
is a late antique one, first used by Tertullian in mockery of his fellow Carthaginians, 
but now used of any person or culture thought to reflect or strive after Romanness.49 
A second term occurring throughout the thesis is “Christendom.” This I intend as a 
synonym for the wider Christian community or the Church, loosely conceived, a 
usage attested since the Anglo-Saxon period.50 In comparison, the use of the term 
universalis ecclesia (universal Church) by Bede is more precise, indicating a 
Christendom of united belief and practice. Throughout the thesis I will refer to Anglo-
Saxon “literature” as a collective term for the utterances extant from this period, 
whether prose, poetry, or otherwise. This term is used without the connotations of 
high culture sometimes attributed to it, and is used with reference to the Oxford 
English Dictionary’s third sense of the word, as “a body of literary works produced in 




This thesis takes a thematic approach to the material and as such, some of the same 
sources are treated in several chapters from different angles. It begins by looking at 
Rome in terms of the city’s religious importance in the early Anglo-Saxon period, as 
it is from this that so many of the ideas about Rome stem. This is followed by 
discussion of the supposed appeals made by early Anglo-Saxons to an idea of political 
                                                 
48 “romanitas,” OED. 
49 Tertullian, De Pallio, 4:1. CCSL 2. 
50 ASC, 1129. “Christendom,” OED. 
51 “literature,” OED. 
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Rome. Thirdly, the thesis concentrates on the physical remains of the Roman 
occupation of Britain and the Anglo-Saxons’ reactions to the Roman built 
environment. The final chapter explores the transmission of Roman learning in early 
Anglo-Saxon sources, in terms of Roman historiograhy, the rhetorical use of 
geography, and attitudes to pagan material. 
 
In greater detail, the first chapter of this thesis is concerned with the relationship 
between the Anglo-Saxons and Rome that was sparked by the religious conversion of 
the former. Peter Brown argued that the adoption of Roman culture and religious 
practice among the Anglo-Saxons was an attempt to recreate for themselves a local 
microcosm of the greater macrocosm of Christianity, rather than evidence of an 
interest in Rome in particular. Contrary to Brown’s position, this chapter argues that 
in the literature we do get a sense of Rome as the centre, at least in religious terms. 
However, this was not a fully-fledged concept and while it found supporters in a 
number of key figures in the period, these figures differed in the significance they saw 
in Rome. This chapter focuses in particular on the idea of Rome as it manifests in 
issues of orthopraxis, papal authority, and pilgrimage within the literature. 
 
Nicholas Brooks asserted that King Æthelberht was appealing to an idea of Roman 
political authority when he made the decision to convert to Christianity at Roman 
hands. The same has been said of those Anglo-Saxon kings who began producing 
written law codes and of charter entries that make use of Roman titulature. The 
second chapter of this thesis contends that while there is certainly evidence that Rome 
could be viewed as a source of political authority in early Anglo-Saxon England, this 
concept is harder to detect the earlier one looks.  It is the work of this chapter to 
explicate the use of ideas about Rome to political ends in the literature, paying 
particular attention to the conversion period, the writing of laws iuxta exempla 
Romanorum, and the use of supposedly Roman political terms such as imperium and 
titles such as patricius by the Anglo-Saxons.  
 
As inheritors of a “post-colonial” landscape, the Anglo-Saxons were very impressed 
with the stone walls, fountains, and baths that they found on their arrival in Britain. 
The third chapter of this thesis discusses the extent to which an idea of Rome was 
connected to the physical remains of Roman occupation in Britain and to the 
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emulation of this environment through the use of spolia and construction of new 
Roman-style buildings. In doing so, it highlights the divergent images of Roman 
buildings in Latin literature: the Anglo-Saxons were sometimes, but not always, in 
conscious emulation of Rome. But while there is explicit attribution of Roman origin 
in Latin literature, in Old English, Roman ruins are the work of giants (enta geweorc). 
Much work has been done over the last few decades in support of the claim that these 
references to giants are implicit references to the Romans, but this chapter will argue 
that Old English poets need not have been looking to Rome at all.  
 
The final chapter of this thesis is concerned with the Roman literary inheritance in 
early Anglo-Saxon England, particularly the transmission of ideas about 
historiography, geography, and classical style. From very early on, Rome played a 
central role in Anglo-Saxon conceptions of world history. Bede’s Historia 
ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum, for example, begins with a wholly Roman account of 
history, drawn from the Latin authors Orosius and Eutropius. The writings of Orosius 
in particular made a great impact on the early Christian Anglo-Saxons, including the 
idea that the pax romana (Roman peace) was ordained by God for the coming of 
Christ and the spread of Christianity. But the Anglo-Saxons were not passive 
recipients of Roman ideas about history and there are differences in the way they 
view the significance of the Roman past. The same is true also of conceptions of 
world geography in early Anglo-Saxon England. Authors used geography for deeper 
rhetorical purposes, and were selective in their use of Roman ideas about the world. 
While the study of Latin grammar was central to an Anglo-Saxon education, attitudes 
were wildly at odds in regards to the pagan material that was traditionally studied as 
the epitome of classical style. In each case, this chapter highlights the ways that the 
Anglo-Saxons were making conscious choices about their use of Roman ideas about 
the world. 
 
Each of these chapters demonstrates that the significance of Rome was not yet fixed 
in early Anglo-Saxon England. While some Anglo-Saxons had both eyes firmly on 
Rome, others were uncertain about the city’s significance, or were not thinking about 
it at all. The new relationship with Rome that conversion brought certainly caused 
ideas about Rome’s authority, power, and sanctity to circulate in early Anglo-Saxon 
England, but the literature demonstrates that these ideas were neither adopted or 
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ignored wholesale: the significance of Rome was still being decided.
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Chapter One: Was Rome the centre of Anglo-Saxon 
Christianity? 
 
In the early eighth century an anonymous monk from Whitby in Northumbria 
declared that “Rome is the chief of cities and mistress of the world.”52 In the final 
chapter of this thesis, this statement is analysed in terms of Roman historiography, but 
here the focus is on attitudes towards the Roman Church. In the seventh and eighth 
centuries, Europe was fragmentary and without any political ties to Rome. The city of 
Rome had fallen into decline; her streets and buildings were neglected and wide areas 
of the city lay abandoned. The papacy itself did not yet provide a centralised authority 
in a Western Europe “characterised by strong regional churches,” nor did it yet have 
an army at its command to apply physical pressure in support of its aims.53 So what 
was it about Rome that inspired these words? The motivation here is ideological 
rather than political or economic. This monk was appealing to an idea of Rome in use 
in Latin literature of this period, which viewed Rome as the centre of Anglo-Saxon 
Christianity.  
 
This idea of Rome as the centre of Anglo-Saxon England brings to mind Nicholas 
Howe’s image of “Rome as capital of Anglo-Saxon England.” As discussed in the 
introduction to this thesis, Howe utilised Walter Benjamin’s framework to break 
down the binary of capital/nation to allow for definitions of a capital that are cultural, 
rather than political or economic.54 It is in this context, he argues, that we can speak 
of Rome as the capital or centre of Anglo-Saxon England. Certainly, there is much 
evidence that such a concept existed in this period. However, the viewpoint was not 
so widespread that one might say that it was paradigmatic or that it existed 
uncontested. A Christian cultural geography based on conceptions of centre and 
periphery was not universal in this period and among those who did indicate such a 
worldview there was not yet agreement on what it was about Christian Rome that was 
most significant. A tension exists within the literature that is multi-layered as well as 
multi-faceted. It is multi-faceted in the sense that the significance of Christian Rome 
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53 Brown, The Rise of Western Christendom: Triumph and Diversity AD 200-1000. pp.13, 428-429. 
54 See thesis introduction. 
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lay in either its representation as the home of the martyrs (and St Peter in particular), 
or as home to the papacy (St Peter’s successors). These two elements of Rome were 
not mutually exclusive of course, though emphasis on one over the other radically 
alters the significance of the city in the literature. It is multi-layered also, as these 
perceptions of Rome are detectable in both the actions of the subjects of the literature 
and in the attitudes of the authors themselves. Thus the Anglo-Saxons’ cultural 
geography—that is, their concept of the world and their place within it—was varied. 
Some had sharp concepts of centre and periphery, involving belief in the ultimate 
authority of the papacy in ecclesiastical matters, while others, such as those living 
according to Irish monastic custom, did not. In between these two extremes lay 
gradations and subtleties evident of a Church in a transitional phase. As this chapter 
argues, in the inchoate Anglo-Saxon Church, Christian Rome meant different things 
to different authors. While Rome’s authority in matters of religion was firmly 
stamped by the ninth century, prior to this it was subject to contention.  
 
One of the major factors in this debate was the fact that Rome was not unrivalled in 
its influence on the early Anglo-Saxon Church. King Oswald of Northumbria had 
looked to the monks of Iona, rather than to the Romans, to facilitate the conversion of 
his people,55 and the clashes over the tonsure and observance of Easter recorded in 
several sources should also remind us that Roman authority was by no means absolute 
in this period.56 Nor should we see the decision to follow Roman practice at Whitby 
or at other meetings as signalling the commencement of uniformity across multiple 
kingdoms or even within them.57 And despite the indications that Anglo-Saxon 
pilgrims of all social strata were rushing toward Rome, it is also clear that some 
Anglo-Saxons disapproved of such travel. Even those who did travel to Rome were at 
odds as to which Rome it was they were visiting: the Rome of the saints or the Rome 
of the papacy. Concerning the papacy itself there was further disagreement. While 
some Anglo-Saxons accepted papal pre-eminence, based on inheritance from St Peter, 
                                                 
55 Bede, HE, 3:3. 
56 Both Bede and Stephen of Ripon record the debate at Whitby of 664, where Church and secular officials 
deliberated on the matter and decided in favour of Roman practice. Ibid., 3:25; Stephen, Vita S. Wilfridi, 10. The 
Synod of Hertford in 673 tackled this issue as well, also deciding in favour of Roman practice, as did the second 
Synod of Clofesho in 747. Whitelock, EHD, pp.867-869; Catherine Cubitt, Anglo-Saxon Church Councils, c.650-
c.850  (London: Leicester University Press, 1995). p.31. 
57 Henry Mayr-Harting argues that the shift away from Irish practices following the debate at Whitby was not a 
sudden one, Irish influences being visible for some time thereafter. Henry Mayr-Harting, The Coming of 
Christianity to Anglo-Saxon England  (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1991). p.164. 
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others were less sure. The papacy found supporters in key figures such as Wilfrid and 
Boniface, who were “early adopters” of an idea of Roman centrality based on papal 
supremacy. This idea was powerful from the outset and receives much support in the 
literature. However, one can also see starkly different interpretations of the 
significance of Christian Rome. These levels of contention raise their heads in Anglo-
Saxon discourse concerning orthopraxis, papal authority, and travel to Rome. This 
chapter will explore each of these issues, highlighting the different interpretations of 
Rome therein. 
 
Our saint is better than your saint: correct religious observance 
 
The conversion of the Anglo-Saxons to Christianity involved more than just Roman 
missionaries. Once converted, it was not taken for granted in the fledgling Anglo-
Saxon Church that Roman ecclesiastical practice would be adhered to exclusively or 
even that it was preferable. The observance of the liturgy, celebration of Easter, and 
wearing of the tonsure all involved a clash of cultural influences and accordingly 
produced differing attitudes in extant sources. Those supporting Roman practice held 
it in opposition to that of the Irish, relying on a hierarchical view of Church structure 
to support their claims. They appealed to the supremacy of St Peter and some, but not 
all, to the authority of the papacy. Our authors recorded these events after Roman 
practice had won numerous victories, and yet there are differences in how the 
victories are represented. In some sources they are victories for St Peter and the 
universal Church, in in others for St Peter and Rome. 
 
Bede tells us that the Anglo-Saxons were chosen by God to be converted to 
Christianity. This process began with the baptism of King Æthelberht of Kent in the 
closing years of the sixth century: 
 
Among other indescribable crimes which [the Britons’] … historian Gildas 
describes in rueful words, in addition he says that they never entrusted the 
word of the faith to the people of the Saxons nor the Angles, inhabiting 
Britain with them. But nevertheless the love of God did not desert his lowly 
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people, whom he foreknew, but he destined much worthier heralds of the truth 
for the celebrated race, that through them they might believe.58 
 
In the succeeding chapter, the “worthier heralds of the truth” are revealed as Roman 
churchmen, in particular Pope Gregory I and the missionary, Augustine. At 
Gregory’s command, Augustine had led a mission to England. Arriving on the Isle of 
Thanet in 597, Augustine had sent word to King Æthelberht of Kent, that he had 
come from Rome to bring a good message.59  This mission was a success and within 
a few years he had presided over the baptism of Æthelberht, the first Anglo-Saxon 
king to convert to Christianity. Following this event, a member of Augustine’s party, 
Paulinus, led a mission to Northumbria, which resulted in King Edwin’s conversion. 
However, this mission was more limited in its success and on the death of their king, 
the Northumbrians reverted to paganism.60 But the Romans were not the only ones 
set on turning these Germanic peoples from their paganism. When, a decade later, 
King Oswald of Northumbria wished to Christianise his population, it was to the 
Irish, rather than Rome that he looked and the monks of Iona sent Aidan for this 
purpose.61 The conversion of the Anglo-Saxons was thus an ad hoc affair, achieved in 
tandem by Roman and Irish missionaries and in many cases their influence 
overlapped in these newly Christian kingdoms.62  
 
Might Bede, who recorded the missionary efforts of both sides, have intended that his 
reader include the Irish in this group of “worthier heralds”? Any reference to one or 
other of these missionaries as being the “Apostle of the English” might go some way 
towards explaining how Bede and his fellow Anglo-Saxons viewed the conversion of 
their people. Apostolus, from the Greek ἀπόστολος, means “one who is sent”, 
                                                 
58 “Qui inter alia inenarrabilium scelerum facta, quae historicus eorum Gildas flebili sermone describit, et hoc 
addebant, ut numquam genti Saxonum sive Anglorum, secum Brittaniam incolenti, verbum fidei praedicando 
committerent. Sed non tamen divina pietas plebem suam, quam praescivit, deservit; quin multo digniores genti 
memoratae praecones veritatis, per quos crederet, destinavit.”Bede, HE, 1:22. For a discussion of the veracity of 
this statement and the probable influence of the Britons, see Nicholas Brooks, “Canterbury and Rome: The Limits 
and Myth of Romanitas.” Roma Fra Oriente e Occidente, 19-24 aprile 2001. Settimane di Studio Centro italiano 
di studi sull'alto Medioevo 49, tomo 2. Spoleto: Centro italiano di studi sull'alto Medioevo. pp.797-830. 
59 “mandavit se venisse de Roma, ac nuntium ferre optimum.” Ibid., 1:25. 
60 Ibid., 2:9-3:1. 
61 Aidan was sent to England in 634. Ibid., 3:3. 
62 There is much debate on the issue of the relative influence of various missionary efforts. See Rob Meens, “A 
Background to Augustine’s Mission to Anglo-Saxon England,” Anglo-Saxon England 23 (1994): 5-17. pp.5-6; 
Nicholas Brooks, “Canterbury, Rome and the Construction of English Identity,” in Early Medieval Rome and the 
Christian West: Essays in Honour of Donald a Bullough, ed. Julia M H Smith, The Medieval Mediterranean: 
Peoples, Economies and Cultures, 400-1453 (Leiden, Boston and Koln: Brill, 2000): 221-247. p.23; Éamonn Ó 
Carragáin, The City of Rome and the World of Bede, Jarrow Lecture (Jarrow, Durham1994). p.22. 
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whether by earthly superiors or by God. There is a popular conception in modern 
times (mainly in Ireland and Northumbria) of Aidan as Apostle of the English,63 yet 
there is no reference to him being named such by the Anglo-Saxons in this early 
period. Bede does refer to him as “the man sent for the purpose of instructing the 
unbelievers and the ignorant,” which could be interpreted as a reference to his 
apostolic status, but falls short of being explicit in that respect.64 As for Augustine, a 
charter, reportedly issued by Eadbald Kent in 618, refers to the missionary as “the 
first teacher and Apostle of the English.”65 The charter, however, is almost certainly a 
much later forgery.66 On the other hand, the role of apostolus was ubiquitously 
applied to Gregory the Great.  Aldhelm is the first of our sources to afford Gregory 
the primary role in the conversion.67 He praises Gregory at length in the prose version 
of his De virginitate, referring to him as “Gregory, the ever-watchful shepherd and 
our teacher—our, I say, [as it was he] who removed from our ancestors the error of 
foul paganism and delivered [to them] the measure of regenerative grace.”68 To this 
might be added a passage from his Carmen de virginitate, in which Aldhelm states 
that the inhabitants of Britain arrived at baptism through him.69 The anonymous Vita 
Sancti Gregorii states that each of the apostles will lead their people to Judgement, 
and that, for the English, it would be Gregory who would lead them.70 Bede likewise 
explicitly names Gregory, “whom we can and should rightly call our apostle.”71 Thus 
                                                 
63 He is sometimes called the Apostle of the English and sometimes of Northumbria. In the late 19th century, 
Joseph Lightfoot stated that “Augustine was the Apostle of Kent, but Aidan was the Apostle of the English.” 
Joseph Lightfoot, Leaders in the Northern Church: Sermons Preached in the Diocese of Durham  (London: 
Macmillan, 1892). p.11. This has been much quoted since in popular histories, not least of all in the Wikipedia 
entry for Aidan. Wikipedia contributors, “Aidan of Lindisfarne,”  accessed 26 October 2012. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aidan_of_Lindisfarne.  See also for example, Hugh Graham, “Irish Monks and the 
Transmission of Learning,” The Catholic Historical Review 11, no. 3 (1925): 431-442. p.435; and more recently, 
Ian Bradley, Celtic Christianity: Making Myths and Chasing Dreams  (Edinburgh: University of Edinburgh Press, 
1999). p.132. 
64 Emphasis mine. “ipsum ad erudiendos incredulos et indoctos mitti.”  He also says that “he was sent to give the 
English people instruction in Christ.” “ad provinciam Anglorum instituendam in Christo missus est Aidan.” Bede, 
HE, 3.5. 
65 “prothodoctor et apostolus Anglorum Augustinus.” K6. 
66 S6; Wilhelm Levison, England and the Continent in the Eighth Century  (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1946). 
pp.181-184. 
67 This is noted by Alan Thacker, “Memorializing Gregory the Great: The Origin and Transmission of a Papal Cult 
in the Seventh and Early Eighth Centuries,” Early Medieval Europe 7, no. 1 (1998): 59-84. p.76. Aldhelm, Prosa 
De virg., 13, 42, 55. CCSL 124A. 
68 “Gregorius, pervigil pastor et pedagogus noster, noster inquam, qui nostris parentibus errorem tetrae gentilitatis 
abstulit et regenerantis gratiae normam tradidit.” Aldhelm, Prosa De virg., 55. CCSL 124A. 
69 Aldhelm, Carmen de virg., 879. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. 
70 “Iuxta cuius sententiam quando omnes apostoli, suas secum provincias ducentes / Domino in die iudicii 
ostendent, atque singuli gentium doctores, nos ille, id est gentem Anglorum, eo miratius per se gratia Dei credimus 
edoctam adducer.” Vita S. Greg., 6. 
71 “Quem recte nostrum appellare possumus et debemus apostolum.” Bede, HE, 2:1. From Diarmuid Scully, 
“Bede, Orosius and Gildas on the Early History of Britain,” in Bède le Vénérable entre tradition et postérité, ed. 
Stephane Lebecq, Michel Perrin, and Olivier Szerwiniack (Villeneuve d’Ascq: IRHiS-Institut de Recherches 
Historiques du Septentrion, 2005). p.41.  
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while Bede may have admired Aidan and even seen him as having apostle-like 
qualities, it was the Romans, rather than the Irish, whom he viewed as responsible for 
the conversion of his people. This was an attitude held generally by those sources 
surviving from our period.  
 
And yet, given the Irish mission and continuing Irish influence in the north, it is not 
surprising that Roman ecclesiastical practice did not enjoy an exclusive position in 
the early Anglo-Saxon Church. The monastery at Lindisfarne, founded by Aidan, 
followed Irish tradition for instance. There is also evidence that the Irish Church held 
influence in the south. We know, for example, that a student of Aldhelm at 
Malmesbury, Wihtfrith, had made arrangements to travel to Ireland to study, 
indicating that there were some at least in the south who held Irish monastic 
education in high esteem.72 Compounding the issue, Éamonn Ó Carragáin has made 
the point that it was impossible to even talk about “Roman practice” as a cohesive 
tradition at this time. In the liturgy especially, there were numerous Roman traditions 
from which to choose.73 Indeed, when Biscop had put together a “Roman” liturgy for 
his monks at Wearmouth-Jarrow, he had drawn upon those of seventeen different 
churches. Likewise, the “Roman” liturgies adopted in Anglo-Saxon churches 
throughout the seventh century have been shown to contain much regional 
variation.74 But, as Ó Carragáin goes on to point out, “what was important to 
Northumbrians was, not that they should slavishly copy the use of a particular Roman 
basilica, but that they should practise customs which were consonant with those 
practised in, or approved by, Rome.”75 So although Roman practice was not a 
cohesive tradition and although different traditions were drawn upon by pro-Roman 
Anglo-Saxons, it was nevertheless in imitation of an idea of “Roman practice” that 
they did so. 
                                                 
72 Michael Herren suggests that Wihtfrith was most likely a student of Aldhelm at Malmesbury and gives the years 
of Aldhelm’s abbacy (673 to 706) as the probable window for dating the letter. Michael Lapidge and Michael 
Herren, eds., Aldhelm: The Prose Works (Cambridge: D S Brewer and Rowman & Littlefield, 1979). pp.139-140; 
Aldhelm, Ep.3. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15.  
73 Ó Carragáin, The City of Rome and the World of Bede. p.26. Also, Julia M H Smith, Europe after Rome: A New 
Cultural History 500-1000  (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005). p.223; Chris Wickham, The Inheritance of 
Rome: A History of Europe from 400 to 1000  (London: Penguin, 2010). p.172; Ó Carragáin, Éamonn and Alan 
Thacker. “Wilfrid in Rome.” In Wilfrid: Abbot, Bishop, Saint. Papers from the 1300th Anniversary Conferences, 
edited by Nicholas Higham, 212-230. Donington: Shaun Tyas, 2013. pp.221-222. 
74 Éamonn Ó Carragáin, Ritual and the Rood: Liturgical Images and the Old English Poems of the Dream of the 
Rood Tradition  (London: The British Library; University of Toronto Press, 2005). p.223; Henry Mayr-Harting 
discusses the liturgy at length. Mayr-Harting, The Coming of Christianity to Anglo-Saxon England. pp.169-189. 
75 Ó Carragáin, The City of Rome and the World of Bede. p.26. 
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Bede for one was not concerned that a single Roman source be the fountainhead of 
Anglo-Saxon religious practice, viewing its derivation from multiple sources as 
intended by Gregory the Great. If we are to see the Libellus responsionum as 
genuine, 76  Gregory had written to Augustine encouraging him to combine the 
traditions of different Churches as he instructed his new flock: 
 
You know, brother, the tradition of the Roman Church, in which you yourself 
were raised. I am pleased if, in either the Roman, Gallic, or any other church, 
you found anything which might be more pleasing to Almighty God, you 
should carefully choose, and with especial instruction teach those things you 
were able to collect from many churches to the English Church, which is at 
this point new to the faith.77 
 
This is an idea seen elsewhere in Bede’s writings. Benedict Biscop, an avid devotee 
of all things Roman, is said by Bede to have been influenced by practice elsewhere as 
well. He states that Biscop had always spoken “concerning the ecclesiastical 
observances which he had seen throughout all cities and most particularly at 
Rome.”78 It might seem odd that Bede was indicating a plurality of traditions, given 
that he was writing his Historia more than six decades after the decision made by 
Northumbrian dignitaries at Whitby to follow Roman practice. But while he may 
have seen correct practices in England as coming from multiple sources, Bede was 
                                                 
76 The editors of the Monumenta Germaniae Historica saw fit to include the questions and replies in the corpus of 
Gregory’s writings (albeit cautiously), while the editors of the Corpus Christianorum omitted it. John R C Martyn, 
a more recent editor of the text, felt that although the text itself may be a fabrication, its general content and tone 
are consistent with what one would expect of Gregory and his discussions with Augustine regarding the mission. 
John R C Martyn, The Letters of Gregory the Great, 3 vols. (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 
2004). Vol.1 pp.61-62.  Rob Meens agreed that the letters “clearly echo the thought of Gregory the Great” and 
concluded that most are probably Gregorian in origin, while sections 8 and 9 are probably from the work of 
Archbishop Theodore at Canterbury. Meens, “A Background to Augustine’s Mission to Anglo-Saxon England.” 
pp.6-7. 
77 “Nouit fraternitas tua Romanae ecclesiae consuetudinem, in qua se meminit nutritam. Si mihi placet ut, sive in 
Romana sive in Galliarum seu in qualibet ecclesia aliquid invenisti, quod plus omnipotenti Deo possit placere, 
sollicite eligas, et in Anglorum ecclesia, quae adhuc ad fidem nova est, institutione praecipua, quae de multis 
ecclesiis colligere potuisti, infundas.” Bede, HE, 1:27; Gregory, Reg., 11:64. MGH (Epist.) 2. It is unclear whether 
the “customs of the Roman Church” Gregory is referring to are meant to be understood as those of the monastery 
of St Andrew at Rome, where Augustine was prior before the mission to England, or whether Gregory is indicating 
that there was an accepted standard in Rome at this time. Certainly, there was regional variation in the liturgy 
throughout Western Europe at this time, and Constant Mews has argued that this was the case within Rome itself 
as well. Constant J Mews, “Gregory the Great, the Rule of Benedict and Roman Liturgy: The Evolution of a 
Legend,” Journal of Medieval History 37, no. 2 (2011): 125-144. p.127. 
78 “semper de ecclesiasticis observationibus quas per omnes civitates et maxime Romae viderat.” Bede, Hom., 
1:13. CCSL 122. 
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clear that any such practices should be compatible with those of the wider Church, 
and that in this they should be guided by “the unity of the mother Church.”79 In a 
letter to Archbishop Egbert of York, he bemoans that the laymen of Northumbria 
were not in the habit of receiving communion regularly. He urges Egbert to 
encourage the members of his community do so every Sunday, or at least on apostles’ 
and martyrs’ nativities, “in the manner you yourself have seen it done in the holy 
Roman and apostolic church.”80  So while Bede’s idea of correct practice was not 
purely Roman in content, it was nevertheless in harmony with those traditions 
followed there, through the concept of universal practice. 
 
Bede was not the only Anglo-Saxon to appreciate the importance of universal 
practice. Willibald, a West-Saxon, tells us that when Boniface was consecrated as a 
bishop in Rome, part of the ceremony was the swearing of an oath to maintain 
standard belief and practice and teach his flock the same.81 Specifically, Boniface 
swears to uphold the practice of the “universal Church” (universalis aecclesiae).82 
Such language emphasises united, rather than Roman practice, an idea more in line 
with Bede’s view. However, as we shall see in the coming discussion, the content of 
this oath is actually strongly pro-Roman and pro-papal in content. Accordingly, one 
should not see in these words an appeal to Christendom over Rome. In the same way, 
we must be careful about Bede’s presentation of Benedict Biscop’s view. Biscop may 
have been shown to value those observances he had learned in all places, but those he 
learned in Rome he saw as being most important.83 It is in a similar vein that Stephen 
of Ripon reports that, upon being made bishop of York, Wilfrid had chosen to be 
consecrated in Gaul, as there he could be sure to be consecrated by those following 
                                                 
79 “unitate matris ecclesiae.” Ibid., 1:19. This emphasis on a united, universal Church is evident throughout Bede’s 
writings, in particular in his biblical commentaries. See for example his discussion of the apostle John, praising 
those who remain faithful to the unity of the Church. Comm. Epist. Cath., 1 John 1:1. CCSL 121. Or his statement 
in his commentary on 2 John that “all Catholics throughout the world follow one canon of truth.” Likewise, in the 
commentary on Jude, he says that the Spirit of unity brings the Church together as one. Without it, one is 
condemned. For a discussion of Bede’s emphasis on a universal, rather than Roman church, see Moorhead, “Bede 
on the Papacy.” p.220ff. 
80 “quomodo ipse in sancta Romana et apostolica ecclesia fieri vidisti.” He also notes that this is the practice 
“throughout Italy, Gaul, Africa, Greece, and the whole East” (per Italiam, Galliam, Africam, Graeciam, ac totum 
Orientem), again emphasising universal, rather than purely Roman practice. Bede, Epist. Ecgbert., 15. 
81 Willibald, Vita S. Bonifatii, 6. MGH (SS rer. Germ.) 57.  
82 Boniface, Ep.16. MGH (Epp. sel.) 1. 
83 “semper de ecclesiasticis observationibus quas per omnes civitates et maxime Romae viderat.” Bede, Hom., 
1:13. CCSL 122. 
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Roman practice.84 In this case, too, Roman practice is preferable and is followed 
elsewhere in the world. 
 
Bede’s indication that correct practice was that followed in diverse regions is also 
evident in other literature of this period, and again its cohesiveness is emphasised. 
Stephen of Ripon tells us that Roman practice has many parts (multiplicem), but is a 
single discipline (disciplinam).85 And yet, in this work we get an idea that it was 
Rome that was responsible for this cohesion. When appealing to Pope Agatho for 
assistance in regaining his see at York, which had been divided in three by 
Archbishop Theodore, Stephen has Wilfrid state that Rome was the place “from 
which I know the rule of the sacred canons to emanate into all churches of Christ 
spread throughout the whole world.”86 This statement may have been intended as a 
slight against the eastern Archibishop of Canterbury, Theodore, about whose 
orthodoxy Pope Vitalian had been concerned enough to send Hadrian to England 
with him.87 Indeed, Wilfrid’s speech to Pope Agatho, when read in this light appears 
to make several references to his own orthodoxy and the non-canonical practice of 
Theodore and his supporters, and speaks of protecting the Church from attack “from 
outside” (a foris) and “by strangers” (ab alienis).88 In this context, it was in Wilfrid’s 
(and Stephen of Ripon’s) interest to present Roman practice as united against outside 
forces. This idea of a single Roman discipline is seen again in the statement that 
Wilfrid had memorised the version of the psalms that was standard in Rome before 
he had travelled there.89 So while Roman practice might be understood as coming 
from multiple sources, it was nevertheless imagined as a cohesive practice pulled 
together at Rome.  
 
Archbishop Cuthbert of Canterbury (d.760) led the Council of Clofesho in 747,90 at 
which canons were agreed upon that indicated a belief that such practice was 
                                                 
84 Stephen, Vita S. Wilfridi, 12. 
85 Ibid., 7. 
86 “unde normam sacrorum canonum in omnes Christi ecclesias per totum orbem diffusas emanare cognosco,” 
Ibid., 30. 
87 Chadwick suggests that Wilfrid may have played on this concern about Theodore’s orthodoxy for his own 
purposes. Henry Chadwick, “The English Church and the Monothelete Controversy,” in Archbishop Theodore, ed. 
Michael Lapidge, Cambridge Studies in Anglo-Saxon England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995): 
88-95. p.93. 
88 Stephen, Vita S. Wilfridi, 30. 
89 Ibid., 3. 
90 The manuscript containing the canons issued at this council is now almost wholly lost due to the Cotton Library 
fire of 1731, though it was copied by Sir Henry Spelman prior to its destruction. However, its authenticity is not 
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cohesive enough to be adhered to.91 The thirteenth canon, for instance, decrees that in 
matters such as the celebration of mass, performance of baptisms and singing of 
canticles, all should follow the practice of the Roman Church, while the fifteenth 
reiterates this command with reference to the observance of the liturgical hours.92 In 
the same vein, a decree surviving from another council held at Clofesho just over 
fifty years later begins:  
 
May it be known to your Paternity that just as it was first established by the 
holy Roman and Apostolic See, by the direction of the blessed Pope Gregory, 
thus we believe, and we strive to practice what we believe without ambiguity, 
to the extent we are able.93 
 
So despite acceptance in some cases that Roman practice was born out of multiple 
influences, a belief that it was cohesive and authoritative nevertheless held currency. 
If we are to believe Éamonn Ó Carragáin’s assertion that there was no such cohesion 
in the Roman Church at this time, then we are left with an idea of Roman practice at 
odds with reality. What makes this constructed unity most interesting is that our 
authors use it in different ways: Bede uses it to emphasise the universal Church, 
while Stephen of Ripon uses it to emphasise Rome. 
 
The long-term success of Roman ecclesiastical authority in England had its 
foundation in a series of victories over other traditions in this period. Among these 
battles, the celebration of Easter is undoubtedly most well attested and discussed by 
commentators. The correct observance of this feast was the cause of much concern, 
the disagreement coming to a head in the mid-seventh century. Irish and Roman 
traditions of calculation were resulting in the Resurrection being celebrated on 
different days in different kingdoms. For instance, the people of Kent celebrated the 
festival according to Roman custom, while the Irish contingent on Lindisfarne 
                                                                                                                                           
questioned, see Cubitt, Councils. Ch. 4 (pp.99-124), 266-267; Brooks, “Canterbury, Rome and the Construction of 
English Identity.” p.228; Mews, “Gregory the Great, the Rule of Benedict and Roman Liturgy: The Evolution of a 
Legend.” p.140. 
91 The other possibility is that this idea of a single Roman practice was with reference to a particular source only, 
such as that of St Peter’s. 
92 Arthur West  Haddan and William Stubbs, eds., Councils and Ecclesiastical Documents Relating to Great 
Britain and Ireland, 3 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1869-1878). Vol.3, p.367. 
93 “Notum sit paternitati tuae, quia sicut primitus a sancta Romana et apostlica sede, beatissimo papa Gregorio 
dirigente, exarata est, ita credimus; et quod credimus absque ambiguitate, quantum possumus exercere satagimus.” 
S1258. For its authenticity, see Cubitt, Councils. p.277. 
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celebrated according to the Irish calendar.94 In Northumbria, King Oswiu celebrated 
Easter with the Irish, while his queen, Eanflæd, followed the advice of her Kentish 
priest.95 Eventually, in 664, the ecclesiastical and secular authorities of Northumbria 
convoked a debate at Whitby to decide on a solution to this problem. King Oswiu 
presided over the meeting as its ultimate judge, with the Irish represented by Bishop 
Colman of Lindisfarne and their opposition by the fiercely pro-Roman Wilfrid. 
Wilfrid, who had already completed his first trip to Rome by this time, is said by 
Bede to have appealed to the authority of the universal Church in his address, 
concluding that the English would be foolish to follow the practice of a few Irish 
figures who were saintly, certainly, but also peripheral: “For although your fathers 
were holy, surely a few men from a corner of the remotest island is scarcely to be 
preferred to the universal Church of Christ, which is spread throughout the world?”96 
Thus, in Bede’s Historia ecclesiastica, Irish practice is pit against that of the 
“universal Church” and Britain is represented as distant, sitting on the periphery of 
the world.97  
 
However, Bede’s appeals to St Peter during his account of the debate at Whitby 
should not be automatically read as support for papal authority.98 Bede refers to the 
authority of St Peter in this debate, but places greater emphasis on consistent, 
universal practice than on Roman practice specifically. That Bede should present the 
debate in terms that supported his own views is unsurprising. “Few ancient or 
medieval authors had expectations that their reports of speeches would be taken 
literally, and there are clear signs that the material Bede places in the mouth of 
Wilfrid reflects his own preoccupations and characteristic turns of phrase.”99 This 
bias is made clearer by comparison with Stephen’s Life of Wilfrid. In this text, the 
debate is represented as a clash between the practices of the Britons, Irish, and 
                                                 
94 Bede, HE, 3:25. 
95 Incidentally, this priest was called Romanus, giving a good indication of where he derived his ideas. 
Interestingly, too, there is the possibility that he was an Anglo-Saxon. Bede states only that Eanflæd had brought 
him with her from Kent. Ibid., 3:25. (This Romanus is distinct from the bishop of Rochester who drowned in 633. 
2:20.) 
96 “Etsi enim patres tui sancti fuerunt, numquid uniuersali, quae per orbem est, ecclesiae Christi eorum est paucitas 
uno de angulo extremae insulae praeferenda?” Ibid., 3:25. cf. The discussion in Chapter Four concerning Gregory 
the Great’s description of the Angles as living in a corner of the world and Bede’s use of this idea. 
97 Bede is quite explicit about the traditions at odds here. He says that “Those who had come from Kent or from 
Gaul avowed that the Irish celebrated the day of the Lord’s Passion contrary to the custom of the universal 
church.” (confirmantibus eis qui de Cantia uel de Gallis aduenerant, quod Scotti dominicum paschae diem contra 
uniuersalis ecclesiae morem celebrarent). Ibid., 3:25. 
98 Moorhead, “Bede on the Papacy.” p.220. 
99 Moorhead, “Some Borrowings in Bede,” Latomus 66, no. 3 (2002): 710-717. p.716. 
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Northumbria against that of the “Apostolic See” (apostolicae sedis).100 And while the 
power of St Peter ultimately wins the debate in both sources, his role is different in 
each. For Stephen, St Peter represents Rome, whereas Bede views St Peter as the 
representative of universal practice.101 So here we see Bede’s representation of Rome 
differing from those who were more enamoured with the idea of Roman authority. 
While this view still led to a conception of Britain as peripheral in terms of correct 
religious practice,102 in his eyes this is in contrast to an imagined centre of universal 
Christendom, rather than to Rome.  
 
While Aldhelm rarely wrote concerning matters of doctrine or practice, he did write 
about the correct celebration of Easter.103 And through him we know that in other 
parts of the island, there were further councils at which this issue was discussed. 
Aldhelm makes reference in a letter to King Geraint of Dumnonia that he had 
recently attended a meeting at which a great proportion of the bishops of Britain 
came together to discuss Church canons, “so that, with the protection of Christ, they 
may be observed in common.”104 This meeting, which may or may not have been the 
Synod of Hertford in 673,105 had decided in favour of the computations for Easter 
approved by the council of Nicaea (325) and used by the bishops of the Roman 
Church.106 Aldhelm urges Geraint “that you no longer loathe the doctrine and decrees 
of the blessed Peter with insolent arrogance of heart and with impudent feeling, and 
that likewise you no longer arrogantly scorn the tradition of the Roman Church with 
arbitrary stubbornness on account of the ancient decisions of your forefathers.”107 For 
Aldhelm, the decrees of St Peter and tradition of the Roman Church were one and 
adherence to both was necessary for unity. One should not presume to interpret 
Scripture without the guidance of authority.108 As he himself states: “He who does 
                                                 
100 “Bede on the Papacy.” pp.220-223; Stephen, Vita S. Wilfridi, 10. This issue is also discussed by Constant 
Mews, who felt that Bede often downplayed Wilfrid’s pro-Roman attitude. Mews, “Gregory the Great, the Rule of 
Benedict and Roman Liturgy: The Evolution of a Legend.” p.143. 
101 See discussion of this passage below. 
102 The fourth chapter of this thesis expounds upon this link between rhetorical geography and orthodoxy in greater 
detail. 
103 Michael Herren, “The Transmission and Reception of Graeco-Roman Mythology in Anglo-Saxon England.” 
Anglo-Saxon England 27 (2008): 87-103. p.79. Despite this, Herren detects his views on several other issues, 
including his view on the Trinity, which is orthodox in line with the Roman Church, p.78. 
104 “Ut… in commune Christo patrocinium praestante conservarentur.” Aldhelm, Ep.4. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15.  
105 Cubitt, Councils. p.63. 
106 Aldhelm, Ep.4. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. 
107 “ut ulterius doctrinam et decreta beati Petri contumaci cordis supercilio et protervo pectore non abominemini et 
traditionem ecclesiae Romanae propter prisca priorum statuta vestrorum nequaquam tyrannica freti pertinacia 
arroganter aspernemini.” Ibid., 
108 Herren, “The Transmission and Reception of Graeco-Roman Mythology in Anglo-Saxon England .” p.70. 
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not follow the doctrine and rule of St Peter boasts emptily and to no purpose 
concerning the Catholic Faith.”109 So, while Aldhelm’s writings are rarely concerned 
with matters of doctrine, his position in this case is nevertheless clear: by following 
Roman practice, one was following the decree of St Peter and there could be no 
deviation from this. 
 
Yet the tone of Aldhelm’s letter is one of admonition, as Geraint’s bishops were 
failing to keep this tradition. This non-compliance at a local level appears to have 
continued for some time. Church officials at the Synod of Clofesho (747), for 
instance, deemed it necessary to rule once more that Roman practice should be 
followed. Bede reports that even the monastery at Iona had succumbed to the Roman 
celebration of Easter in 716, and yet even with this bastion of Irish practice brought 
into line, the battle was still not won for Roman practice.110 It seems that during this 
period Roman practice may have had its champions in “upper management,” but still 
also had enemies at a local level. Despite the push of pro-Roman personalities, there 
was resistance to the idea of Rome as the ultimate religious authority and the 
comparative silence of the anti-Roman stance in the literature should not lead us into 
thinking that it was not there and powerful in its own way.  
 
Correct wearing of the tonsure was another issue of importance to the young Anglo-
Saxon Church and Bede notes wryly that “there was no small argument about this 
too.”111 Discussion of this issue often took place at the same time as attempts to solve 
the Easter controversy. For instance, the debate at Whitby as recorded by both Bede 
and Stephen of Ripon had decided in favour of the Roman tonsure along with the 
Roman dating of Easter.112 And as we saw in the preceeding discussion of the Easter 
controversy, it is St Peter who triumphs in both of these sources, though Stephen of 
Ripon has Wilfrid add that the new tonsure is “in accordance with the rule of the 
Apostolic See,” fitting with his views discussed above.113 The meeting that Aldhelm 
had attended had decreed similarly and he berates Geraint accordingly for his 
                                                 
109 “frustra de fide catholica [et] inaniter gloriatur, qui dogma et regulam sancti Petri non sectatur.” Aldhelm, Ep.4. 
MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. He also cites Matt 16:18, the significance of which is discussed later in this chapter. 
110 Bede, HE, 5:22. 
111 “et de hoc quaestio non minima erat.” Ibid., 3:26. 
112 Ibid., 3:26; Stephen, Vita S. Wilfridi, 10, 47. 
113 “secundum apostolicae sedis rationem.” Stephen, Vita S. Wilfridi, 47. 
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episcopate’s non-adherence to the practice of St Peter as well.114 Felix was another 
clear supporter of this tonsure, stating that St Guthlac had received the mystical 
(mysticam) tonsure of St Peter, “highest of the apostles,” while at the monastery at 
Repton.115 
 
In his discussion of the tonsure Bede again chooses to give voice to a conception of 
correct religious practice that is not of a single, Roman origin. Bede recounts a letter 
from Abbot Ceolfrith to Nechtan, King of the Picts, which supports his own position 
on the wearing of the tonsure. He has Ceolfrith state that “a difference in tonsure is 
not hurtful to those whose faith in God is untainted” and emphasise that the different 
apostles and patriarchs had shaved their heads in differing ways.116 But, the letter 
clarifies, “none is more rightly [to be] observed and embraced by us, than the one 
[Peter] wore on his head.”117 Bede likewise has nothing negative to say about the 
Eastern style tonsure worn by Theodore of Tarsus in the manner of St Paul. He 
merely states that Theodore was required to change it to the Roman style before 
taking up his post as Archbishop of Canterbury only so as not to introduce another 
practice into the English Church, in opposition to the true faith (contrarium veritati 
fidei).118 Yet, whilst not having an issue with differing tonsures per se, the letter of 
Ceolfrith implies that the Irish and British tonsure tonsure followed that of Simon 
Magus, and as such should be rejected.119 The Roman tonsure, on the other hand, is 
“in harmony with canonical practice and the Christian faith,”120 and Bede notes that 
on accepting the new practices Nechtan has “submit[ted] to Peter, the most blessed 
                                                 
114 Aldhelm, Ep.4. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. 
115 Peter is “apostolorum proceris” (principis in some MS). Felix, Vita S. Guthlaci, 20. 
116 “quia tonsurae discrimen non noceat, quibus pura in Deum fides… sincera est.” Bede, HE, 5:21. 
117 “nullam magis sequendam nobis amplectendamque iure… quam in capite suo gestabat ille.” Ibid., 5:21. 
118 Ibid., 4:1. Michael Lapidge has argued that for Theodore to have been living in Rome whilst tonsured in the 
eastern fashion, he was most likely a member of the community of Cilician monks living ad aquas Salvias, outside 
and to the south of the city walls. Michael Lapidge, “The Career of Archbishop Theodore,” in Archbishop 
Theodore, ed. Michael Lapidge, Cambridge Studies in Anglo-Saxon England (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1995): 1-29. pp.19-20. This view was also hinted at by J.M. Wallace-Hadrill, who cited a conversation with 
Henry Chadwick on the subject. J M Wallace-Hadrill, Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People: A 
Historical Commentary  (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988). p.136. 
119 “But as for the tonsure which Simon Magus is said to have worn, what believer, I ask you, will not, at the very 
sight of it, detest and reject it together with its magic?” (Ceterum tonsuram eam, quam magum ferunt habuisse 
Simonem, quis rogo fidelium non statim cum ipsa magia primo detestetur et merito exsufflet aspectu?). Colgrave 
states that the Irish and British tonsure tonsure was that traditionally seen as belonging to Simon Magus, the 
biblical sorcerer. Certainly, the description of the tonsure that follows in Bede fits this. Later in the letter we are 
told that the Irish Abbot Adamnan had said that he wears the tonsure of Simon, in common with the tradition of his 
people, though he loathes the sorcerer. Bede, HE, 5:21; Bertram Colgrave and R. A. B. Mynors, eds. Bede’s 
Ecclesiastical History of the English People (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991). fn.5 p.548. 
120 “ecclesiasticam et Christianae fidei congruam.” Bede, HE, 5:21. 
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chief of the apostles.”121 Thus, while he uses the letter to emphasise the plurality of 
tradition, it is nevertheless St Peter, the chief of the apostles, who is given as the 
source of authority for correct practice. Such an attitude is typical of Bede and 
indicates either authorship of the letter or highly selective inclusion.122  
 
For those championing Roman (or universal) practice it was necessary to devalue 
Irish Christianity in the process and accordingly, there is a conception of Ireland 
throughout the literature as a place that was inferior to Rome. Stephen of Ripon refers 
to the Irish as “schismatics” (scismatici).123 And a companion of Bishop Headda by 
the name of Wigfrith, who visited Guthlac in Crowland, is said to have lived in 
Ireland, where he had seen those who are true and those who were “false anchorites 
and impostors of diverse religions.”124 Held in opposition to the idea of Rome as the 
source of correct practice, one can see the debasement of Ireland as strengthening the 
image of Rome as a religious authority in England.  
 
And yet, this attitude is not always a simple binary one in the literature. Bede found 
much to admire in the Irish, though he was nevertheless strong in his condemnation 
of their incorrect religious practices. In reporting the contact between the Roman 
missionary Laurentius and the British and Irish Christians, he deemed it necessary to 
quote from a letter by the missionary and his companions to the bishops of the Irish 
Church: 
 
When the Apostolic See directed us into these western parts to preach to the 
pagan peoples, just as is its custom for the entire world, it came to pass that 
we arrived on this island, which is called Britain. Before we had learned 
anything, believing that they proceeded in accordance with the custom of the 
universal Church, we regarded the holiness of both the Britons and the Irish 
with great reverence. But on becoming acquainted with the Britons, we 
thought the Irish were better. But in Gaul, we have learned from Bishop 
                                                 
121 “beatissimi apostolorum principis Petri subditam.” Ibid., 5:21. 
122 Some have been happy to accept Ceolfrith as author of the letter. See for example Julianna Grigg, “Paschal 
Dating in Pictland: Abbot Ceolfrid’s Letter to King Nechtan,” Journal of the Australian Early Medieval 
Association 2 (2006): 85-101. 
123 Stephen, Vita S. Wilfridi, 5. Bede also sees their beliefs as categorically incorrect. Bede, HE, 2:4. 
124 “pseudo-anachoritas diversarum religionum simulatores.” Felix, Vita S. Guthlaci, 46. 
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Dagan, who came from Abbot Columbanus to the island we speak of, that in 
truth the Irish do not differ from the Britons in their way of life.125 
 
This passage chastises the Irish for their non-adherence to universal practice, aligning 
the Roman missionaries with the “whole world.” Some historians have taken this and 
other passages as evidence that Bede was derisive in his representation of the Irish. 
Henry Mayr-Harting, for instance, argues that his description of Ireland in the 
opening chapter of the Historia is both clever and mildly sarcastic, drawing on a 
similar description in Isidore of Seville’s Etymologiae. Isidore states that dust from 
Ireland will make bees abandon their hives, while Bede refers to Irish manuscript 
pages being used to cure snakebites.126 Bede, he argues, was well aware of the 
opinions of Aldhelm and others that too many Anglo-Saxons were travelling to 
Ireland to study. Although they were admirable in many ways, their scholarship was 
not “entirely free of pedantry or wild fantasy…. What better use, then, for some of 
these leaves, than that they should be applied to snakebites?”127 While such an 
interpretation is purely conjecture, there are other passages that might seem to 
support this. In Bede’s Historia, along with the barbarous Britons, he also has cause 
to refer to the Irish as “barbarians and rustics.” But it is not as simple as this, as in the 
same breath he praises their sense of charity and states that it is on this basis that 
“they were worthy to receive” the knowledge of the correct celebration of Easter.128 
And on Ecgfrith’s invasion of Ireland in 684, the king was criticised for attacking a 
race Bede considered “harmless” (innoxiam).129 In fact, when giving his initial 
description of Ireland, Bede ignores classical representations of the Irish, refraining 
from the representations given in his sources, such as Solinus, Isidore, Jerome, and 
Prudentius, who represent the Irish as “semi-bestial, amoral, tattooed, warlike, and 
incestuous cannibals.”130 In Gildas, too, the Irish were “like slugs” and were “more 
                                                 
125 “Dum nos sedes apostolica more suo, sicut in universo orbe terrarum, in his occiduis partibus ad praedicandum 
gentibus paganis dirigeret, atque in hanc insulam, quae Brittania nuncupatur, contigit introisse, antequam 
cognosceremus, credentes quod iuxta morem universalis ecclesiae ingrederentur, in magna reverential sanctitatis 
tam Brettones quam Scottos venerati sumus; sed cognoscentes / Brettones, Scottos meliores putavimus. Scottos 
vero per Daganum episcopum in hanc quam superius memoravimus, insulam, et Columbanum abbentem in Gallis 
venientem nihil discrepare a Brettonibus in eorum conversatione didicimus.” Bede, HE, 2:4. 
126 Isidore, Etym., 14:6:6. 
127 Ibid., 1:1. Mayr-Harting, The Coming of Christianity to Anglo-Saxon England. p.50. 
128 “barbari et rustici,” “percipere meruerunt.” Bede, HE, 3:4. For the Britons, see 3:3. 
129 Ibid., 4:26. 
130 This is true of the Picts and Britons as well. Diarmuid Scully, “Location and Occupation: Bede, Gildas and the 
Roman Vision of Britain,” in Anglo-Saxon Traces, ed. J Roberts and L Webster (Tempe AZ: Arizona Centre for 
Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 2011): 243-272. pp.268-269. 
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keen to cover their scoundrel faces with hair than to cover the shame of their bodies 
with decent clothing.” 131  Bede makes no such comments. Oscillating between 
positive and negative portrayals, Bede’s representation of the Irish is more 
complicated than is often granted. When the Irish erred through ignorance—or 
innocence—Bede was happy to forgive them, believing them to still be worthy in 
God’s eyes.132 But when they persisted in their beliefs after instruction in the 
practices of the universal Church, he was far less sympathetic. He has Wilfrid warn 
during the debate at Whitby that, “having heard the decrees of the Apostolic See, or 
more precisely, the universal Church, which are confirmed by the sacred Scriptures, 
if you and your companions refuse to follow them, then without a doubt you commit 
a sin.”133 Note also in this passage Bede’s careful refinement of “Apostolic See” to 
“universal church,” where he emphasises the importance of universal practice as the 
primary concern. One can hardly imagine Wilfrid speaking these words. But what we 
can see in Bede, as elsewhere, is a belief that the Irish were schismatics and that their 
practice was in contravention of an accepted universal practice (Roman or otherwise). 
Diarmuid Scully has reinterpreted Bede’s description of Irish manuscripts curing 
snakebites, preferring instead to see this as part of Bede’s common practice of using 
landscape to mirror the spiritual condition of inhabitants, and indeed, this comment 
occurs during a passage describing Ireland’s geography.134 So, while Bede sees much 
to be admired in the Irish (and Aidan was of particular merit), they were nevertheless 
in error.  
 
Presenting a more complex position still is Aldhelm, who recognised the trope but 
evidently thought it overstated. Wihtfrith, the student mentioned earlier who sought 
to travel to Ireland for study, was chastised by Aldhelm for this desire: 
 
For I deem it absurd, having spurned the inextricable rule of the raw and 
ancient document, to take a little diversion through a slippery and overgrown 
                                                 
131 “quasi…uermiculorum.” “furciferosque magis uultus pilis quam corporum pudenda pudendisque proxma 
uestibus tegentes.” Gildas, DEB, 19. MGH  (Auct. ant.) 13. 
132 Bede, HE, 5:21. This idea also comes through in Bede’s account of the debate at Whitby, though put into the 
mouth of Wilfrid. 3:25. See also 3:4, where Bede says the Irish hadn’t been told of the correct calculations of 
Easter at this point. 
133 “Tu autem et socii tui, si audita decreta sedis apostolicae, immo universalis ecclesiae, et haec litteris sacris 
confirmata sequi contemnitis, absque ulla dubietate peccatis.” Ibid., 3:25. 
134 Scully, “Location and Occupation: Bede, Gildas and the Roman Vision of Britain.” pp.258-259. Bede also 
mentions that British jet keeps snakes at bay when set alight. Bede, HE, 1:1. 
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country, or more precisely, through the despoiled wanderings of the 
philosophers. Or certainly [I deem it absurd] to gulp thirstily from murky and 
marshy waters where a squalid, incalculable knot of toads swarms and the 
clattering peal of frogs croak, rather than from clear spring water.135 
 
However, as we shall see in the fourth chapter of this thesis, far from the scathing 
portrait it appears, Aldhelm is actually using the tradition of anti-Irish discourse here 
to make a joke with his student. In another letter, to Heahfrith, in which he makes 
similar statements about Ireland, he begs to be excused for his harshness, which he 
terms ironic and comedic.136 So just as Anglo-Saxons did not necessarily accept 
Roman practice without question, likewise, the defamation of the Irish usually tied to 
such arguments were deemed simplistic, in the case of Bede, and downright 
ridiculous, in the case of Aldhelm.  
 
In clashes over correct religious observance, ideas about Rome were used by key 
figures in this period to support their argumentative positions. An image of Roman 
religious authority as underpinned by the apostolic authority of St Peter was 
contrasted with a view of Ireland as being inferior and in error. Stephen of Ripon 
viewed the practice of St Peter as synonymous with that of the Apostolic See. And 
yet, there are indications that this idea was not simple or uncontested. Bede, for 
instance, preferred to emphasise universal practice and downplayed Roman authority 
in certain ways. And while Aldhelm believed that following the example of St Peter 
and the Roman Church was of the utmost importance, he nevertheless rejected the 
standard devaluation of the Irish that usually took place in its support.   
 
                                                 
135 “Absurdum enim arbitror, spreta rudis ac veteris instrumenti inextricabili norma per lubrica dumosi ruris 
diverticula, immo per discolos philosophorum anfractus iter carpere seu certe aporriatis [aporiatis] vitreorum 
fontium limpidis laticibus palustres pontias lutulentasque limphas siticulose potare, in quis atra bufonum turma 
catervatim scatet atque garrulitas ranarum crepitans coaxat.”  Aldhelm, Ep.3. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. This metaphor 
of murky and clear waters is reminiscent of one made by Gregory the Great in the preface to his Homiliae in 
Hiezechihelem, though the lack of similar vocabulary makes it impossible to determine if this is was a source for 
Aldhelm’s passage. Lapidge does not list this text as one Aldhelm was familiar with, though he does indicate that 
Bede and Alcuin were. CCSL142; Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon Library. p.305. The author of the Vita S. Greg. was 
also familiar with it. 26, 27. 
136 “Sed potius iocistae scurraeque ritu dicacitate temeraria loquentium fraternae hironia dilectionis obtentu 
cavillabatur.” Aldhelm, Ep.5. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15.  
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The Anglo-Saxons’ experience of papal authority—real or imagined? 
 
In the first few centuries of the Anglo-Saxon Church, there were many who treated 
the pope as bishop of the See of St Peter and the ultimate religious authority on earth, 
as would be standard belief in the later Anglo-Saxon period. But at this time papal 
authority was stronger in ideal than it could be in reality. Men like Wilfrid and 
Benedict Biscop appealed to the papacy in attempts to affect decisions made in 
England, yet any decrees issued from Rome only held sway if all parties were already 
compliant: kings or bishops could simply ignore them if they wished. This use of the 
idea of papal authority by pro-Roman Anglo-Saxons forms part of the broader 
development of this concept in the early Middle Ages, which is rarely looked at from 
the receiving end.137 The idea of papal supremacy, while certainly present, was not 
yet adhered to by all and even Bede, who deliberated on this issue at some length, 
evidently felt some discomfort with it. While he viewed the popes as St Peter’s 
successors to the bishopric of Rome, he was less sure about the powers associated by 
many with this position. So while the idea of papal authority was already sitting firm 
in the minds of some Anglo-Saxons, in this early period it was not yet taken for 
granted. 
 
Henry Mayr-Harting contended that papal authority was already well developed by 
the late seventh century.138 However, many have disagreed with this view in recent 
scholarship, first among them Peter Brown, who argued that while ideas of papal 
authority were in place, in reality the papacy was all but impotent to enforce this 
authority. It would not be until the high Middle Ages that the institution would enjoy 
this authority in practice in Western Europe.139 Julia Smith was inclined to agree, 
contending that although the papacy was widely viewed as the leader of Western 
Christendom, the post held no real authority before 1050. Furthermore, she added, 
any respect the papacy may have received prior to this time was due to reverence, 
rather than obligation.140 This statement hits on the issue, I think, which is that the 
                                                 
137 Moorhead, “Bede on the Papacy.” p.232. 
138 He agrees with Kathleen Hughes, who had argued that appeals to the papacy were standard practice in Ireland 
by this time as well. Mayr-Harting, The Coming of Christianity to Anglo-Saxon England. p.144. 
139 Brown, The Rise of Western Christendom: Triumph and Diversity AD 200-1000. p.13. 
140 Smith, Europe after Rome: A New Cultural History 500-1000. p.222ff. 
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idea of papal authority was strong enough in some cases to elicit respect, despite the 
reality that there was no obligatory requirement for it. In many cases the idea of papal 
authority was not strong enough on its own, and Chris Wickham has noted that 
between the mid-sixth and mid-eighth centuries, “the papacy was little looked to by 
people in Francia, Spain and even Northern Italy.”141 England, though, was a different 
story. Rome may have been a political backwater and the papacy feeble, yet there 
were those among the Anglo-Saxons who nevertheless viewed this office as the 
source of ultimate spiritual power in England. 
 
One of the ways in which Rome did appear to hold authority in Anglo-Saxon England 
was with respect to the structure of the Church. Gregory the Great had installed 
Augustine as the first Bishop (though probably not Archbishop142) of Canterbury and 
had sent him the pallium in 601.143 From this point, the incumbents of this position 
and, later, those of the archbishopric of York, were expected to seek the pallium from 
Rome as a symbol of their authority.144 The papacy continued to appoint Roman 
ecclesiastics to the see for most of the first century of the post and would continue to 
bestow the pallium on its incumbents until the sixteenth century. When an 
Englishman (a West Saxon) was first elected to the post in 653, he had taken the name 
Deusdedit, after the similarly named recent pope, thereby affirming his papal 
allegiance.145 And while Wighard was elevated to the post after Deusdedit by King 
Egbert of Kent, rather than the pope, the new archbishop was sent to Rome for his 
consecration. 146  In the north, Gregory the Great had designated York as a 
metropolitan see and there is evidence that Gregory III later gifted the pallium to 
                                                 
141 Wickham, The Inheritance of Rome: A History of Europe from 400 to 1000. p.171. 
142 On the grounds of the powers granted to the first bishops of Canterbury and Gregory’s attitude to the 
divestment of papal authority more generally (and the role of archbishop more specifically), Alan Thacker writes 
that “it is almost certain that, despite the repeated references to the contrary in Bede, Augustine and his first four 
successors never styled themselves archbishop.” He names Theodore as the first bishop of Canterbury to do so. 
Thacker, “Gallic or Greek? Archbishops in England from Theodore to Ecgberht.” In Frankland: The Franks and 
the World of the Early Middle Ages. Essays in Honour of Dame Jinty Nelson, edited by Paul Fouracre and David 
Ganz. 44-69. Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2008. p.55. 
143 Bede, HE, 1:29. Despite receiving the pallium, Gregory does not refer to Augustine as archbishop in any of his 
surviving letters. Wallace-Hadrill, Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People: A Historical Commentary. 
p.39. Bede is the first of our sources to refer to Augustine as archbishop, speaking of his ordination as 
“archiepiscopus genti Anglorum” and referring to him as “Brittaniarum archiepiscopus.” Bede, HE, 1:27, 2:3. 
Alan Thacker notes that Gregory was not fond of the term “archbishop” in any case, using it as a form of address 
in letters to metropolitans of Illyricum only a few times and early in his pontificate. “Gallic or Greek? Archbishops 
in England from Theodore to Ecgberht.” p.54. 
144 Schoenig, “The Papacy and the Use and Understanding of the Pallium from the Carolingians to the Early 
Twelfth Century.” pp.9-10; Nicholas Brooks, The early history of the Church of Canterbury. pp.66-67. 
145 It is a later tradition that names Frithona as Deusdedit’s original name. Alan Thacker, “Deusdedit (D. 664),” in 
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford University Press, 2004). 
146 Though poor Wighard died while there. Bede, HA, 3. 
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Egbert as its first archbishop.147 The popes continued to hold authority in the structure 
of the English Church even after they ceased installing their own men in the posts. As 
Steven Schoenig recognised, “The use of the pallium functioned as a prerogative 
through which the papacy shared authority with other prelates and simultaneously 
wielded authority over them.”148 The continued bestowal of the pallium upon Anglo-
Saxon incumbents indicates not only that the Roman structure had found acceptance 
among the English, but also that the authority of the papacy in this structure was 
accepted. 
 
As well as the power to choose archbishops or at the very least give approval via 
consecration and the gift of the pallium, the papacy could also evidently make rulings 
concerning the extent of the power enjoyed by these positions. It was from the papacy 
that Offa of Mercia obtained support to promote the See of Lichfield to an 
archbishopric. Likewise his successor, Coenwulf, looked to Rome in his attempt to 
move the archbishopric of Canterbury to London in 798.149 So while things may well 
have been different at a local level, the upper organisation and operation of the 
English Church was, in this early period, tied up with the authority of the papacy. The 
archbishops in England derived their power from the papacy in a real and practical 
sense and some Anglo-Saxons used this authority to attempt to bend the Church to 
their will. 
 
Wilfrid, who held the position of Bishop of York prior to the see’s elevation to an 
archbishopric, relied on an idea of papal authority that was a little less concrete. When 
he ran into trouble with bishops and kings—and this happened often—he used this 
idea of papal authority to his advantage. For him, the papacy was an institution to be 
deferred to when restitution could not be obtained on home soil. He travelled to Rome 
numerous times throughout his life to seek assistance from the papacy, each time 
returning to England with declarations in his favour. As we saw earlier, Wilfrid had 
                                                 
147 Bede, HE, 1:29. The later event is recorded in the continuations of the continental manuscripts of Bede’s 
Historia Ecclesiastica, annal for the year 735. While these are later manuscripts (twelfth century at the earliest), 
Colgrave surmises that they are from an eighth century Northumbrian source. Bertram Colgrave and R. A. B. 
Mynors, eds. Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People. lxix. 
148 Schoenig, “The Papacy and the Use and Understanding of the Pallium from the Carolingians to the Early 
Twelfth Century.” p.1. 
149 Haddan and Stubbs, Councils and Ecclesiastical Documents Relating to Great Britain and Ireland. Vol.3, 
pp.523-525. Nicholas Brooks discusses both of these events, indicating that Anglo-Saxon kings were keen to have 
the archbishop as their own man, wishing to bolster their positions by locating the archbishopric in their territory. 
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appealed to Pope Agatho in the first instance on the grounds that Rome was the centre 
from which correct practice emanated.150 His view toward the papacy itself becomes 
apparent in another petition made later in his life, this time to Pope John VI. As 
Stephen of Ripon reports:  
 
May your Holiness know that these are the reasons for which I came to this 
Apostolic See and into your most blessed presence, returning for the third 
time, from the furthermost part of the earth to seek your assistance: so that 
your holy authority may confirm and corroborate those things that were 
decreed by your most blessed predecessor, Pope Agatho.151  
 
Here the pope sits at the apex of Wilfrid’s conception of worldly power, holding 
authority in English religious matters. Elsewhere he refers to the judgement of the 
papacy as that of St Peter, “who has the power from God to loose and to bind.”152 The 
pope’s ideological authority had a great impact on Wilfrid and he persevered 
throughout his life to have its power consistently recognised. But he was relying on an 
idea that was out of step with reality. After expelling the vexatious bishop from his 
see, King Ecgfrith had paid no attention to the decree made by Pope Agatho in 679, 
choosing to imprison Wilfrid, rather than honour the ruling of Rome. In fact, Ecgfrith 
and his supporters claimed that Wilfrid had bought the ruling at a price.153 Even 
Archbishop Theodore apparently waited some six or seven years from Wilfrid’s 
return to make peace with him and, with the necessary support of Ecgfrith’s brother 
and successor, Aldfrith of Northumbria, return him to his bishopric of York.154 
Perhaps this is an indication that Theodore, who had made a tour of the Anglo-Saxon 
kingdoms and who had seen how the Church worked throughout,155 was acutely 
aware that while King Ecgfrith lived, the papal ruling would be worthless. When 
Wilfrid was again demoted, this time by King Aldfrith, Pope John VI also declared in 
                                                 
150 “quia unde normam sacrorum canonum in omnes Christi ecclesias per totum orbem diffusas emanare 
cognosco.” Stephen, Vita S. Wilfridi, 30. As noted on p.26 above, this may have been an attempt to question 
Theodore’s orthodoxy. 
151 “Cognoscat sanctitas vestra, istas esse causas, pro quibus hanc sedem apostolicam vestramque beatissimam 
praesentiam de ultima terrarum parte iam vice tertia adiuvandus adveni…. quaeque a praedecessore vestro 
beatissimo Agathone papa…decreta sunt, vestra pia auctoritas… confirmet et corroboret.” Ibid., 51. 
152 “qui habet a Deo solvendi ligandique potestatem.” Ibid., 34. Again, this power is explicitly given to the papacy 
in 39. 
153 Ibid., 34. 
154 Ibid., 43-44. 
155 Bede, HE, 4:2. 
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Wilfrid’s favour. Aldfrith, like his brother Ecgfrith, ignored the ruling.156 The power 
of the papacy was as yet only an idea and its strength relied the preparedness of others 
to accept it. Wilfrid, unperturbed, continued to make his journeys to Rome.  
 
Benedict Biscop, too, was relying on authority from the papacy that was not as real as 
he imagined. From one visit to Rome, the abbot returned with a papal privilege from 
Pope Agatho, granting the monastery independence from the affairs of the kingdom. 
This was addressed to the same King Ecgfrith. In this case, the king had given his 
encouragement on the matter and agreed to it gladly.157 Ian Wood has suggested that 
in fact this privilege was for Wearmouth only, possibly in order to disassociate the 
monastery from any ties with Biscop’s family, who might have expected to retain it 
after his death.158 Biscop’s successor, Ceolfrith, sent monks to Pope Sergius in Rome 
to obtain a similar papal privilege, to which King Aldfrith is said to have agreed.159 In 
this case, Wood suggests, the privilege was for Jarrow.160 Biscop and Ceolfrith 
evidently saw the letters as holding authority, but in reality this was a qualified power. 
As noted above, Ecgfrith had ignored the decree obtained by Wilfrid, but accepted 
that given to Biscop. The letters relied on the compliance of the monarch and were 
thus more of a request than a decree. It is fitting, then, that Bede refers to the 
documents as letters (epistolae), rather than decrees or orders.161 Furthermore, “the 
fact that abbots went to the trouble to renew papal privileges suggests that the 
protection they were thought to convey was less perpetual than their rhetoric 
implies.”162 In fact, the evidence would suggest that the success of these letters had 
more to do with friendly relations between the abbots and kings, than with the ruling 
of the pope in Rome. 
 
Born as Wynfrith in Wessex in the 670s, or as late as 680,163 Boniface was such a 
strong supporter of this idea that he became part of the machinery of papal power, as 
                                                 
156 Stephen, Vita S. Wilfridi, 58; Bede, HE, 5:19. 
157 Bede, Hom., 1:13. CCSL 122; Bede, HA, 6. 
158 Ian Wood, “The Gifts of Wearmouth and Jarrow,” in The Languages of Gift in the Early Middle Ages, ed. 
Wendy Davies and Paul Fouracre (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010): 89-115. pp.95-96. Bede 
complains about monasteries being run as family affairs. Bede, Epist. Ecgbert., 15. 
159 Bede, HA, 15. 
160 Wood, “The Gifts of Wearmouth and Jarrow.” p.97. 
161 Bede, HE, 5:19. In the Historia abbatum, it is a letter of privilege (epistolam privilegii), 6. 
162 Wood, “The Gifts of Wearmouth and Jarrow.” pp.104-105. 
163 Janneke Raaijmakers, The Making of the Monastic Community of Fulda, c.744-c.900, Cambridge Studies in 
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an official representative of this authority.  In 716, Wynfrith made his first missionary 
attempt to Utrecht, which failed.164 Following this, in 718, Wynfrith travelled to 
Rome for the first time to obtain the support of Pope Gregory II for his mission. Here 
he was given the name “Boniface” and travelled thence to Thuringia, Frisia, Hesse 
and Bavaria.165 For the remainder of his life, Boniface would seek papal approval. His 
biographer, Willibald, tells of Boniface’s humble refusal of two offices, the abbacy at 
his home monastery and the bishopric of Utrecht. It was only when Pope Gregory II 
made Boniface bishop without a see in 722, that the missionary felt unable to refuse 
the honour.166 Boniface’s commitment to the papacy continued throughout his life and 
was transferred to Pope Gregory III on the death of Gregory II, and thereafter to 
Zacharias. He was most concerned to ensure that the papacy’s new incumbent would 
continue in support of his mission, sending messengers to Rome to declare his 
continued submission. The messengers “begged, as they had been instructed, that he 
might share in the friendship and in the communion of the blessed pope and of the 
whole Apostolic See.”167 The approval and support of the papacy was fundamental to 
Boniface’s Christianity and his work as a missionary. Boniface is referred to as acting 
according to the “authority of the Roman pontiff” (ex auctoritate Romani 
pontificis),168 a power reinforced by Pope Gregory II’s epistulae, which state that he is 
acting with authority from the Apostolic See.169  
 
Boniface’s close ties to the papacy were also represented in his wearing of the 
pallium. In 732, he was given the gift of the pall by Pope Gregory III and elevated to 
the archbishopric of Mainz.170 In this, Gregory was cultivating a tradition instigated 
by his namesake’s gift to Augustine of Canterbury. This gift, as it had for Augustine, 
allowed Boniface the power to build a hierarchy within his remit, by creating dioceses 
and consecrating bishops.171 With the ascendancy of Zacharias, Boniface’s attention 
                                                                                                                                           
Noble and Thomas Head, eds., Soldiers of Christ: Saints and Saints’ Lives from Late Antiquity and the Early 
Middle Ages (University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1995). p.107. 
164 Willibald, Vita S. Bonifatii, 5. MGH (SS rer. Germ.) 57.  
165 Ibid., 5-7. Rennie states that Willibald is wrong in dating Boniface’s name change to his second visit. Kriston 
Rennie, The Foundations of Medieval Papal Legation  (Basingstoke, U.K.: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013). p.83. 
166 Willibald, Vita S. Bonifatii, 6. MGH (SS rer. Germ.) 57. See also Boniface, Ep.18. MGH (Epp. sel.) 1.  
167 “ut familiaritati ac communione sancti pontificis atque totius sedis apostolicae ex hoc devote subiectus 
communicaret, quem ad modum aedocti erant precarentur.” Willibald, Vita S. Bonifatii, 6. MGH (SS rer. Germ.) 
57.  
168 Boniface, Ep.75. MGH (Epp. sel.) 1. See also Willibald, Vita S. Bonifatii, 5. MGH (SS rer. Germ.) 57.  
169 Boniface, Epp. MGH (Epp. sel.) 1. 
170 Ibid., Ep.28.  
171 Schoenig, “The Papacy and the Use and Understanding of the Pallium from the Carolingians to the Early 
Twelfth Century.” p.12. 
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was turned to the Frankish Church. In this role, he used the pallium as an instrument 
of reform, by imbedding the symbol in the Roman provincial structure he 
reinstated.172 As was already the case in England, metropolitan bishops now required 
the garment as a symbol of their authority in Francia and accordingly required a 
closer relationship with the papacy. This redevelopment was not apparently as easy as 
Boniface had hoped, with the bishops of Reims and Sens delaying in their receipt of 
the pallium for reasons unknown.173 This obstacle among others meant that a real 
change in the relationship between the Frankish Church and Rome was slow to 
develop,174 but nevertheless it was through his insistence on the importance of the 
pallium that Boniface’s own views on papal authority helped to drive its development 
forward on the continent.  
 
A singularity of the career of Boniface was that he was the first to be explicitly named 
a papal legatus, by Pope Zacharias. This title variously plays out as “legate of the 
Roman Church” (legatus Romane ecclesiae) and “legate of the Apostolic See” 
(legatus sedis apostolicae).175  But despite being the first to use this title, Boniface 
was nevertheless part of a long-standing tradition of papal representation. The sending 
of envoys was practised by the papacy throughout its early history, and had its roots 
in classical Greek and Roman forms of political representation.176 The roles of 
apostolic vicar 177  and papal apocrisiarius, 178  in particular, were late antique 
institutions. But, as the papacy shifted its focus from the east to the west and these 
roles were becoming less important, they were being replaced with modes of 
representation that were more immediate and reactionary.179 Kriston Rennie has 
demonstrated that while Boniface’s office built on past examples, he nevertheless 
                                                 
172 Ibid., p.33. 
173 Boniface, Epp. 58, 86. MGH (Epp. sel.) 1.  
174 Schoenig, “The Papacy and the Use and Understanding of the Pallium from the Carolingians to the Early 
Twelfth Century.” pp.36-37. 
175 Boniface uses the titles “legate of the Roman Church” and “legate in Germany of the Apostolic See” (legatus 
Germanicus sedis apostolicae) as part of his standard greetings in his letters. For example, see Boniface, Ep.65, 
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Ep.111.  
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represents a development of this role: he was a new type of papal representative. 
Boniface’s jurisdiction encompassed elements of previous legatine roles. And in fact, 
his naming as legate by Zacharias merely gives name to a role that had already been 
developing under Popes Gregory II and III. For Gregory II, Boniface was a defender 
of orthodoxy.180 Pope Gregory III made him responsible for forging a new structure 
for his diocese and maintaining orthodoxy within it, describing Boniface as “our agent 
and vicar” (nostram agentem vicem).181 This reference to Boniface as a “vicar” is 
fitting, as his responsibilities had much in common with the role of apostolic vicar: 
He was given power to appoint bishops, bestow the pallium and hold church 
councils.182 And yet, while we do not know whether this was done intentionally, Pope 
Zacharias’ naming of Boniface as “legate of the Apostolic See” was significant: in 
doing so, Zacharias had “created the first legatus natus - that permanent, resident 
legate whose knowledge of the region to which he was appointed provided valuable 
insight to the popes in Rome.”183 This was quite a departure from the forms of papal 
representation used to date and would form the foundation of later medieval—and 
indeed modern—papal legation. Boniface is an example of an Anglo-Saxon at the 
cutting edge of the development of ideas about papal authority in this period. Though 
this is at the same time that other Anglo-Saxons question or deny such powers.  
 
Moreover, despite Boniface’s strong support of papal authority and despite his being 
swept into its exercise, the weakness of this power is still apparent. The missionary’s 
first attempt had failed due to “the unfavourable political situation at the time and lack 
of support of a strong secular power.”184 And it was only with political support from 
Charles Martel that he was able to later make a success of it. Janneke Raaijmakers 
emphasises the importance of this political alliance, stating that “without doubt 
Boniface considered the collaboration with the Frankish rulers to be crucial for his 
work.”185 Boniface himself, in a letter to Bishop Daniel of Winchester after the death 
of Charles Martel in 741, frets about the future of his mission: 
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Without the patronage of the Frankish prince, I am neither able to govern the 
members of the Church nor protect the priests, clerics, monks and nuns of 
God. Nor am I able to prevent those pagan rites and the sacrilege of idols in 
Germany without his command and the fear he inspires.186 
 
Luckily for Boniface, Charles’ sons Pepin and Carloman continued their support of 
the mission following their father’s death. Carloman in particular gifted land to 
Boniface and his student, Sturmi, for the foundation of the monastery of Fulda.187 
When faced with the task of naming his own successor, this too was dependent on his 
political relationships. In a letter sent to Pope Zacharias on his accession, Boniface 
voices his concern that the brother of the successor who had been agreed upon by 
both Boniface and the pope had recently killed an uncle of the duke of the Franks. 
Boniface, again indicating just how vital he considered the majordomo’s support, 
concludes that he thinks it unwise to name this man successor.188 After Carloman’s 
withdrawal to a monastery in 747,189 Boniface applied to Pope Zacharias for a papal 
privilege for his new foundation, which Raaijmakers has suggested was due to a lack 
of equally strong support from Pepin.190 But Boniface’s papal privilege, as we have 
seen in our Insular examples, could only have been of any use to the monastery if 
Pepin had given his consent to the arrangement, given that he now had regency over 
his brother’s former lands, including the holdings at Fulda. Whether or not Pepin 
believed in a concept of papal authority falls outside the scope of this thesis. We can 
conclude from this, however, that Boniface at least placed a great deal of trust in the 
authority of the papacy, at a time when this was by no means a standard belief among 
his countrymen. 
 
The two most obvious loci of papal veneration in early Anglo-Saxon England are the 
figures of St Peter and Gregory the Great. Within the first few lines of his Historia 
abbatum, Bede mentions both of these figures, demonstrating how important they 
                                                 
186 “Sine patrocinio principis Francorum nec populum ęcclesiae regere nec presbiteros vel clericos, monachos vel 
ancillas Dei defendere possum nec ipsos paganorum ritus et sacrilegia idolorum in Germania sine illius mandato et 
timore prohibere valeo.” Boniface, Ep. 63. MGH (Epp. sel.) 1. The letter itself is dated sometime 742-746. 
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were not only for himself, but in his perception of the history of his twin 
monastery.191 But the significance of neither figure is simple and the links to papal 
authority are contested, in the case of St Peter, and entirely absent, in the case of 
Gregory. Turning first to Gregory, this pope was a controversial figure in his own 
time and was little looked to in Rome for the two and a half centuries following his 
death. This unpopularity, as P. A. B. Llewellyn demonstrated, had more to do with the 
inability of the monastic approach to combat problems the Church was facing at the 
time, than with personal envies concerning monstic encroachment on clerical roles.192 
The result was that although he was revered within his own “tight monastic circle,” 
others looked to him with hostility.193 In the second half of the seventh century there 
is the first evidence of papal support for a cult of St Gregory, Pope Vitalian (657-672) 
sending King Oswiu relics of various martyrs and saints, which included relics of St 
Peter and Gregory the Great.194 But Gregory was not yet included in the Roman 
liturgy, his mass would not be introduced until the late seventh century, and in fact it 
would not be until the ninth century that Gregory’s cult would reach a peak in 
Rome.195 The situation was starkly different in Britain, where, as we have seen, 
Gregory was seen as “Apostle of the English.” The earliest Life of Gregory was 
written by a monk of Whitby in the opening years of the eighth century. This text can 
be contrasted to Gregory’s entry in the Liber pontificalis, which demonstrates “the 
continuing tension between monastic and clerical forces” in Rome.196 Alan Thacker 
has suggested Archbishop Theodore as the likely driving force behind his cult in 
England, Theodore’s attempts to establish greater authority in the North benefiting 
greatly from the promotion of a single apostle for the whole island.197 This was a 
different kind of cult, having developed largely without a popular groundswell of 
support. And, while it was “unusual in being widely diffused in a period when the 
great majority of cults were local, it was the preserve of an international, largely 
clerical or monastic, élite, and found its primary expression in the liturgical offices of 
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their most prestigious communities and dynastic centres.”198 Our authors, clerics from 
both northern and southern centres, are evidence of the success of the cult in Britain. 
Aldhelm, as we have seen, held the pope in especial esteem. And Bede, too, generally 
refers to the pope as “blessed Pope Gregory” (beatus papa Gregorius).199 Gregory the 
Great’s cult in early Anglo-Saxon England was based on both his role as apostle and 
as a patristic authority. His works were known in England from the seventh century, 
in particular his homilies, letters, and the Regula Pastoralis.200 The Northumbrian 
vita, in particular, is demonstrative of deep reading of many of Gregory’s works.201 
And in this text the author implies that Gregory’s sanctity is a result not only of his 
role in the conversion of the Anglo-Saxons, but as a result of his works. The teachings 
contained within his writings made them capable of miraculous action “without 
number throughout the world” (innumerabiles per mundum). 202  Constant Mews, 
pointing to Gregory’s continued popularity in pre-Conquest England, noted the 
unusual practice of celebrating his ordination as a separate occasion to his feast 
day.203 However, in this early period, Gregory was not as popular a subject of 
veneration as this might suggest, saints like Guthlac and Cuthbert enjoying far greater 
local reverence than the pope.204 The anonymous Vita S. Gregorii also only survives 
in limited manuscripts, suggesting a limited readership.205 Gregory’s cult in Anglo-
Saxon England was likely part of the drive for a unified church in England, supported 
by those elites who wished to pull the fledgling church under centralised Roman, or 
universal, authority. And yet, there is nothing specifically “papal” about Gregory’s 
veneration: while celebrated as apostle and teacher, Gregory does not seem to have 
been venerated as pope. 
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St Peter was also the subject of particular veneration in early Anglo-Saxon England. 
The saint was a primary recipient of church dedications in this period,206 his tomb in 
Rome provided the ultimate destination for Anglo-Saxon pilgrims,207 and it was an 
appeal to St Peter that won the debate at Whitby for the Roman contingent. The oft-
quoted passage from Matthew was well known by our authors: 
 
And I tell you, you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and the 
gates of Hades will not prevail against it. I will give you the keys of the 
kingdom of heaven, and whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, 
and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.208 
 
These words, uttered by Christ to one of his closest disciples, are the foundations 
upon which the institution of the papacy rests. Peter’s martyrdom in Rome cemented 
the importance of this city in Western Christianity and this gift of binding and 
loosing, as bequeathed to his successors, continues to give the bishop of Rome his 
authority in the Catholic Church today. That Peter had been given these powers and 
was the holder of the keys of heaven was accordingly the reason for his prestige in 
Anglo-Saxon England. The veneration of St Peter was likewise in development in our 
early period, and his cult was again the special focus of supporters of the Roman or 
universal Church. Though it was not necessary that a follower of St Peter also be a 
firm supporter of papal power. 
 
The early supporter of papal authority, Benedict Biscop, is said by Bede to have 
completed works on his monastery with great speed, “so great was his devotion due to 
his love for the blessed Peter.” Upon completion, he then dedicated this first 
monastery at Wearmouth to the saint.209 The dedication of churches to St Peter was a 
particular favourite of the early pro-Roman Anglo-Saxons. In Willibald’s Life of Saint 
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he relies on charters now known to be forgeries. “Universal and Local Saints in Anglo-Saxon England.” In Local 
Saints and Local Churches in the Early Medieval West, edited by Alan Thacker and Richard Sharpe, 423-453. 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002. fn. 85 p.444. 
207 This is discussed later in this chapter. 
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Boniface, he recounts a story in which the saint strikes a single axe-blow into the 
sacred Oak of Jupiter210 and a gust of wind miraculously fells the entire tree. When 
their pagan god did nothing to avenge this act, the Germanic pagan peoples who 
venerated the tree converted to Christianity. Boniface is said to have used the wood 
from this tree to build an oratory, which he dedicated to St Peter. This was followed 
by the dedication of a further church to him.211 Such acts might be easily expected of 
churchmen who were also keen supporters of the papacy. 
 
The cult of St Peter in early Anglo-Saxon England also inspired the Anglo-Saxons to 
make offerings of other kinds, though the taking or sending of gifts to Rome seems to 
have been the result of individual action, rather than any obligation to do so. As the 
idea of Rome as the highest authority in the English Church came to dominate, such 
gift-giving became institutionalised in the sending of regular payments. Among those 
sending gifts in the earlier period, we see the usual suspects: those Anglo-Saxons who 
were impressed with the idea of Rome as the home of St Peter or the papacy. On his 
deathbed, Wilfrid is said to have opened the coffers at Ripon, and divided the contents 
into four parts. The best part (optimam) he ordered to be sent to Rome and given to 
the churches of St Peter, St Mary, and St Paul there.212 Ceolfrith, who had succeeded 
to the abbacy of Wearmouth-Jarrow after Biscop, had likewise ordered the production 
of a copy of the Gospels, the Codex Amiatinus. Intended as a gift “for Peter,” the 
manuscript included a statement that St Peter was the leader of the Church.213 
Ceolfrith began the arduous journey to deliver the gift by hand in his old age in 716, 
though sadly died en route and was never able to bestow it.214 Such gifts were not just 
from ecclesiastics. A letter from Pope Leo II to Cenwulf in 798 makes mention of an 
oath sworn to St Peter by Offa of Mercia, that he would make a yearly gift of thanks 
to him in the form of 365 mancuses “for the maintenance of the poor and for the 
provision of lights.”215 It is asserted in the letter that Offa intended this gift to be 
honoured in perpetuity by his successors and some historians have accordingly 
                                                 
210 Also known as Thor’s Oak. 
211 Willibald, Vita S. Bonifatii, 6. MGH (SS rer. Germ.) 57. 
212 Stephen, Vita S. Wilfridi, 63. In general terms, Ian Wood sees Wilfrid’s division of property in accordance with 
canonical practice. Wood, “The Gifts of Wearmouth and Jarrow.” p.111. 
213 Bede, HA, 37. 
214 Ibid., 21. 
215 “pro alimonia pauperum et luminariorum concinnatione.” The payment is promised “to the blessed apostle of 
God, Peter” (Dei apostolo beato Petro). Haddan and Stubbs, Councils and Ecclesiastical Documents Relating to 
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viewed the gift as the foundation of the annual payment that came to be called Peter’s 
pence, or Romscot, later in the period. However, as Sir Frank Stenton pointed out, the 
king “did not carry the power of imposing a new form of direct taxation on subject 
kingdoms, and the pope emphasizes the personal character of Offa’s gift.”216 By the 
time of Alfred, the Peter’s pence was regular payment to Rome, along with another 
payment “for the lighting of St Peter.”217 These payments echo those gifts made by 
Offa, but here they are ongoing payments, rather than personal gifts of thanks. Offa’s 
gift was an expression of reverence for St Peter, at a time when the relationship and 
obligations between the Anglo-Saxons and Rome was not yet clear. 
 
We saw earlier that St Peter formed the basis of the argument for the Roman 
celebration of Easter and in the discussion to follow, St Peter’s tomb also appears as 
the ultimate destination for Anglo-Saxon pilgrims. Likewise, the importance of St 
Peter in Anglo-Saxon–papal relations is fundamental. There is much evidence in the 
literature that early Anglo-Saxons appreciated the existence of a link between the 
powers gifted to St Peter by Christ and the continued authority of the papacy. In the 
oath sworn by Boniface, the powers of binding and loosing are clearly associated with 
ongoing papal potentia. Addressing the oath to the saint himself, Boniface swears his 
loyalty to the Church of St Peter, “to whom was given the power to bind and to loose 
by the Lord God, and to your aforementioned vicar and his successors.” Gregory II is 
named earlier as vicar.218 Stephen of Ripon, too, makes the link, referring to the ruling 
of Pope Agatho as the ruling of St Peter.219 Aldhelm’s comments regarding the 
papacy are sadly few in number. He is very clear, though, that Christ had gifted the 
keys to St Peter alone and he describes the saint as speaking “with primary and 
pontifical authority.”220 Furthermore, he makes the link between St Peter and the 
continuing office of pope, by noting that he had handed over the government of the 
                                                 
216 F. M. Stenton, Anglo-Saxon England, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1947). fn.1 p.215. 
217 See the introduction to this thesis, fn.36 p.11. 
218 “cui a domino Deo potestas ligandi solvendique data est, et praedicto vicario tuo atque successoribus eius.” 
Boniface, Ep.16. MGH (Epp. sel.) 1. In a letter, the saint also expresses: “Moreover, we have determined at our 
synodal assembly both that we are confessing the catholic faith and unity, and our willing subjection to the Roman 
Church until the end of our lives. We will be the willing subjects of St Peter and his vicar.” (Decrevimus autem in 
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papacy to his successor, Clement.221 It seems that he at least associated the papacy 
with the authority of St Peter, though he is by no means as explicit as Boniface. 
 
Some historians have accepted that Bede saw the papacy in these terms as well, 
especially given his particular interest in St Peter and Gregory the Great. Henry Mayr-
Harting saw Bede as a devotee of Roman custom and a believer in the link between St 
Peter and the ongoing power of the papacy.222 Certainly, Bede refers to Peter as “chief 
of the Apostles”223 and recognises the papacy exercising power in teaching the 
budding English Church.224 Bede also indicates that Christ gave St Peter “preference 
over the Church,”225 and the “keys of the heavenly kingdom.”226 And he views the 
popes of Rome as successors to Peter in the bishopric. Thus he states that Augustine, 
in naming his own successor in Canterbury, “followed the example of the first pastor 
of the Church, that is, the most blessed chief of the apostles, Peter, who had 
consecrated Clement to assist him in preaching, and at the same time named him 
successor.”227 Indeed, when Biscop was said to have desired to live out his days in 
Rome, it was the “apostolic authority of the lord pope” that forbade it.228 But, “while 
the Church of Rome and its bishops were central to his historical vision, the notions 
of special powers of binding and loosing having been committed to Peter, and of these 
powers being then transmitted to his successors, seems to have been foreign to his 
understanding.”229 Bede makes his position quite clear, redefining the Scriptural 
evidence usually used in support of papal supremacy. Where papal supporters cite 
Christ’s naming of Peter as the rock upon which he would build his church, Bede 
states that Christ had actually named Peter after himself by giving him the name of 
“rock.” It was Christ, not Peter, who would be the rock for the Church. 230 
Furthermore, while Bede recognised that St Peter had been given special powers, 
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these had wider significance and were not intended for the sole benefit of the papacy. 
Among these, he was given the keys to heaven, but this was a reminder that faith was 
needed for entry to heaven.231 He also asserted that in expressing his belief in Christ, 
Peter was answering on behalf of his fellow apostles and that by extension the powers 
of binding and loosing had been gifted to all of the apostles, not just Peter.232  This 
power, rather than being passed down through the papacy, was present in the power 
of all bishops and priests within the church: 
 
Just as the Lord blessed Peter and ordered him to care for his whole flock, that 
is the Church, so Peter himself rightly entrusts the succeeding pastors of the 
Church to guard that flock that is with each of them with anxious 
governance.233 
 
So when Bede refers to “the apostolic authority of the lord pope,” perhaps we should 
also check our interpretation. If all leaders of the church were holders of this apostolic 
authority, then the power of the papacy in Bede’s worldview is somewhat diminished. 
What, then, of his particular interest in Gregory the Great and St Peter? Bede’s more 
general attitude can be detected in a passage he repeats from Gregory the Great: “a 
thing should not be loved for the sake of a place, but places loved for the sake of their 
good things.”234 One can see in Bede, therefore, an admiration for St Peter and 
Gregory, but not an admiration of the city or papacy as great things in and of 
themselves.  
 
The idea of papal authority evident in early Anglo-Saxon literature is complex. As 
James Palmer noted, “devotion to the cult of St Peter, while closely associated with 
the papacy, could also be explained by Peter’s status as an apostle and need not 
necessarily imply an attachment to papal authority.”235 The same might be said for the 
cult of Gregory in early Anglo-Saxon England, the evidence pointing to reverence on 
                                                 
231 Bede, Hom., 1:20. CCSL 122. 
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the basis of his apostolic status and role as a teacher, rather than his papal office. 
While some Anglo-Saxons were supportive of a view of the papacy as sole inheritors 
of St Peter’s powers of binding and loosing, others were less sure. Bede in particular 
was sceptical about some of the ideas already in wide circulation among the Anglo-
Saxons concerning papal power. And the concept of papal authority itself was 
stronger as an idea than it was in reality at this time, people like Wilfrid and Benedict 
Biscop appealing to the papacy in attempts to affect decisions made in England (and 
Boniface on the continent), with varying success. Ideas concerning the papacy, like 




The city of Rome features powerfully in Anglo-Saxon literature as a place of great 
sanctity and appeal. It captivated the attention of Anglo-Saxon travellers and from the 
mid-seventh century many began making the arduous journey, anxious to explore the 
religious “theme park” of Rome.236 Nicholas Howe speaks of this pilgrimage in terms 
of cultural commodity. Just as the world exhibitions of the nineteenth century fed a 
mass consumerism fetish, so Rome attracted Anglo-Saxons fascinated by their own 
focus of popular culture, Christianity.237 Unfortunately there is no way to estimate the 
numbers of Anglo-Saxons who made the journey, as the vast majority of travellers 
would have left no trace of their presence.238 Of those who did leave their imprint on 
the surviving record, many were clerics, but not all. People of various classes made 
this journey, including a substantial subset of Anglo-Saxon kings who abdicated from 
their thrones to do so. Some went to Rome to study, others went to visit the tombs of 
the apostles. But, as James Palmer warned, “It is important not to conflate all these 
different aspects of Rome’s attraction.” 239  Stephen Matthews has undertaken a 
comprehensive study of the surviving references to travel between Rome and England 
across the Anglo-Saxon period and identifies ten principal motivations for this travel: 
collecting the pallium, conducting church business, conducting royal business, 
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pilgrimage, seeking refuge, taking alms or messages, seeking legal advice or ruling, 
for educational or cultural purposes, seeking medical assistance, and trade.240 While 
each is corroborated by the literature, these fail to capture the tension that existed 
regarding travellers’ motives and the differing beliefs concerning the significance of 
Rome in this context. While the multitude of pilgrims indicates that some at least 
viewed the journey as worthwhile, there were others who appear to have been less 
sure about its merits. There is also disagreement in the sources regarding what it was 
about Rome that made the city a destination for such travel: St Peter and the saints, or 
the papacy. Authors of this period use “the threshold of St Peter” and “the See of St 
Peter” as kennings for Rome, but these two concepts are far from synonymous. 
Differences in how these terms are used and understood in the sources are evidence of 
tension regarding the significance of Rome. 
 
While we cannot know even approximately the numbers of Anglo-Saxons making the 
journey to Rome, there are some indications as to the scale of this travel. Eangyth, 
abbess of an unknown monastery in Kent241 and her daughter Heaburg (aka Bugga) 
wrote to Boniface sometime between 719 and 722, lamenting that there were few left 
of their family in England. Some had died, while “on the other hand, others had 
abandoned their native shores and committed themselves to the expanse of the sea” to 
seek out Rome.242 Eangyth’s family were not alone and the influx of pilgrims on the 
continent was such that a number of monasteries were founded along the route to 
Rome in Francia, specifically to deal with Anglo-Saxon pilgrim traffic.243 Within 
Rome itself, the foundation of the Schola Saxonum by the mid-eighth century, 
indicates a sustained and significant Anglo-Saxon presence in the city. 244  This 
“school” was actually more of a hostel, providing lodging and other assistance for the 
large number of Anglo-Saxon pilgrims in what Veronica Ortenberg terms a “quasi-
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monastic” setting.245 Evidence of their presence in the area survives in the Old 
English loan-word burg (or burh) in the name for this district, Borgo.246 
 
While Rome soon took over as the foremost destination for pilgrimage, the Anglo-
Saxons were not unfamiliar with religious travel, some making their way to Ireland 
before the floodgates opened toward Rome.247 At some point between 673 and 706, as 
we have seen, Aldhelm wrote to a student who had indicated a desire to travel to 
Ireland.248 Likewise, Saint Guthlac is said to have been visited by a man by the name 
of Wigfrith, who had lived there for some time.249 But, as indicated above, the 
attitudes toward Ireland that survive in the literature are rarely positive.  
 
But if Ireland was undesirable, Jerusalem was unattainable. Among the Church 
Fathers, “heavenly Jerusalem”250 is a reference to eternal life and a perfect conception 
of peace, the pax caelestis. Isidore gives an etymology well known among the Church 
Fathers, that “‘Jerusalem’ is translated as ‘vision of peace’. For there, when all 
adversity has dried up, one will possess peace, which is Christ, by gazing upon him in 
person.”251 This is the same etymology given by Augustine of Hippo, for instance, 
who also linked the borders of Jerusalem to the borders of the final eternal peace, by 
reference to Psalm 147:12-14.252 As Henry Mayr-Harting says: “Jerusalem was more 
than a city; the word was intended to convey the pure soul, or even heaven itself.”253 
Boniface expresses his hope, in keeping with patristic literature, that his soul might be 
delivered “to heavenly Jerusalem” (ad caelestis Hierusalem) on his death.254 Bede 
only mentions Jerusalem twice in his Historia, though this is more a reflection of 
genre than an indication of uninterest.255 The second occasion is of particular note, as 
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he includes passages from his own abridgement of Adamnan’s account of Arculf’s 
journey to Jerusalem.256 The Gaulish bishop, Arculf, had travelled to Jerusalem, 
before being forced ashore on the western coast of Britain on his return home by sea. 
As a guest of Adamnan, Abbot of Iona, Arculf shared his account of his travels, 
which his host keenly recorded in his work, De locis sanctis. Wallace-Hadrill 
suggested that Bede’s version leaves out the more colourful aspects of Adomnan’s 
narrative, on account of “his sense of relevance.”257 But whatever relevance he might 
have had is questionable: this passage is hardly pertinent to Bede’s topic of the 
ecclesiastical history of the English people. Bede himself states his reason for 
including the material is its usefulness to those who live far away from the places in 
question.258 If this was the case, then it is exactly the distance and inaccessibility of 
Jerusalem that led Bede to include a description of it. This Jerusalem does not have 
the same immediacy and direct connection with Anglo-Saxon England that Rome has. 
The capture of Jerusalem by the Arabs in 637 had made Rome all the more important 
in western Christendom. It became the “new Jerusalem,” a physical focal point that 
was culturally vital and accessible.259  Rome was a centre for these Anglo-Saxon 
travellers and for many authors in a way that Jerusalem was not; it was tangible and 
comprehensible, where Jerusalem was distant and imperceptible.  
 
And yet we do know of one Anglo-Saxon who visited Jerusalem in this period: 
Willibald. 260  Leaving home in 722, he spent the following decade travelling 
throughout Europe and the Holy Land, before attaching himself to St Benedict of 
Nursia’s former monastery at Monte Cassino for the succeeding decade and going 
thence to Frisia.261 The Jerusalem of his travels is brimming with holy sites and is real 
and accessible in a way unlike any other Anglo-Saxon description of the city in this 
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period, clearly as a result of his personal experience of the place. However, it is 
nonetheless also peripheral. Willibald is already in Rome when he makes the decision 
to travel to Jerusalem and his biographer tells us that he did so for reasons of 
austerity, knowing the path to be less well trodden and the destination more remote 
than that of Rome.262 The path may have been less well trodden, but it seems it was 
not entirely untrodden. When taken prisoner by Saracens, Willibald and his 
companions are taken to a wise man for questioning. The man speaks in their defence, 
saying, “I have often seen men coming here from those parts of the world, 
compatriots (contribulos) of these men. They cause no harm, but are eager to fulfill 
their law.”263 On these grounds they are released. So although Willibald’s is the only 
account we have, perhaps his party was not the first to make the trip. Yet his is still an 
unusual case. For reasons of practicality there simply was not the flood of pilgrims to 
Jerusalem that there was to Rome. 
 
For the most part, then, Rome remained the focus for Anglo-Saxon religious 
travellers. They prayed there, had audiences with the popes, and purchased vast 
quantities of religious commodities to be transported back to England. From small 
beginnings in the 650s, it was not long before “many Englishmen, nobles and 
commoners, layfolk and clergy, men and women” were rushing eagerly towards 
Rome.264 But there is disagreement in the sources as to which aspect of Rome 
provides the reason for visiting. Writers such as Bede emphasise Rome as home to the 
saints, while Stephen of Ripon has Wilfrid visit Rome of the papacy. 
 
The pilgrimage Biscop Baducing made in 654 was not remarkable in itself—as 
mentioned previously, Anglo-Saxons were already familiar with this kind of travel—
it was significant as he was the first recorded Anglo-Saxon to choose Rome as his 
destination. Biscop was from a noble Northumbrian family and was a thegn to King 
Oswiu. Despite the life of privilege such connections promised, he shunned marriage 
and turned his back on the secular world in favour of the religious life and a new 
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name: Benedict Biscop.265 In his zeal for his new life, he decided to undertake this 
journey, leaving England in 654, a full decade before the first victory for Roman 
practice in Northumbria. So how do we account for his enthusiasm for Rome, living 
as he did in a region heavily influenced by the Irish Church? If we are to believe 
Bede’s account of this journey, Biscop’s ultimate destination was “the thresholds of 
the blessed apostles,” the place “where, through the chief apostles of Christ, the head 
of the whole Church is conspicuous.” 266  Ó Carragáin has suggested that the 
Eucharistic prayers known to have been recited later at Wearmouth-Jarrow contained 
the names of many Roman saints and it may well be that Biscop knew them earlier in 
his life as well.267 Such prayers, were they known to Biscop, seem a reasonable source 
of inspiration and might explain why he (and perhaps his travelling companion 
Wilfrid, too)268 chose to travel to Rome in particular. In any case, this pilgrimage 
cemented in Biscop an admiration for all things Roman and soon, “conquered again 
by love for blessed Peter, chief of the apostles, he resolved to return to the city made 
sacred by his [Peter’s] body.”269 Throughout his life, Biscop would make at least five 
journeys to Rome and come to regard the papacy as the ultimate authority in English 
religious life. His initial impetus, though, would seem to have been an idea of Rome 
in which the city’s significance was as the locus of the thresholds of the apostles.  
 
This motivation was shared by others. In a dramatic letter written in the mid-eighth 
century, possibly by Bishop Lull, we get a similar picture: 
 
Having left behind my most abundant native island, whose steel-grey foaming 
sea dashes against and surrounds rocky cliffs from every direction, aware of 
                                                 
265 Constant Mews suggests that Benedict may have taken his new name while at Lérins on his first overseas trip 
and views his name change as an indication that he was aware of the Rule of St Benedict of Nursia. Mews, 
“Gregory the Great, the Rule of Benedict and Roman Liturgy: The Evolution of a Legend.” p.133. 
266 “beatorum apostolorum limina,” “ubi per summos Christi apostolos totius ecclesiae caput eminet eximium.” 
Bede, Hom., 1:13. CCSL 122. See also HA, 2. 
267 Ó Carragáin, The City of Rome and the World of Bede. p.5. Certainly, the hagiographical works of Aldhelm 
contain the stories of dozens of Roman saints and martyrs. For a discussion of Aldhelm’s knowledge of this 
material, see Alan Thacker, “In Search of Saints: The English Church and the Cult of Roman Apostles and Martyrs 
in the Seventh and Eighth Centuries,” in Early Medieval Rome and the Christian West: Essays in Honour of 
Donald a Bullough, ed. Julia M H Smith, The Medieval Mediterranean: Peoples, Economies and Cultures, 400-
1453 (Leiden, Boston and Koln: Brill, 2000): 247-277. 
268 Ó Carragáin and Thacker see Wilfrid’s decision to memorize the Roman text of the psalms while preparing for 
his first visit to Rome as an act of allegiance demonstrative of his Roman aspirations. Ó Carragáin and Thacker, 
“Wilfrid in Rome.” pp.216-217. Of course, this is not how the journey is represented by his biographer, Stephen of 
Ripon. His representation is discussed below. 
269 “rursus beati Petri apostolorum principis amore deuictus, sacratam eius corpore ciuitatem repedare statuit.” 
Bede, HA, 2. 
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my frailty and calling to mind then some measure of my sins, together with a 
company of almost all my kindred, with the favour of Christ, having been led 
across the violent swell of the turbulent sea and thankful to have landed on the 
shore of this land, I danced for the grant of my prayer, and I rushed to present 
myself at the thresholds of the blessed apostles, hastening to pray to remove 
the immense burden of my sins.270 
 
Eangyth, who had bemoaned the departure of almost her entire family by death or 
pilgrimage, indicated that those leaving by the latter route had “made for the 
thresholds of the holy Apostles Peter and Paul and of many martyrs and virgins and 
confessors, whose name and number God only knows.”271 Her daughter, Bugga, was 
fortunate enough to follow them some years later. 272  Boniface, Bugga’s 
correspondent, had used this language as well, as he tried to dissuade her from 
making this dangerous journey.273 He had already been to “the threshold” himself 
twice by this stage.274 Even the peripatetic Willibald, who had travelled to Jerusalem 
and many other places besides, is said to have travelled to the Rome of the saints. On 
both of his visits, Huneberc describes his destination as the “threshold of St Peter, 
chief of the apostles.”275  
 
As Bede noted, Anglo-Saxons of both high and low birth were swept up in this 
fervour for travel to Rome and this same motivation was attributed to Aldfrith of 
Northumbria, whom we met earlier. Aldfrith was a friend of Benedict Biscop and had 
applied for permission from his father to join his pilgrimage, desiring to worship at 
the threshold of the apostles.276 He was denied his request and Biscop pushed on 
                                                 
270 Emphasis mine. “relictaque fecundissima natalis patrie insula, quam glauca spumantis maris cerula infligentia 
scopolosis marginibus undique vallant, fragilitatis meae conscius et scelerum meorum aliquatenus tunc 
reminiscens una cum totius propinquitatis meae propemodum caterva Christo favente ferventis ingruentibus pelagi 
molibus transvectus huius regionis marginem applicuisse gratulans votorum compos tripudiabam liminibusque 
beatorum apostolorum orationis causa demendi innumera piaculorum meorum pondera pergendo me satagebam 
presentare.” Boniface, Ep.98. MGH (Epp. sel.) 1.  
271 “sanctorum petivere apostolorum limina Petri et Pauli et multorum martyrum virginum atque confessorum, 
quorum numerum et nomina Deus scit.” Boniface, Ep.14. MGH (Epp. sel.) 1.  
272 Boniface, Ep.105. MGH (Epp. sel.) 1. It is not certain that this Bugga is Eangyth’s daughter, though it is highly 
possible. See Jane T Schulenburg, Forgetful of Their Sex: Female Sanctity and Society, ca. 500-1100  (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1998). p.333. 
273 Boniface, Ep.27. MGH (Epp. sel.) 1. In another letter, Boniface states that he and his companions had arrived 
safely at the threshold. In this case the purpose of his journey is an audience with Pope Gregory III, though he still 
uses the language of the threshold to describe Rome. Ep.41. 
274 This is the language used by his biographer, Willibald. Vita S. Bonifatii, 5. MGH (SS rer. Germ.) 57. On his 
return to Rome, the Church of St Peter is again his first destination. 6. 
275 Hun. Hod., 3. MGH (SS) 15,1:7. 
276 “propter adoranda apostolorum limina Romam venire.” Bede, HA, 2. 
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alone, but he was not the last member of royalty to seek out Rome of the apostles. 
Oswiu later planned to make a pilgrimage “to the holy places” (ad loca sancta) 
himself, should he recover from a serious malady. Alas, this too was not to be and the 
illness claimed his life.277 For some early Christian Anglo-Saxon kings, the idea of 
Rome as the thresholds of the apostles was so strong that they abandoned their 
kingdoms in order to make the pilgrimage there. Caedwalla, King of Wessex, was the 
first Anglo-Saxon king to successfully make this journey. On reaching Rome, 
Caedwalla was baptised by Pope Sergius and renamed “Peter.”278 He died ten days 
later, having kept his white baptismal robes on two days longer than custom, no doubt 
in the knowledge he was soon to die.279 But although Caedwalla’s ultimate destination 
was the seat of the papacy, Bede’s explanation of the journey is that “He longed to 
gain for himself this special honour: that he might be washed in the font of baptism at 
the thresholds of the blessed apostles.”280 His body was interred at St Peter’s and an 
epitaph erected in his honour. As the most well documented case, Caedwalla’s 
abdication, pilgrimage, and name-change have been used as evidence of strong ties 
between Rome and the early Anglo-Saxon Church.281 His pilgrimage was followed by 
Cenred of Mercia and Offa of Essex, who both abdicated and travelled to Rome 
together in 709.282 In 726 Ine of Wessex, who had ruled for 37 years, gave up his 
kingdom and made the journey as well, believing (according to Bede) that prayers at 
the tombs of the apostles would gain him easier access to heaven.283  
 
That a king, let alone several, should have chosen to abdicate for this purpose is 
remarkable. Claire Stancliffe, in her article Kings Who Opted Out, focuses her 
attentions specifically on these kings, trying to elucidate the motives that they may 
have had in doing so. She notes that among Germanic peoples this practice was 
peculiar to the Anglo-Saxons. The idea of a king abdicating for religious purposes 
                                                 
277 Bede, HE, 4:5. 
278 Ibid., 5:7. 
279 Bertram Colgrave and R. A. B. Mynors, eds. Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People. fn.1 pp.470-
471. 
280 Emphasis mine. “hoc sibi gloriae singularis desiderans adipisci, ut ad limina beatorum apostolorum fonte 
baptismatis ablueretur.” Bede, HE, 5:7. 
281 Richard Sharpe, “King Ceadwalla’s Roman Epitaph,” in Latin Learning and English Lore: Studies in Anglo-
Saxon Literature for Michael Lapidge, ed. Katherine O’Brien O’Keeffe and Andy Orchard, Toronto Old English 
Series (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2005): 171-193. p.171. 
282 Bede, HE, 5:19. 
283 Stancliffe, “Kings Who Opted Out.” p.157; Bede, HE, 5:7. 
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was simply not part of culture on the continent.284 “When Columbanus audaciously 
suggested that a Merovingian king should exchange his kingdom for the Church, the 
bystanders laughed: ‘they had never heard of a Merovingian who had been raised over 
a kingdom becoming a cleric of his own free will!’”285 The greatest cause for such 
drastic action must have been piety and desire for personal salvation. But were the 
Anglo-Saxon kings really more pious than their continental peers? Stancliffe proposes 
that the answer might lie in the theme of impermanence that runs through Anglo-
Saxon literature. The Anglo-Saxons mused on the fleeting place of man in this world 
to an extent not seen in continental writings.286 The example Stancliffe gives is St 
Guthlac, whom she deems a “potential king.” Guthlac was of royal blood and was 
living a life of pillage with his retainers when he had his calling. His hagiographer, 
Felix, tells us that he then mused on the deaths of his ancestor kings and the fleeting 
nature of life and riches, determining thereafter to live a religious life.287 The idea he 
was tapping into is from biblical roots, but was taken into the vernacular by the 
Anglo-Saxons and made their own. “This meant that English kings could have been 
reminded of mortal man’s fate and the need to turn to God not simply by what they 
heard in church, but by the forceful rendering of such ideas in vernacular poetry.”288 
Tellingly, the Irish shared the use of this motif in their vernacular literature and 
beginning in the sixth century, some Irish kings had made the decision to “opt out” of 
worldly affairs as well. This trickle became a flood in the eighth century and may well 
provide the source of this kind of thinking in Anglo-Saxon England.289 
 
And yet there is something peculiar to the Anglo-Saxon examples. These peregrine 
kings all have their sights set on Rome, where their counterparts in Ireland had no 
single destination in mind.290 So although abdication for the purposes of a Roman 
pilgrimage demonstrates the influence of Irish monasticism in early Anglo-Saxon 
England, it also shows the way that Roman Christianity had begun to make its impact 
and the way that early pilgrims such as Biscop influenced ideas about travel to Rome. 
                                                 
284 Stancliffe notes two exceptions to this, but argues that these examples can be seen as stemming from Anglo-
Saxon influence at any rate. Carloman, Mayor of the Palace and son of Charles Martel, was influenced by 
Boniface. Ratchis, king of the Lombards, was in turn influenced by Carloman. Stancliffe, “Kings Who Opted 
Out.”  pp.158-159. 
285 Ibid., p.158. 
286 Ibid., pp.167-168. 
287 Felix, Vita S. Guthlaci, 16-18. 
288 Stancliffe, “Kings Who Opted Out.” p.168. 
289 The practice appears first in Ireland. Ibid., pp.161-165. 
290 Ibid., pp.168-169. 
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While the enthusiasm for abdication for pilgrimage originated with the Irish, in 
Anglo-Saxon England it developed its own momentum and focus. By the time that 
Cenred makes his pilgrimage, “we need not look for specific advisers who could have 
put the idea into a king’s head, for the example of earlier monk-kings was already at 
hand.”291 The idea of Rome as home of the saints and ultimate destination for 
pilgrimage had begun to snowball while the Irish influence was dissipating in line 
with the decline in monasticism.292 Thus, by the time of Alfred, royal pilgrimage to 
Rome was held in high esteem, but the Irish idea of abdicating to do so no longer held 
currency. In our period, though, what we can see is extreme fervour for Roman 
pilgrimage, and to an extent not seen elsewhere among the kingdoms of Western 
Europe. 
 
Despite Bede’s statement that both “nobles and commoners” were travelling to Rome, 
not all had the means to do so in reality. Those captivated by Rome of the saints but 
unable to travel there often made do with a pilgrimage to Ripon, Hexham, or 
Medeshampstead (Peterborough), all of which were “designed to be reminiscent of 
those in Rome in style, content, dedication and spiritual benefits to be conferred.”293 
Many Anglo-Saxon churches founded in this period were physically or symbolically 
similar to Roman example. They followed Roman architectural style, were built from 
reappropriated Roman stone, followed Roman dedication practices, or were filled 
with the relics of Roman saints.294  Peter Brown saw the creation of these “little 
Romes” in England as an attempt to recreate the greater idea of Christendom in a 
smaller context.295 Certainly, they were transposing a foreign sense of place onto their 
own landscape and utilizing it in their own context. But it was nevertheless a 
distinctively Roman sense of place that was being reproduced and one based on an 
idea of Rome as home to the saints, in particular St Peter. One wonders if, rather than 
trying to create their own sense of Christendom, these Anglo-Saxons were actually 
attempting to move England that little bit closer, albeit metaphorically, to Rome.  
                                                 
291 Ibid., p.171. 
292 Regarding the link with monasticism, Stancliffe says that “The monk-kings of the seventh and eighth centuries 
coincided with a monastic ‘craze’, which swept up both kings and their thegns. Conversely, by the ninth century 
monasticism had lost its impetus.” Ibid., p.172. 
293 Bloomfield says this with reference to Peterborough, but this is true of many churches built by the Anglo-
Saxons. Michael D Bloomfield, “Anglo-Saxon Pilgrims and Rome (Part 2),” Medieval World 4(1992): 37-42. 
p.42. 
294 Roman influence in the Anglo-Saxon built environment is discussed in the third chapter of this thesis. 
295 Brown, The Rise of Western Christendom: Triumph and Diversity AD 200-1000. pp.15, 358-359. 
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And yet, while many early Anglo-Saxons were travelling “to the thresholds of St 
Peter” and his fellow saints, there is a distinction in the literature between this and the 
idea of travelling “to the Apostolic See.” Saint Boniface describes in his letters 
travellers both to the threshold of the apostles and to the Apostolic See, though there 
is a careful distinction made between these ideas. In a letter to the Abbess Bugga, he 
says of Weithburga, a nun already in Rome, that she had found the quietude she was 
searching for “by the thresholds of St Peter” (iuxta limina sancti Petri).296 This 
reinforces the standard concept of Rome as a destination for pilgrimage on account of 
the presence of St Peter. He also speaks of the Gregorian mission as being sent “from 
the Apostolic See,” and of fornicating Frankish bishops returning “from the Apostolic 
See” supposedly with permission to carry on in their roles (both ad apostolica 
sede).297 Again, this attribution of papal judgement to “the Apostolic See” is to be 
expected. But Boniface also used the body of St Peter as a metaphor for the Apostolic 
See. Thus, he has the decrees of a synod sent “to the body of St Peter, chief of the 
apostles” (ad corpus sancti Petri principis apostolorum) in order to obtain papal 
approval.298 Likewise, he speaks of Willibrord travelling “to the thresholds of the holy 
apostles” (ad limina sanctorum apostolorum) in order to receive his ordination as a 
bishop by the pope.299 This has the effect of tying the papacy to the authority of St 
Peter, an unsurprising link for a strong papal supporter such as Boniface.300 So, 
Boniface is content to see the threshold or body of St Peter and the apostles as a place. 
It is the ultimate destination for both prayers and papal visits. But the Apostolic See is 
only described in terms of papal authority and is a place from which decisions 
emanate: it is not a destination in and of itself. While it may seem an obvious point, 
none of his travellers seek “the Apostolic See” for purposes of prayer, for instance.  
 
The same is true of Willibald of Mainz, author of the Vita S. Bonifatii,301 who 
describes the city in terms that emphasise St Peter’s presence. He likewise speaks of 
                                                 
296 Boniface, Ep.27. MGH (Epp. sel.) 1.  
297 Ibid., Epp.73, 50. 
298 Ibid., Ep.78. 
299 Ibid., Ep.109. See also Ep.41. 
300 On the other hand, when wanting to distance certain behaviour taking place at Rome from St Peter or the 
papacy, he refers to the city simply as “Rome.” See Ibid., Epp.50, 78. 
301 Not to be confused with Willibald, who travelled to the Holy Land and later became bishop of Eichstätt. This 
present Willibald was an Anglo-Saxon priest, about whom we know very little, except that he was a canon at 
Mainz. Noble and Head, Soldiers of Christ: Saints and Saints’ Lives from Late Antiquity and the Early Middle 
Ages. p.107. 
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the Apostolic See in terms of papal authority, but falls short of referring to it as a 
place one can visit. Relating the story of Boniface’s first journey to Rome, Willibald 
states that he set out “to the thresholds of the apostles” (ad limina apostolorum) and 
rejoices upon reaching “the thresholds of the blessed Apostle Peter” (limina beati 
Petri apostoli). After a few days, he meets with Pope Gregory II and eventually 
departs from Rome “having accepted a blessing and letters from the Apostolic 
See.”302 So Boniface’s destination was Rome of the saints, though his papal sanction 
comes from “the Apostolic See.” On being summoned back “to Rome” by Pope 
Gregory II, he first goes “to the Church of St Peter” for prayer, before again meeting 
with the pope.303 Later, on the death of Gregory II, Boniface sends messengers “to 
Rome,” to reaffirm his friendship with the papacy.304 So, Willibald conceived of 
travel “to Rome” or “to the threshold of St Peter,” and such language could be used of 
travel to consult with the pope. But at no point does he have Boniface travel “to the 
Apostolic See,” nor is the Apostolic See used as a kenning for the tomb of St Peter in 
the reverse. Again, this may seem an obvious distinction to be made: why should 
anyone travel to or from the “Apostolic See” but for reasons of papal consultation? 
But, as we shall see, such a concept was indeed possible. 
 
Stephen of Ripon states that Biscop’s travelling companion and fellow Northumbrian 
noble-turned-cleric, Wilfrid, desired “to see the See of the Apostle Peter and chief of 
the apostles.”305 Read alongside the descriptions above, the distinction is noticeable. 
Where these other authors and correspondents had spoken of thresholds (limina), 
Stephen identifies the See (sedes) of St Peter as the ultimate destination for Wilfrid’s 
travel to Rome.306 However, while Wilfrid does have an audience with the Pope on 
his first visit to Rome, which would make Stephen’s use of the word reasonable from 
the outset, this was in fact after some months spent at the shrines of the apostles (loca 
sanctorum) and in conversation with the Archdeacon Boniface.307 Given that he did 
not yet have cause to seek the papacy, as far as we know, one must question whether 
Wilfrid’s first motivation would have been visiting Rome of the saints or Rome of the 
papacy. There is the added complication that Wilfrid’s arrival in Rome may have 
                                                 
302 “accepta apostolicae sedis benedictione et litteris.” Willibald, Vita S. Bonifatii, 5. MGH (SS rer. Germ.) 57. 
303 Ibid., 6. 
304 Ibid., 6. See also 7. 
305 “videre sedem apostoli Petri et apostolorum principis.” Stephen, Vita S. Wilfridi, 3. 
306 See ibid., 5, 33, 55. 
307 Ibid., 5. 
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coincided with a period of papal interregnum after the exile of Pope Martin I, during 
which the Archdeacon Boniface ruled Rome at the head a committee of three. Were 
this the case, Wilfrid may well have been treating for several months with the most 
senior cleric in Rome, until the election of Eugenius I and his papal audience 
described by Stephen. But, as Ó Carragáin and Thacker note, it is unlikely that a 
young cleric such as Wilfrid would have been granted a papal audience without such 
an introduction, and there is no reason to suppose that the delay was due to a vacant 
pontificate.308 Whatever the particulars of Wilfrid’s first papal audience, Stephen 
asserts (repeatedly and consistently) through the use of this word that it was Rome of 
the papacy that he had travelled to.309 Stephen even goes so far as to attribute the 
same intentions to Benedict Biscop, giving his journey a sharply different tone to that 
proposed by Bede. Bede, as we have seen, is concerned with Rome of the apostles. He 
describes Biscop’s first visit as to “the places of the bodies of the blessed apostles” 
(beatorum apostolorum… loca corporum) and makes no mention of any contact with 
the pope.310 Stephen, to the contrary, claims that Biscop was embarking on a journey 
to the Apostolic See (inveniens ad sedem apostolicam). 311  The suggestion that 
Biscop’s first journey to Rome was to visit Rome of the Apostolic See seems highly 
unlikely, given that he had as yet no reason to seek the papacy. In fact, there is no 
evidence that he had a papal audience until his fourth visit to the city.312 One possible 
exception to Stephen’s language regarding Rome is in the rubric for his third chapter, 
which does refer to the thresholds of St Peter (limina, the scribe uses the plural), 
though as this is the only use of this word in the entirety of the text, it is likely that the 
rubrics were later additions. In any case, Stephen uses loca sanctorum to refer to the 
shrines of the apostles in Rome in the body of his chapters. 
 
Just as there was difference in emphasis concerning the significance of Rome as a 
destination, there was disagreement, too, on whether one should go there at all. Bede 
himself never left Northumbria as far as we know, let alone the shores of England.313 
                                                 
308 Ó Carragáin and Thacker, “Wilfrid in Rome.” pp.217-218. 
309 As discussed earlier in the chapter, Stephen sees the popes as St Peter’s successors to the See of Rome, along 
with the powers of binding and loosing. See for example, ibid., 3, 4, 5, 7, 24, 25, 28, though this wording occurs 
throughout. 
310 Bede, HA, 2; Hom., 1:13. CCSL 122. 
311 Stephen, Vita S. Wilfridi, 3. 
312 Bede, HA, 6. 
313 We know that Bede travelled as far as York and Lindisfarne. Laistner posits that he may possibly have visited 
Canterbury, though this is speculation only, based on a number of rare books known to both Bede and Aldhelm. 
That Bede borrowed these books is also a strong possibility. M. L. W. Laistner, “Bede as a Classical and a Patristic 
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But in the homily he wrote to celebrate the life of Benedict Biscop, Bede provides a 
positive view of pilgrimage, extolling the value of Biscop’s travel, and declaring that 
“as often as he crossed the sea, he never returned, as is the custom with some people, 
empty-handed and without profit.”314 But this passage indicates that there were some 
who did return without profit. One gets the sense soon after in this passage, too, that 
the reason Bede was most grateful for Biscop’s travel, was that it meant that he and 
his fellow monks could stay right where they were.315 Likewise, when he tells us of 
Oftfor’s decision to go to Rome, he notes that “at that time [such a journey] was 
considered to be of great virtue” and one cannot help but see his use of eo tempore 
and the imperfect (aestimabatur) as indicating that in his own day there were those 
who thought otherwise. 316  For Bede, travel to Rome had its value in certain 
circumstances, but it was not for him. Having been raised from the age of seven 
within the confines of Wearmouth-Jarrow,317 Bede was familiar with the Regula of St 
Benedict, though was only possibly an adherent.318 The Rule allows for travel, if a 
monk is so ordered, though such monks were expected to keep silent regarding their 
travels when speaking with their brothers.319 The outside world is viewed with 
suspicion and travel seen as a risk to the stability of monastic life, capable of 
introducing undesirable elements.320 If Benedict Biscop knew about the Rule, he 
                                                                                                                                           
Scholar,” Transactions of the Royal Historical Society 16 (1933): 69-94. p.92; Mayr-Harting, The Coming of 
Christianity to Anglo-Saxon England. p.40. 
314 “toties mari transito numquam ut est consuetudinis quibusdam vacuus et inutilis rediit.” Bede, Hom., 1:13. 
CCSL 122. 
315 Ó Carragáin, The City of Rome and the World of Bede. p.38. 
316 “quod eo tempore magnae uirtutis aestimabatur.” Bede, HE, 4:23. 
317 Ian Wood, noting the date of Bede’s entry to the monastery between the years of 679 and 680, deduces that he 
must have been taken into Wearmouth, at least at first, given that Jarrow was not yet founded at this point. Wood, 
“The Gifts of Wearmouth and Jarrow.” p.112. 
318 There has been much disagreement among historians regarding the status of the Rule of St Benedict at 
Wearmouth-Jarrow. Traditionally, Bede had been seen as a Benedictine, an idea first brought into question by the 
likes of Henry Mayr-Harting and Peter Hunter Blair. They argued that the Rule was present, but probably not 
followed to the exclusion of all others. Henry Mayr-Harting, The Venerable Bede, the Rule of St. Benedict, and 
Social Class, Jarrow Lecture (Jarrow: Rector of Jarrow, 1976). p.6; Peter Hunter Blair, The World of Bede  
(London: Secker & Warburg, 1970 [1990 reprint]). p.199. Following this, scholars have argued that (while not 
adhered to exclusively) the Rule had a major influence on Benedict Biscop, Bede and the monks of Wearmouth-
Jarrow. A. G. P. Van Der Walt, “Reflections of the Benedictine Rule in Bede’s Homiliary,” Journal of 
Ecclesiastical History 37, no. 3 (1986): 367-376. Constant Mews suggests that although it had been brought to 
England by Wilfrid, Benedict Biscop “certainly knew the Rule (as evident from the name he took, perhaps at 
Lérins).” Mews, “Gregory the Great, the Rule of Benedict and Roman Liturgy: The Evolution of a Legend.” p.133. 
However, as John Moorhead pointed out to me, Biscop may well have read about Benedict in Gregory’s Dialogues 
and needn’t have read the Rule itself to have developed a respect for him. Gregory devotes the second book of the 
Dialogi to an account of Benedict’s life, including the creation of the Rule (Dialogi, 2.36. PL 77). Likewise, Ian 
Wood has made the astute observation that Bede is said to have divided his meagre possessions on his death. If he 
were a strict Benedictine, he would have had no possessions at all. Wood, “The Gifts of Wearmouth and Jarrow.” 
p.111. 
319 Benedict, Regula, 67. Of travel as disruptive to the stability of monastic life. See also 1, 61. 
320 The Rule emphasises stability more generally, both for the individual and for the community. See ibid., 4, 58, 
60, 61. 
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nevertheless saw no issue with his repeated travel to Rome. That being said, it was 
only introduced to Northumbria after his first overseas visit and so even if he did 
become familiar with it at Lérins or on his return to Britain, he would have been 
unaware of its rulings prior to making his first trip. Even so, he travelled to Rome a 
further four times throughout his life and one must conclude that he either did not 
know the Rule, or that he had become aware of it but was not a strict adherent.  
 
Eangyth, too, was evidently unperturbed by opposition and was well aware that the 
desire that she and her daughter had to travel to Rome may not be met with approval 
by all: 
 
We know that there are many who disparage this wish and malign this 
passion, and they profess their opinion with arguments like this: that the 
synodal canons command (precipiant) that each one should remain in his 
place—where he was stationed and where he made his vows—and there 
render his vows to God.321 
 
Boniface had travelled to Rome himself and so Eangyth and Bugga might have 
expected him to encourage them to make the journey. But in fact, in a letter to Bugga 
dated before 738, he attempts to dissuade her from undertaking her travel as planned. 
He had discussed the matter with Wiethburga, a nun already in Rome, and suggested 
that Bugga await word from her before setting out. The Saracens had been menacing 
Rome, he says, making the city much too dangerous.322 Physical danger was not the 
only drawback Boniface saw in pilgrimage to Rome. The journey also held spiritual 
dangers. In a letter to Cuthbert, Archbishop of Canterbury, Boniface was more 
explicit in his articulation of the perils involved: 
 
Therefore I will not conceal from your Charity that it seems to all the servants 
of God, who are held in esteem here either for the Scriptures or for their fear 
of God, that it would be for the best and for the honour and chastity of your 
                                                 
321 “Sed quia scimus quod multi sunt, qui hanc voluntatem vituperant et hunc amorem derogant et eorum 
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church and that it would conceal the indecency, if a synod and your leaders 
were to prohibit to ladies and to veiled women the frequent travel to and from 
the city of Rome. A great part perish, with few remaining untouched. For there 
are very few cities in Lombardy, France, or Gaul, in which there is not a harlot 
or whore of the English race, which is a scandal and an indecency to your 
whole church.323 
 
We have no record of any English synod at this time making any decrees about 
female travellers, despite Boniface’s recommendation that they should do so.324 Yet 
Eangyth was, by her own admission, aware of rulings against travel more generally 
and evidently disagreed with them. The virtue of travel to Rome was hotly debated, 
even among correspondents.  
 
Rome was a destination in Anglo-Saxon literature in more ways than one. It was the 
home of St Peter and the saints, home to the papacy, and a place more immediate and 
tangible than Jerusalem. It was also a city whose sanctity could be reached through 
emulation at home, church dedications and Roman styles of building bringing pro-
Roman Anglo-Saxons that little bit closer to their centre. The idea of Rome as a 
physical place was not understood in the same way by all though, and as can be seen 
in other discourse concerning Christian Rome, this element caused its share of 
discord. Descriptions of travel to Rome in the literature demonstrate that the idea of 
Rome as a destination for religious tourism was neither fully formed nor uncontested 




For the early Anglo-Saxons, the significance of Christian Rome was not a perfected 
concept. Powerful ideas about Rome as a centre existed—focusing on Rome as the 
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capital of Anglo-Saxon England in a cultural sense—but it was not yet accepted by 
all. Such ideas emphasised Rome as the central authority in religious matters and 
dismissed Ireland as home to schismatics. In this worldview the papacy enjoyed 
power that could transcend political boundaries, but it was as yet far stronger in the 
mind than on the ground. Through their attempts to have such power recognised, 
some early Anglo-Saxons contributed to the development of emerging ideas about 
papal authority more widely. Rome herself was enticing for large swathes of pilgrims, 
though the journey was dangerous both physically and spiritually. Together, though in 
varying degrees, these concepts of Rome played around in the minds of these early 
Anglo-Saxons. Powerful from the outset, an idea of Rome as a centre gained traction, 
eventually coming to dominate Anglo-Saxon Christianity. But this conceptual 
centring of the world on Rome was not without its detractors. The clashes over correct 
religious practice, condemnations of pilgrimage, and concerns regarding papal 
authority all demonstrate that there were some who found certain elements of the idea 
problematic or unpalatable. This chapter has traced the development of ideas about 
Rome in early Anglo-Saxon England, ideas that came out of the debate surrounding 
orthopraxis, the cult of saints, and the papacy, and the significance of the city itself at 
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Chapter Two: Political uses for romanitas 
 
It has long been argued that a number of early Anglo-Saxon kings had looked to Rome in 
a political sense, as a means of securing and giving prestige to their rule. As Nicholas 
Brooks suggested of Æthelberht, his “aping of Roman style in dress at his court, as in 
architecture, liturgy and even law-giving, was the best way to proclaim his authority.”325  
And the same has been said for other supposedly Roman symbols of authority, such as 
Edwin’s use of a Roman-style standard carried before him in procession.326 But what 
Rome were they looking to? The city itself, as we have seen, was a crumbling political 
backwater at this time. Might it be that the prestige offered by romanitas, in conjunction 
with the city’s political obscurity allowed some early Anglo-Saxon kings to use the 
authority that the name “Rome” inspired, without subordinating themselves to a foreign 
power? On closer examination, its not always clear that the earliest Catholic monarchs 
“could even identify all their borrowings as specifically ‘Roman’.”327 There is no way of 
knowing, for instance, that Edwin intended his banners to make a statement of romanitas, 
whatever Bede may have thought of them.  
 
Conversion to the Catholic faith, for instance, probably had more to do with alliance, 
independence, and contact with the Franks than any attempt by Anglo-Saxon kings to 
associate themselves with Roman models. This had little effect on the later representation 
of such conversions, Bede citing only spiritual reasons for Æthelberht’s conversion, and 
recording Gregory’s suggestion of Constantine as a model for the king.328 The laws 
Æthelberht and others began to commit to writing were likewise probably initially 
inspired by Frankish examples. It was only with the arrival of Archbishop Theodore that 
Roman law began to be studied in its own right and Bede’s suggestion that Æthelberht’s 
laws were fashioned following the Roman example (iuxta exempla Romanorum) is more 
indicative of his own ideas of Roman law than Æthelberht’s. Traditional scholarship also 
held Bede as a supporter of Anglo-Saxon aspirations to romanitas in his application of 
the term imperium to the rule of certain kings. While more recent scholarship has halted 
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any such notion, this chapter will revisit this issue, arguing that Bede was nevertheless 
making a statement about Anglo-Saxon kingship, one that linked their power to universal 
Christendom rather than to Rome, as one might expect from his interests. Overall, this 
chapter concerns the use of Roman political symbols in the early Anglo-Saxon period. It 
posits that while there is certainly evidence of appeal to a sense of romanitas on behalf of 
some Anglo-Saxons, in many cases scholars have been too quick to attribute it, and in 
others its character is more complex than often granted. In particular, this chapter focuses 
on the impetus for conversion among the early Anglo-Saxon kings, the laws attributed to 
them, and the use of supposedly Roman political terms such as imperium and titles such 




The previous chapter explored perceptions within early Anglo-Saxon literature of the 
conversion period insofar as these could tell us about the ideas that existed about Rome in 
a religious sense at this time. But when Anglo-Saxon kings chose to adopt Christianity in 
place of their Germanic pagan beliefs, there were undoubtedly many other factors at work 
as well. While Bede was keen to name piety and divine foreknowledge as the catalysts 
for conversion, historians have seen other, political motivations at work in this process. 
That a king might choose to convert to Christianity at the hands of the Romans, for 
instance, over the Irish, Britons, or Franks, requires explanation and much time has been 
spent elucidating the motivations of kings such as Æthelberht of Kent and Edwin of 
Northumbria in doing just that. The adoption of Christianity, and of Roman Christianity 
specifically, has long been understood as a prudent political move, allowing kings to 
reinforce their positions in an unstable environment. But the source of this intended 
stability has been a topic of debate. It has been suggested that this new religion provided 
a sense of authority not based on military endeavours, while elsewhere it has been argued 
that its success lay in its fostering of a communal identity. Peter Brown saw the control of 
an exotic commodity as providing an Anglo-Saxon king’s elite position, while others 
have suggested that political alliance was most important in the decision to convert. Most 
importantly for our purposes, though, could conversion to the Catholic faith have 
involved a desire to be associated with the antiquity and authority of Rome?  
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Claire Stancliffe, in an article that drew comparisons between the Irish and Anglo-Saxon 
conversions, argued that the latter were more swiftly successful on account of the role 
played by kings in this process.329  While the Irish kings played a limited role in decision-
making on behalf of their people, pre-Christian Anglo-Saxon kingship involved 
precedence over both government and religion.330 When Edwin considered Paulinus’ 
exhortations to accept Christianity, for instance, it was to his witan that he turned to assist 
him with this religious decision.331 Edwin’s witan would have consisted of family and 
close companions, whose loyalty to their king was paramount. A king’s court might have 
followed their leader in his choice of religion, but this was likely for political reasons and 
his wider subjects may not have bothered converting at all.332 The anonymous author of 
the Whitby Vita S. Gregorii indicates that Æthelberht’s conversion resulted in the 
conversion of his people with him.333 And Bede likewise says that Edwin’s conversion 
was accompanied by that of the nobility and many of the common folk.334 But the return 
of Northumbria to paganism on the death of Edwin is an indication that this conversion 
was a shallow one, and probably the result of political considerations.335 Stancliffe’s 
description of Edwin’s model of kingship explains why a king’s conversion in England 
resulted in the sources reporting the similar conversion of his people, but also why the 
death of a king could result in such swift reversion to paganism. A further indication of 
this is the occasion of plague in the East Saxon kingdoms: King Sighere turned apostate 
along with his people, while King Sebbit and his people stayed Christian.336 Telling, too, 
is the case of Rædwald, who probably converted to Christianity at Æthelberht’s court. 
Despite his conversion, Bede tells us that Rædwald kept a pagan shrine as well,337 
perhaps indicating a political motivation for his conversion. He was, after all, a sub-king 
of Æthelberht at this point. It seems that the Roman missionaries understood the 
importance of kings in the religious life of the early Anglo-Saxon kingdoms, approaching 
monarchs first in their evangelistic efforts. The contrast here is provided by St Patrick, 
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who took a more grassroots approach in Ireland, working with the permission of local 
kings, certainly, but preaching throughout local settlements, rather than directly to 
leading figures.338 So it is to the kings that we will now look, in assessing the role of 
Rome in the political motivations for conversion. 
 
In seeking to explain the conversions, Peter Brown spoke of Christianity as an exotic 
commodity that could be controlled by rulers and which offered power and prestige as a 
result.339 In this view, Rome plays no role at all. Tying in with the practice of gift-giving 
in Anglo-Saxon England, Christianity was primarily the concern of the elite (as we have 
just seen) and was a desirable commodity, through which one might ensure political 
power in an unstable world.340 Furthermore, for Brown, “the arrival of objects or persons 
charged with the charisma of distant places did not carry with it the modern sense of 
dependence on a distant and “superior” center [such as Rome]. Rather, such objects and 
persons could be seen as coming, in a sense, from heaven. They were welcomed because 
they were thought of as having enabled the local society to establish a “vertical” link with 
an overarching cosmos.”341 In this view, it would have mattered little from where the 
commodity of Christianity was obtained, rather, it was the link with Christendom in its 
widest sense, a connection with a greater community, which mattered and which was the 
source of the converting ruler’s prestige.   
 
But Æthelberht chose conversion at the hands of the Roman missionaries over his 
Frankish wife’s priest, Luidhard. Likewise, Edwin of Northumbria could easily have 
turned to the Irish instead, as Oswald would do.342 Was there something about Rome in 
particular that appealed to these kings? In the 1940s, Margaret Deanesly proposed a link 
between conversion to Christianity and the Romano-British past. New converts looked 
upon baptism “as in some way conveying association with the Roman inheritance as well 
as initiation to Christianity, and [it] was sought in the old Roman centres, Canterbury, 
York, Catterick, Campodunum, Lincoln, Dorchester.”343 Thus, for the Anglo-Saxon kings 
the act of baptism itself could be an instrument of power, identifying them with the 
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mechanisms of their predecessors’ authority. Lisi Oliver more recently suggested that, 
“disregarding any spiritual motivation, the political advantage of conversion was 
obvious: it would ally Kent directly with the politically and economically important 
centre of culture in Rome.”344 But the gulf between Roman Britain and early Anglo-
Saxon England was a wide one, and Peter Brown’s description of Rome as a political and 
economic backwater at this time can hardly be ignored. There was no political or 
economic centre in Rome to direct these attentions, any more than there was a concrete 
link to the Romano-British past in England.  
 
Another reason often cited among historians for the decision to convert to Christianity is 
the construction of a common identity among a king’s subjects. It has been suggested that 
an over-king like Æthelberht, or indeed any Anglo-Saxon king ruling over a mix of 
Germanic and Celtic peoples, could use a new, Roman Christianity to foster a sense of 
joint heritage and identity not tied to their ethnic roots.345 The idea of “Englishness” was 
something that allowed Alfred the Great in the ninth century to unite those under his rule 
in otherness to those under Danish.346 Might it be reasonable to to suggest that these 
earlier kings saw an advantage in fostering collective identity as well? Bede tells us that 
Edwin’s earthly authority grew as a result of his conversion to Christianity and that he 
was able to subjugate both the Angles and Britons to his authority.347 But Bede is always 
keen to attribute such growth of dominion to conversion and there is in reality little 
evidence to suggest that these Angles and Britons began to see themselves any less 
concretely than before. While recasting Latin learning into Old English would reinforce a 
collective Anglo-Saxon identity in the ninth century through the use of the vernacular, 
these earlier kings were looking to a Roman identity that was elite and a source of power 
rather than commonality. While Bede’s emphasis on the universal Church might pull the 
Anglo-Saxons into a single divine history,348 this was not a tangible or political unity. If 
we are to accept Stancliffe’s argument concerning the structure of Anglo-Saxon rule (a 
tightly-knit court in which the will of the king led that of family members and close allies 
and one where conversion was often superficial) then it does not seem likely that a 
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change of religion would have united lower subjects, or that a king might have expected 
it to. 
 
That Roman Christianity could give a leader powerful allies made conversion a very 
tempting move to make. Nicholas Higham opined that for Æthelberht in particular, such 
alliance might have proved necessary to maintain his overlordship. Bede had attributed 
no great military victories to the king and Higham suggests that, lacking in the bellicose 
countenance of other kings, he might have needed another method of control.349 This can 
be viewed in opposition to the warlike Æthelfrith in the north, who felt no such 
compulsions to convert to Christianity.350 Yan Coz, when speaking of the later Anglo-
Saxon period, notes that “political thinkers only turned to the Roman past at a time of 
crisis, when the king’s traditional legitimacy was starkly diminished. In ‘normal’ times, 
there seems to have been no sustained attempt at stressing either the Roman past of 
Britain or the imperial tradition, to which Anglo-Saxon kings would be heirs.”351 
Perhaps, then, we should see Æthelberht’s conversion as preceded by some sort of crisis 
and need for authority. But, as Higham himself notes (though perhaps without as much 
emphasis as is warranted), Bede’s silence on Æthelberht’s military activity is not 
sufficient evidence to declare the king a weak commander. In fact, there is no need at all 
to view him as such in order to explain his need for allies. Edwin, too, had converted to 
Christianity at the hands of the Romans, and Bede speaks of his waging war successfully 
against Cwichelm of the West Saxons and his allies.352 In fact, as is well recognised, 
early medieval Christianity was a religion that fit very well with militarily-minded 
communities and had apparently already been winning victories for the Merovingians.353 
The topos of the Christian king given victory by Christ is ubiquitous in conversion 
literature, and Oswald of Northumbria’s victory at Heavenfield was on the sign of the 
cross, recalling Eusebius’ description of Constantine’s vision and conversion.354  
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This desire to make political connections, whilst avoiding sub-kingship might go some 
way in explaining why Æthelberht decided to be converted by the Romans, as opposed to 
the British or the Franks. On the one hand, converting at the hands of the Britons might 
have led to a disruption in the power structure, whilst converting at the hands of Frankish 
royalty might have led to being made a sub-king. Roman Christianity allowed Æthelberht 
control of the new cultural commodity of Christianity, whilst simultaneously maintaining 
his independence in the Frankish alliance.355 And yet, how much danger he stood in 
exactly is difficult to determine. The links between Kent and Merovingian Francia extend 
beyond any written record of it, and are blurred beyond any reasonable conclusion. 
Æthelberht’s own father and predecessor as King of Kent, Eormenric, has a Frankish 
name for instance.356 Whether this speaks of Frankish cultural influence or of Frankish 
descent is impossible to tell. On the other hand, Lisi Oliver suggests that the match 
between Æthelberht and the Frankish princess, Bertha, is not as close a tie as it might 
seem. Bertha was the daughter of Charibert’s first wife, Ingoberg, whom he had set aside. 
The Merovingian king had three or four wives in total and Oliver argues that he was dead 
in any case before Bertha’s marriage.357 In this she relies on an apparent chronological 
issue in Bede’s account of Æthelberht’s reign. Oliver argues that Bede’s chronology of 
the marriage (560-562) is actually the king’s birth, dating the marriage to sometime 575-
580 and his accession to 587-590.358 Accordingly, she argues, the marriage is not 
indicative of close ties at all, though Æthelberht might have nonetheless “considered it 
prestigious to have allied himself, however distantly, with the ruling family of Gaul.”359 
However, this new dating comes with its own problems. Accepting Oliver’s range for 
Æthelberht’s birth would make the king only eight years old when the Anglo-Saxon 
Chronicles attribute a military victory to him. While Oliver is inclined to think the 
Chronicles mistaken, in fact the only real reason given for the rejection of Bede’s dating 
is that it would make Æthelberht’s reign unusually long. It is really not clear, then, 
whether Æthelberht stood in any real danger of sub-kingship. And yet, the king received 
the faith from Augustine and his companions, rather than from Bertha’s Frankish priest, 
Liudhard. This alone goes some way in indicating that political concerns came into 
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Æthelberht’s decision. A further consideration is the conversion of Æthelberht’s son, 
Eadbald. Bede records his conversion at the hands of the Roman missionary, 
Laurentius.360 Upon conversion, Eadbald gave up his wife, who had been Æthelberht’s 
second wife. According to the late fourteenth century chronicler, William Thorne, 
Eadbald took a Christian Frankish princess to wife in her place.361 This is not attested in 
our sources, but if true is indicative of continued diplomatic involvement from the Franks 
in these early conversions. In any case, there is some evidence of such ties in Bede, when 
he records that Eadbald’s sister, Æthelberg, fearing for the safety of her children, sends 
them to her friend (amicus), King Dagobert in Francia.362 Relations between the Kentish 
royal house and their Frankish relations do seem, then, to have been sufficiently close for 
them to have been a consideration in Æthelberht’s conversion.  
 
Diplomatic considerations are evident in some of the northern conversions as well. Edwin 
had connections with the south, having married Æthelberht’s daughter, the 
aforementioned Æthelberg.363 However, there are disputes regarding the dating of this 
marriage as well. Oliver follows Bede in placing this after Eadbald’s own conversion, 
stating that he had insisted upon Edwin’s conversion before allowing him to wed his 
sister.364 D. P. Kirby, on the other hand, argues that the marriage took place sometime in 
late 618 or early 619, and that Eadbald’s conversion in 619 may not have been before this 
union. There is no reason, he argues, to interpret Eadbald’s decision regarding his sister 
as evidence of his own Christian faith.365 It is unclear, then, whether Eadbald was acting 
with the intention of facilitating Edwin’s conversion in agreeing to the Northern king’s 
request for his sister’s hand.  
 
There is little to suggest that these early Anglo-Saxon kings converted to Roman 
Christianity because they had a Romano-British inheritance in mind. Nor is there any 
indication that they were looking directly at Rome at all, at least in this first instance. 
While certainly the new religion provided a cultural commodity for them to control, 
which might increase their authority, this alone does not explain the decision to select 
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Roman Christianity specifically. Leaving aside any spiritual motivations, from a political 
standpoint, the perennial need to bolster one’s position by securing powerful allies was 
likely the strongest motivating factor in this decision for kings like Æthelberht, Edwin, 
and Oswiu. 
 
Anglo-Saxon Legal Codes 
 
On the death of king Æthelberht of Kent, Bede states that among the other good things 
this king had done for his people, “he, with a council of advisers, had also set in place 
decrees of laws following the examples of the Romans” (iuxta exempla Romanorum).366 
Some of Æthelberht’s Kentish successors evidently thought this a good idea and followed 
suit; Hlothere and Eadric did so jointly some time before 685, and Wihtred committed his 
laws to writing in 695. Nor was this phenomenon confined to Kent. Ine of Wessex had 
laws recorded for his people as well, by 694 at the latest.367 The bulk of scholarship on 
this issue has been concerned with Bede’s wording, when he stated that Æthelberht’s 
laws were created iuxta exempla Romanorum.  Are we to understand that these laws 
followed Roman form or content? And where might the Anglo-Saxons have learnt such 
things? In sub-Roman Britain, use of Roman laws appears to have decayed quite quickly, 
though certain elements, in particular concerning land grants, remained in use among 
clerics longer term.368 There is no evidence, however, that the Anglo-Saxons were 
influenced by Romano-British law.369 On the contrary, it appears that Bede’s reference to 
Roman exempla (or possibly exemplaria, as Wallace-Hadrill notes)370 is indicative of his 
own understanding of legal material, and in fact, there’s no reason to suggest that 
Æthelberht wrote his laws in emulation of Roman rulers. 
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Patrick Wormald and J. M. Wallace-Hadrill agree that Æthelberht’s laws follow Roman 
example in terms of their form, simply by being committed to writing.371 Anglo-Saxon 
law had been an oral tradition to this point, and Æthelberht can be seen as imitating 
Roman example by deciding to switch from an oral to written form. And yet, he had his 
laws recorded in Old English, rather than Latin, which causes a problem for the 
suggestion that Bede meant the laws were in Roman form. Julia Smith draws a distinction 
between these laws and the Latin laws of continental rulers, in which she feels the rulers 
were using the language as a way of “deliberately insisting upon their role as successors 
of the Roman emperors.”372 Were the Anglo-Saxons, then, not making such a link? 
Wormald offers three possible reasons for the use of the vernacular. Firstly, he deems it 
possible that no one at Æthelberht’s court was sufficiently versed in both Kentish law and 
Latin to write the laws in Latin. In this suggestion, he is in the company of Henry 
Richardson and George Sayles, who expressed disbelief that Augustine and his company 
might have learned Old English with sufficient speed to produce the laws.373 Secondly, 
he points out that Rome under Gregory’s rule had grown tolerant to vernaculars and thus 
it was well within Roman example to write in one’s own mother tongue. And thirdly, he 
proposes that there was not an idea of Latin as the culturally superior language as was the 
case in Francia.374 The first of these is an unlikely barrier. While Wallace-Hadrill 
suggests that Augustine and his companions may have learned English quickly enough to 
assist with their composition,375 even this is not necessary, as the Roman missionaries 
had come to Æthelberht’s court with translators in tow. Gregory had written to Theoderic 
and Theodebert, requesting English speakers to accompany Augustine to Britain.376 
Whether or not this was the eventual source of the translators, Bede confirms that there 
were Frankish translators in Augustine’s entourage when they landed at Thanet.377 The 
second and third of Wormald’s suggestions, however, are more probable. For a king with 
close ties to Francia, he must not have seen Latin as more practical or desirable than Old 
English for the purposes of recording his laws. Recording the laws in Old English must 
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have satisfied whatever motivations Æthelberht had in writing them, and while the choice 
of language alone is not sufficient to suggest that he was not emulating Roman examples, 
it does raise this possibility.  
 
The transmission of these sources into Æthelberht’s circle poses a further problem to 
historians. If Bede actually intended his reader to understand that Æthelberht’s laws were 
iuxta exempla Romanorum in terms of their content, then which Roman laws provided 
the model? Peter Stein credits the Church, broadly conceived, with the spread of Roman 
legal knowledge to places where memory of the empire had faded.378 Wallace-Hadrill 
and, more recently, John Frederick Winkler identify the Gregorian mission as the first to 
introduce knowledge about Roman law to the Anglo-Saxons.379 Supporting this idea, the 
sole surviving copy of Æthelberht’s code, in the twelfth-century Textus Roffensis, 
includes a rubric which states that the laws had been put in place “on Agustinus dæge” 
(in Augustine’s time), which would give a date range of 597-609 for the laws.380 And at 
the very least, the missionaries travelled through numerous cities associated with the 
teaching of law (Marseilles, Arles, Vienne, Autun, Tours, and Paris) and may have 
collected exempla as they went.381 Winfred Lehman suggests that the interest of the 
Church in promulgating such laws was that they provided a new Christian alternative to 
feuds, adding that there is a link between this and the new minting of gold coins, making 
wergild a financial concern.382 But, Oliver points out that there is no evidence that 
Æthelberht minted his own coins and no evidence that the coins that are found were 
minted with the purpose of legal restitution.383 Wormald also refutes Lehman’s view, 
adding that Tacitus tells us of compensations of this kind in Germanic cultures of the first 
century.384  
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And there is a further problem in seeing Æthelberht’s laws as a result of the influence of 
the Gregorian mission. Gregory the Great, in the Libellus responsionum, had a very 
different position on financial compensation to Æthelberht’s laws, and indeed the laws of 
other early Anglo-Saxon kings. In particular, Gregory indicated that no additional amount 
should be reimbursed to the Church in excess of that monetary value that was lost.385 But 
what we see in the laws is a system of increasing payment for offences against the 
Church, the lowest of which—at a two-fold compensation—is for violation of Church 
peace, while the highest—at a twelve-fold compensation—is for (presumably) the theft or 
destruction of Church property.386 Oliver takes this, along with stylistic differences she 
identifies, as evidence that the first section of Æthelberht’s laws does not form part of the 
original text and were added at a later date.387  An exact date of within or after 
Æthelberht’s reign is impossible to determine, the only certainty being that they were in 
place by 731, when Bede mentioned them. If the laws did indeed date to Æthelberht’s 
reign, the inconsistency with Gregory’s laws leaves us with two possibilities: firstly, that 
the laws were completed before Augustine received the Libellus responsionum; or 
secondly, that the laws were completed after Augustine’s receipt of Gregory’s advice, but 
that the advice was ignored for some reason. The first of these possibilities is that adhered 
to by Wallace-Hadrill.388 Oliver deems the suggestion possible, though with the caveats 
that we have no record of Augustine’s questions and that Gregory’s responses make no 
reference to such laws.389 On the second, Oliver deems it “unlikely” that Augustine and 
the king would have ignored Gregory’s advice.390 But a third possibility is that Augustine 
did not help the king to compose the laws and that he had another reason for committing 
them to writing. If the first section does not date to his reign, then the Church need not 
have been involved in the process at all. Richardson and Sayles declare the first seven 
clauses later interpolations and the remainder more pagan than Christian in content. As 
such, they argue, there is reason to place their composition prior to Æthelberht’s 
conversion.391 They also suggest that these laws have prior Anglo-Saxon laws as their 
model and that literacy predated the arrival of Christianity among the English.392 Of 
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course, no such laws survive, however, nor need there have been a written legal tradition 
in Kent prior to Æthelberht’s contribution. In fact, with the exception of runic carvings, 
there is no reason to suspect that literacy reached the Anglo-Saxons prior to the 
Gregorian mission, and then only in ecclesiastical circles.393 It is enough to recognise that 
while “St Augustine may well have wished to see King Æthelberht equipped with a 
written law code, …both its content and its language argue that Æthelberht’s code was 
the work of the king and his sapientes not of the Roman missionaries.”394 And of course 
this is what Bede himself states.395 This is also in keeping with other early Germanic 
laws, which despite being the result of Christian literacy, show little evidence of 
Christian content.396 This is likely on account of their being records of existing laws or 
customs, rather than new inventions.397 
 
So if Æthelberht’s laws were not the result of exposure to contemporary law through the 
Roman mission, then where did he get the impetus to write them? Perhaps, as Michael 
Hunter suggested, Bede was thinking of contemporary Gaul when he said that 
Æthelberht’s laws were drawn up iuxta exempla Romanorum.398 Indeed, Wallace-Hadrill 
had argued that the law code “must be seen in its place among other Germanic laws,” in 
particular the lex Salica, which he deemed “as active as yeast” in Æthelberht’s time.399 
The links to Clovis’ Salic law are elucidated by Wormald, who gives examples from 
Æthelberht’s laws that are in keeping with these, as well as those of the Alamani, 
Bergundian, and Lombards.400 While the laws were ultimately derived from the fifth 
century Visigothic laws of Euric, this influence came via Burgundian and Frankish 
intermediaries and in common with similar development in Lombardic law.401 And it is 
within this European milieu that they must be understood. As Wormald states, 
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“continental parallels… form the top layer of the context wherein early English 
legislation is embedded.”402 Æthelberht’s laws, which would go on to provide the 
foundation for other early Anglo-Saxon legal codes, can be seen as part of a continental 
and secular tradition. 
 
If this is true, then Æthelberht’s Frankish connection is the most plausible source for such 
ideas. In his commentary on Bede’s Historia, Wallace-Hadrill suggested that these 
continental exemplars may have been brought by the Roman missionaries or by Queen 
Bertha from Francia. Given that we can dispense with the first of these on account of the 
forgone discussion, this leaves Æthelberht’s Frankish relations as the likely source of the 
content of these laws. While Gregory is said to have held Constantine up for Æthelberht 
as a model,403 perhaps the king was looking to Clovis instead. Clovis, on his conversion 
to the Catholic faith, set about incorporating the trappings of imperial Rome into his 
reign. He celebrated his victory against the Visigoths by gathering his army in a Campus 
Martius of his own. Gregory of Tours tells us that Clovis was given the honorary title of 
consul by the Emperor Anastasius and clad himself in imperial raiment: a purple robe and 
diadem. In addition to this—and most importantly for the present discussion—he issued a 
law code.404 So, the question arises whether Æthelberht intended to imitate Roman laws 
at all, or whether they were in fact in imitation of the continental rulers with whom he 
had most contact: the Franks.  
 
If Æthelberht had no intention of imparting a sense of romanitas by committing his laws 
to writing, then what might have inspired Bede to represent him falsely? Bede’s own 
understanding of Roman law would have come to him through the fifth book of Isidore’s 
Etymologiae. Michael Lapidge records that Bede cites this chapter in both De temporum 
ratione and De orthographia.405 He also (minimally) cites Gregory of Tours, who records 
both Clovis’ lawmaking and his associated symbols of romanitas discussed above.406 It 
seems unlikely that Bede had read the laws, given that he remains silent on the 
inconsistency with Gregory’s advice. But being aware of their existence, it may be that 
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Bede simply thought of written law as a Roman phenomenon, and accordingly saw 
Æthelberht’s efforts as fitting in this tradition.407 This link may have been entirely lost on 
the king.  
 
Leaving aside the earliest Anglo-Saxon law codes, the formal study of Roman law in 
early Anglo-Saxon England is most closely associated with the influence of Theodore 
and Hadrian, who taught the subject in their school at Canterbury. Aldhelm studied under 
Hadrian and writes in one of his letters that at Canterbury he was “enflamed with an 
astute keenness for Roman laws” and that he “will probe the laws to their depths and 
investigate all the secrets of the jurists to their innermost heart.” 408  Theodore’s 
contribution survives in the form of his judgements on English legal questions, which 
were keenly recorded by his students, and which have come down to us in various forms, 
collectively termed the Poenitentiale Theodori. The earliest version would seem to be the 
Irish Iudicia Theodori, while the most full version is Northumbrian and mid-eighth 
century in origin (that of the Discipulus umbrensium). 409  The prologue of the 
Northumbrian version attributes its text to answers extracted from Theodore by a certain 
priest, called Eoda, though the wording suggests that the compiler received it via another 
source.410 So although we do not have Theodore’s own writings, we do have some 
indication of his teachings on the subject of law. 
 
The issues surrounding authorship of this collection of texts have fuelled debate 
regarding the content of the judgements. In their promotion of private over public 
penance, the judgements seem akin to Irish penitentials, an unusual choice for an eastern 
monk sent to Britain at the behest of the papacy.411 However, Thomas Charles-Edwards 
dispenses with this issue altogether, arguing that the differences between Irish and 
continental penance have been overstated and that, in fact, Theodore’s approach 
represents an intermediary position between those of St Basil and the Irish penitentials.412 
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The similarity to the Irish examples was on account of similar cultural situation: both 
were dealing with cultures in which the feud was a fundamental part of the system.  
 
There are further similarities between the Poenitentiale and Roman laws more generally, 
allowing some indication of the kinds of law taught at Theodore’s school. There is 
evidence of influence from contemporary Roman law, such as he would have been 
familiar with prior to his relocation to Kent. As Winkler identified, “English bishops, for 
example, were to exercise the judicial authority of the Roman defensores civitatum. 
Likewise, churches were to receive the compensation available in an actio vi bonorum 
raptorum or furti manifesti.”413 The first of these, he argues, has parallels with the 
Constitutio of Valentinian and Valens, as well as with Justinian’s Novellae.414 For the 
style of compensation allowed for churches, Winkler identifies a precedent in Justinian’s 
Institutes.415 Winkler asserts furthermore, on the basis of the Libellus responsionum, that 
some elements of the Constitutio of Arcadius and Honorius were known in early Anglo-
Saxon England.416 But while Bede indicates that he is aware of the Codex Justinianus, 
there is no reason to suspect that he had read it.417 And if we accept the authenticity of the 
Libellus,418 then it is Gregory the Great, and not an Anglo-Saxon, who demonstrates his 
familiarity with these texts. It is of course possible that Theodore had some copies of 
these texts in Canterbury, though such a suggestion can only be in the realm of 
speculation. The influence of these supposed teachings of Theodore on Anglo-Saxon 
legal practice was widespread, however. The Laws of Whitred, probably recorded in 
September 695, show enough similarity with the Poenitentiale to suggest that the Kentish 
king was influenced by this text.419 
 
Other sources for Roman law in the early Anglo-Saxon period are those who travelled to 
the continent. The Romanophile, Wilfrid, is described by his biographer Stephen as 
“most learned in the judgements of the Romans.”420  Likewise, the two Gregorian 
missionaries, Justus (Bishop of Rochester) and Peter (Abbot of SS Peter and Paul in 
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Canterbury) had attended Chlothar’s seminal council of Paris in 614. As such, they likely 
provided a source of information about legal matters in Francia.421  And Isidore’s 
treatment of the subject, as discussed above, was certainly in circulation at this time. 
However, Winkler’s suggestion that the Anglo-Saxons were flush with Roman legal 
material should be taken with a grain of salt. Both examples he gives are from Alcuin, 
after his relocation to the Carolingian court, and we should not expect the texts available 
to him to be typical for an Anglo-Saxon in Britain.422 
 
Bede has been put forward as an opponent of the teaching of Roman law in early Anglo-
Saxon England. But while Winkler draws attention to the absence of Roman law from 
Bede’s pedagogical material,423 there is no reason to suspect that we might find such 
material there. Bede’s purpose in these texts was didactic and was with the reading of 
Scripture in mind. As we shall see in the fourth chapter of this thesis, he aimed to 
reimagine education without secular material. That his exegetical and historical works 
only make mention of Roman law in ways that “reflect a limited interest in the Roman 
legal context of the history of the church,” is again demonstrative of his purpose.424 It 
simply was not relevant to him. While in his commentary on Luke, Bede draws a 
connection between teachers of secular laws, along with physicians, philosophers, and 
false theologians to unclean spirits,425 one must also keep in mind the positive language 
Bede uses to describe Æthelberht’s laws. These he speaks of in terms of their benefit to 
the people of Kent. On these grounds its not possible to say that he was entirely opposed 
to the study of Roman law, but one may speculate that he just was not interested in it. 
Roman law was something Bede probably saw as generally outside the scope of his 
writing.  
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After the deaths of Theodore and Hadrian, the study of Roman law declined in Anglo-
Saxon England and evidence of its study dries up completely by the close of the eighth 
century.426 Yan Coz noted that, “in late Anglo-Saxon England, lawmaking was never 
associated with Roman emperors, contrary to Continental practices.”427 But it would 
seem that the same may have been true in the earlist English laws as well, in particular 
for those of Æthelberht of Kent. These early Anglo-Saxon laws were Roman in terms of 
their form, being written down at a time when oral traditions were the norm. But they 
were written in Old English, a decidedly un-Roman form. These laws might also be said 
to have been vaguely Roman in terms of their content, though this was sub-Roman, rather 
than imperial content. Certainly, Æthelberht had learnt of written law codes through his 
continental connection, though whether he had his own set down in imitation of Roman 
or Frankish authority, it is impossible to say. The arrival of the Gregorian mission 
appears not to have impacted his legal understanding, though it may have given him 
access to scribes to allow him to have his laws written down. There is evidence that other 
early Anglo-Saxons, such as Wilfrid and the attendees of Chlothar’s council, were 
exposed to Roman law and its heirs on the continent. But it was not until the arrival of 
Theodore that we can say with any certainty that the Anglo-Saxons were studying Roman 
law proper. In the case of Æthelberht, we cannot be sure that he knew that what he was 
imitating was Roman at all. Bede recognised Æthelberht’s laws as Roman in style, on 
account of their written form or perhaps their similarities to the content of Roman law as 
he understood it from Isidore. But whilst Bede represents Æthelberht’s laws as Roman 
and in a positive light, we can only guess at his attitude to the learning of Roman law in 
English monastic schools. Aldhelm, on the other hand, can scarcely contain his 
excitement as he relates how intellectually stimulating he found the study of Roman law. 
So while there is evidence that some Anglo-Saxons were keen students of the subject, in 
other cases there is no evidence that Rome came into ideas about law at all.  
 
The use of Roman political language 
 
When writing in Latin, some Anglo-Saxons used language that appears to make a link 
between Anglo-Saxon rule and Roman. In particular, the use of titles such as patricius, 
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praefectus, and so on has long been seen as an attempt to impart a sense of romanitas. A 
charter from Kent, dated to 762, records the sign of “Aldbert the prefect” (Aldbertus 
praefectus).428 Another, from Wessex and dated to 688-690, records the gift of King Ine 
of forty-five hides “to Haeha the patrician and Ceolswið for the building of a 
monastery.”429 Aldhelm also uses such terms, when he encourages his correspondent 
Wihtfrith to avoid the hall, “where patricians and praetors are in control” and in its place 
to seek the hovel.430 The use of these terms in the early Anglo-Saxon period seems a 
deliberate attempt to associate local authority with an idea of Rome.  
 
Such could be said for the vernacular as well, with one royal house incorporating the 
name Caesar into their genealogy. The Old English Anglian Collection of Genealogies 
includes an East Anglian genealogy that commences with Ælfwald as the most recent 
king and lists “Caser Uodning” (Caesar, son of Woden) as the penultimate entry before 
“Uoden Frelafing” (Woden, son of Frealaf).431 This conflation of Roman and Germanic 
ancestry has unsurprisingly been explained as a clear, indeed blunt, appeal to Roman 
authority for the East Anglian royal line.432  Such usage depends on Caesar being 
recognisable among the elite. As Wormald notes, far from being clumsy, this reference to 
Caesar indicated that such genealogies were the product of educated circles and 
demonstrated a continued “need for a heroic past” in the centuries following 
conversion.433 By co-opting the name Caesar into the local Anglo-Saxon context, the 
author of this genealogy makes a statement about the antiquity and prestige of the East 
Anglian royal line.  
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433 Wormald, “Bede, Beowulf, and the Conversion of the Anglo-Saxon Aristocracy.” pp.56-57. This probably does 
not stretch to an image of Caesar as divine though, as Woden is elsewhere recorded as a pre-migration Germanic 
leader, rather than a god. See for example Bede, HE, 1:15; The preface to MS   of the ASC shows Woden as an 
ancestor of Alfred the Great, he also appears in the entries for the years 449 (MS E); and 547, 552, 560, 597, 626, 
755, 855 (all MS  ); Nennius, Historia Brittonum, 3:31, 57, 60, 61. 
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It hardly needs to be stated that any such link to Roman political authority was, as 
Margaret Deanesly noted, tenuous: 
 
The Germanic invaders had actually little enough grounds on which to base their 
claim, either by imperial commission or effective conquest; but it would seem 
that, from the first, some at least of them were aware of the advantage of making 
it. Like other barbarian conquerors, they appreciated the identification in the past 
of lawful government with Roman authority.434 
 
Such terms provided imagined authority, rather than reflecting the structure of Anglo-
Saxon political life. But these words had been official titles within the Roman 
government, recorded for posterity in the Notitia dignitatum and the writings of the 
Roman historians. Deanesly asserted that the titles were known by the Anglo-Saxons 
traditionally, from before the migration to Britain.435 But while contact with officials 
bearing such titles before or on their migration to Britain is possible, it can only be 
conjecture. There is also no evidence of access to the Notitia dignitatum in early Anglo-
Saxon England (though it does appear that Alcuin was familiar with it).436 Her suggestion 
that such knowledge might also have come through Latin historians is far more likely. 
Both Bede and Aldhelm cite Cicero only minimally, and in didactic texts, leaving the 
possibility open that they had only read excerpts of Cicero in their grammatical and 
scientific sources.437 But Roger Ray has argued that for Bede at least, his use of particular 
rhetorical devices make it likely that he had a first-hand knowledge of Cicero’s work.438 
Orosius was unquestionably in circulation.439 Whatever their source, it is generally 
thought that such terms were intended to impart a degree of gravitas to the person in 
question and link their authority to something ancient, prestigious, and powerful. 
 
                                                 
434 Deanesly, “Roman Traditionalist Influence among the Anglo-Saxons.” pp.129-130. 
435 Ibid., p.130. 
436 L. D. Reynolds, Texts and Transmission: A Survey of the Latin Classics  (Oxford: Clarendon, 1983). pp.253-
257. Michael Lapidge—who similarly restricts his interest in Alcuin to those texts that can be said to have been 
composed before his relocation to the continent—makes no mention of the Notitia Dignitarum whatsoever. 
Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon Library. 
437 Both Bede and Aldhelm cite passages from Cicero’s Actio in C. Verrem secunda and In L. Catilinam oratio. 
Bede additionally cites one passage from De natura deorum. The Anglo-Saxon Library. pp.180, 205. 
438 Ray, Roger. “Bede and Cicero.” Anglo-Saxon England 16 (1987): 1-15. 
439 Bede also makes use of Vegetius, another author singled out by Deanesly. Deanesly, “Roman Traditionalist 
Influence among the Anglo-Saxons.” p.130. See also, Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon Library. p.323. 
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So when Bede stated in his Historia ecclesiastica that seven Anglo-Saxon kings had held 
imperium over the southern kingdoms, scholarship of Deanesly’s time was inclined to 
view this in the same way, that is, as an attempt to liken Anglo-Saxon over-kingship to 
Roman imperial power.440 However, as we shall see, more recent work has conclusively 
overturned this view, based not only on the term’s variant meanings, but also on the lack 
of other linguistic trappings of empire in Bede’s descriptions of Anglo-Saxon power. And 
yet, there is still something here worth dwelling on. Bede’s understanding of power and 
use of imperium within this is indicative of his wider outlook. It emphasises the Church 
as universal, rather than Roman, and provides an alternate worldview to that indicated by 
the adoption of Roman battle standards or the name Caesar by some early Anglo-
Saxons.441 While Bede dedicated his work to a king, Ceolwulf of Northumbria, his belief 
in a universal Christendom took precedence over any desire he may have had to flatter 
Anglo-Saxon kings by tying their power to that of Roman rulers. 
 
The Thesaurus Linguae Latinae devotes fourteen columns to the definition of imperium. 
The variant meanings for this term in classical Latin literature range from a command or 
order in a general sense, to the prime authority of Roman emperors, kings, magistrates, or 
governors. It can also simply mean “authority” or “dominion.”442 John Richardson, in 
The Language of Empire, traced the shifting meanings of this word throughout the 
classical period, noting that it initially meant “power” or “command” and only later came 
to have the meaning of “imperial power.” It is with this latter sense—which is the second 
sense attributed to the word in the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae443—that this chapter is 
concerned. Richardson tied the development in meaning to Roman expansion in the third 
and second centuries BC; Romans needed words to express their newfound authority.444 
It was not until the Augustan period, though, that the term took on geographical 
connotations and could be said to mean “empire” in the way we understand the word 
today.445 But even so, it retained its previous meanings. All told, throughout classical 
Latin literature imperium was very often used in descriptions of Roman power, but it was 
                                                 
440 Michael Hunter argued the same in the 1970s. Hunter, “Germanic and Roman Antiquity and the Sense of the 
Past in Anglo-Saxon England.” p.39. 
441 Of course, it is through Bede that we hear of Edwin’s battle standards. Bede, HE, 2:16. 
442 TLL, vol. 7.1 pp.568-582. 
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also something that could be wielded by foreign peoples,446 slave masters,447 elephant 
handlers,448 gods,449 and farmers.450 
 
Bede most famously uses the term to describe the power seven kings held over the area 
south of the Humber River, beginning with Ælle of the South Saxons and finishing with 
Oswiu of Northumbria.451  Elsewhere, he uses the term to describe the hegemony of 
several other kings over other regions of England. Cædwalla, for instance, is said to have 
taken up imperium over the West-Saxons when he took control of several areas formerly 
ruled by sub-kings during Hædde’s time as bishop there (676-c.705).452 After Cædwalla, 
Ine is also said to have held the imperium of the people of Wessex.453 Likewise, we are 
told that Osred of Northumbria succeeded to the imperium of his father, Aldfrith, in 705, 
suggesting that the latter held this power as well.454 In support of this view, Aldhelm does 
explicitly describe Aldfrith of Northumbria as holding the northern imperium.455 In each 
case, imperium is something held over peoples, rather than a territory. 
 
When Bede’s Historia was drawn upon for the Anglo-Saxon Chronicles, his use of 
imperium to describe the power of these kings was replaced by the Old English word 
bretwalda, which describes the kings themselves. Variant spellings appear in the different 
manuscripts, Bretwalda occurring in the Parker Chronicle (MS  ) and Bryten wealda in 
the Laud Chronicle (MS E) for instance.456 The term is generally translated as “Britain-
ruler” or “wide-ruler,” with a preference for the latter in recent scholarship.457 While the 
Chronicles were not compiled within our period, this passage was the foundation of the 
view in traditional scholarship that the Bretwaldaship was an institution of Anglo-Saxon 
                                                 
446 Sallust, Bellum Iugurthinum, 19:3. 
447 Plautus, Pseudolus, 1103. 
448 Pliny the Elder, Historia Naturalis, 8:1. 
449 Horace, Carmina, 3:1. 
450 Cicero, De Senectute, 15. Thanks must go to Denis Brosnan and Daniel Press for their assistance with this 
point. 
451 Bede, HE, 2:5. 
452 Ibid., 4:12. Bede dates his death as 705. 5:18. Though the ASC gives 676 as Hædde’s accession date and 703 as 
his death.  
453 Bede, HE, 5:7. 
454 Ibid., 5:18. Ecgfrith is also said to have held imperium in Bede, HA, 4. 
455 This is in the dedication to his grammatical works. Aldhelm, MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. 
456 ASC, 827. Thomas Bredehoft helpfully pointed out in conversation that the letter ‘d’ in the Parker manuscript 
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457 Steven Fanning, “Bede, Imperium, and the Bretwaldas,” Speculum 66, no. 1 (1991): 1-26. pp.6-7. 
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kingly authority and that Bede’s use of imperium was an intentional reference to this 
office.458 
 
It was a German historian, Richard Drogereit, who in the 1950s first questioned the 
existence of Roman imperial aspirations in this language. Bede, he felt, used the term 
imperium in a general sense throughout his Historia and was not imbuing it with any 
special meaning.459 But despite Drogereit’s work, it was not until the 1980s that the 
imperial interpretations of bretwalda and imperium were seriously questioned in English 
scholarship.460 Historians then seized on the fact that the term bretwalda (and its variant 
spellings) only appears in one Anglo-Saxon Chronicle entry, for 827, and one sole 
charter, a poor showing for a supposedly official title. As Patrick Wormald mused, “the 
Anglo-Saxon historian is used to inadequate evidence, but in a case as important as this, 
the failure of the dog to let out more than the odd yelp is curious: there are many other 
charters and many other annals.”461 
 
Moreover, as Barbara Yorke noted, “If there was a concept of ‘empire’ in early Anglo-
Saxon England, we would expect to find a significant use of the word imperator. In fact, 
there are only three cases where the title can be connected with a pre-Alfredian Anglo-
Saxon king, and in none of these is its significance plain.”462 Bede himself uses the term 
imperator, though only with reference to Roman rulers: never to Anglo-Saxons. It has 
been noted in addition that the word casere, the Old English translation for imperator, is 
also never used in Anglo-Saxon literature to refer to their own kings.463 The same is true 
of other terms usually associated with the empire. Gildas speaks of the Anglo-Saxons 
                                                 
458 See for example Deanesly, “Roman Traditionalist Influence among the Anglo-Saxons.” pp.131-133; Stenton, 
Anglo-Saxon England. p.34; Nicholas Brooks, The early history of the Church of Canterbury. p.111. 
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462 “The Vocabulary of Anglo-Saxon Overlordship.” pp.176-177. The term would remain a complicated one in 
Anglo-Saxon England. Speaking of the use of the term in late AS literature (from Æthelstan), Yan Coz concludes 
that its use in this period was scriptural, rather than imperial. Coz, “The Image of Roman History in Anglo-Saxon 
England.” pp.554-555. 
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threatening to cause destruction throughout the island by breaking their treaty (foedere), 
using language that implies a similar arrangement to that of Roman imperial allies 
(foederati).464 But in adapting this passage for the Historia, Bede has the invaders make a 
treaty (foedere) with the Picts, rather than the Britons, making a link to those tribes who 
settled in the Roman Empire unlikely.465 
 
Also adding to the doubt was the fact that Bede appears to switch between use of the 
terms regnum and imperium when speaking of the power of these rulers. Some thought 
that his use of rex and regnum in the first place, supposedly dirty words to the Romans, 
showed that he was not attempting to link Anglo-Saxon power to Roman. But, as Michael 
Fanning has noted, it was common in Late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages to refer 
to the Roman Empire as regnum Romanorum and many of Bede’s sources number among 
those using this phrasing with no negative connotations.466 Since regnum was not likely 
to have been a negative term for Bede, Judith McClure has suggested that its use 
alongside imperium was purely stylistic, providing an alternative merely for the sake of 
variation.467 Fanning took issue with this too, arguing that Bede did not in fact use them 
interchangeably. Imperium was a description of the power of over-kingdoms: every 
imperium was also a regnum itself, as an empire can be thought of as a kingdom as well, 
but not every regnum was an imperium.468 Thus, current scholarship no longer views the 
imperium or bretwaldaship as a real office, and Bede’s use of the term has been called 
into question.   
 
In light of this revision, it is worthwhile returning briefly to the use of the supposedly 
Roman titles tribunus, patricius, dux, praefectus, and princeps in our period. Whether 
such appellations were always used with a clear understanding of their classical 
definitions is debatable, though there is certainly evidence of some hierarchy and 
precision in their use. In fact, as Alan Thacker stated, the combined use of certain of 
                                                 
464 Gildas, DEB, 23. MGH  (Auct. ant.) 13. foedere is the ablative of foedus. Moorhead, “From Britain to 
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these terms in certain Anglo-Saxon charters simply would not make sense if there 
were no distinction between them.469  
 
In classical terms, tribuni were men of senior and specific rank in several fields, such 
as the tribuni aerarii (officials within the treasury), the tribuni militum (commanders 
of legions), and the tribuni plebis (officers of the plebians).470 However, tribune was 
not a title commonly used in early Anglo-Saxon England. And the tribuni mentioned 
by Alcuin in his Versus de patribus regibus et sanctis eboracensis ecclesiae are not in 
any case Anglo-Saxons, but men on the continent who received Æthelberht, 
Archbishop of York.471  
 
In classical literature, patricius is reserved for the Roman nobility. Seen as the 
‘fathers’ of Rome, the term was originally applied to only those whose mother and 
father were also both patricians. By the times of Caesar and Octavian, the title could 
be bestowed, a practice revived again by Constantine.472 Patricius also seems to have 
been reserved for certain ranks in Anglo-Saxon usage. While in the later Anglo-Saxon 
period the term is applied to kings, sub-kings and those second-in-charge,473 in fact, 
there is no reference to a king as patricius in our period. There are two possible 
exceptions to this. In a letter written by Aldhelm sometime during his episcopate 
(c.705-9) to a certain Wyneberht, he makes use of patricius to refer to Baldred of 
Wessex, a man recorded as king in charters from the 680s.474 However, both the letter 
and each of the charters have had their authenticity questioned, leaving it unlikely that 
this represents a genuine application of the term to a king.475 Likewise, Alcuin 
referred to Osbald of Northumbria as patricius, though this is in a letter dated to 793, 
three years before the king’s brief reign, suggesting that he held an office prior to his 
accession.476 On the continent, usage appears to follow this pattern. Pope Gregory II, 
for example, writes a letter to Boniface, dated 724, in which he refers to Charles 
                                                 
469 Thacker, Alan. “Some terms for noblemen in Anglo-Saxon England.” Anglo-Saxon Studies in Archaeology and 
History 2 (1981): 201-223. p.202. 
470 “Patricius,” “praefectus,” “tribunes,” OCD4. 
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Martel as patricius.477 King in practice, Charles Martel never took the title of rex, 
remaining dux or princeps throughout his reign.478 It is unlikely these terms were used 
with reference to classical Rome in early Anglo-Saxon England, there being no 
indication that the title carried with it ideas of patriarchal authority. The usage does, 
however, fit with Late Antique Byzantine example, in which the title πατρίκιος 
(patrikios) was elevated above the Praetorian Prefect in rank, the latter being role of 
regional civic responsibility.479 Before 800 in Mercia and Wessex (where the relevant 
charters were penned), patricius seems to have been reserved for men with the status 
of sub-king or second-in-charge. In the seventh and eighth centuries this was a very 
rare term, however. 
 
Praefectus was not so strictly applied in the classical world. Meaning generally ‘one 
placed in charge’, the title was given to men in positions of authority within the army 
or navy, to governors of provinces, or to other imperial officials. While praefectus in 
Anglo-Saxon charters could be seen as following this non-specific usage as simply 
the fourth part of a verb, and without any specifically Roman political connotations, 
Dorothy Whitelock has observed that in fact it appears to be used in a distinct manner 
in West Saxon documents, as a Latin rendering of ealdorman.480 The Prosopography 
of Anglo-Saxon England, agreeing with this suggestion, gives further explanation: “In 
early Northumbrian sources the term appears to be used of a high-level office-holder. 
The word is used especially in late-eighth and early-ninth century West Saxon 
charters for an ealdorman; thereafter it seems to be superseded by dux.”481 Neither 
ventures a definition for the Mercian usage of the term and a charter that makes a 
posthumous reference to an Anglo-Saxon named Ingeld makes a definition along 
West-Saxon lines impossible. Uhtred, sub-king of the Hwicce, recorded a grant of 
land he made to his minister, Æthelmund, in 767. The charter states that this 
Æthelmund is the son of Ingeld, who was both dux and praefectus (qui fuit dux et 
præfectus).482 That his career might be summed up in this way indicates that there was 
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some understood difference between a dux and a praefectus. Certainly, there is an 
increase of the use of dux as a title from the mid-eighth century, particularly in Mercia 
and especially in the reigns of Æthelbald (716-757) and Offa (757-796). But 
praefectus does continue to be used by both of these kings and is also especially 
favoured by Cynewulf of Wessex (757–786). As for dux, its classical definition as “a 
general” that is common to Charles Martel’s usage, likewise appears to have carried 
over into the early Anglo-Saxon period. Dux occurs with great frequency and minimal 
specificity in Anglo-Saxon charters. In keeping with a general definition of “leader” 
or “general,” there was no issue with referring to the one man as dux in one charter, 
praefectus in the next, and dux again in the one following, as we see with an Anglo-
Saxon named Brorda.483 As a more general term, it was possible to be a dux, whilst 
also being the more specific role of praefectus. 
 
The Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England proposes that princeps seems on 
occasion to be the equivalent of dux in eighth-century Mercian charters.484 But given 
the broad definition of dux, as just discussed, the possibility is left open for a more 
specific definition of princeps. Charles Martel seems also to have understood the 
classical definition of princeps, in particular as used by Augustus as a careful 
alternative to the pejorative rex or dictator.485 This definition was also known in early 
Anglo-Saxon England, with Stephen of Ripon indicating that princeps is a title for the 
next in rank to a king.486 But, the charter evidence demonstrates that this was by no 
means an exclusive title for one second-in-charge. In a charter from Bath, dated to 
796, Æthelmund (the same son of Ingeld) is granted land by Ecgfrith of Mercia. The 
charter names Æthelmund as princeps, but the document is witnessed by another 
princeps, Brorda.487 In another example, a 781 land exchange involving Offa of 
Mercia, the charter is witnessed by no less than six men bearing this title.488 Perhaps, 
then, the title was used for men in a king’s inner circle, rather than a single man of the 
rank of second-in-charge. Another possibility, as Thacker proposed, is that these 
principes were important men of royal descent, at least in the early examples from 
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Mercia and Northumbria he cites.489 In Mercian charters where where both duces and 
principes are signatories on the same charter, the principes appear first, suggesting 
seniority.490 Thus, the reference to a princeps as a dux might well be the application of 
a more general term to the holder of a more exclusive position. 
 
Considering this reexamination of the titles, a West Saxon by the name of Hemele 
presents an interesting case. He is referred to as praefectus in two charters dating to 762 
and 778 and as pr’ in another, from 774.491 It is only later, in a charter from 786x794, that 
he receives the titles princeps and patricius, the former in the main text of the charter and 
the latter in the witness list.492 It is most likely that the abbreviation pr’ used in this 
selection of charters is short-hand for praefectus, as this is its most common usage in the 
eighth century, at least in those cases where we are able to tell.493 Moreover, the charter 
in which Hemele’s rank is abbreviated as pr’ is one of a pair attributed to the reign of 
Cynewulf of Wessex that point very clearly in the direction of this interpretation. The 
first charter, dating to 762, gives a list of men deemed praefecti. The second, the charter 
in question, lists six men as pr’, all of whom had appeared in the previous charter as 
prefects.494 Given all of this, it is perhaps not too much of a stretch to see Hemele’s 
charters as documenting his political career, rising over the course of two and a half 
decades from the position of alderman to the king’s right-hand man.  
 
While there are no surviving Northumbrian charters from Bede’s age or before, there is 
evidence of their existence in his writings. But, as Wormald bemoaned, sadly their 
contents must remain a mystery to us.495 What we can say from the evidence of the 
South, however, is that Roman titles were deployed with some level of precision. But 
while the terms were not apparently used in ways indicative of an appeal to imperial 
Rome, the implied definitions owe more to Frankish and Byzantine example. 
Accordingly, while their use may have involved the bestowal of prestige, there is little to 
suggest that this was linked to romanitas. 
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Returning, then, to Bede’s use of Roman political terminology. The fundamental 
difference between Bede’s application of a so-called Roman term and those of the 
southern charters lies in Bede’s focus. Bede used imperium in all senses throughout his 
writings and was demonstrably aware of the full gamut of meanings that the term had, 
attributing it to more than just the power exercised by Roman Emperors. In the Historia, 
the term is applied to both Roman rulers and Anglo-Saxon kings.496 But there is also an 
instance of imperial authority being ascribed to Pepin, Duke of the Franks, as mentioned 
above.497 Others exerting imperium are God himself, and saintly bishops and priests.498 
Consistent with his other works, imperium is by no means just the domain of politics in 
the Historia. In De templo Salomonis he attributes it to Solomon,499 in his homilies he 
attributes it to David,500 and in his commentary on the Catholic Epistles he does so to 
Paul.501 In De temporum ratione Bede speaks of the beginnings of Egyptian imperium,502 
and in his commentary on Ezra and Nehemiah about the end of Babylonian imperium.503 
It is unsurprising that in his writings generally and in keeping with his interests, imperium 
is almost always biblical or otherwise Christian in context, and is applied to both Old and 
New Testament figures. In particular, Bede most often represents imperium as the power 
or command of God or Christ, or as something otherwise under divine control. When 
using the word in this way, and he does so very frequently, he speaks of divine imperium 
and Christ’s triumph over the imperium of death.504 As such, his understanding of 
imperium differs greatly from the general trends apparent in John Richardson’s work. 
Yan Coz notes that Anglo-Saxon writers from the reign of Æthelstan in the tenth century 
use the term imperator in a scriptural, rather than imperial, manner.505 For Bede at least 
in the eighth century, the term imperium was also inclined toward a spiritual definition. It 
may seem an obvious point to state that Bede was interested in scriptural definitions of 
                                                 
496 Romans (incl. Byzantines): Bede, HE, 1:3, 5, 6, 9, 11, 13, 21, 23, 2:4, 3:4; Anglo-Saxons: 1:25, 2:5, 9, 14, 16, 
4:3, 12, 5:7, 18, 19. 
497 Pepin is said to protect the missionary Willibrord and his companions with his imperial authority (imperiali 
auctoritate). Ibid., 5:10. 
498 Ibid., God: 2:10, 3:13. Bishops/Priests: 1:17, 4:27, 29; Vita S. Cuthberti, 9. In his eighth Responsonum Gregory 
the Great also states, quoting from 1 Corinthians 7 and 9, that he speaks by way of concession, not imperium. 2:27. 
499 Bede, De templ.,1:71. CCSL 119A. This is a quote from Isaiah 9:7. 
500 Bede, Hom., 1:3. CCSL 122. 
501 Bede, Comm. Epist. Cath., 2:5. CCSL 121. 
502 DTR, 66 (Chronica maiora) Second Age. CCSL 123B. 
503 Bede, Comm. Ezr., 1:1. CCSL 119A. For discussion, see Fanning, “Bede, Imperium, and the Bretwaldas.” p.9. 
504 For divine imperium in Bede, see De tabernac., 2:13, De templ., 19. CCSL 119A. For Christ’s imperium, see 
for example Comm. Cant. cant., 3:3. CCSL 119B. 
505 Coz, “The Image of Roman History in Anglo-Saxon England.” pp.554-555. 
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imperium, but this is exactly the way in which his use of the term in his Historia must be 
read.  
 
In the Historia, Bede’s uses of the term in a political context are initially drawn from 
Orosius and Eutropius, each referring to the power of Roman emperors. Throughout his 
history, Eutropius uses imperium only with reference to Roman power. The term 
describes both the reigns of Roman rulers and the Roman Empire in a more general 
sense. There are no moral judgements attributed to his subjects (unlike for authors such 
as Gildas),506 as he applies imperium freely to the power of those of whom he approved 
and those he did not. The passages from Orosius are similar in content and lack of moral 
connotations. In fact, Orosius had used Eutropius as one of the sources for his history. 
But while Eutropius’ account makes no mention of Christianity,507 Orosius, as a Christian 
apologist, aimed to provide a history that defended the religion against claims that its 
adoption by the empire had brought about current calamities. In this text, imperium is 
again not good or bad in and of itself. Good and bad men hold, seize or inherit imperium. 
But this is nevertheless a power ordained by God and Orosius’ use of the term imperium 
fits into his understanding of history. Orosius saw Rome as the last of Daniel’s Four 
Empires of Man. He links biblical timing to imperial events, connecting empire and God 
and binding the fate of Christianity to that of Rome as Eusebius had done before him.508 
For Orosius, Rome’s imperium was coincident with the imperium of Christ. This idea 
was to endure. As Ernst Breisach noted, “Despite Augustine’s vigorous dissent, Orosius’s 
most important legacy was the concept of a Christian Roman Empire: somehow Rome 
was essential to the continuity of the sacred story.”509 
                                                 
506 Gildas, another important source for the early sections of Bede’s Historia, uses the terms imperium and 
imperator only to refer to the Romans, making moral judgements as to the quality of this power. For instance, the 
Romans are said to have achieved their imperium over other peoples “through the strength of their superior 
reputation” (potioris famae uiribus). Gildas, DEB, 5. See also 15. MGH  (Auct. ant.) 13. British leaders, by 
contrast, are kings and tyrants, but not imperium holders (reges habet britannia, sed tyrannos). 27. As the only 
example of a negative view of imperium, the Emperor Maximus, is said to have spread his authority through lies 
and treachery, seating “the throne of his most unjust imperium at Trier” (thronum iniquissimi imperii apud 
treueros), 13. Thus, as Nicholas Higham notes, “When attempting to reconstruct the fall of Britain, therefore, 
Gildas envisaged legitimate Roman imperial rule giving way to the wicked empire of Magnus Maximus.” Higham, 
“Imperium in Early Britain: Rhetoric and Reality in the Writings of Gildas and Bede.” p.31. 
507 In this Eutropius was following late antique style and as such, nothing can be said of his own religious beliefs. 
“Eutropius,” ODB.  
508 The fourth chapter of this thesis gives a deeper explanation of Orosius’ view of history. Brenda Deen 
Schildgen, Divine Providence: A History  (London: Bloomsbury, 2012). p.93; Peter Van Nuffelen, Orosius and the 
Rhetoric of History, Oxford Early Christian Studies (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012). pp.147-153; Ernst 
Breisach, “The Christian Historiographical Revolution,” in Ernst Breisach, Historiography: Ancient, Medieval, 
and Modern (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007). p.86. For Orosius’ use of Eusebius and the influence 
this had on Bede, see McClure, “Bede’s Old Testament Kings.” p.94; Robert Markus, Saeculum: History and 
Society in the Theology of St. Augustine  (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970). p.50. 
509 Breisach, “The Christian Historiographical Revolution.” p.86. 
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Looking at the Historia structurally, then, it may seem that Bede is linking Anglo-Saxon 
imperium to that of Rome. The initial instances, as just discussed, are wholly Roman in 
context. The later instances of political imperium in Bede’s Historia, including the listing 
of the seven Anglo-Saxon kings, have no known direct sources. So, when Bede changes 
focus and applies imperium to the English kings, it appears that he is placing their power 
within this framework. But, Bede’s aim was to write a history of the English Church that 
placed it within the context of the universal Church, giving it a place in wider 
Christendom.510 He was not trying to tie their authority to Rome, as the recent scholarship 
discussed above has shown. While he did see the pax romana as ordained for the 
spreading of Christianity, he does not follow Orosius in his view that Christ’s birth within 
the Roman Empire was an indication of the special place of Rome in God’s eyes.511 His 
aims were different to those of Orosius, though both were keen to show that God’s 
purpose was evident in the wielding of imperium throughout history. Bede viewed the 
Anglo-Saxons as among the new chosen people of converted Jews and Gentiles and 
wanted to show them as fitting into God’s plan. Just as the history of the English Church 
is placed into the history of Christendom, political authority in England fits into the same 
universal pattern. If there were any link between Anglo-Saxon imperium and that of 
Rome, it was in the role played by political power in the spread of Christianity. As Scully 
explains, “the synchronicity of his [Æthelberht’s] conversion and achievement of island-
wide rule recalls Augustus’s divinely ordained achievement of global rule at the time of 
Christ’s birth, an augury of the universal conversion to come.”512 Likewise, in his 
description of Edwin’s imperium, Bede uses Eusebius’ boast about safety throughout the 
empire to demonstrate that God’s imperium is greater than that of emperors and kings.513 
But in a post-Roman Western Europe and “post-colonial” Britain, Bede did not see God’s 
ordaining of imperium as ending with Rome.514 Influenced by another school of thought, 
contemporary with Orosius but typified by Jerome and Augustine, Bede’s world was one 
                                                 
510 Howe, Writing the Map of Anglo-Saxon England: Essays in Cultural Geography. pp.104-105. 
511 Diarmuid Scully, “Bede’s Chronica maiora: Early Insular History in Universal Context,” in Anglo-Saxon/Irish 
Relations before the Vikings, ed. James Graham-Campbell and Michael Ryan, Proceedings of the British Academy 
(London: Oxford University Press, 2009): 47-73. p.53; for the pax romana, see Bede, Hom., 1:6; also DTR 66 
(Chronica maiora) Sixth Age. CCSL 123B. The latter discussed in Diarmuid Scully, “Bede’s Chronica maiora: 
Early Insular History in Universal Context,” p.52. 
512 Ibid., p.69. 
513 Bede, HE, 2:16. Jennifer O’Reilly, “Islands and Idols at the Ends of the Earth: Exegesis and Conversion in 
Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica,” IRHiS-Institut de Recherches Historiques du Septentrion, 
http://hleno.revues.org/330. Bede may also have been thinking of passages such as 1 Kings 4:21, 24-25. Wallace-
Hadrill, Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People: A Historical Commentary. p.80. 
514 The application of post-colonial theory to Anglo-Saxon England is discussed in the third chapter of this thesis. 
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in which imperium was tied to godly authority and the universal Church, rather than to 
Rome. His emphasis on universal practice over Roman, and St Peter and Gregory the 
Great as individuals over the papacy as an institution have already been discussed and it 
is in this framework that one must understand his conception of imperium. 
 
Augustine, unlike Orosius, had tried to distance Rome from the Church. Empires would 
come and go and while the spread of the Roman Empire was ordained by God, Christians 
should not look to it as eternal or as an inseparable part of their religion.515 In place of the 
Four Empires of Man, Augustine divided history into the Six Ages of the World (sex 
aetates mundi). His version of temporal reckoning viewed the coming of Christ as the 
start of the Sixth Age, a period of time that would only end with Judgement.516 This was 
initially a Jewish concept, 517  but in Augustine’s hands it downplayed any grand 
interpretations of the Gothic sack of Rome and separated the fate of Christianity from the 
fate of the urbs. In fact, Augustine went so far as to deem political authority “unnatural,” 
a phenomenon only existing in the world as a consequence of sin.518 As such, the power 
of the city of Rome was to be understood as an earthly phenomenon, and contrasted with 
the spiritual city.519 What was important for Augustine was heavenly imperium. As 
Brenda Deen Schildgen explains: 
 
Augustine’s theology claims all space and time as a universal divine territory, 
thus erasing territorial, cultural, political, and social boundaries commonly 
regulating human life, particularly the kinds that had sustained the Roman 
imperium for the previous 400 years.520 
 
                                                 
515 Aug. De civ., 5:12, 21, Cf. 5:15, 16, 12:16, 18:22. CCSL 47, 48. R. A. Markus noted that Augustine even 
manages to minimise the importance of the pax romana in the City of God, dispensing with it “in a single 
subordinate clause, and carefully refrain[ing] from embroidering its theological significance.” Markus, Saeculum: 
History and Society in the Theology of St. Augustine. p.52. 
516 Augustine’s conception of history is given greater attention in Chapter Four. Aug, De div. quaest., 1:58. CCSL 
44A, Aug. Contr. Faus. Manich., 1:23-24, Aug. De catech. rud., 17:28. CCSL 46. This view of history and 
eschatology was later adhered to by Isidore as well, another of Bede’s sources. Isidore simplified Augustine’s 
system and popularized the sex aetates mundi in medieval thought. Etym., 5:38 Discussed in George Hardin 
Brown, A Companion to Bede, ed. John Hines and Catherine Cubitt, Anglo-Saxon Studies (Woodbridge: Boydell, 
2009). p.28; John Burrow, The Ages of Man: A Study in Medieval Writing and Thought  (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1988). p.82. 
517 Peter Darby, Bede and the End of Time, Studies in Early Medieval Britain (Farnham: Ashgate, 2012). p.22. 
518 Aug. De civ., 19:15. CCSL 47, 48. 
519 For a discussion of Augustine’s links between Rome and the earthly city, and Rome and Babylon, see Markus, 
Saeculum: History and Society in the Theology of St. Augustine. pp.59-60. 
520 Schildgen, Divine Providence: A History. p.96. 
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Bede follows Augustine on many points, not least of which is his periodisation. In the 
Chronica maiora of his De temporum ratione, Bede conceptualises world history in 
terms of the Six Ages, rather than the Four Empires, and refers to the system elsewhere in 
his writings. 521  He follows his system closely, though not without question or 
consideration of other periodisations.522 His concept of history is deeply indebted to 
Augustine, and his eschatology has been described as “rigourously Augustinian.”523 In 
viewing the past in terms of Six Ages emphasises the history (and indeed future) of 
salvation, and places his conception of power into this framework. This is in contrast to 
the more worldly locus of power in the Four Empires view of the past. 
 
Following this conception, Bede cannot have seen special significance in the imperium of 
Rome and his application of imperium to the power of Anglo-Saxon kings indicates to the 
contrary that such power is not the sole provenance of Rome (or even, presumably, the 
four empires). It is universal and originates with God, not Rome. Bede stated as much 
explicitly, when he recorded a letter attributed to Pope Boniface in the Historia: 
 
Therefore humankind naturally reveres and worships this God – the Father, the 
Son and the Holy Spirit, which is the indivisible Trinity – with a healing 
confession of faith, from the rising all the way to the setting sun. Even the highest 
empire (imperium) and worldly power are subject to Him, as it is through his 
disposition that designation of all kingdoms is granted.524 
 
This statement reflects Augustine’s tone in De civitate Dei: 
 
We must ascribe to the true God alone the power to grant kingdoms and empires. 
He it is who gives happiness in the kingdom of Heaven only to the good, but 
                                                 
521 Bede, DTR, 66. CCSL 123B. See also for example, 16; Hom. 1:14. CCSL 122. Peter Darby argues that while 
there are other incarnations of this dating system, Bede’s Six Ages are directly drawn from Augustine. Darby, 
Bede and the End of Time. p.22. 
522 Burrow, The Ages of Man: A Study in Medieval Writing and Thought. p.84; Darby, Bede and the End of Time. 
pp.24-28. 
523 Richard Landes, cited in Hardin Brown, A Companion to Bede. p.31. 
524 “Hunc ergo Deum Patrem, et Filium, et Spiritum Sanctum, quod est indiuidua Trinitas, ab ortu solis usque ad 
occasum, humanum genus, quippe ut creatorem omnium atque factorem suum, salutifera confessione fide 
ueneratur et colit; cui etiam summitates imperii rerumque potestates submissae sunt, quia eius dispositione 
omnium praelatio regnorum conceditur.” Bede, HE, 2:10. 
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grants earthly kingdoms both to the good and to the evil, in accordance with his 
pleasure, which can never be unjust.525 
 
So while Roman history opens the Historia, this is important as providing the setting for 
the history of the early Church, not as the history of Rome in and of itself.526 That Anglo-
Saxon kings might hold imperium indicated God’s authority on earth and links events in 
England to a universal Christian history, which was more Augustinian than Orosian in 
nature. Unlike those kings who included Caesar in their genealogies, Bede had no interest 
in imparting a sense of romanitas to early Anglo-Saxon kingship. His usage of imperium 
with reference to Anglo-Saxon kings may seem to mirror that of the Roman rulers in the 
opening chapters, but this was not intended to link these kings to an idea of Roman 
authority. And yet, his conception of imperium was a loaded one. It saw political 
authority as resting in the hands of God and viewed all history as part of His universal 
plan. His application of imperium to the Anglo-Saxons placed them within the scope of 
God’s intervention and their history within that of universal Christendom. Bede’s driving 
interest was in scripture and his conception of power fit within a biblical framework. 
Thus, imperium, for Bede was something wielded by God, and only by secular rulers at 
his command. Through linguistic evidence, recent scholarship has rightly quashed any 
notions of romanitas in his use of the term. But thematically, too, it would not have been 




In many cases traditional scholarship has been too eager to see political connections 
between the early Anglo-Saxons and Rome that need not have been there. The choice to 
convert to Roman Christianity can be explained by political drivers that were unrelated to 
airs of romanitas. Likewise, Æthelberht’s laws were likely in imitation of his Frankish 
neighbours, rather than far-flung Rome. Over the following two centuries from his reign, 
however, the Anglo-Saxons became aware of the advantage of such connections, and as a 
result there are certainly circumstances where the early Anglo-Saxon kings sought to 
                                                 
525 Aug. De civ., 5:21. CCSL 47, 48. 
526 Chapter Four discusses the Anglo-Saxons’ use of the Roman historians and geographers. 
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identify themselves with an idea of imperial Rome. The inclusion of Caesar in the East 
Anglian genealogies in particular can hardly be seen as anything else. 
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Chapter Three: Spolia, dustsceawung, and Rome in the 
physical landscape 
 
The landscape that the Anglo-Saxons had settled on their conquest of Britain was one 
already very much “lived-in.” Strangely, there is no uncontested mention of 
prehistoric structures anywhere in the corpus of Anglo-Saxon literature, in either 
Latin or Old English. This is a puzzling absence, given that imposing structures like 
Stonehenge and Avebury can hardly have been missed on the landscape. Aldhelm’s 
time as abbot of Malmesbury had him living just fifteen miles from Avebury, which is 
about a day’s walk, making it quite possible that one of his acquaintances had seen 
the monument. St. Guthlac’s biographer, Felix, tells us that the saint was buried under 
the ancient mound where he lived, though it is unlikely that this was prehistoric, given 
the dearth of prehistoric remains in the area and also given that part of the structure 
was an underground cistern.527 The other possible literary reference to a prehistoric 
structure is the dragon’s barrow in Beowulf, though there has been disagreement 
among scholars over this as well.528 John Blair has argued that Paulinus’ decision to 
perform mass baptisms while staying at Yeavering was both convenient and strategic: 
the site had been occupied since prehistoric times and was still a mass meeting place, 
while the use of a formerly pagan place allowed him to cement Christianity’s 
authority on the landscape.529 Sadly, though, Bede makes no mention of this in his 
account of the event and we are left to wonder what was made of prehistoric 
structures. But there were also signs of previous occupation in the often ruined 
Roman structures that dotted the landscape. These were the result of the removal of 
the Roman state system and the resulting halt in the circulation of Roman army pay 
into the economy in the early fifth century. Britain had suffered an economic collapse, 
and the Britons reverted to simpler living conditions, leaving many Roman-built 
structures to decay.530 In his account of the withdrawal of Roman troops from Britain, 
                                                 
527 Bertram Colgrave, ed. Felix’s Life of St Guthlac (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1956). p.1. 
528 Williams, “Monuments and the Past in Early Anglo-Saxon England.” pp.90-91; Emily V. Thornbury, “Eald 
enta geweorc and the Relics of Empire: Revisiting the Dragon’s Lair in Beowulf “ Quaestio: Selected Proceedings 
of the Cambridge Colloquium in Anglo-Saxon, Norse and Celtic 1 (2000): 82–92. 
529 John Blair, The Church in Anglo-Saxon Society  (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005). pp.54-57. HE, 2:14. 
530 Brown, The Rise of Western Christendom: Triumph and Diversity AD 200-1000. pp.126-127. 
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Bede speaks of the ruins they left behind, which were visible in his day and a 
testament to their former occupation.531  
 
The condition of Britain on the subsequent arrival of the Anglo-Saxons caused 
Nicholas Howe to speak about this period in terms of post-colonial theory. However, 
the Britons, who would be the obvious candidate for such theory in this case, were not 
Howe’s focus. While some have questioned the validity of post-colonial theory in 
medieval studies,532 Howe’s use of the construct is a broad one. True, the Anglo-
Saxons had not been colonised themselves, but they entered a landscape that was in a 
period of “post-colonial void.”533 The landscape of Britain was “inherited,” and, as 
reviewer Jacqueline Stodnick says, “In this mode of reading, the Anglo-Saxons must 
work through,” or at least accept “the colonial legacy of Roman occupation, marked 
on their landscape in the form of ruins and roads.”534 In Anglo-Saxon literature the 
landscape was not and could not even be imagined as a virginal land to justify the 
occupation of it,535 as was so insidiously done with the terra nullius policy in 
Australia; rather, the Anglo-Saxons’ conversion to Christianity allowed some to 
conceive of Britain as a promised land instead.536  
 
These remains were distinctive both for their material and their style. That the Anglo-
Saxons themselves built primarily in wood has long been recognised by 
archaeologists and historians alike.537 They did not build stone palaces, rather, their 
buildings were constructed from a combination of wood, thatch, wattle, and daub.538 
The hall, that most central of Anglo-Saxon places, was also a timbered construction. 
In fact, the Anglo-Saxon word ‘to build’ is timbran, meaning literally to timber.539 
                                                 
531 Bede, HE, 1:12-13. 
532 Jacqueline Stodnick, “Nicholas Howe, Writing the Map of Anglo-Saxon England: Essays in Cultural 
Geography,” Speculum 86, no. 02 (2011): 508-510. p.509. 
533 “Englalond and the post-colonial void” is the title of one of Howe’s chapters. Howe, Writing the Map of Anglo-
Saxon England: Essays in Cultural Geography. pp.75-100. 
534 Stodnick, “Nicholas Howe, Writing the Map of Anglo-Saxon England: Essays in Cultural Geography.” p.509. 
535 For a discussion of this practice in the Middle Ages, see Lisa Lampert-Weissig, Medieval Literature and 
Postcolonial Studies  (Edinburgh Scotland: Edinburgh University Press, 2010). p.124. 
536 Nicholas Howe, “The Landscape of Anglo-Saxon England: Inherited, Invented, Imagined,” in Inventing 
Medieval Landscapes: Senses of Place in Western Europe, ed. John Howe and Michael Wolfe (Gainesville: 
University Press of Florida, 2002): 91-112. pp.92-93. 
537 See, for example, Blair, The Church in Anglo-Saxon Society. p.57; Howe, “The Landscape of Anglo-Saxon 
England: Inherited, Invented, Imagined.” p.96; Writing the Map of Anglo-Saxon England: Essays in Cultural 
Geography. p.88; Greenhalgh, The Survival of Roman Antiquities in the Middle Ages. pp.122-124. 
538 Jane Hawkes, “‘Iuxta Morem Romanorum’: Stone and Sculpture in the Style of Rome,” in Anglo-Saxon Styles, 
ed. George Hardin Brown and Catherine E. Karkov, SUNY Series in Medieval Studies (Albany: SUNY, 2003): 69-
100. pp.75-76 
539 Howe, “The Landscape of Anglo-Saxon England: Inherited, Invented, Imagined.” p.96. 
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Unfortunately, this means that very little traditional Anglo-Saxon building work 
survives to the present day. Greenstead Church, in Essex is a notable exception and 
the survival of some late Anglo-Saxon wooden walls there is nothing short of 
miraculous.540 For the most part archaeologists must rely on the organic deposits such 
buildings leave in the soil on decomposition for evidence of Anglo-Saxon settlements. 
Thus, they are able to tell us about former wooden structures, such as the royal palace 
at Yeavering in Northumberland.541 Churches, too, were usually wooden. Aldhelm, in 
his Carmen rhythmicum, recounts his experience of sheltering from a large storm 
within a church, which he mentions as being a wooden structure.542 But not every 
Anglo-Saxon building was wooden. As Jane Hawkes relates, “For those who study 
the material culture of the Church in Anglo-Saxon England it is almost an article of 
faith that the art of working in stone (be it building or carving) was reintroduced into 
the region by the Christian Church during the course of the seventh century.”543 At 
this point the Anglo-Saxons also began to reuse those Roman structures that stood 
complete or near complete. Tyler Bell’s 2005 thesis on The Religious Reuse of Roman 
Structures in Early Medieval England provided the first systematic archaeological 
treatment of this practice. He argues that while in some cases a practical reason for 
reuse is likely, in others there was also a certain level of “Romanness” still associated 
with the sites that made them appealing objects for reuse.544  
 
This chapter examines Anglo-Saxon reactions to the remains of Roman occupation in 
Britain and the choice to fashion their landscape in a Roman style. The focus here, as 
in the rest of the thesis, is on the written sources, but in this instance some reference 
must be made to surviving buildings and the work of archaeologists, as they tell us 
about what the sources neglect to mention. The first part of this chapter concerns 
allusions to Roman remains in Latin literature. In these texts we can see an 
appreciation for Roman buildings as remnants of empire and literary evidence for the 
architectural spolia that we can still see today incorporated into Anglo-Saxon 
stonework. The motivations for these practices are diverse and in some cases, 
acceptance of Roman religious authority brought with it a desire to reimagine the 
                                                 
540 Greenstead has been dated to 998x1063. “News: Early Church Date,” British Archaeology 10 (1995): . 
541 Paul Frodsham and Colm O’Brien, eds., Yeavering: People, Power and Place (Stroud: Tempus, 2005). 
542 Aldhelm, CR, 164. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. 
543 Hawkes, “‘Iuxta Morem Romanorum’: Stone and Sculpture in the Style of Rome.” p.69. 
544 Tyler Bell, The Religious Reuse of Roman Structures in Early Medieval England, British Archaeological 
Reports (Oxford: Archaeopress, 2005). p.16. 
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local environment as part of the new empire of Christendom. The second part of this 
chapter will assess the evidence for this same feeling in early Old English poetry. 
While no explicit references to the remains of Roman Britain survive in this genre, a 
small number of non-explicit ones have been the cause for much spirited historical 
debate. Scholars have generally been keen to find evidence of conscious reference to 
the Romans across the genre and even Latin antecedents for the poems themselves. 
This chapter will reopen this debate, questioning the extent to which the poetic 
contemplation of these ruins was linked to a feeling of romanitas. 
 
Roman buildings in Latin literature 
 
During the first few centuries after their conversion, the Anglo-Saxons made use of 
Roman buildings, objects, and style in ways that suggest an appreciation of their 
aesthetic value, as well as, in some cases at least, a conscious attempt to link 
themselves to an idea of Rome. During this period, some Romano-British buildings 
found themselves employed for new purposes, though sometimes only certain parts or 
objects were given new roles. Beginning with the Frankish princess Bertha’s arrival in 
Britain, old buildings began to be reused and new buildings to be built iuxta morem 
Romanorum. 545  However, it is important to remember that these Roman style 
buildings remained the exception in Anglo-Saxon building, rather than the rule.546 
Numerous theories have been proposed to explain these phenomena, though they are 
by no means mutually exclusive.  
 
The first is plain practicality. While there was nothing inherently practical about 
building in stone in the early Anglo-Saxon period, the use of Roman rubble as fill for 
the walls of such constructions is a testament to this kind of motivation.547 Likewise, 
it is hard to see in St Guthlac’s choice to shelter in a disused underground cistern 
(cisterna) a statement concerning romanitas. Here, practicality must surely have won 
out.548 As Michael Greenhalgh points out, “Re-use is common in every age, especially 
                                                 
545 “after the custom of the Romans,” i.e., following Roman style. Bede, HE, 5:21. 
546 Hawkes, “‘Iuxta Morem Romanorum’: Stone and Sculpture in the Style of Rome.” p.71. 
547 Hunter, “Germanic and Roman Antiquity and the Sense of the Past in Anglo-Saxon England.” p.36. 
548 Felix, Vita S. Guthlaci, 28. Colgrave argued for a Roman identification of the shelter, on the grounds that a 
prehistoric barrow would be very unusual, given known distributions of such sites. Colgrave, Felix’s Life of St 
Guthlac. p.1. However, there is also the possibility that Guthlac chose a cistern (or that Felix fabricated this story), 
in imitation of St Athanasius, who is said to have sheltered from the priests of the Emperor Constantius in a cistern 
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when the material concerned has particular value.”549 Sir John Summerson,550 in a 
book reacting to the destruction of historic buildings through war-time bombing, 
reminds his reader that preservation of buildings for their own sake is a modern 
concept. He cites the Italian humanist, Leon Battista Alberti in 1450 as the first 
person to express the concept that would eventually be codified in English law 
through the Ancient Monuments Protection Act (1882): namely, that certain buildings 
should be preserved on “cultural grounds.”551  The development of ideas about 
preservation was linked to the development of “objective, scientific thought,” and to 
the antiquarian movement more generally.552  This must be kept in mind when 
assessing Anglo-Saxon reuse of Roman material, as sometimes there is simply no 
evidence at all for any concern for the building’s age, origin or aesthetic merit. 
Ruined buildings could be quarries and stone yards in one. Tyler Bell also suggests 
that the location of a Roman building was an important deciding factor in its reuse 
during the Anglo-Saxon period. Proximity to water sources such as rivers, wells, or 
hot springs, or a location at the top of a hill, could provide the impetus to reuse a 
Roman building.553 Thus, practical concerns were often at the forefront in the reuse of 
Roman buildings and material. 
 
The second explanation is aesthetic appeal and there are a number of instances where 
a case can be made for the aesthetic appreciation of Roman building style on behalf of 
the Anglo-Saxons. As we shall see later in this chapter, the Anglo-Saxons could 
certainly have an appreciation for the beauty of Roman ruins in their landscape. The 
Anglo-Saxon poets, writing in Old English, referred to such remains as wondrous 
(wrætlic) and the walls wondrously high (weal wundrum heah). Likewise, Bede tells 
of St. Cuthbert’s visit to a fountain in Carlisle that was “formerly built by the 
marvellous labour of the Romans” and of which the citizens seemed particularly 
                                                                                                                                           
for six years. This story appears in Rufinus’ continuation of Eusebius, a text certainly known in early Anglo-Saxon 
England and cited by both Aldhelm and Bede. Rufinus, Historia Ecclesiastica 10:19. PL 21; Lapidge, The Anglo-
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549 Greenhalgh, The Survival of Roman Antiquities in the Middle Ages. p.86. 
550 Summerson was the architectural historian and curator of the Sir John Soane’s Museum in London for nearly 
forty years from the end of the Second World War. 
551 Sir John Summerson, “The Past in the Future,” in Heavenly Mansions and Other Essays on Architecture (New 
York: Norton, 1998 [1949]): 219-242. p.219. Summerson makes reference to the (at his time) current Ancient 
Monuments Act of 1912. For the 1882 Act, see Miles Glendinning, The Conservation Movement: A History of 
Architectural Preservation  (Abingdon, Oxon.: Taylor and Francis, 2013). p.128. 
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proud.554 The lines between practicality and aesthetics are so often blurred though. As 
Arnold Esch has argued, “The Middle Ages always looked upon antiquities with a 
gaze that was at once admiring and also exploitative.” 555  Even when pre-cut 
stonework could simply save a trip to the quarry, might there also be some aesthetic 
judgement being made in the decision to reuse the stonework?556 This is certainly not 
the case when the stone was reused for rubble, but perhaps there may have been an 
aesthetic appreciation for stonework when it was reused in a visible place.  
 
But sometimes there is clearly more to it than that, and it is easy to see how a 
conscious choice to build in stone, in an environment dominated by wooden 
structures, might be an attempt to impart a sense of romanitas. Wooden churches, as 
mentioned above, seem to have always been more common in the early Anglo-Saxon 
period and came in Northumbria to be associated to some degree with the Christianity 
centred on Iona. The influence of the the Irish Church was so great that this area of 
Britain could be said to fall in the same “cultural zone” as southern Scotland and 
Ireland.557 This third explanation rests on the idea that to build in stone, therefore, 
usually involved a conscious decision. This decision was not just linked to the 
development of the Church in England, loosely conceived, but rather the Roman 
Church more specifically.558 As Bede states, Benedict Biscop built in stone because to 
do so was to build in the Roman style, which he loved.559 On the contrary, Finan built 
a church on Lindisfarne “in the Irish manner, not of stone, but of hewn oak, thatching 
it with reeds.”560 Likewise, some scholars have seen the Roman missionaries’ use of 
such structures as a way of “re-Romanising” Britain. John Blair, for instance, sees the 
flourish of building activity in Canterbury, under the direction of Augustine and 
Æthelberht, as an attempt to recreate a post-Roman European town, and tie their 
practices to those of other former Roman provinces on the continent.561 Indeed, 
Augustine had chosen to rebuild a Roman church as his seat, on the site of the future 
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Christchurch Cathedral in Canterbury.562 The reuse of a Roman fort at Reculver has 
likewise been seen as a symbolic reclamation of the Roman past.563 More stylistic 
links to Rome can also be found. In the porticus at Wearmouth, Jarrow, Canterbury, 
and Reculver, Éamonn Ó Carragáin has seen imitation of the walkway in Rome that 
ran from the Tiber to St Peter’s.564 Jane Hawkes suggested that the proclamation of 
Constantine as Caesar in York some three hundred years before might even have lain 
behind the decision of Paulinus and Gregory the Great to use the town as the focus of 
their mission in northern England.565 There was even a tradition in Anglo-Saxon 
England that Constantine had been born in Britain and Aldhelm, for one, mentions 
this in his prose De virginitate.566 However, Hawkes gives no evidence that Paulinus 
and Gregory were aware of the location of Constantine’s proclamation, and Gregory 
is silent on any such intentions in his surviving works. Jerome’s translation of 
Eusebius’ Chronicon names York as the location for both Constantius’ death and 
Constantine’s proclamation as emperor.567  But despite citing passages from the 
Chronicon in some commentaries and in De temporum ratione,568 Bede follows 
Eutropius in the Historia, noting only that it was in Britain that Constantine was 
proclaimed emperor (creatus imperator) and making no mention of York 
specifically.569 It seems that Bede was probably unaware of any special significance 
in this choice of location. The evidence Hawkes does provide is more general in 
nature and she comments that there was nothing particularly convenient in their 
choice of York. She also lists a vast swathe of Anglo-Saxon churches that were 
located near Roman sites. In this case, perhaps it was the site’s general feeling of 
“Romaness” that led to its choice, rather than any specific reference to Constantine. 
We will see in the coming discussion, too, that this was only one of many attempts to 
recreate a “Rome” at home.  
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The first part of this chapter primarily, but not exclusively, involves use of Roman 
material and styles by those who it would seem knew their Roman origins. But, as 
Blair notes, the use of the past by the Anglo-Saxons did not always need to be so 
specific, and Anglo-Saxon burials placed within either Roman or prehistoric sites are 
an example of this. What seems to have been important here was antiquity generally, 
not specific cultures. While the appeal of these sites might also have involved a 
general feeling of numinosity, Blair attributes their use to a process of state forging, in 
which elites intentionally reappropriated sites perceived as ancient as a way of 
securing legitimacy through implied continuity with the past. What makes this 
practice most interesting for our purposes, is that the archaeological record shows 
Anglo-Saxons reusing Roman and prehistoric monuments in this way only from the 
late-sixth century.570 This practice was not unique to England, but had also long been 
occurring in Wales, Ireland, and Francia. While Blair recognises that the Anglo-
Saxons may have obtained this practice from insular sources, he also emphasises the 
Merovingian and continental nature of this practice, and perhaps, as with other 
developments occurring at this time, we might look in this latter direction for the 
possible inspiration. In some cases, then, antiquity, vaguely conceived, might be 
enough and we must be careful to differentiate this kind of appeal to Roman remains 
from those that were evidently made with some knowledge of the historical 
implications. 
 
When assessing each of these explanations for the Anglo-Saxons’ interest in Roman 
structures, the inevitable conclusion arises that each of them played a part in the stone 
churches of the early Anglo-Saxon period. The relationship of the educated Anglo-
Saxon elite to their inherited landscape was a multifaceted one. As Blair declared:  
 
Ancient monuments were enabling but not constraining: they could be used if 
they suited Anglo-Saxon locational needs, ignored if they did not. It is the 
essence of a monument that it is perceived to belong to the past: a past that can 
be remembered, adapted, forgotten, or re-invented as best suits current 
needs.571 
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Turning now to the types of admiration, building, and borrowing that was taking place 
with these works of stone, the following discussion will focus on four of the ways that 
Rome could be incorporated into the Anglo-Saxon landscape. The focus here is on 
those instances when a case can be made that this was done with some knowledge of 
the Roman past. As such, it will leave aside the kinds of burial practices discussed by 
Blair, as there is no evidence of conscious temporal delineation in the use of Roman 
structures for this purpose. The first of the uses of Rome to be discussed is the reuse 
of existing Roman structures. The second is the reuse of architectural elements or 
other objects in new buildings or contexts. Thirdly, the building of new Roman-style 
buildings will be discussed, before finally turning briefly to the construction of other 
Roman-style objects, a topic explored by Jane Hawkes with reference to stone 
monuments.  
 
From soon after her arrival in Canterbury, Bertha, queen of Æthelberht of Kent, began 
using a former Romano-British church dedicated to St Martin to serve as her 
chapel.572 A Frankish, Catholic princess, Bertha had arrived in pagan Kent with her 
chaplain, Bishop Liudhard, and an assurance from her new husband that she would be 
able to practise her religion as she had at home. In restoring a derelict Roman building 
as the site for her new church, Bertha was engaging in a practice widespread in 
northwestern Francia at this time, but as yet uncommon in Britain.573 The dedication 
might be an indication that Bertha was using the building in a way that would have 
been natural for a Frank, though it is unclear from Bede’s wording whether Liudhard 
was responsible for the dedication himself (Liudhard, as a bishop, certainly had the 
authority to dedicate a church), or whether the dedication was an existing British 
one.574 Prior continental evidence of the reuse of Roman buildings in this way can be 
found in Gregory of Tours’ Life of St. Senoch. Gregory notes that that St. Senoch 
founded a monastery near Tours, making use of the walls of a previous building. 
Among the ruins he reappropriated, he was also said to have found an oratory where 
St. Martin had prayed and this he restored with particular care.575 Bertha had grown 
up near Tours, where Martin had been bishop, and may well have been aware of St. 
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Senoch’s reuse of Roman buildings. J. M. Wallace-Hadrill suggests that the 
dedication was a Romano-British one, and that there was already a cult of St. Martin 
in Britain by the early fifth century.576 If so, and the dedication was not made by 
Liudhard, then it is possible that the existing dedication to St. Martin had played some 
part in its selection. On Æthelberht’s welcoming of the Gregorian mission, Augustine 
and his companions began to meet in St Martin’s as well. Then, following the king’s 
conversion, the missionaries began “to build or restore churches” from existing 
Roman structures.577 One of those churches supposedly restored, as opposed to built 
up from ruins, was that dedicated to the Holy Saviour, now Christchurch cathedral.578 
In reusing the remains of Roman Britain, the Gregorian mission was continuing a 
practice begun among the English by the Frankish queen and her bishop, but one that 
they were already familiar with. Pagan or secular Roman structures were reused for 
religious purposes all over Rome, of which the church of Santi Cosma e Damiano in 
the forum is a particularly good example.579 There is something to be said of the 
practicality of using a building for their new church that remained entirely or mostly 
intact. But there is surely more to it than this. These new arrivals to Britain, in 
deciding to reuse buildings in much the same way they had known on the continent, 
were trying to recreate for themselves some continuity in their new environment. 
Whether this continuity involved a statement of romanitas or of communion with 
continental churches more generally is less clear. That the Anglo-Saxons themselves 
began reusing Roman buildings was likely on the basis of these antecedents, but this 
is not grounds enough to identify the practice with a sense of romanitas. 
 
All of this is not to say that the Britons did not make use of Romano-British buildings 
and that the reuse of Roman buildings was a new practice in Britain. Some Roman 
villas were reused almost without pause by the Britons as churches. These, however, 
were a minority, and most previously existing Roman buildings that were used in the 
later period had been reoccupied after a period of disuse, due to a period of 
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decentralisation in the British Church following the Roman withdrawal.580 As might 
be expected from this disconnection with the Roman past, Bell found in his 
archaeological study that Roman structures were rarely used by the Anglo-Saxons for 
their original purpose: bathhouses, forts, and villas all found new lives as churches.581  
 
So can a distinction be made between those buildings reused as originally intended, 
and those that were given new purposes (usually religious)? The Byzantine scholar 
Anthony Cutler made a distinction between what he termed the “use” and “reuse” of 
objects from antiquity in later periods. For him, to “use” an object was to maintain the 
original purpose of the object, using it in the same context as its makers, despite the 
passage of time and change of ownership. “Reuse,” on the other hand, involved a 
change in context. The object was now being used for something it was never 
intended for.582 However, such a distinction is probably not helpful when looking at 
the use of formerly Roman buildings in early Anglo-Saxon England. While in the 
case of St. Martin’s the former use of the building appears to have been known, it is 
not clear that such information was always known to the Anglo-Saxons. The passage 
of time from the departure of the Romans to the coming of the Anglo-Saxons and, 
crucially, to their conversion to Christianity, meant that in many cases the original 
purpose of Roman buildings may not have been known to the new occupants. As 
such, making a distinction between use and reuse in this way would often be 
irrelevant to a discussion of Anglo-Saxon motivations. If they did not know what the 
building was originally used for, then there is no conscious decision to “use” or 
“reuse” it. In too many cases, the lack of literary references to these reused buildings 
leaves the historian without sufficient evidence to comment on whether the intention 
was to use what they thought were churches as such or to convert non-religious 
buildings into religious use.  
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The practice of reusing preexisting Roman buildings appears to have come to the 
Anglo-Saxons through the arrival of Roman Christianity, but in particular via 
Merovingian culture, which had experienced greater continuity from the Roman to 
post-Roman world and which was already engaging in this practice, as was happening 
in Rome itself. However, in reusing the structures remaining from Roman Britain, it 
was not necessary that the building have been a church in its former life. What was 
most necessary was that it was stone, as the pioneers of this practice among the 
English had known in their continental homelands.  
 
Traditionally, objects from antiquity that were reused for different purposes in later 
periods were seen as objects that had been removed from their proper place, and 
archaeologists sought to return them to their original contexts. 583  As Giovanni 
Lodovico Bianconi wrote in the eighteenth century of the cathedral of Pisa and its 
many spolia:  
 
I am convinced that if this great church were demolished, an infinite number 
of antiquities would be uncovered, which are here condemned by the 
barbarism [of the Middle Ages] to a perpetual night.584 
 
Of course, the flip side to this view, as put forward by Greenhalgh, is that it is through 
the re-use of the Middle Ages that these buildings and objects survive at all.585 Arnold 
Esch, in On the Reuse of Antiquity, also wholeheartedly disagrees with Bianconi’s 
summation. For him, the removal of ancient objects from their contexts by subsequent 
cultures forces historians to observe the objects in their new context “and ask in what 
sense the use of spolia was actually the ‘appropriation’ of Antiquity, or simple 
recycling, or something else altogether.”586 Spolia proper, then, refers to objects from 
earlier times that are reused in later periods for specific purposes, other than sheer 
convenience. The term itself is a case of such appropriation though, as spolium, 
meaning literally the hide of an animal, often referred in the classical period to the 
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armour or other equipment stripped from the body of one’s enemy on victory in 
battle.587 Modern archaeologists, art historians, and historians took on the word to 
describe a phenomenon that, while first identified in the reuse of classical buildings 
and objects in the medieval period, is being identified increasingly across cultures. 
Spolia involves a desire for ancient pieces that goes beyond mere convenience. Beat 
Brenk likened the use of spolia to cannibalism: “A cannibal does not devour his 
enemies mainly because he wants to nourish himself but because that in so doing he 
will acquire his destroyed enemy’s strength.”588 Transporting spolia from places like 
Rome—often at great expense—is seen by Brenk as a means of “legitimation and not 
simply an importation of material.”589 In discussing Pisa again, for instance, Esch 
states that there was little availability of material for spoliation locally, and yet we 
actually find great use of it, often originating in Rome.590 Theodoric transported slabs 
of marble from Rome to Ravenna, and, supposedly in imitation of this, Charlemagne 
brought spolia from Rome and Ravenna to Aachen.591 The task of the historian, then, 
is to explain this intentional use of the past. 
 
Things are more difficult when looking at spolia in early Anglo-Saxon England. 
Unlike Pisa, those areas of England that used spolia were often located close to their 
supply of Roman material.  And often the literature does not provide us with an 
indication that there was any specific intent to reference Rome in the reuse of these 
objects. Bede, for instance, tells us that a white marble sarcophagus was located for 
the burial of Æthelthryth, abbess of Ely, but no mention is made of its certainly 
Roman origin.592 We are left to wonder whether it was chosen for the sake of 
convenience, or because such objects were known to be Roman. Also from Bede, we 
know that Æthelberht’s heir, Eadbald, “built” (fecit) the church of St. Mary in 
Canterbury, but only archaeology makes clear that this was from Roman stone.593 The 
same can be said for Wilfrid’s church at Hexham, which used Roman stonework and 
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inscriptions from Hadrian’s Wall, despite no mention of this by Stephen of Ripon.594 
In cases such as the Roman arch at the seventh or eighth century Saxon church at 
Escomb, no written documentation survives at all. Nicholas Howe argued that the 
removal of this arch from some local Roman ruins and its precise reconstruction as a 
focal point of the interior of the church demonstrates that the builders found the arch 
visually appealing, but were also working with an understanding of its historical 
significance. For the Anglo-Saxons, he argues, “stones found amid derelict or ruined 
Roman sites were not simply blocks of rock without history, inert masses with no 
story to tell.”595 But in reality, we cannot know whether the builders of this charming 
little church used this piece for its aesthetic appeal, because it provided a sense of 
romanitas to the building, or for any other reason on the basis of this alone. But if it 
was true that wooden churches were typical of Irish style and stone a sign of Roman, 
then the fact that Escomb and St. Mary’s were buildings built in stone at all might 
suggest that their use of Roman stonework was a case of spoliation and was part of a 
building project intended in some way to make a statement concerning Rome. 
 
The evidence of St. Paul’s at Jarrow, founded by Benedict Biscop in 682, is 
intriguing. Bede’s account of the foundation of this monastery states that Biscop built 
the monastery with the aid of a grant of land from King Ecgfrith.596 He neglects, 
however, to mention that Biscop was also aided by ready-cut Roman stonework, 
which was incorporated into the new building. Here, too, a case may be made for the 
convenience of using pre-prepared material located only a couple of miles from the 
building site. Rosemary Cramp has suggested that the forty hides at Jarrow gifted by 
King Ecgfrith to Biscop to build St. Paul’s may have included Wallsend,597 and the 
Roman fort of South Shields is located only two and a half miles to the east of the 
monastery.598 It has been observed, too, that Biscop’s other foundation, St. Peters, at 
Monkwearmouth, used Roman stonework as well.599 Of greatest interest in the present 
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discussion, however, are two fragments of pilfered stone found during renovations of 
St Paul’s in 1742, which include Roman inscriptions. There has been much debate on 
whether early medieval people were able to read inscriptions, the findings 
inconclusive.600 The greatest complicating factor was of course the abbreviations 
used. But, typical of Hadrianic style, these inscriptions are largely without such 
enigmatic contractions. The inscription on the second stone includes reference to the 
Province of Britannia (PROVINC… BRITANNIA), while the first includes fragments 
of Hadrian’s name and lineage. The inscription gets as far as “HADR” and is preceded 
by a worn patch that may have still shown “AIANUS” for Traianus (Trajan) at the 
time of its reuse.601 This stone was placed face-down and a bordered cross inscribed 
on its side.602 As Biscop had travelled to Rome himself and seen the Aurelian Walls, 
there is little doubt that he would have known what Roman walls looked like. He may 
have been capable of reading inscriptions as well. Nicholas Howe saw the placement 
of these inscriptions as  
 
evidence for Bede that the postcolonial void had been bridged. The island of 
Britannia, once a province of the imperium, was now a community of 
Christians who looked to Rome and the papacy for spiritual direction and 
political guidance.603   
 
But, historians have sometimes been too keen to represent the use of spolia in 
Christian sites as a statement of the triumph of Christendom over Rome,604 and this is 
but another example. While the above may be evidence that Biscop chose to reuse the 
stonework for reasons beyond mere convenience, it does not necessitate that he saw 
this as a usurpation of Roman imperial might. Early in the Historia, Bede tells his 
reader about the Wall and its history. Colgrave noted that while the historical 
description of the chapters involved is taken from Gildas, the description of the 
wall—which he states is eight feet wide and twelve high—is his own and was likely 
                                                 
600 Greenhalgh, The Survival of Roman Antiquities in the Middle Ages. pp.177-178. 
601 Collingwood and Wright, The Roman Inscriptions of Britain, 1. 1051(a) and (b). Another example of a Roman 
inscription being used in an Anglo-Saxon church is at Daglingworth, though it dates to the late Anglo-Saxon 
period, and as such does not fall within the scope of this study. 130.  
602 Collingwood and Wright, The Roman Inscriptions of Britain, 1. 1051 (a). 
603 Howe, Writing the Map of Anglo-Saxon England: Essays in Cultural Geography. p.92. 
604 Hugo  Brandenburg, “The Use of Older Elements in the Architecture of Fourth- and Fifth-Century Rome: A 
Contribution to the Evaluation of Spolia,” in Reuse Value: Spolia and Appropriation in Art and Architecture from 
Constantine to Sherrie Levine, ed. Richard Brilliant and Dale Kinney (Farnham: Ashgate, 2011): 53-95. p.53. 
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taken from his own observations at Wallsend.605 Bede indicates that Hadrian’s Wall 
was built by Romans. He is confused about the details, however, following Orosius 
and Eutropius in attributing the first structure to Severus and not to Hadrian at all.606 
It seems unlikely, then, that these inscriptions were read prior to their insertion into 
the wall at St Paul’s. But while the convenience of the stonework cannot be ignored, 
Biscop’s knowledge of their Roman origin makes it likely that his use of the stone 
was also “a matter of cultural affiliation.”607 He may have wished to “cannibalise” the 
stonework for its associated romanitas, but there is no evidence that he did so as a 
statement against Britain’s past as a province of the Empire. 
 
Following the reuse of Roman buildings and stonework in Canterbury, other churches 
were built in the area as new stone churches. One of these was in honour of four 
Roman stonemason-saints (Coronati Quattuor) who had been martyred during the 
Diocletianic persecutions, an interesting and unusual dedication for the Anglo-
Saxons.608 A similarly dedicated church survives in Rome on the Coelian Hill and it 
has been suggested that its application to a stone church in England was a statement 
of romanitas.609 Honorius, made pope in 625, would go on to build another church in 
their honour, perhaps suggesting that their cult was in the air.610 At the same time that 
these building projects were underway in the South, similar projects were taking place 
in the North. In 627, Edwin of Northumbria, following the advice of the Roman 
missionary Paulinus, built a stone church at York to replace a hastily constructed 
wooden church.611 Stephen of Ripon tells us that this stone church had fallen into 
disrepair by his time, with a leaking roof, no window glass and filthy walls. 
Presumably it had been abandoned when Paulinus fled south following the death of 
                                                 
605 Bertram Colgrave and R. A. B. Mynors, eds. Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People. fn.2 pp.44-
45. 
606 He says that Severus first built the structure, but as a ditch and turf rampart, not a wall. Bede, HE, 1:5. cf. 
Eutropius, Breviarium ab Urbe Condita, 8:19; and Orosius, Hist., 7:17. PL 31. Bede thought the second wall was 
also turf and built by the Britons at the recommendation of the departing Romans in order to protect themselves. 
He says that these Britons did not know how to build in stone. This is likely referring to the Antonine Wall. 1:12. 
Richard Hingley, Hadrian’s Wall: A Life  (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012). pp.40-42. The third 
incarnation of the wall he says was built in stone by the Romans on their final departure. 1:12. 
607 Howe, Writing the Map of Anglo-Saxon England: Essays in Cultural Geography. p.92. 
608 Bede, HE, 2:7. 
609 Bertram Colgrave and R. A. B. Mynors, eds. Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People. fn.1 p.158 
and Hawkes, “‘Iuxta Morem Romanorum’: Stone and Sculpture in the Style of Rome.” pp.69-70. That the saints of 
this dedication were stonemasons, see “Four Crowned Martyrs,” ODS. 
610 Liber Pontificalis, 72:4. MGH (GPR) 1. 
611 Bede, HE, 2:14. 
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Edwin.612 Likewise, the stone church built by Paulinus at Lincoln was in a state of 
ruin by Bede’s time, the roof having caved in. Bede is unsure whether neglect or war 
caused the building to decay, but, he says, the walls themselves remained the site of 
miracles.613  
 
When Benedict Biscop and Wilfrid travelled to Rome in 654, they returned home 
inspired by what they had seen on the continent. Both set about building Roman-style 
churches for themselves, mimicking techniques they had seen on their travels and 
making use of Roman stonework in doing so. Wilfrid began work on the church at 
Ripon in 665, also restoring Edwin’s dilapidated church in 669. Wilfrid’s church at 
Ripon, now almost unrecognisable from its original form, was a beacon of romanitas. 
It was built in the year following his triumph at Whitby, suggesting a timely statement 
of Roman solidarity. Its stone walls were filled with objects of Roman style: a purple 
altar cloth and a copy of the scriptures on purple vellum, with gold, uncial lettering.614  
Both Ripon and Wilfrid’s second church, founded at Hexham in 672, included 
underground crypts built to be reminiscent of the catacombs and the passages to the 
tomb of St Peter in Rome.615 Stephen of Ripon states that Wilfrid brought this style of 
building back with him from his travels and that he had not “heard of any other house 
on this side of the Alps built on such a scale.”616 Here, the emphasis is on its 
romanitas. This is not a building in imitation of those in Gaul. Brown argues that 
Wilfrid intended Hexham to be “a ‘Rome’ of its own, placed within reach of the 
Christian populations of northern Britain.” That reproduction “keys of St Peter” have 
been discovered by archaeologists at Hexham further cements in Brown’s mind that 
Wilfrid desired to create at home a microcosm of Christendom for himself.617  But 
this is an explicitly Roman symbol, rather than an indication of some wider sense of 
Christendom.  
 
                                                 
612 Stephen, Vita S. Wilfridi, 16; Also, discussed in Hawkes, “‘Iuxta Morem Romanorum’: Stone and Sculpture in 
the Style of Rome.” pp.69-70. 
613 Bede, HE, 2:16. 
614 Stephen, Vita S. Wilfridi, 17; Hawkes, “‘Iuxta Morem Romanorum’: Stone and Sculpture in the Style of 
Rome.” pp.73-74. 
615 Regarding Hexham’s crypts, see Brown, The Rise of Western Christendom: Triumph and Diversity AD 200-
1000. p.363. 
616 “neque enim ullam domum aliam citra Alpes montes talem aedificatum audivimus.” Stephen, Vita S. Wilfridi, 
22. 
617 Brown, The Rise of Western Christendom: Triumph and Diversity AD 200-1000. p.363. 
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Such an interpretation must also lie behind the correspondence recorded by Bede 
between Ceolfrith and Nechtan. Upon his decision to accept Roman practice over 
Irish, Nechtan, King of the Picts, is said to have written to Benedict Biscop’s 
successor at Jarrow, Abbot Ceolfrith, for clarification on the Roman calculation of 
Easter and wearing of the tonsure. He also asked Ceolfrith to send him some 
craftsmen who could build him a church “after the Roman manner.”618 He would 
dedicate this church to St. Peter, as a symbol of his vow to follow Roman practice as 
closely as he was able.619 This request was undoubtedly for masons or architects who 
were versed in building in stone. Greenhalgh posits that the use of such language 
usually meant that spolia was involved and might also have meant Roman-style 
building techniques were used.620 The building would be a statement to his people and 
to the Christian community as a whole, that Nechtan was a Catholic and his views in 
keeping with those of St. Peter, “chief of the apostles.” All of this was done with an 
intention to align oneself with Rome. As Bede informs us, to build in stone was to 
build as the Romans did. The Irish practice, as noted above, was to build in wood and 
Nechtan’s decision to build in stone can only have been a statement of solidarity with 
the Church at Rome.  
 
Michael Hunter claimed, on stylistic grounds, that Bede was thinking of 
contemporary Gaul and Italy when he wrote that churches in Britain were built “iuxta 
morem Romanorum”. 621  However, while architectural style may support this 
statement, some of these church founders were building with an idea of Rome 
specifically in their minds. Certainly, Bertha would have been following a practice 
common in Gaul in using a formerly Roman building for her worship, but Wilfrid and 
Biscop were demonstrably building churches to be as Roman as possible.  Even if 
practical elements of design were inspired by Frankish examples, the idea was that 
these too were “Roman” in style. We can think of this in the same way as Wilfrid’s 
decision to travel to Francia (not Rome) for his ordination, so as to become a priest in 
a place that at least followed Roman practice. But while Wilfrid certainly desired to 
emulate those churches he had seen in Rome and on the continent, this formed part of 
                                                 
618 “iuxta morem Romanorum.” Bede, HE, 5:21. 
619 Bede, HE, 5:21 
620 Greenhalgh, The Survival of Roman Antiquities in the Middle Ages. p.126. 
621 Bede, HE, 5:21; Hunter, “Germanic and Roman Antiquity and the Sense of the Past in Anglo-Saxon England.” 
p.37. 
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a mindset that held Rome in special esteem. Nechtan, even if he was not emulating 
building he had seen himself on the continent, at the very least was building his 
church as a statement of romanitas. Rather than thinking of Gaul and Italy generally, 
when we read Bede’s statement that to build in stone was to build in “Roman style,” 
we should understand this as involving an idea of emulating Christian Rome, if not 
always achievement of this. 
 
The idea that building in stone was to announce connection to Rome is considered so 
fundamental by Jane Hawkes that she uses it to argue that what was indicated by 
stone buildings was also indicated by stone monuments. Stone monuments, like the 
churches, were not a popular construction in pre-Viking Age England, only becoming 
popular from the mid-ninth century. The rarity of these constructions demonstrates, 
she argues, that building a stone monument was a conscious decision akin to building 
a church in stone.622 While there is not the same literary evidence for the grave 
markers, memorial crosses, columns, and shafts that Hawkes includes in her study as 
there is for stone buildings, she details that the majority (if not all) of these objects 
were associated with religious purposes and were installed following similar patterns 
to the churches discussed above. As a result, she suggests that they come from the 
same cultural milieu.623 Their style reflects late imperial Roman inspiration and 
Christian iconography that finds its ultimate root in such imperial art.624 By studying 
the location of cross shafts from the period, Hawkes confirms that these were also 
often placed at old Roman sites. Those that were not placed directly at such sites were 
nevertheless often placed near them, and she argues that their location was a 
conscious reclaiming of the locale for the Roman Church.625 In fitting with the 
interpretation of the stonework of Wearmouth-Jarrow above, she suggests that 
“through stone, that most visible and permanent of materials, the outpost of empire 
was being redefined and established as integral to a new (and everlasting) 
imperium.”626  
 
                                                 
622 Hawkes, “‘Iuxta Morem Romanorum’: Stone and Sculpture in the Style of Rome.” p.77. 
623 Ibid., p.76. 
624 Ibid., pp.77-79. 
625 Ibid., pp.79-83. 
626 Ibid., p.87. 
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The decision to reuse Roman buildings, pilfer Roman ruins and build churches iuxta 
morem Romanorum in the early Anglo-Saxon period likely involved numerous 
motivations. Archaeological evidence of Roman stonework used as fill for later walls 
suggests that convenience could render a former Roman building an Anglo-Saxon 
quarry. But in some cases, the beauty of particular pieces of stone must have caught 
the eye of the builder and judgements of aesthetic can be seen in the inclusion of 
carved stonework, such as the arch at Escomb, in new contexts. A concept of 
antiquity that could be applied to pressing political or religious purpose likely led to 
the location of so many Anglo-Saxon graves to structures deemed vaguely ancient, 
whether Roman or prehistoric in origin. Anglo-Saxons who were educated in Latin, 
however, would have had no confusion as to the Roman origin of certain structures, 
as Bede’s description of Hadrian’s Wall tells us. Likewise, enthusiasm for Roman 
Christianity led several Anglo-Saxons to build stone churches as a conscious 
statement of romanitas. But, as we have seen in previous chapters, the idea of Rome 
was rarely a homogenous one. 
 
The remains of Roman Britain in Old English poetry 
 
I met a traveller from an antique land 
Who said: “Two vast and trunkless legs of stone 
Stand in the desert… Near them on the sand, 
Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown 
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command, 
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read 
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things, 
The hand that mocked them and the heart that fed; 
And on the pedestal these words appear: 
‘My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings: 
Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair!’ 
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay 
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare, 
The lone and level sands stretch far away.” 
(Percy Shelley, Ozymandias) 
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For the Romantic poets, ruins were a beautiful but sobering reminder of the transience 
of even the greatest powers on earth. As the aesthete of ruins, Robert Ginsberg, states: 
 
The Romantic vision sees the ruin as a remnant of an irrecoverable past and 
thereby weighted with the burden of loss. The ruin teaches us that the past has 
slipped through our hands. We possess its shadow, a broken image, fragments. 
The passage of time has trod heavily upon the ruin. A lesson resides therein. 
We too are subject to ruin.627 
 
Percy Shelley’s sonnet, Ozymandias, was inspired by the account of the tomb of 
Ramases II in Diodorus Siculus’ Bibliotheca historica and fuelled by the British 
Egyptomania of the nineteenth century, and the same aesthetic and sentimental 
appreciation of ruins can be found in Edgar Allan Poe’s The Coliseum (1833) and 
Byron’s Ruins to Ruins (1818).628 But, as Rosemary Cramp noted, “the melancholy 
contemplation of the decay and destruction of past civilisations has a perennial 
fascination.”629 Thus we should not be surprised to learn that such introspection, 
similarly inspired, could provide the Anglo-Saxons with a strong sense of the futility 
of earthly endeavour as well. It is fitting, then, that they had a word for this kind of 
activity: dustsceawung, meaning the contemplation of dust. This term is taken from 
the tenth century Blickling Homilies,630 and was applied to the mood of Anglo-Saxon 
poetry by Bruce Mitchell and Fred C. Robinson.631 To engage in dustsceawung, one 
was dwelling on the fleeting nature of life and civilisation, and meditating on an 
image of the world as transient and impermanent. This idea is reminiscent of Bede’s 
famous account of the conversion of Edwin of Northumbria to Christianity. When 
called on for his opinion on the new religion, Bede has one of Edwin’s advisors liken 
life to the brief respite a sparrow might have from a raging storm when it flies through 
                                                 
627 Robert Ginsberg, The Aesthetics of Ruins  (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2004). p.315. 
628 Thomas Ollive Mabbott, ed. Collected Works of Edgar Allan Poe, vol. 1 (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 1969). pp.226-231; George Gordon Byron, Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage  (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1913 [1812-1818]). Canto IV, stanzas 130-131 pp.171-172. 
629 Cramp, “The Anglo-Saxons and Rome.” p.33. 
630 R. Morris, ed. The Blickling Homilies of the Tenth Century: From the Marquis of Lothian’s Unique MS. A.D. 
971. Early English Text Society 58, 63, 73. (London: N. Trubner, 1874-1880). 10. p.113. 
631 Bruce Mitchell and Fred C. Robinson, A Guide to Old English  (Oxford: Blackwell, 2007). p.265. 
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a hall, in one window and out the other. “So this life of man appears for a short space, 
but of what went before, or what is to follow, we are utterly ignorant.”632 
 
A small number of Old English poems fall into the category of dust contemplation, 
but it is The Ruin,633 an eighth century poem surviving in the Exeter Book, musing on 
some ostensibly Roman ruins, that best captures this idea.634 The Wanderer, also from 
this collection, is the only other Old English poem to deal with ruins in detail, though 
there is also reference to “roads coloured with stone” in Andreas. Fitting in some 
ways with the Old English elegies,635 and sharing a mood with ubi sunt poetry,636 The 
Ruin, like Shelley’s Ozymandias, forces its reader to consider a deeper meaning in the 
ruins of the past.637 But did this come from a clear understanding of the origin of the 
ruins? The purpose of the present discussion is to ascertain whether Old English poets 
who referred to Roman buildings and roads did so knowing that they were Roman. 
Did the poet of The Ruin, in particular, see the abrupt end of Romano-British society 
as the impetus for his poem?  
 
Wondrous is the wall-stone, shattered by fate, 
The city-place broken, the work of giants (enta geweorc) decays.638 
 
                                                 
632 “Talis… mihi videtur, rex, vita hominum praesens in terris, ad conparationem eius quod nobis incertum est 
temporis, quale cum te residente ad caenam cum ducibus ac ministris tuis tempore brumali, accenso quidem foco 
in medio et calido effecto cenaculo, furentibus autem foris per omina turbinibus hiemalium pluuiarum uel niuium, 
adueniens unus passerum domum citissime peruolauerit; qui cum per unum ostium ingrediens mox per aliud 
exierit, ipso quidem tempore quo intus est hiemis tempestate non tangitur, sed tamen paruissimo spatio serenitatis 
ad momentum excurso, mox de hieme in hiemem regrediens tuis oculis elabitur.” Bede, HE, 2:13. 
633 The title of this poem is a modern one. 
634 For the eighth century date, see the argument put forward by Roy F. Leslie, Three Old English Elegies: The 
Wife’s Lament, The Husband’s Message, The Ruin  (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1961). pp.34-35. 
This dating has generally been accepted in later editions of the poem. See, for example, Kevin Crossley-Holland, 
ed. The Anglo-Saxon World (Woodbridge: Boydell, 2002). p.46; Michael Alexander, ed. The Earliest English 
Poems (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1966). p.29; W. F. Bolton, ed. An Old English Anthology (London: 
Arnold, 1963). p.90. This is disputed by Muir, however, who sees no reason for any of the poems in the Exeter 
Book to be pre-Alfredian. Bernard J. Muir, The Exeter Anthology of Old English Poetry : An Edition of Exeter 
Dean and Chapter MS 3501, vol. 1 (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 1994). pp.43-44. 
635 Wrenn defines an elegy as involving either a/ grief concerning a person, or b/ musing on “universal griefs.” On 
the grounds of this second definition, he includes The Ruin as an elegy. But, as he says himself, this poem does not 
have the Christian morality or personal reflection of the other elegies. C. L. Wrenn, A Study of Old English 
Literature, Rev. ed. (London: Harrap, 1967). pp.139, 153. 
636 Ubi sunt, Latin for “where are…” is a poetic device in which the voice of the poem muses on the absence of 
people or objects. Examples often cited of this style in Old English poetry are Deor, The seafarer, as well as some 
poems looked at in this chapter: Beowulf, The Ruin, and especially The Wanderer (See the passage beginning 
“Hwær cwom mearg?” 92-96). 
637 I am not the first to notice a similarity in mood between Ozymandias and the Ruin. See, Howe, “The Landscape 
of Anglo-Saxon England: Inherited, Invented, Imagined.” p.95. 
638 “Wrætlic is þes wealstan, wyrde gebræcon / burgstede burston, brosnað enta geweorc.” The Ruin, 1-2. 
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The opening lines of The Ruin marvel at the workmanship in the stone walls of a city, 
usually taken to be Aquae Sulis, modern Bath.639 The use of the phrase enta geweorc 
in this context has attracted much attention of scholars and some have asserted that 
there were Roman connotations attached to the use of this term. P. J. Frankis, in an 
article that still holds currency today, identifies eight instances of the phrase enta 
geweorc (and its variants) in the corpus of Old English literature.640 All occur within 
poetry, with three recorded in Beowulf, two in Andreas, and one each in The 
Wanderer, The Ruin, and Maxims II.641 Two of the occurrences in Beowulf, those of 
lines 1679 and 2774, are references to beings that created metalwork, while the other 
example from Beowulf, along with each example from the remaining poems, are 
stone-working entas.642 In searching for a basis for these references to giants in Old 
English poetry, Frankis suggests that the metalworking giants might form part of an 
older, Germanic tradition, with similar roots to Norse dwarf mythology.643 In this 
interpretation, Beowulf acts as a linking point between the two traditions, containing 
both this older usage and a newer folklore of stone working giants as well.644 But, as 
Frankis concedes, the Norse texts are too late to offer any direct comparison with 
Anglo-Saxon literature; the parallels he draws here are general.645 Examples from 
Greek, regarding Cyclopses, and Latin examples from Seneca and Pliny are also put 
forward, though he again admits that it is unlikely that the phrase came into Anglo-
Saxon usage directly from these sources.646  
 
Instead, he argues that the source lies in the ruins of Roman Britain and the lack of 
continuity to Anglo-Saxon times. Using the close proximity of the phrase enta 
                                                 
639 Andy Orchard, “Reconstructing the Ruin,” in Intertexts: Studies in Anglo-Saxon Culture Presented to Paul E. 
Szarmach, ed. Virginia Blanton and Helene Scheck, Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies (Tempe, Ariz.: 
Arizona Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 2008) 45-68. pp.45-46; Leslie, Three Old English Elegies : 
The Wife’s Lament, the Husband’s Message, the Ruin. pp.23-35; Wrenn, A Study of Old English Literature. p.140; 
Daniel Gillmore Calder, “Perspective and Movement in the Ruin,” Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 72, no. 3 
(1971): 442-445. p.442. Cf. Anne Thompson Lee, “The Ruin: Bath or Babylon? A Non-Archaeological 
Investigation,” ibid.,74 (1973): 443-455. pp.443-444; and Howe, Writing the Map of Anglo-Saxon England: 
Essays in Cultural Geography. p.86, who are less certain that Bath need be the location of the poem. Neither 
argues for a different location, but suggest that a definitive answer is impossible and, perhaps, irrelevant. 
640 See, for example, Bell, The Religious Reuse of Roman Structures in Early Medieval England. p.21; Christopher 
Abram, “In Search of Lost Time: Aldhelm and The Ruin,” Quaestio: Selected Proceedings of the Cambridge 
Colloquium in Anglo-Saxon, Norse and Celtic 1 (2000): 23–44. 
641 P. J. Frankis, “The Thematic Significance of enta geworc and Related Imagery in The Wanderer,” Anglo-Saxon 
England 2(1973): 253-269. p.254. Beowulf, 1679, 2717, 2774; Andreas, 1235, 1495; The Wanderer, 87; The Ruin, 
2; and Maxims II, 2. 
642 P. J. Frankis, “The Thematic Significance of enta geworc and Related Imagery in The Wanderer.” pp.254-255. 
643 Ibid., p.258. 
644 Ibid., p.258. 
645 Ibid., p.258. 
646 Ibid., p.259. 
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geweorc to Latin loan-words, he proposes that the newer tradition of entas had 
consciously Roman connotations.647 The appearance of enta geweorc in Maxims II, 
for instance, is with reference to both the ceastra648 and the weall-649stana of the 
ceastra.650 In Andreas, the “roads coloured with stone” (stræte stanfage) in line 1236 
probably describe Roman roads, and Frankis suggests that the close proximity of enta 
geweorc on the previous line to the Latin loan-word stræt651 here is indication that the 
poet knew the connection. Ceaster- appears in Andreas as well, on the following line, 
but his suggestion that the instance of the Latin loan-word Carcerne (which actually 
occurs many times in the poem) on line 1250 is also understood with enta geweorc, is 
less certain. Finally, the common loan-word wealle occurs with reference to some 
pillars that were also enta geweorc, in line 1492. Of course, as Frankis is careful to 
note, Andreas is not set in Britain, rather the imagined landscape of the lands of the 
Mermedonians. But, he suggests, we should look to the Anglo-Saxon poet’s local, 
familiar surroundings for the inspiration for his description. In The Wanderer it is 
only weal- (and its variants) that can be tied to giants with any certainty. The 
instances of weal- in lines 76, 80, 88, and 98, are all walls within a ruined town 
described as the work of giants on line 87. In The Ruin itself, much like in Maxims II, 
the use of the loan-word weal- is directly and immediately described as enta 
geweorc.652 Following this, we are told that the torras653 of this city are destroyed.654 
For Frankis, each of these cases demonstrates that the entas of Old English poetry are 
a thinly veiled reference to the Romans and that the loan-words refer to known former 
Roman places. 
 
While the link between Latin loan-words and the phrase enta geweorc is, I think, 
undeniable, should we be surprised that this is the case? These poems are describing 
Roman structures and thus it seems reasonable that loan-words were used to describe 
them in Old English. Not having structures of these kinds themselves, the Anglo-
Saxons would not have had words for them and would rely on the names used by the 
                                                 
647 Ibid., pp.255-256. 
648 This is the plural. Singular ceaster, meaning city. From Latin castrum, meaning a fortified place. 
649 From Latin vallum, meaning rampart. 
650 Maxims II, 2. Frankis, “The Thematic Significance of enta geworc and Related Imagery in The Wanderer.” 
pp.256-257. Leslie identified an association between enta geworc and ceastra. Leslie, Three Old English Elegies : 
The Wife’s Lament, The Husband’s Message, The Ruin. p.67. 
651 From Latin strata, meaning street or road. 
652 The Ruin,1-2. 
653 This is the plural of the singular torr, which is from the Latin turris, meaning tower. 
654 The Ruin. Line 3. 
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Britons. But Frankis’ argument relies on an assumption that the use of loan-words 
indicates familiarity with their origin.655 While some Anglo-Saxons would certainly 
have known—the discussion of Latin literature hitherto in this chapter provides ample 
evidence of this and travellers from both England and abroad would have seen similar 
buildings on the continent656—these Old English poets fall frustratingly short of 
demonstrating their own knowledge of the same. The phrase enta geweorc shows that 
they were certainly impressed by the quality of what they describe and all of these 
poems “express a genuine admiration for the glory, past or present, of the city they are 
describing.”657 But should it surprise us that Roman remains might be seen as enta 
geworc, given the impact they would have had upon a people who predominantly 
built in wood? Roman buildings must have seemed very grand and impressive to the 
Anglo-Saxons by comparison.658  
 
Christopher Abram, in agreement with Frankis, suggested Cynewulf’s poem Elene as 
a source for these elusive Roman giants. In the poem, Rome is referred to as a burg 
enta, demonstrating that Romans could indeed be consciously referred to as giants in 
Old English poetry.659 However, as he admits, this evidence is weakened by the fact 
that not all references to giants in Old English poetry are likely to be references to 
Romans, the metal-working entas of Beowulf having nothing particularly Roman 
about them. In addition to this, the dating of Elene is problematic. Numerous attempts 
to narrow down the possible range of Cynewulf’s life have failed, though Michael 
Lapidge indicates that he probably flourished in the ninth-century.660 Also, despite 
writing in Old English, a further problem for Abram’s suggestion lies in Cynewulf’s 
reliance on Latin literature as his source material and his accepted place within a 
Latin literary tradition.661  
 
                                                 
655 Nicholas Howe, too, suggests that Anglo-Saxons would have known the Roman origins of place-names 
involving loan-words such as castra. Howe, Writing the Map of Anglo-Saxon England: Essays in Cultural 
Geography. p.85. 
656 Blair, The Church in Anglo-Saxon Society. p.188. 
657 Thompson Lee, “The Ruin: Bath or Babylon? A Non-Archaeological Investigation.” p.449; see also Howe, 
Writing the Map of Anglo-Saxon England: Essays in Cultural Geography. on the aesthetic appreciation of the 
ruins in this poem. “In both the Old English poem and the builder’s use of spolia there is a gesture of 
appreciation.” p.88. 
658 Blair, The Church in Anglo-Saxon Society. p.188; Cramp, “The Anglo-Saxons and Rome.” p.33. 
659 Cynewulf, Elene, 31; Abram, “In Search of Lost Time: Aldhelm and the Ruin.” fn.23 p.32. 
660 Lapidge, “Cynewulf and the Passio S. Iulianae.” p.23. 
661 Ibid., 
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Another point that Frankis sees in support of a conscious link between the giants and 
Romans on behalf of the poets, is through the biblical intermediary of Babylon. The 
Wanderer contains a reference to God destroying the work of giants,662 and Frankis 
argues that this can be explained with reference to a conflation of biblical stories 
about giants and the Tower of Babel. The confusion of three passages from Genesis663 
resulted in “the legend that Nimrod was a giant and king of Babylon who, with the 
help of his fellow giants, tried to build a tower to reach up to heaven, until God 
intervened and put an end to their work by confusing their language.”664 Both the 
original passages and this muddled version of events were ubiquitous in late antique 
and medieval literature, Frankis citing appearances in Augustine’s De Civitate Dei, 
Isidore’s Etymologiae and a number of Old English texts as well, including the 
translations of Boethius and Orosius, and the works of Ælfric. 665  In turn, the 
association of giants and the Tower of Babel with the city of Babylon is also common 
in both patristic and Anglo-Saxon sources; among the latter category, he names 
Bede’s Commentary on Genesis, Alcuin’s Interrogationes Sigewulfi, and, again, the 
Old English Orosius.666 To bring the argument full-circle, Frankis concludes by 
identifying the association of Babylon with Rome in late antique literature, and 
especially in Orosius’ Historiarum Adversum Paganos Libri Septem. Gildas, 
following Orosius, also makes a link between the buildings and walls of Britain to 
those of Babylon.667  
 
The connection between Rome and the legendary city of Babylon is unquestionable. 
To Frankis’ biblical material might be added a passage from Revelation, in which the 
whore of Babylon sits on seven hills.668 And yet, his suggestion that it is in the 
context of the Babylon-Rome link that we must view the use of the phrase enta 
geweorc in The Wanderer, and to a lesser extent in The Ruin, is problematic.669 This 
argument is presupposing that the poets of The Wanderer and The Ruin were writing 
                                                 
662 The Wanderer, 85-87. 
663 Genesis 6:4, 10:8-10, 11:1-9. 
664 Frankis, “The Thematic Significance of enta geworc and Related Imagery in The Wanderer.” p.261. 
665 Ibid., pp.261-265. 
666 Ibid., pp.263-265. 
667 It is interesting that Bede chose to leave this passage from Gildas out in his account of events. Scully, “Location 
and Occupation: Bede, Gildas and the Roman Vision of Britain.” pp.266-269. Gildas DEB, 3. MGH  (Auct. ant.) 
13; Orosius, Hist., 2:6. PL 31. Bede does follow Gildas in likening the Britons’ experience with the sack of 
Jerusalem. HE, 1:15. He also makes the temporal/spiritual connection, i.e., the ruin of the former is symbolic of 
the ruin of the latter. Ibid., pp.269-270. 
668 Revelations 17:9. 
669 Frankis, “The Thematic Significance of enta geworc and Related Imagery in The Wanderer.” pp.266-269. 
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within the same Latin milieu as Bede and Alcuin, or that they were of a much later 
date than is usually supposed, as the Old English sources Frankis cites are ninth 
century and beyond. That The Wanderer names God as the source of the destruction 
makes it likely that the giants referred to are biblical, but there is no cause to imagine 
that this reference to biblical giants was made with any intention that the reader think 
of Rome. The early Anglo-Saxons may have associated giants with the Old Testament 
and with Babylon, but need they have associated ruins with Rome? Likewise, as the 
metal-working entas of Beowulf indicate, Anglo-Saxons could mean different things 
when they referred to giants. There is no indication in The Ruin that the buildings had 
been struck down by God, rather, they are destroyed by fate (wyrd),670 and the people 
killed by pestilences (woldagas).671 In this case, referring to giants as vague indicators 
of extreme antiquity is a more compelling suggestion. Exploring this possibility, Bell 
makes reference to the giants of Genesis 6:4 and Numbers 13:33, suggesting that the 
ruins may have been seen as dating to the times when “giants were on the earth.”672 
However, his suggestion that Mark 13:1-2 might also be included in the concept of 
these Old English entas is less convincing.673  
 
The early 1970s were a period of intense interest in The Ruin and some scholars 
sought to locate Latin antecedents for poem. Anne Thompson Lee, writing also in 
1973, was among those proposing that The Ruin properly fits into a Latin, rather than 
Old English poetic tradition. Agreeing with B. J. Timmer, Thompson Lee argued that 
this poem could not be included in the Old English elegiac or lament traditions, into 
which it is commonly placed, as it does not involve ectopoeia—that is, there is no 
voice in the poem doing the lamenting. To this she adds that the poem appears to 
conclude on an uplifting note, rather than continuing in a sorrowful tone.674 On the 
contrary, she claimed, it is possible to detect far closer similarity between this poem 
and those from the Latin encomium urbis (praise of the city) tradition. C. L. Wren had 
                                                 
670 The Ruin, 1, 24. This is not necessarily a personification of fate, however, as discussed below. Bernard J. Muir, 
The Exeter Anthology of Old English Poetry: An Edition of Exeter Dean and Chapter MS 3501, vol. 2 (Exeter: 
University of Exeter Press, 1994). p.655. 
671 woldagas is the plural of woldæg. The Ruin, 25. 
672 Genesis 6:4, Numbers13:33. Discussed by Bell, The Religious Reuse of Roman Structures in Early Medieval 
England. pp.21-22. 
673 As he came out of the temple, one of his disciples said to him, “Look, Teacher, what large stones and what 
large buildings!” Then Jesus asked him, “Do you see these great buildings? Not one stone will be left here upon 
another; all will be thrown down.” Mark 13:1-2. 
674 Thompson Lee, “The Ruin: Bath or Babylon? A Non-Archaeological Investigation.” pp.443, 452, 453. Oddly 
enough, this article in no way discusses Babylon. Also discussed in Abram, “In Search of Lost Time: Aldhelm and 
The Ruin.” pp.24-25. 
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first proposed that The Ruin may have been inspired “in a general way” by this 
tradition. 675  Following this, Margaret Schlaugh argued that this tradition could 
certainly be detected in English poetry, though she identified the twelfth century 
poem, Durham, as the sole example.676 Thompson Lee proposed that The Ruin was 
close enough in style to Durham to be included, with Alcuin’s poem De pontificibus 
et sanctis ecclesiae eboracensis, as part of an Anglo-Saxon tradition of city 
panegyric. Encomium urbis poems had been especially popular from the third century 
and continued to be so throughout the Middle Ages. Writing in Greek in around 300 
AD, Menander the Rhetorician indicated what should be included in such a poem: the 
city’s founders; the walls and location of the city; the fertility of the fields, springs 
and so on; as well as particular noble inhabitants of the city. Thompson Lee finds 
particular significance in Menander’s suggestion that the poet should comment upon 
springs, as distinct from rivers or lakes, should the city contain them.677  
 
Any link here, however, is tenuous; as Thompson-Lee herself admits, there is no 
evidence that Menander was known in Anglo-Saxon England.678 Unconvincing, too, 
is her suggestion that we might look to a similar eighth century Frankish guide as 
inspiration for The Ruin. She asserts that this manuscript “indicates that some sort of 
handbook, if not the actual works of Menander, was popular enough to survive until 
the eighth century” and that this makes it “quite probable that an Anglo-Saxon poet 
would be aware of this tradition, even if he had not read the handbooks.”679 But, in 
fact, this manuscript bears very little resemblance to Menander’s guide. Moreover, 
there is no evidence that this text circulated in Anglo-Saxon England either.680 
Thompson Lee includes a variety of continental examples to demonstrate similarity of 
The Ruin to this tradition, though these are for the most part not sufficiently close in 
style to suggest causality. Likewise, she names a number of English poems in order to 
demonstrate a continuing tradition of the encomium urbis theme over time, though 
these are much later in date and bear so little real similarity with the poem that it is 
impossible to classify them collectively as a tradition. 681  While it may be 
                                                 
675 Wrenn, A Study of Old English Literature. p.154. 
676 Thompson Lee, “The Ruin: Bath or Babylon? A Non-Archaeological Investigation.” p.444. 
677 Ibid., p.445. 
678 Ibid., p.445. Abram, “In Search of Lost Time: Aldhelm and The Ruin.” p.27. 
679 Thompson Lee, “The Ruin: Bath or Babylon? A Non-Archaeological Investigation.” p.445. 
680 Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon Library. 
681 Thompson Lee, “The Ruin: Bath or Babylon? A Non-Archaeological Investigation.” pp.446-449. 
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understandable to preclude The Ruin from the elegies on account of the lack of the 
first person, it seems short-sighted to emphasise this one difference, when the 
similarities of language and mood between these same poems are far greater, despite 
this technicality.682 The manuscript of The Ruin is also so badly damaged toward end 
that a number of lines are reduced to a single word. Given the frequent jump in tense 
and scene in this poem, we cannot tell whether the poem ended on a positive or 
negative note. Likewise, the tone of the surviving parts of the poem is surely 
nostalgic, a possible reason for its inclusion by the tenth century compiler with its 
fellows in the Exeter Book. 
 
Christopher Abram agrees with Thompson Lee’s placement of The Ruin within the 
encomium urbis tradition, highlighting the compliance of Durham and Alcuin’s York 
to this theme.683 He adds that “in these two texts, as well as in The Ruin, it is only 
stone-built, Roman cities, which are lauded. Native Anglo-Saxon inhabitations, built 
in wood, do not seem to have attracted the attentions of such poets.”684 But this point, 
while certainly true, is perhaps not as surprising as it seems, given that it is the very 
peculiarity of the stonework in a predominantly wooden built environment that drew 
poetic attention, rather than any demonstrable association with Rome. Stonework 
would indeed have been “wondrous” and worthy of comment to the author of The 
Ruin, where wooden buildings would have been familiar and unremarkable. Likewise, 
the suggestion that York, Durham, and The Ruin form a tradition of city praise poems 
in England is problematic. The similarities of The Ruin to Durham are really only 
cursory, the latter being a far better candidate for an English encomium urbis. Durham 
follows Menander’s guide in a number of ways, praising the city’s construction and 
position in the landscape,685 noting the fertility of its river and forest,686 listing the 
tombs of illustrious men and noting the holiness of relics held at the minster.687 
Alcuin’s York likewise praises the city’s founders (19-23), its “high walls and towers” 
                                                 
682 Her discussion of the differences between The Ruin and The Wanderer in particular seem heavily outweighed 
by the similarities of these two poems. Ibid., pp.453. This is also the tack taken by Abram, though he does note 
that The Ruin shares a mood with the other elegies. Abram, “In Search of Lost Time: Aldhelm and The Ruin.” 
p.24. 
683 Ibid., pp.27-29. 
684 Ibid., p.29. This is also noted by R. I. Page, and Abram does cite Page in this discussion. Raymond I. Page, 
Anglo-Saxon Aptitudes  (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985). pp.22-24. 
685 Durham, 2-3; Elliott van Kirk Dobbie and George Philip Krapp, eds., The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records, vol. 6 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1931-1953). p.27. 
686 Durham, 4-8. 
687 Ibid., 9-21. 
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(muris et turribus altam, 19), the fertility of the Ouse and York’s fields (30-31), and 
the city’s noble inhabitants.688 The Ruin, on the other hand, does not follow this same 
pattern to any great degree. 
 
There is one poem that Thompson Lee identifies that does seem compellingly similar 
to The Ruin, though, and this is the sixth century De excidio Thuringiae, by Venantius 
Fortunatus. The link between these two poems is certainly intriguing and was picked 
up recently by Abram, who expounded upon the similarities in greater detail. 
Venantius Fortunatus was an Italian-born poet, friend of Gregory of Tours and 
patronised by various members of Merovingian royalty and nobility.689 The opening 
lines of his De excidio Thuringiae lament the collapse of Thuringian rule in 
Germania, bemoaning: 
 
unhappy condition of war, the envious fate of things! 
how suddenly the proud kingdom in the slipping, falls! 
The gables, which had stood successful for so long 
are cast down, conquered and burned under a great disaster.  
The court which formerly flourished in Palatine culture, 
these sad cinders now cover [the roof], in place of vaults.  
The steep [roofs], which had shone, embellished with golden-red metal  
pale ash presses [it] down with a shining cover.690 
 
This reads like an inversion of the encomium urbis style and is certainly akin to The 
Ruin.691 The description of roofs in particular as “high” (ardua) and “gleaming” 
(nituere) and the hall, which had “flourished” (floruit) in the early sections of the 
poem also closely resemble such description in The Ruin, which refers to the rooftops 
as “high” (heah)692 and the city “bright” (beorht).693 Both poems commence with an 
                                                 
688 Starting with Edwin, but he goes on to praise Oswald, Wilfrid and many others throughout the course of the 
poem. Alcuin, Versus de SS. Ebor., 90ff. 
689 Judith George, ed. Venantius Fortunatus: Personal and Political Poems (Liverpool: Liverpool University 
Press, 1995). xix-xxi. 
690 “Condicio belli tristis, sors invida rerum! quam subito lapsu regna superba cadunt! quae steterant longo felicia 
culmina tractu victa sub ingenti clade cremata iacent. aula palatino quae floruit antea cultu, hanc modo pro cameris 
maesta favilla tegit. ardua quae rutilo nituere ornata metallo, pallidus oppressit fulgida tecta cinis.” Venantius 
Fortunatus, DET, 1-8. MGH (Auct. ant.), 4,1. 
691 Wrenn saw The Ruin as the “obverse” of this style. Wrenn, A Study of Old English Literature. p.154. 
692 The Ruin, 22. 
693 Ibid., 21, 37. The similarities between the two poems discussed by Abram, “In Search of Lost Time: Aldhelm 
and The Ruin.” pp.30-31. 
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indication of the role of fate in the destruction of the cities.694 The use of sors, rather 
than fatum (or fata) by Fortunatus may not be as problematic as it may seem for this 
comparison. Wyrd could likewise be used in a general sense in Old English, and there 
is no reason to suspect that the poet of The Ruin was here referring to a 
personification of fate.695 
 
The case for a causal relationship between the poems is strengthened by the fact that 
the work of Fortunatus was known in early Anglo-Saxon England.696 Both Bede and 
Alcuin were certainly familiar with his writings.697 Bede quotes one of his poems and 
Alcuin explicitly names him as a source. But Aldhelm draws on Fortunatus more than 
any other Anglo-Saxon author. Andy Orchard has demonstrated that Aldhelm was 
familiar with a number of Fortunatus’ works and on this basis Abram states that 
“when we find references to urban decay in Aldhelm, it may be tempting to see the 
influence of Fortunatus somewhere behind them.”698 For instance, in Aldhelm’s prose 
De virginitate, he uses a description of ruins that bears much similarity to those of 
Fortunatus. Speaking of St Martin, he says that “He shook, overturned, and ruined the 
former temples of the pagans, built from stones polished by the mason and roofed 
with red roof-tiles, throwing them to the ground.”699 The similarities in tone between 
this and Fortunatus’ De excidio Thuringiae are striking, though linguistically, there is 
little to link the two. And, as Abram is careful to note, Aldhelm’s indebtedness to 
Fortunatus is only ever visible in specific cases; he owes nothing to the poet for his 
overall outlook.  
 
As for the similarities between De excidio Thuringiae and The Ruin, like the example 
from Aldhelm, the tone is very close. But perhaps we should exercise caution in 
seeing linguistic similarity between the two. The phrase steap geap to describe the 
roofs in The Ruin is common to three other Old English poems.700 And the opening 
                                                 
694 Venantius Fortunatus, DET, 1. MGH (Auct. ant.), 4,1; The Ruin, 1. 
695 Muir, The Exeter Anthology of Old English Poetry : An Edition of Exeter Dean and Chapter MS 3501, 2. p.655. 
696 Abram does not go so far as to say that the link is definitely causal though. For him, at the least, it is an 
“interesting analogue.” Abram, “In Search of Lost Time: Aldhelm and The Ruin.” p.30. 
697 Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon Library. p.335; Abram, “In Search of Lost Time: Aldhelm and The Ruin.” p.30. 
698 Abram, “In Search of Lost Time: Aldhelm and the Ruin.” p.31. Andy Orchard, The Poetic Art of Aldhelm  
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994). pp.191-195. 
699 “Priscorum dilubra paganorum a cimentario politissimis compacta petris rubrisque tegularum imbricibus tecta 
… solo tenus deruta quassavit, evertit, destruxit.” Aldhelm, Prosa de virg., 26. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. 
700 Maxims II, 23; Solomon and Saturn, 453; Genesis A, 2558. Abram has a table of formulas used in The Ruin that 
occur elsewhere. Abram, “In Search of Lost Time: Aldhelm and The Ruin.” p.38. 
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line of the poem wrætlic is þes wealstan occurs in Maxims II as well.701 Likewise, the 
descriptions in The Ruin of high rooftops and a wondrous and bright city might just as 
easily be linked to the descriptions of Heorot in Beowulf. The hall at Heorot is high 
(heah)702 and bright (beorhte)703 and its inhabitants are carried away by fate (wyrd),704 
just as in The Ruin. Indeed, even Beowulf’s sword, Hrunting, was the work of giants 
(enta), who were wonder-smiths (wundorsmiþa).705  
 
Abram also points out that The Ruin also has a very high instance of hapax legomena, 
with thirty-seven of its 225 words, especially those to do with architectural elements, 
not appearing anywhere else in Old English.706 He argues that such usage fits the 
Latin style of Aldhelm and others, who used archaisms, Greek vocabulary, and other 
glossed terms in their writing.707 How far we can take this is arguable though, given 
that the poem is describing foreign building techniques in greater detail than occurs 
anywhere else in Old English.  
 
There is much else besides to recommend The Ruin as part of a distinctly Anglo-
Saxon tradition. The imagined inhabitants of the ruins were closer to Germanic 
warriors, than members of a Romano-British soldiery or aristocracy. They are 
described as warriors (beorn),708 happy in heart and gold-bright, shining in splendour 
(glædmod ond goldbeorht gleoma gefrætwed),709 proud and wine-flushed (wlonc ond 
wingal),710 partaking in the joys of the mead-hall (meodoheall).711 This is typical of 
the Anglo-Saxon way of viewing the past in which the past is so often presented 
through a familiar lens.712 As Svetlana Boym recognizes, “One is nostalgic not for the 
past the way it was, but for the past the way it could have been.”713 The images are 
not representative of the poet’s own time or even of the past, but are an imagined 
                                                 
701 Maxims II, 3. 
702 Beowulf, 82. 
703 Ibid., 997, 1177. 
704 Ibid., 477. 
705 Ibid., 1679-1681. 
706 Abram, “In Search of Lost Time: Aldhelm and The Ruin.” p.37. 
707 Ibid., p.37. 
708 The Ruin, 32. 
709 Ibid., 33. 
710 Ibid., 34. 
711 Ibid., 22. 
712 For a discussion of “Saxoning” history, see Hunter, “Germanic and Roman Antiquity and the Sense of the Past 
in Anglo-Saxon England.” pp.46-47. 
713 Svetlana Boym, The Future of Nostalgia, quoted in Renée R Trilling, The Aesthetics of Nostalgia: Historical 
Representation in Old English Verse (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2009). p.3. 
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heroic past for the ruins. The hall and men are not to be confused with Anglo-Saxon 
life, but are an imagined ideal of past Anglo-Saxon life. Thus the poem tells us more 
about the poet’s mindset than about the Anglo-Saxon past. The poet is concerned 
about the transience of life and recreates an idealized past in order to express these 
concerns. So rather than being able to glean anything about the poet’s view of the 
past, we are in fact just viewing his concerns of the present. 
 
There is also a great deal that the poem shares with the Old English elegies.714 In her 
recent treatment of this group of poems, Mary K. Ramsey includes The Ruin, as 
although the poems are all very different, each discusses lost people.715 And Roy F. 
Leslie, while being careful to note that The Ruin and other poems in the Exeter Book, 
such as The Wanderer and Maxims III, are too dissimilar to argue for influence of one 
upon the other, the similarities, especially with regards to the continual shift between 
micro and macroscopic focus, are enough to suggest that they belong to the same 
poetic tradition.716 
 
The Ruin can also be tied to Anglo-Saxon poems of exile through its use of the mead 
hall trope. The mead hall in Old English poetry represents companionship, mutual 
obligation, and belonging. In contrast, the characters of Grendel and his mother in 
Beowulf are monstrous and uncivilised through their separation from the world of the 
mead hall; they exist in something of a nanesmonnesland.717 In keeping with this 
device, Howe suggests that The Wife’s Lament places its subject in a cave and 
“outside the bounds of the civilised life of society symbolised by the hall in Old 
English poetry, both secular and sacred.”718 The Wanderer also laments removal from 
the hall, when he declares that: 
 
                                                 
714 Abram, as mentioned previously, does recognise mood as a similarity. Abram, “In Search of Lost Time: 
Aldhelm and The Ruin.” p.24. 
715 Mary K. Ramsey, “Dustsceawung: Texting the Dead in the Old English Elegies,” in Laments for the Lost in 
Medieval Literature, ed. J. Tolmie and M. J.  Toswell, Medieval Texts and Cultures of Northern Europe 
(Turnhout: Brepols, 2010): 45-66. p.55. 
716 Leslie, Three Old English Elegies : The Wife’s Lament, the Husband’s Message, the Ruin. p.30. 
717 See for example the introduction of Grendel in the text. Beowulf, 86ff. Brown, The Rise of Western 
Christendom: Triumph and Diversity AD 200-1000. p.126; Nicholas Howe has them living in a nanesmonnesland 
(no man’s land) a term he borrows from an Anglo-Saxon charter. Howe, “The Landscape of Anglo-Saxon 
England: Inherited, Invented, Imagined.” p.106. 
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I cannot think, therefore, why in this world my spirit does not grow dark when 
I ponder the life of noblemen—how suddenly they, brave warrior thanes, have 
yielded up the hall.719 
 
In a way, then, The Ruin is a poem of exile, like The Wanderer, The Wife’s Lament, 
and the character of Grendel in Beowulf. This is taken further here, though, as death 
and the passage of time not only removes men from the hall, but destroys the hall 
itself. What The Ruin does, quite cleverly, is to go beyond the Anglo-Saxon trope of 
the mead hall, where community and belonging can be found, and not only exiles the 
warriors from their hall through death, but brings into question the value of the hall 
itself if not only the companionship found there is transitory, but also the hall itself. 
For A. V. Talentino, these enta and beorn are “men of a former age who lived outside 
of Christian morality.”720 But the poet is either unaware or uninterested in the beliefs 
of the warriors. He is more concerned with the transience of life generally, possibly 
from his own Christian perspective, though not necessarily. 
 
To look at Roman ruins and call them enta geworc may have found its roots in the 
Old Testament accounts of giants roaming the earth. But there is also something 
distinctly Anglo-Saxon and colloquial about it. The Old English poets appreciated the 
workmanship of these buildings, just as they appreciated fine metalwork. But we will 
likely never know whether they knew that the ruins they were looking upon were the 
remains of a province on the furthest frontier of the Roman Empire. In a way it 
wouldn’t matter if they did. The tone of the poems indicates that these observers 
weren’t really interested in the origins of the ruins at all: they were more concerned 




The “post-colonial” landscape that the Anglo-Saxons inherited on their conquest of 
Britain was one that required them to make sense of structures alien to their own 
                                                 
719 “þonne ic eorla lif hu hi færlice eal geondþence flet ofgeafon, modge maguþegnas.” The Wanderer, 58–62a. 
Discussed in Ramsey, “Dustsceawung: Texting the Dead in the Old English Elegies.” p.57. See also The 
Wanderer, 78-84, discussed in Wrenn, A Study of Old English Literature. p.141. 
720 Arnold V. Talentino, “Moral Irony in the Ruin,” Papers on Language and Literature 14, no. 1 (1978): 3-10. 
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building practices. While the general tone in the literature is appreciative, the 
significance given to Roman buildings was far from homogenous. For the followers 
of Roman Christianity, writing in Latin, reusing these structures or building Roman-
style buildings could have one or several motivations. Roman ruins could provide 
convenient quarries for rubble or aesthetically pleasing stonework. Building in stone 
could even be a statement of solidarity with Rome. Anglo-Saxon poets, writing in 
their native tongue, could also see Roman ruins as evidence of the transience of 
earthly power, though this was not always tied to Christendom or to Rome. While The 
Wanderer saw ruins destroyed by God, in The Ruin it was fate. Regardless of whether 
they were aware of their origin, for the Old English poets the significance of the ruins 
in their landscape was romantic rather than Roman. 
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Chapter 4: The impact of the Roman Literary Inheritance in 
Early Anglo-Saxon England 
 
The monastic library was of fundamental importance in Anglo-Saxon education. 
Benedict Biscop viewed the sourcing of books for his monastery as being of utmost 
importance, never returning, “as is the custom with some people, empty-handed and 
without profit” from his travels abroad.721 Through his tireless efforts to collect and 
transport volume after volume, Wearmouth-Jarrow came to hold possibly the most 
extensive library in early Anglo-Saxon England.722 It was on the foundation of around 
300 books from this and other libraries that Bede established himself as “the most 
learned man in Europe” and in turn recorded Biscop’s collection efforts for 
posterity.723 His reading included books on exegesis, natural history, and orthography, 
and Bede even tells us that on one trip, Biscop obtained “a beautiful volume of the 
geographers,” which Ceolfrith later traded with Aldfrith of Northumbria for land.724 
Likewise, Aldhelm demonstrates such wide reading in his works to suggest that he 
had access to “the resources of a substantial library.”725 Boniface was educated at 
Nursling, under the tutelage of Wynberht, and from the works he produced before his 
departure to the continent there is evidence of access to a range of grammatical, 
patristic, and classical authors. 726  The writings of Stephen of Ripon and the 
anonymous authors of the Vita S. Gregorii and the Vita S. Cuthberti also indicate the 
presence of libraries in Ripon, Whitby, and Lindisfarne, albeit smaller ones than those 
of Canterbury and Wearmouth-Jarrow. 
 
The dissemination of books and ideas in early Anglo-Saxon England is made all the 
more interesting by the book-loaning and correspondence that passed between their 
readers. The students at these libraries were not operating in a vacuum, and yet, the 
ideas that resonated with them from their sources were often different, sometimes 
                                                 
721 “toties mari transito numquam ut est consuetudinis quibusdam vacuus et inutilis rediit.” Bede, Hom., 1:13. 
CCSL 122. This statement fits with Bede’s attitude to travel discussed in Chapter One, and one might imagine that 
he had someone specific in mind! 
722 Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon Library. p.37. We are told that Biscop collected many books while on his journeys 
to Rome. See Bede, HA, 4, 6, 9; and for Ceolfrith doubling this collection, 15. 
723 Quote from Mayr-Harting, The Coming of Christianity to Anglo-Saxon England. p.40. See also Brown, The 
Rise of Western Christendom: Triumph and Diversity AD 200-1000. p.52. 
724 “Cosmographorum codice mirandi operis.” Bede, HA 15. 
725 Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon Library. p.34.  
726 Ibid., p.38. 
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incompatible. Aldhelm, Boniface, and Lull were contemporaries and long-time 
correspondents, with Lull having studied under Aldhelm at one point.727 Aldhelm’s 
influence was felt more widely as well, with several of his corespondents sharing his 
distinctive Latin style: among them Felix, the author of the Vita Guthlaci; and a 
certain Willibald, author of the Vita S. Bonifatii.728 Huneberc, the Anglo-Saxon nun 
living in Heidenheim who wrote the Hodoeporicon of St Willibald, also shares much 
with Aldhelm.729 Bede admired Aldhelm, his elder contemporary, and looked to his 
works on a number of points,730 but in style and focus, he could not have been further 
from him. 
 
But perhaps we should exercise caution when talking about such collections. Taking, 
for instance, the library at Wearmouth-Jarrow, Bede’s library was nothing in terms of 
either size or breadth of subject to the libraries the world of Islam soon found at its 
disposal. One can easily make too much of libraries like Wearmouth-Jarrow and 
perhaps see Anglo-Saxon England as more connected and informed than it was in 
reality.731 Likewise, Michael Lapidge’s The Anglo-Saxon Library demonstrates that 
with rarely more than sixty volumes each, the Anglo-Saxon libraries were 
considerably smaller than those the Carolingians would come to have on the 
continent.732 Peter Brown goes so far as to suggest that the transfer of learning from 
the continent to Britain was, at this time, ad hoc. In this he cites Bede, whom he 
argues did not know that Cassiodorius was responsible for the Codex Grandior, which 
had come to Wearmouth in his youth.733 While this example is debatable,734 Brown’s 
assertion should still be given consideration. Furthermore, the libraries at Canterbury 
and Wearmouth-Jarrow were by no means typical in early Anglo-Saxon England and 
we should not expect that other monasteries were as well equipped.735  
 
                                                 
727 Lapidge and Herren, Aldhelm: The Prose Works. pp.1-2. 
728 Ibid., pp.1-2. 
729 Huneberc is among those who shared Aldhelm’s style. Ibid., pp.1-2. 
730 Ibid., p.1. 
731 Moorhead, “Peter Brown’s the Rise of Western Christendom Second Edition: A Review Essay.” pp.74-75. 
732 Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon Library. pp.57-60. Discussed in Coz, “The Image of Roman History in Anglo-Saxon 
England.” p.548. 
733 Brown, The Rise of Western Christendom: Triumph and Diversity AD 200-1000. p.358. 
734 Seán Connolly points out in his translation of De Templo that Bede makes reference to a picture of the temple 
that Cassiodorus had included in pandecre, interpreted by Connolly as a reference to the Codex Grandior. Bede: 
On the Temple. Translated by Seán Connolly. Translated Texts for Historians, 21. Liverpool: Liverpool University 
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Runic inscriptions, which survive from the migration period in England,736 are the 
only evidence of literacy among the Anglo-Saxons prior to the Gregorian mission’s 
arrival at Canterbury. And after the conversion, literacy remained mostly the preserve 
of the clergy. As Patrick Wormald relates: 
 
It is scarcely open to argument that literacy reached the Anglo-Saxons with 
the coming of Christianity, and I do not think that the evidence will allow us 
to postulate much in the way of literacy outside the ranks of the clergy before 
900. We know of one unquestionably literate king before Alfred, the Irish-
educated Aldfrith of Northumbria. We also know that some lay noblemen 
learnt to read, apparently by being brought up in monasteries.737 
 
Upon the introduction of literacy, Æthelberht of Kent very quickly appreciated the 
advantage of this new technology, committing his laws to writing very soon after the 
arrival of the mission.738 And yet, the aims of the missionary, Augustine, were the 
teaching of scripture, not general education, and Janet Coleman has argued that he 
accordingly managed his missionary activity “almost entirely free of the world of 
Graeco-Roman written learning.”739 It is likely that Augustine brought some material 
with him, and it is possible that a copy of Gregory’s Homilies on the Gospels was 
included in this, but there is no evidence of secular material in his collection.740 
Æthelberht’s laws were written in Old English, perhaps suggesting a scribe of local 
extraction. But in deciding to commit these to writing, Æthelberht must have had 
some knowledge of the Roman tradition of writing law, perhaps via his Merovingian 
wife, Bertha, whose great grandfather, Clovis I, had first codified Salic Law.  
 
The study of law proper, however, would not be introduced to Anglo-Saxon England 
until the arrival in Canterbury of Theodore and Hadrian in 669, along with the 
                                                 
736 Page, Anglo-Saxon Aptitudes. p.21. 
737 Wormald, “Bede, Beowulf, and the Conversion of the Anglo-Saxon Aristocracy.” p.38. 
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introduction of other non-scriptural learning.741 We know that Theodore and Hadrian 
taught Roman law at the Canterbury school, and Theodore’s Poenitentiae record his 
answers to legal questions.742 Aldhelm, who studied at this monastic school sometime 
c.670-673, speaks with enthusiasm of his study of Roman law.743 In addition to law, 
Aldhelm talks about learning metre, computation, and astrology (or astronomy, as he 
apparently sees little difference between the two).744 On his deathbed Benedict Biscop 
urged his brethren not to separate the collection of books from Rome or to neglect 
them, as they were “necessary for the teaching of the church.”745 Given the collection 
at Wearmouth-Jarrow, this suggests that his view of education was not simply 
Scriptural.  
 
The language in which this learning took place at the Canterbury School was 
predominantly, if not exclusively, Latin. Theodore was certainly well versed in both 
Greek and Latin literature.746 But while Aldhelm was fond of using Graecisms in his 
writings, there is little evidence that he actually knew Greek.747 Bede does state that 
some students at Canterbury attained mastery of the language, but it is unlikely that 
these included Aldhelm.748 Bede himself apparently knew Greek, though his use of 
Greek sources was extremely limited. He appears to have been sufficiently well-
versed in the language by the time he revised his commentary on the Acts of the 
Apostles, however, making use of a Greek version of the Acts.749 But it is unlikely 
                                                 
741 Coleman, “Bede, Monastic Grammatica and Reminiscence.” p.140. For the school at Canterbury, see Bede, 
HE, 4:2, 4:23. 
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Stein, Roman Law in European History. p.41. 
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744 Aldhelm, Ep.1. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15.  
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that such knowledge was common, and few Greek texts were in circulation. And “in 
practice neither Greek nor Hebrew could challenge Latin as, for Anglo-Saxons, the 
authoritative language of religion and learning.”750 
 
The possible influence of the Irish in Anglo-Saxon learning is, again, not to be 
discounted. A letter to Aldhelm from an anonymous student has caused much 
disagreement among scholars on this point. The letter refers to Aldhelm’s instruction 
in Rome at the hands of “a certain holy man of our race,” and Lapidge has argued that 
Aldhelm had made this trip to Rome with Cædwalla in 688. 751  William of 
Malmesbury stated that this teacher was an Irishman, Máeldub, though Lapidge and 
Herren urge caution in accepting this. While, on linguistic grounds, the author of the 
letter appears to have been Irish, there is no specific evidence to suggest that Máeldub 
was the holy man in question. Aldhelm himself makes no mention of him.752 And in 
any case, they argue that Aldhelm owes more to the continent than to Ireland 
stylistically. He is familiar with Irish texts, but this is not sufficient to suggest that he 
was trained there.753 This being said, there is evidence of Irish pupils studying in 
England and English students traveling to Ireland for the same purpose; Aldhelm 
himself speaks of Theodore as surrounded by Irish students and writes a letter to an 
English student hoping to travel to Ireland.754 So while Irish influence on Aldhelm’s 
writing was minimal, this should not detract from what was certainly a two-way 
network of scholars at this time. 
 
The evidence of the early Anglo-Saxon libraries and of the school at Canterbury 
suggests a primarily Latin education for our authors, and one in which Pliny, Horace, 
Ovid, Terence, and Vergil might be read alongside patristic sources. This chapter 
explores the impact of the Roman literary inheritance in early Anglo-Saxon England, 
commenting on the different ideas in circulation about the world that were influenced 
by the Roman geographers, historians, and the pagan poets. Firstly, this chapter will 
examine concepts of world history evident in the literature. While few of our authors 
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were concerned with writing history, there are differences in the ways they represent 
and interpret the past. In one text, there are echoes of the classical concept of Roma 
aeterna, while Bede prefers the Augustinian model of the Six Ages. Geography, like 
world history, could see the Anglo-Saxons basing their conceptions on conflicting 
bases. The Anglo-Saxons absorbed what they learnt in biblical, patristic, and secular 
literature in this regard, using the language and concepts of their sources to frame 
their own understanding of the world. In doing so, they could place their world in a 
secular Roman context, or view geography as part of a sacred understanding of the 
world. The second part of this chapter elucidates these differences. And finally, the 
impact of non-Christian literature is discussed. Vergil and other pagan authors were 
undoubtedly read in early Anglo-Saxon England, but there was disagreement about 
the importance of this literature. Aldhelm clearly revelled in it, making references to 
muses and gods, and calling Vergil “that illustrious one.” While he was quick to 
discourage the reading of pagan literature among his students, he saw no issue 
referring to God as “King of Olympus.” Boniface made use of quotations from Cicero 
and Vergil in his grammatical treatise, following traditional example, while Bede, on 
the other hand, had no patience for non-Christian learning, and substituted examples 
from scripture, or removed pagan overtones for his examples in his Ars grammatica. 
Those elements of Roman culture that the early Anglo-Saxons accessed through their 
reading were as open to debate as each of the elements of Rome discussed to this 
point in this thesis. Our authors selected those ideas that were useful to them and 
discarded those that were not. 
 
Roman and World History 
 
For the early Anglo-Saxons, the study of history was a deliberate task. Henry Mayr-
Harting makes the valid point that in this period, “knowledge of the past did not float 
in the air.”755 It had to be sought out, and often at great effort. Bede had compiled his 
Historia from various historical sources and records, some of which were held at the 
Wearmouth-Jarrow library, while others were borrowed from friends and 
correspondents at other monasteries across England. At this time, historical 
information tended to be highly localised, kept by those to whom it was relevant, and 
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was only accessible through these kinds of networks. Early Anglo-Saxon literature, 
while rarely concerned directly with this topic, nevertheless often betrays Roman 
attitudes towards history. But while Eutropius and other pagan sources for history 
were known in England at this time, the readings of history and understandings of 
time evident in our sources are almost always identifiable as Christian in outlook and 
derived from Christian sources or Christian reworkings of pagan sources. This being 
said, they are by no means homogenous. Early Anglo-Saxons obtained their historical 
outlook from varying sources. While this is no doubt simply the result of their limited 
access to such material, in well-connected authors such as Aldhelm and Bede, one 
may discern a conscious picking and choosing from their material. Thus, there was no 
single idea of the significance of Rome within history at this time in England: 
piecemeal access and critical readings of Roman history resulted in various attitudes. 
 
The concept of Rome as eternal is one of the most long-lived ideas in history, and one 
that has impacted upon readings of the past for centuries.756 When ancient Romans 
referred to their city as urbs aeterna or Roma aeterna, they did not mean this in the 
sense that it had always existed, but rather, that the state of Rome was one that would 
continue forevermore.757 The idea is attested in the works of canonical Roman 
writers, such as Tibullus, Livy, and Ovid (the latter bringing it into question). Vergil 
also makes an indirect reference to it when he has Jupiter predict Rome’s “dominion 
without end” (imperium sine fine).758 The works of Claudian, too, reinforce the idea, 
if not with the same precise language.759 This idea places the Roman state in a 
position of central importance to the understanding of history, and accordingly the 
role of Fate and the gods are celebrated in various aspects of the Roman origin myths. 
In pagan thought, Roma aeterna gave the past significance, and the future direction. 
 
The significance of Rome was cemented in Christian history with the conversion of 
Constantine and the commencement of a Christian Roman Empire. The Church 
Fathers began to see history as a process of salvation, with a distinct beginning, linear 
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progression to the birth of Christ, and an endpoint.760 According to this interpretation, 
the Empire was a divinely willed institution, put in place for the salvation of mankind 
and Roma aeterna came to reflect this new meaning: but it was Christian Rome that 
was now eternal. This was a concept of history that was based on exegetical readings 
of Scripture and a reinterpretation of the inherited understanding of history in this 
light. Following the Church Fathers, early medieval Christians likewise viewed 
history as an expression of the Will of God.761 The purpose of the early medieval 
historian was to elucidate God’s hidden purpose in the events of the past, just as an 
exegete exposes the deeper meaning of Scripture. And also like Scripture, the past 
was read in terms of its relevance to the present. It was an instructive “living body of 
truth,” which was to be applied to the problems of today.762 Roman history was 
generally important insofar as it intersected with biblical history or the lives of the 
saints and martyrs. In this context the pre-Christian Roman past was, for the most 
part, irrelevant.763  
 
But, the events of the fifth century were to complicate this picture. The sack of Rome 
in 410, led by Alaric, the Arian king of the Visigoths, shook a city that was already in 
political eclipse. “After nearly eight hundred years Eternal Rome had turned out to be 
vulnerable, if not finite, after all.”764 The shock apparent in reactions to this event was 
palpable, and was expressed by both Christian and pagan alike. Jerome, in a letter to a 
female friend, Principia, expresses his disbelief at the attack: “[My] voice sticks and 
sobbings interrupt [my] words as I dictate.” 765  Pagans, such as the Byzantine 
Zosimus, traced the causes of this event and the commencement of the empire’s 
maladies to inattention to pagan festivals and to the warnings of the Oracles. Giving 
details of the pagan sacrifices traditionally offered to Dis and Persephone, Zosimus 
explains that “while all this was observed according to direction, the Roman empire 
was safe and Rome remained in control of virtually all the inhabited world, but once 
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this festival was neglected after Diocletian’s abdication, the empire gradually 
collapsed and was imperceptibly barbarised.” 766  Orosius’ Historiarum adversum 
paganos libri septem and Augustine’s De civitate Dei were responses to these 
accusations. But, as mentioned in the second chapter of this thesis, these two 
Christian apologists differed in their conceptions of history and the significance of 
Rome within it. 
 
The Iberian-born Orosius wrote his history between the years 416 and 417 at Hippo, 
in North Africa. He had been commissioned by his teacher, Augustine, to formulate a 
response to the aforementioned pagan position.  Orosius’ view of history was in the 
tradition of Origen, Eusebius, and Prudentius, which viewed the Roman Empire as 
divinely ordained and its history as indicative of God’s purpose. 767  In this 
interpretation, the history of the Empire and the history of Christendom were 
inextricably linked. Orosius downplayed the violence of the Christian period, 
including the sack of Rome, and while his position allowed for the possibility of 
violence in the future, this would never be as bad as the violence prior to Christ. 
There would never again be a large-scale tragedy, or a non-Christian Empire.768 His 
conception of the central importance of Rome was taken from the prophecy that “four 
kings shall arise out of the earth,” in the Book of Daniel, an interpretation also 
adhered to by his elder contemporary, Jerome.769 In this view, there were four 
kingdoms, or empires, ordained by God throughout history, which would be followed 
by the eternal kingdom of Christ. Orosius describes these kingdoms in terms of their 
geography, as North (Macedonian), South (Carthaginian), East (Babylonian) and 
West (Roman), but also in terms of Christian linear history: the first kingdom was that 
of Babylon and the last was Rome.770 These two kingdoms provided historical 
bookends, and were the counterpoint of one another in many ways. In his Libri 
septem, Ororius again follows Jerome’s translation of the Chronicon, by linking 
biblical timing with secular dates. For example, he attributes the birth of Abraham to 
the 43rd year of Ninus’ reign. Christ’s nativity is dated to the 752nd year since the 
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founding of Rome, and is said to have brought about twelve years of peace in the 
Empire, in which the gates of the Temple of Janus remained closed.771 Orosius saw 
this peace as ordained by God for the spreading of the Word, and it gave Rome a 
special place in salvation history.772 The Libri septem would remain hugely popular 
throughout the Middle Ages, even if its greatest legacy—the popularisation of idea 
that the Roman Empire was central to Christian history—was not always taken up by 
later historians.773  
 
When Orosius was writing his history, Augustine had already written ten books of his 
De civitate Dei.774  When completed, in around 426,775  this work fundamentally 
disagreed with Orosius’ image of world history. For Augustine “the Christianisation 
of the Roman Empire is as accidental to the history of salvation as it is reversible; 
there is nothing definitive about the christiana tempora, we can have no assurance 
that an age of persecutions will not return.”776 Rome was not central to the history of 
salvation as it was for Orosius, nor was it to be understood as eternal: the concept of 
Roma aeterna was outdated and the imperium sine fine belonged to Christ, not the 
emperors.777 In keeping with this interpretation, Augustine himself had stated that he 
had no desire to be only an historian;778 rather, the purpose of history was to inform 
scriptural study.779  
 
Augustine was not the only patristic writer to find fault with the concept of Roma 
aeterna. Jerome, who had seen Rome as the fourth of Daniel’s empires, nevertheless 
saw the phrase as blasphemy.780 He saw the Gothic King Alaric’s entrance into the 
city in 410 in more disastrous terms than had Augustine and Orosius. For Jerome, this 
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was the moment when “the head of the Roman empire was severed, or, to speak more 
truly, the entire world perished in a single city.”781 In this moment, Rome showed 
herself to be far from eternal. Pope Leo the Great followed Augustine in arguing for a 
separation of Roman and Church history. In a sermon first preached on the Feast of 
the Apostles (29th June) 441,782 Leo had clearly articulated a separation of the Roman 
Empire from that of a universal Christendom based at Rome. No doubt spurred into 
action by Rome’s decline, he contrasted the founders of the earthly empire (the 
physical brothers Romulus and Remus) to the founders of Christendom in Rome (the 
spiritual brothers Peter and Paul), surmising that greater dominion was now enjoyed 
by Christendom than had been by worldly Rome.783 Leo had been reading Augustine 
and it is possible that his idea owed something to his older contemporary.784 Prosper 
of Aquitaine expressed a similar sentiment, stating that “Christian Grace has 
submitted those boundaries that Rome was unable to reach, [those boundaries] which 
Rome was unable to subdue with her arms. But, through the supremacy of the 
apostolic priesthood, Rome has become more distinguished as the citadel of religion 
than [she was] as the throne of rule.”785  
 
In place of Daniel’s four empires, Augustine emphasised a view of world history as 
Six Ages, related to six stages in the human lifecycle: infantia, pueritia, adulescentia, 
juuentus, grauitas, and senectus.786 There had been other such schemes before. Of the 
Republican writers, Varro wrote of a system of five ages in life, and related this to 
four ages of Roman history.787 Of the Imperial writers, Seneca the Elder spoke of 
Roman history in terms of five ages (infantia, pueritia, adulescentia, iuventus, and 
                                                 
781 “Romani imperii truncatum caput: et, ut verius dicam, in una urbe totus orbis interiit.” Jerome, Commentarii in 
Ezechielem, preface. CCSL 75. Discussed in Lucy Grig, “Deconstructing the Symbolic City: Jerome as Guide to 
Late Antique Rome,” Papers of the British School at Rome 80 (2012): 125-143. p.131. Elsewhere, Jerome 
suggests that “Rome’s army, victor and lord of the world, now trembles with terror at the sight of [its enemies].” 
(Romanus exercitus victor orbis et dominus … horum terretur aspectu). Jerome, Epistulae, Ep. 60:17. 
782 This sermon was preached in three recensions; Bronwen Neil’s translation is of the second of these. Bronwen 
Neil, “Homily 82b on the Feast of the Apostles,” in Leo the Great (Abingdon: Routledge, 2009): 113-118; Leo, 
tract. 82. CCSL 138A.  
783 Leo, tract. 82. CCSL 138A, 
784 Neil, Leo the Great. pp.17, 95. 
785 “gratia Christiana non contenta sit eosdem limites habere quos Roma; subdiderit, quos armis suis ista non 
domuit. Quae tamen per apostolici sacerdotii principatum amplior facta est arce religionis quam solio potestatis.” 
Prosper of Aquitaine, De vocatione omnium gentium, 2:16-17. CCSL 68A. O’Reilly, “Islands and Idols at the Ends 
of the Earth: Exegesis and Conversion in Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica”; Scully, “Bede’s Chronica maiora: Early 
Insular History in Universal Context.” p.70 . 
786 Aug. De div. quaes., 58. CCSL 44A; Aug. De Gen. contr. Manich., 1:23-24.  
787 Burrow, The Ages of Man: A Study in Medieval Writing and Thought. p.61; Tim Parkin, “Roman Definitions 
and Statements of Age,” in Old Age in the Roman World: A Cultural and Social History (Baltimore: The Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2003). p.17. 
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senectus)788 and Florus, in terms of four, with the removal of pueritia.789 The idea of 
such division had even held currency in Christian circles prior to Augustine, with 
Origen proposing five ages of man and the world, based on the parable of the 
vineyard in Matthew 20:1-16, a new age beginning with Adam, Noah, Abraham, 
Moses, and Christ.790  Despite the rich history of such ideas, Augustine’s espousal of 
six ages was thoroughly original.791 Perhaps in response to the Ptolemaic system of 
seven ages, which was linked to seven planets,792 Augustine devised a new scheme, in 
which he linked six stages in life to six ages of history, but also to the six days of 
creation. In each, the seventh stage would be rest. Part of the appeal of Augustine’s 
construct is the harmony of its synthesis. Just as God had created man in his image on 
the sixth day, so God became a man in the sixth age of the world. The flood at the end 
of the first age was likened to the flood of forgetfulness that characterised the 
transition from infantia to pueritia, when one would no longer remember the 
experiences of infancy.793  
 
Augustine’s system was popularised by authors like Isidore of Seville, Bede, and 
Hrabanus Maurus, and would remain the standard schema throughout the Middle 
Ages and beyond, though often in truncated form.794 Caesarius of Arles, taking on 
board Augustine’s system, added a further link to the Six Ages of life and history: the 
six vessels of water that Christ changed to wine at the Wedding at Cana.795 Through 
these authors, a  “major redefinition” of Christian historiography took place. “At its 
core stood the reaffirmation of the universality of sacred history in the once more 
obvious diversity of the temporal world; a world not of one empire but of many 
kingdoms.”796 
 
                                                 
788 Burrow, The Ages of Man: A Study in Medieval Writing and Thought. p.79. 
789 Lucius Annaeus Florus, Epitome of Roman History, prologue; Burrow, The Ages of Man: A Study in Medieval 
Writing and Thought. p.79. 
790 Ibid., pp.61, 79-80. 
791 Elizabeth Sears, The Ages of Man: Medieval Interpretations of the Life Cycle  (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton 
University Press, 1986). p.55. 
792 See Ptolemy, Tetrabiblos, 4:10. Discussed in ibid., pp.56-57. 
793 Aug. De Gen. contr. Manich., 1:23. 
794 Sears, The Ages of Man: Medieval Interpretations of the Life Cycle. pp.54-55, 59; Burrow, The Ages of Man: A 
Study in Medieval Writing and Thought. p.80, 83. For an Anglo-Saxon example, see The Seafarer, which hints at 
Augustine’s Ages of Man, 88-90. 
795 John 2:1-11; Caesarius of Arles, Sermones, 169:1. CCSL 103-104; Sears, The Ages of Man: Medieval 
Interpretations of the Life Cycle. pp.70-71. 
796 Breisach, “The Christian Historiographical Revolution.” p.88. 
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With these various traditions of Roman history in mind, how are we to interpret the 
words of the anonymous author of the Vita S. Gregorii?797 In an apocryphal story 
about St Jerome’s expulsion from Rome at the hands of Pope Siricius and Gregory’s 
later restitution for this act, the anonymous author states that through his presence at 
Rome, Jerome was a lampstand for the whole world, “for Rome is the chief of cities 
and mistress of the world.” 798 Through the use of the present tense here, this passage 
comes close to a concept of Roma aeterna, though perhaps Roma viva is more 
accurate. The source for the story in this passage is sadly unknown, and in its 
surviving form the passage is “virtually unintelligible.”799 However, another version 
of this story survives as marginalia on a twelfth century manuscript of the Liber 
pontificalis, now held at the Cambridge University Library.800 Split in two, the first 
part of the marginal note is fittingly placed adjacent to the entry for Pope Siricius and 
the second part next to the entry for Gregory the Great. This version clarifies the 
Whitby account, and the final two lines of the first part, in particular, echo the 
sentiment it expresses with regards to Rome. On Jerome’s expulsion, the scribe of the 
marginalia declares that, “thus it was that the light of the world was banished from the 
chief city of the world.”801 The two stories are close enough to suggest a common 
source: perhaps, as has been suggested, a now lost Life of Jerome.802 And it is to this 
common source that we must attribute the Whitby author’s unusual attitude to the 
city. Furthermore, if the vita was fifth or early sixth century in origin, then such a 
phrase might not be out of keeping with other Christian writers of the period.803 
 
Also unusual among the Anglo-Saxons were Aldhelm’s conception of time and the 
past. No doubt as a result of his varied reading and his studies at the Canterbury 
school, his oeuvre is littered with references to Greek and Roman methods for dating 
the past. In his prose De virginitate, he locates the lives of the twin saints, Cosmas 
                                                 
797 This is the earliest surviving life of Gregory the Great, written at Whitby sometime in the early eighth century. 
798 “Roma… urbium caput est et orbisque domina.” Vita S. Greg., 28. 
799 Thacker, “Memorializing Gregory the Great: The Origin and Transmission of a Papal Cult in the Seventh and 
Early Eighth Centuries.” p.67. 
800 Cambridge, University Library, Kk. 4. 6 (Worcester, s xii), ff. 233 and 244v. 
801 “et sic est a mundi capite lux mundi pellitur urbe.” 
802 “Vita Sancti Gregorii,”  in The Earliest Life of Gregory the Great by an Anonymous Monk of Whitby, ed. 
Bertram Colgrave (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985). fn.120 pp.159-161. “Memorializing Gregory 
the Great: The Origin and Transmission of a Papal Cult in the Seventh and Early Eighth Centuries.” pp.67-68; 
Dorothy Whitelock, “The Prose of Alfred’s Reign,” in Continuations and Beginnings: Studies in Old English 
Literature, ed. Eric Gerald Stanley (London: Nelson, 1966). p.72. 
803 See for example Ennodius, Panegyric to Theodoric, 30. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 7. I am indebted to Chris Mallan for 
his insight on this point. 
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and Damian, “in the times of Diocletian and Maximian, at the two hundred-and-sixty-
seventh Olympiad.”804 Dating with reference to the reign of Diocletian was standard 
practice in late antique Christianity, particularly in martyrology. On the other hand, 
using the Olympiad gives a Greek term of reference, fitting for eastern saints. But 
Aldhelm also dates the passage of time in Roman terms. On a number of occasions he 
speaks of lustra, which are periods of five years aligned with the Roman census and 
concluding with a Suovetaurilia sacrifice. Aldhelm tells us, for example, that 
Apollonius of Thebes had lived in the deserts of Egypt for eight lustra, which is 40 
years.805 Likewise, he says of Origen, “the renowned teacher of the Greeks,” that by 
the beginning of his third lustrum, that is at the age of 11, he had completed his 
studies in nearly all fields.806 This temporal reference is Roman and non-Christian in 
nature, and its use unusual, but not entirely absent, in the works of the Church 
Fathers. Augustine mentions the lustra in his Soliloquies, for instance.807 But neither 
this nor the Olympiad is used in Scripture. Aldhelm could have obtained his usage 
from any of a number of secular or sacred sources, or through his visit to Rome, if 
indeed he did go. However, these methods of denoting time were idiosyncratic for a 
Christian Anglo-Saxon and one suspects that his time at the Canterbury school and 
love of classical literature led to his decision to use such frames of reference. 
 
But despite having an atypical and classical conception of dating, Aldhelm 
nevertheless was clear that Rome’s greatness lay in the past. While he does not 
explicitly subscribe to the view of history proposed by Augustine, his works conform 
to the standard line, that is, that Rome has passed her zenith. Aldhelm quotes from 
both Ovid and Vergil extensively, and has evidently read some Claudian as well, 
making it highly likely he was aware of the concept of Roma aeterna.808 But he 
dispenses with this in his own writings. In his prose De virginitate, Aldhelm quotes 
from a letter to one of his virginal subjects, Saint Demetrias, which refers to the sack 
of Rome in 410. This letter has recently been attributed to Pelagius, which would 
                                                 
804 Aldhelm, Prosa de virg., 34. CCSL 124A. 
805 Ibid., 38. 
806 Ibid., 59. See also 28; and Aldhelm, Ep.5. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15.  
807 Augustine, Soliloquiorum Libri Duo, 1:1:4. PL 32. 
808 Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon Library. pp.180, 183, 188-190. 
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have horrified Aldhelm, had he known this.809 Possibly believing Jerome to have been 
its author,810 he quotes: 
 
“It happened recently, and you saw this, when at the sound of the blasting 
trumpet and the clamour of the Goths, Rome, mistress of the world, quaked, 
overcome with grievous fear,” and further on he says, “If we fear mortal 
enemies and human soldiery in such a way, what will we do when the tumult 
begins to thunder down from the heavens, and the formidable trumpet, and at 
that voice of the archangel, clearer than every trumpet, the whole world will 
resound together?”811 
 
The decision to include this passage indicates that Aldhelm subscribed to the view of 
Rome as earthly and fallible. Here the world of God’s command is contrasted to the 
mortal world commanded by Rome. This usage is unsurprising, and is also explicit in 
a letter from Abbess Eangyth and her daughter Heaburg to Boniface. These two 
women state that they desire to go to Rome, which was once (quondam) mistress of 
the world.812 There is one rather odd passage in Aldhelm, though, from his Carmen de 
virginitate. Speaking of the time of St Benedict, he locates events “at the time when 
Rome was holding command of the world and steering the sceptre of rule throughout 
the globe.”813 His use of cum with the imperfect subjunctives teneret and gubernaret, 
indicates that Rome no longer holds this authority. This is something Yann Coz 
noticed as well and uses this to argue that Aldhelm saw Constantinople as exercising 
this power in his own time.814 This passage does not appear in his earlier prose De 
virginitate, as Aldhelm expanded this when composing the poetic version, using the 
                                                 
809 Lapidge and Herren, Aldhelm: The Prose Works. fn.26 p.196. 
810 Michael Herren conceded that it is possible that Aldhelm thought Jerome had written the letter. He doesn’t 
name him as the source, though, which auth sees as unusual, given his admiration for Jerome. If he did know it 
was not written by Jerome, we cannot know whether he knew it was Pelagius and just wished to conceal the 
heretical authorship. “Whatever Aldhelm knew about the letter’s origin, it is very obvious that he approved of it 
not only for its style, but also for its content.” This would make it unlikely he knew it was Pelagius, I think. If any 
of his circle knew the authorship, it would have opened him up to rebuke, given his positive reception of the letter. 
Herren, “Aldhelm the Theologian.” pp.80-81. 
811 “recens factum est, quod ipsa uidisti, cum ad stridulae bucinae sonum Gothorumque clangorem lugubri 
oppressa metu domina orbis Roma contremuit; et infra si ita, inquit, mortales timemus hostes et humanam manum, 
quid faciemus, cum coeperit clangor et terribilis tuba intonare de caelo et ad illam archangeli uocem omni bucina 
clariorem totus simul remugiet mundus?” Aldhelm, Prosa de virg., 49. CCSL 124A. 
812 “dominam quondam orbis Romam.” Boniface, Ep.14. MGH (Epp. sel.) 1.  
813 “Imperium mundi florens cum Roma teneret; Atque gubernaret regnorum sceptra per orbem.” Aldhelm uses the 
plurals regnorum and sceptra, possibly for scansion purposes. I have rendered these as singular. Carm. de virg., 
842-843. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. 
814 Coz, Rome en Angleterre. L’image de la Rome antique dans l’Angleterre Anglo-Saxonne, du VIIe siècle à 1066. 
p.124. 
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life of Benedict included in the second book of Gregory the Great’s Dialogi.815 But 
Gregory likewise makes no such statement about the Romans. Given Benedict’s birth 
date of around 480, it is only just possible for Aldhelm to be referring to the Western 
Empire, as Julius Nepos died in this year and Romulus Augustulus had been deposed 
by Odoacer only four years prior. Of course, Aldhelm’s knowledge of the dates need 
not have been perfect and he may just have had a vague conception that these events 
all took place around the time of Benedict’s birth. In any case, he cannot be referring 
to the Emperor Zeno and the Eastern Romans with this statement. Gregory’s account 
goes on to report that the Eastern Empire’s hold on Rome was disrupted by Totila’s 
conquest,816 but in Aldhelm’s day the Byzantines were again holding the city. It 
would seem strange for him to speak of their power in the past tense, and in any case 
he makes no reference to Totila’s capture of the city. If, as seems reasonable, he 
intends his reader to understand Benedict’s birth to have been not long before the 
Western Empire fell, there is nevertheless little in his statement to suggest that “new 
Rome” now steers the sceptre of rule in Rome’s place. As cryptic as Aldhelm’s 
statement is, the sentiment is clear: Rome’s power is in the past.  
 
While Aldhelm was no historian, Bede’s Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum 
provides its reader with the most comprehensive account of Roman history from the 
early Anglo-Saxon period. It must be said, however, that there has been some 
disagreement over the kind of writer Bede was: an historian or an exegete. Arthur 
Holder argued that Bede’s exegetical work and his historical work should be viewed 
through separate lenses: he knew the differences between these genres and wrote 
accordingly.817 Jennifer O’Reilly disputed this, and suggested that in some instances 
Bede the exegete revealed himself in his histories.818 Patrick Wormald and Dominic 
Janes represent the extreme opposite view to Holder, the latter stating that “Bede’s 
Ecclesiastical History should be read as the work of a man who was first and foremost 
                                                 
815 Lapidge and Rosier state that Aldhelm expanded his Carmen de virginitate from the prose version using the life 
in Gregory’s Dialogi, 2. PL 77. Michael Lapidge and James L. Rosier, eds., Aldhelm: The Poetic Works 
(Cambridge: D S Brewer, 1985). Fn.21 p.258. 
816 Gregory, Dialogi, 2:15. PL 77. 
817 Arthur Holder, “Allegory and History in Bede’s Interpretation of Sacred Architecture,” American Benedictine 
Review 40, no. 2 (1989): 115-131. p.116. 
818 Jennifer O’Reilly, “The Multitude of Isles and the Corner-Stone: Topography, Exegesis, and the Identity of the 
Angli in Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica,” in Anglo-Saxon Traces, ed. J Roberts and L Webster (Tempe AZ: Arizona 
Centre for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 2011). p.202. 
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an exegete.”819 The conception of history contained in Bede’s Historia ecclesiastica 
and other works are supportive of this position; Bede’s approach towards history was 
primarily biblical and as such, his writing of history was an exegetical pursuit. In this 
worldview, power and kingship is divinely ordained and the history of kings and 
kingdoms contains God’s purpose for those with the power to interpret it.820 Bede 
drew on secular imperial writers such as Pliny,821 Vegetius,822 and Eutropius823 for 
bare historical information, though his interpretation was always tempered by the 
teachings of the Church Fathers. But Bede did not take anything at face value and in 
his attitude to Roman and world history he was always very selective, omitting and 
reworking in order to give his own interpretation.824 
 
In agreement with Orosius, Bede did see the pax romana as ordained by God. In his 
homily on Luke 2:1-14, written for Christmas, he states that the edict proclaimed by 
Augustus regarding the census was part of divine plan: 
 
He willed those times of the Nativity as He chose. More precisely, He willed 
that the [times] be of that kind. Plainly, He vouchsafed such [events] within a 
calm in the storm of wars [and] that a new tranquillity of unaccustomed peace 
should cover the whole world. For what in this life could have been a greater 
indication of peace than for the whole world to be accounted for by one man 
and defined by the coinage of a single census.825 
 
This, he felt, fitted with the prophecy in Isaiah 2:4, generally taken to concern the 
coming of Christ, where it is said that the people of Judah and Jerusalem “will forge 
                                                 
819 Janes, “The World and Its Past as Christian Allegory in the Early Middle Ages.” p.113; Wormald, “Bede, 
Beowulf, and the Conversion of the Anglo-Saxon Aristocracy.” pp.32-33. 
820 Bede, HE, preface; McClure, “Bede’s Old Testament Kings.” p.90; O’Reilly, “The Multitude of Isles and the 
Corner-Stone: Topography, Exegesis, and the Identity of the Angli in Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica.” p.203. 
821 See, for example Bede, HE, 1:1, Bertram Colgrave and R. A. B. Mynors, eds. Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of 
the English People. fn.1 pp.14-15. 
822 See for example Bede, HE, 1:5, Bertram Colgrave and R. A. B. Mynors, eds. Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of 
the English People. fn.1 pp.26-27. 
823 See for example Bede, HE, 1:3; Bertram Colgrave and R. A. B. Mynors, eds. Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of 
the English People.  fn.3 pp.22-23. 
824 Scully, “Bede, Orosius and Gildas on the Early History of Britain.” pp.47-48. 
825 “tempora natiuitatis quae uoluit elegit immo ipse ea qualia uoluit esse donauit talia uidelicet in quibus sopito 
turbine bellorum noua pacis insolitae tranquillitas totum contegeret orbem. Quod enim maius in hac uita potuit 
esse pacis indicium quam ab uno homine orbem describi uniuersum atque unius census numismate concludi?” 
Bede, Hom., 1.6. CCSL 122. See also Comm. Luc., 1:2:1. CCSL 120. The latter Discussed by Scully, “Bede, 
Orosius and Gildas on the Early History of Britain.” p.39. 
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their swords into ploughshares” and “tribe will not lift up sword against tribe.”826 
According to Bede, the peace brought about by God for the birth of Jesus served two 
purposes: both as an indication of His Grace and as a practical way to ensure the 
safety of preachers spreading the Word throughout the empire. This spread of the 
Word of God could not have been achieved to the same extent without this peace, he 
says. Bede then tells his audience that Christ “paid tribute to Caesar so that he might 
grant us the grace of perpetual freedom.” This is a reference to the story of the 
Pharisees who asked Jesus about Roman taxes, in order to trick him into incriminating 
himself. Christ’s response is that Jews should “give, therefore to the emperor, the 
things that are the emperor’s, and to God the things that are God’s.”827 
 
Henry Mayr-Harting has argued that Bede was influenced by Orosius in his 
representation of history as Christian triumph over pagan adversity; Bede emphasised 
the peace of Christian rulers compared to pagan rulers in his own Anglo-Saxon 
context.828 But is this really the case? Take for example Bede’s description of the 
character of Eadbald of Kent. The son of Æthelberht of Kent, Eadbald was a pagan 
when he ascended to the throne and Bede bemoans the damage he caused the English 
Church in that time. We are told that he was a fornicator, being married to his 
stepmother, and “he was oppressed by frequent madness of the mind and by an attack 
of impure spirit.”829 Later, Bede records two letters from Pope Boniface, one to 
Edwin of Northumbria and the other to his wife, and the sister of Eadbald, Æthelberg, 
in which he speaks of the conversion of “our illustrious son,” (gloriosi filii nostri) 
Eadbald.830 And on Æthelberg’s return to Kent on the death of Edwin, Bede hints that 
Eadbald may have held ill intentions against his nieces and nephews. Æthelberg has 
the children sent to Francia for their safety.831 But beyond this, Bede himself has little 
to say about him. On his death, when for Æthelberht he speaks of the achievements of 
his reign, Bede says nothing of the converted king.832 Perhaps his former bad deeds 
were too heinous to be able to be utterly reversed. The best Bede can manage about 
him is that “he took pains in all things to have regard and to favour the affairs of the 
                                                 
826 “conflabunt gladios suos in uomeres” and “non leuabit gens contra gentem gladium.” From Isaiah 2:4. Bede, 
Hom., 1:6. CCSL 122. 
827 This story appears, with slight variations, in three books. Matt 22:15-22; Mark 12:13-17; Luke 20:20-26. 
828 Mayr-Harting, The Coming of Christianity to Anglo-Saxon England. p.44. 
829 “crebra mentis vesania, et spiritus immundi invasione premebatur.” Bede, HE, 2:5. 
830 Ibid., 2:10, 11. 
831 Ibid., 2:20. 
832 Ibid., 3:8. 
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church, to the extent he was able.”833 As such, he can hardly be likened to Orosius in 
this respect. 
 
He also dispensed with Orosius’ view of the Roman Empire. Michael Hunter saw 
Bede’s use of Roman history as merely the setting for the founding of the English 
church.834 But while Bede was not interested in glorifying the Roman state, as some 
of his sources had been, this history is important and is included in the Historia for a 
reason. The significance of Roman history for Bede is biblical and is important 
insofar as it is the history of Christendom, but not beyond this. Overall, Bede viewed 
the Roman Empire as “a state among many, which had had its day and its 
greatness.”835 In Bede’s account of the end of the Western Empire, he is explicit about 
the finality of its demise. Aetius was killed, and “with him the western government 
fell, and it has not had the strength to be raised again to this day.”836 And while for 
Orosius, St Peter’s travel to Rome further cemented the city as the recipient of “divine 
favour,” for Bede, “Peter’s establishment of the papacy in Rome secured the spiritual 
future of the Gentiles and in particular the Gentiles of the Isles, rather than the earthly 
security of the Roman empire.”837 The salvation history of the English people was not 
in any fundamental way dependent on the history of the Roman Empire. Rather, 
Jewish, Roman, and English history were linked as the history of universal salvation. 
Bede also makes a link between Jerusalem being made tributary by Pompey and 
Britain being made tributary by Caesar.838 But where Gildas links the conquest of 
Britain chronologically with the establishment of the pax romana (thereby suggesting 
that the Augustan empire stretched from India to Britain), Bede rejects this dating and 
accordingly Gildas’ “implicit glorification of the Roman empire.”839  Diarmuid Scully 
has further observed this attitude in Bede’s description of the cross in In Ezram et 
Neemiam: 
 
                                                 
833 “ecclesiae rebus, quantum ualuit, in omnibus consulere ac fauere curauit.” Ibid., 2:6. 
834 Hunter, “Germanic and Roman Antiquity and the Sense of the Past in Anglo-Saxon England.” p.30. 
835 Markus, Saeculum: History and Society in the Theology of St. Augustine. pp.162-163. 
836 “cum quo hesperium cecidit regnum neque hactenus ualuit releuari.” Bede, DTR, 66 (4410). CCSL 123B. 
Discussed in Scully, “Bede’s Chronica maiora: Early Insular History in Universal Context.” p.68. 
837 “Bede, Orosius and Gildas on the Early History of Britain.” p.42. 
838 Bede, DTR, 66 (3903). CCSL 123B. Scully, “Bede’s Chronica maiora: Early Insular History in Universal 
Context.” p.50. 
839 Scully, “Bede’s Chronica maiora: Early Insular History in Universal Context.” pp.52-53. 
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It is noteworthy that while acknowledging Rome’s temporal greatness, his 
comments on the cross’s inscription emphasise Christ’s superior and universal 
power; the inscription was written in Greek and Hebrew as well as in Latin 
because the Hebrews’ divine law, the Greeks’ human wisdom and the 
Romans’ earthly rule testify that “Christ is the king of all the saints and of 
those who confess God.”840 
 
Bede accepts Orosius’ interpretation of the significance of the pax romana, but he is 
actively against the idea that the location of Christ’s birth within Roman dominion 
afforded the Empire a special place in God’s plan. Rather, all form part of the 
universal history of salvation. 
 
So while the content of the early chapters of the Historia was taken from Orosius and 
Gildas, Bede’s overarching concept of history had come from elsewhere. As stated 
above, Bede was first and foremost an exegete and interpreted history as evidence of 
the Divine Will, in need of explanation. The theme that dominated his attitude toward 
his exegetical work was the universality and unity of the Church and its believers; this 
conviction is everywhere discoverable in Bede’s attitude to history. This is a view, as 
we have seen, that downplays the significance of Rome in the history of the world. It 
is with this purpose that Bede rejects Orosius’ placing of Rome within Daniel’s four 
empires, and instead explains world history in other ways. He draws on Augustine’s 
Sermones in one of his homilies, when he speaks of three ages of the world as being 
represented by the fig tree in the Book of Luke.841 For Bede, as for Augustine, the fig 
tree represents three ages of the world: the first is before the Law, the second is under 
the law and the third is after the Nativity.842 In his Homily on John 2:1-11, Bede also 
presents world history as divided into the Six Ages: in the first age Cain killed Abel; 
in the second, the flood destroyed all but Noah and his household; in the third, God 
tested Abraham, commanding him to offer his son as a sacrifice; the fourth age began 
with David’s reign over the Israelites; in the fifth age the Babylonian Captivity took 
place, before the Jewish people were permitted to return to Israel and rebuild the 
                                                 
840 Internal quote from Bede, Comm. Ezr., 1:2. CCSL 119A. Scully, “Bede’s Chronica maiora: Early Insular 
History in Universal Context.” pp.53-54. 
841 Luke 13:6-9. 
842 Augustine, Sermones,110:1. PL38; Bede, Hom., 1:14. CCSL 122. Discussed in Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon 
Library. p.203. 
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temple; and the sixth and final age began with the Incarnation of Christ.843 Again, in 
the Chronica maiora of De temporum ratione, Bede describes Augustine’s Six 
Ages.844 He quotes from Orosius in his account of the significance of the pax romana, 
stating that Christ was born at that time when, “by the order of God, Caesar set in 
place a most secure and genuine peace.”845 But the overall framework is Augustinian. 
This is not to say that Bede copied even this wholesale or without consideration. 
Elizabeth Sears noticed that Bede does make changes to Augustine’s system, in one 
instance reversing the order of the first three ages and providing additional analogies 
for his reader.846 When it came to his dating in the Chronica maiora, Jerome’s 
translation of Eusebius’s concordance was Bede’s greatest source.847 And yet, he 
chooses to follow Isidore by dispensing with the parallel view of empires, and 
emphasising a single, universal history using Creation as the reference point.848 When 
writing his Historia, he had looked to Dionysius Exiguus, adopting the Anno Domini 
dating system instead.849 In both texts, Bede’s choice of dating system makes the 
same statement of salvation history. He does use secular markers of time on occasion: 
in recording Gregory’s election to the papacy, for instance, he does so with regards to 
the reign of Maurice and the years since the arrival of the English in Britain. 
However, even here the emperor’s accession is dated ab incarnatione Domini.850 
Bede records all history in the world with regards to the same key events: Creation 
and Salvation.851  Thus, he is emphasising that history is a universal, Christian 
process.852 And this was an idea of crucial importance to Bede. In each case we can 
see Bede being selective about the material and ideas he takes from his sources. His 
exegetical purpose takes precedence and Rome is subordinated to Christendom. 
 
                                                 
843 Bede, Hom. 1:14. CCSL 122. The Six Ages are mentioned in the second chapter of this thesis with regards to 
Bede’s conception of power. Here the treatment is deeper and relates to the transmission of ideas about Roman 
history. 
844 Bede, DTR, 66. CCSL 123B. See also Hom., 1:14. CCSL 122. 
845 “firmissimam uerissimamque pacem, ordinatione Dei, Caesar conposuit.” This is a direct quote from Orosius, 
Hist., 6:22:5. PL 31. Bede, DTR, 66 (3952). CCSL 123B. 
846 Sears, The Ages of Man: Medieval Interpretations of the Life Cycle. p.63. 
847 See the references in the CCSL edition of Bede, DTR, 66. CCSL 123B. 
848 Bede, DTR, 66. CCSL 123B; Isidore of Seville, Etym., 5:39. For discussion, see Scully, “Bede’s Chronica 
maiora: Early Insular History in Universal Context.” pp.48-49. 
849 Bertram Colgrave and R. A. B. Mynors, eds. Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People. xviii-xix. 
850 Bede, HE, 1:23. 
851 Elene also begins with an Anno Domini date, which Anna Wallace has argued was drawn from Bede, and with 
this same loaded meaning. Anna Wallace, “‘As If It Never Were’: The Construct and Poetics of Time in Anglo-
Saxon Literature,” PhD diss., (The University of Sydney, 2013). p.117. 
852 Breisach, “The Christian Historiographical Revolution.” p.92. 
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Wallace-Hadrill suggested that “the Historia is a cry to Northumbrians, and to all 
Englishmen, to weigh the moral lessons of their past in the light of the works of 
Rome.”853 Nicholas Brooks and Judith McClure saw in the Historia a representation 
of the English as the new Israelites, “‘God’s chosen people’ who had entered a land 
flowing with milk and honey.”854  But each of these statements misses Bede’s 
emphasis. He may have taken his content from Roman sources, but his ideas about the 
purpose of writing history had more in common with the strain of fifth-century 
thought typified by Augustine and Pope Leo the Great. The English were a chosen 
people, not the new Hebrews. Their conversion was not the whole story, rather, it 
formed part of the story of universal salvation.855 And far from seeing their history as 
fitting into Roman history, he saw the story of English settlement and conversion in 
Britain as fitting into the history of Christian unity. That they were not singled out in 
God’s estimation is an important distinction. Bede sets the final struggle of the 
Britons against the Anglo-Saxons in the Historia against the backdrop of the demise 
of the Roman Empire, placing all events within God’s direction.856 This is in harmony 
with his Augustinian view of the world as fitting into the Six Ages and his view of 
Rome as important to Christian history but not singled out by God as eternal.  
 
In reviewing attitudes to Roman history in early Anglo-Saxon literature, one is struck 
with the difficulty that there is little historical writing that survives from this period. 
But from those texts that do survive, written as they were in a monastic setting, we 
can detect a way of interpreting the past that was primarily hermeneutic. These 
authors were expansive in their use of history: it could be used in different ways to 
make different points. They were by no means passive recipients of the idea of Rome 
bequeathed to them by those Roman historians to which they had access. Aldhelm 
was not a writer of history, though his hagiographical material betrays a Roman 
conception of time that was perhaps self-consciously exotic for his own time. But in 
making use of pagan historians, Aldhelm nevertheless dispenses with the concept of 
                                                 
853 Quoted in Howe, Writing the Map of Anglo-Saxon England: Essays in Cultural Geography. p.105. Nicholas 
Howe suggests that Bede’s use of Roman history in the opening chapters of the Historia demonstrates that it is 
somehow fundamentally important to the history of the English. p.103. 
854 Brooks, “Canterbury, Rome and the Construction of English Identity.” p.232; McClure, “Bede’s Old Testament 
Kings.” pp.95-96. 
855 “plebem suam quam praescivit” towards the end of Bede, HE, 1.22 picks up on Paul, Romans 11:2. For 
discussion of this point, see O’Reilly, “Islands and Idols at the Ends of the Earth: Exegesis and Conversion in 
Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica.” 
856 Scully, “Bede, Orosius and Gildas on the Early History of Britain.” pp.68-69; Breisach, “The Christian 
Historiographical Revolution.” p.105. 
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Roma aeterna seeing in its place the eternal rule of God. Orosius’ bonding of Roman 
secular history to that of Christendom was no longer relevant according to Bede. The 
historical reality of the decay of Roman authority demonstrated it, though it was a 
deeper conviction in the universality of Christendom that caused Bede to look to 
Augustine for his overarching concept of history. It is perhaps indicative of a 
continuation of this latter kind of attitude toward history that there was no concerted 
effort to import Roman histories from the continent when Carolingians rediscovered 
them in the ninth century.857 Yan Coz has shown that the interest in Roman history 
dwindled in this period until a possible resurgence in the reign of Æthelred II (c.968–
1016), and particularly in the works of Ælfric of Eynsham, who presented the Romans 
as God’s chosen people after the Hebrews.858 Such an extreme view is not borne out 




Through the collections available to them at their libraries, our early Anglo-Saxon 
authors had access to Roman writings about world geography that shaped their image 
of the world and Britain’s place within it. Those of antiquity saw geography in a 
vastly different way than we do in the twenty-first century, with our deeply ingrained 
conception of the earth from satellite imagery.859 While geographers of the third 
century BC could estimate the circumference of the earth with startling accuracy,860 in 
classical literature the location, climate, and topography of a place were often 
interpreted for deeper rhetorical purposes. As we saw with Roman history, the Church 
Fathers also had to consolidate geographical rhetoric with the Christian faith, defining 
the extent of Christendom and the role of the peripheries. The Anglo-Saxons picked 
up on such rhetorical definitions of geography, though there were differences in 
which ideas were used by our authors and via which sources. Given the complex 
allegorical interpretations apparent in the literature, this present discussion must first 
outline some of the central concepts of world geography in classical Roman literature, 
indicating how these ideas were then taken up by late antique Christian authors. Then, 
                                                 
857 Coz, “The Image of Roman History in Anglo-Saxon England.” p.548. 
858 Ibid., pp.555-556. 
859 James S. Romm, The Edges of the Earth in Ancient Thought: Geography, Exploration, and Fiction  (Princeton, 
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1992). p.9. 
860 Ibid., pp.9-10. 
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primarily focusing on the works of Huneberc, Aldhelm, and Bede, the use of these 
ideas will be traced in the early English context.  
 
In general terms, the classical conception of the world was as three continents: Africa, 
Asia, and Europe, surrounded on all sides by the ocean. Greek literature of the 
Archaic Period speaks of the earth as a shield-shaped island encircled by ocean.861 
Herodotus, however, shows derision for adherents to this idea, whom he feels have 
shown no proof that the ocean surrounds the earth.862 But the idea persisted, and 
among the Romans there are many references to three continents surrounded by the 
ocean. In his Suasoriae, Seneca the Elder tells a story in which a councillor of 
Alexander the Great urges his leader not to cross the ocean, declaring that “this is the 
nature of things, Alexander: after everything is ocean, after ocean is nothing.”863 And 
Pliny the Elder defends the concept of the earth rimmed with ocean, stating that much 
of this ocean had now been sailed.864 This imagined topography formed the basis of 
further rhetorical use of geography by Roman authors.  
 
In this context, the semi-mythical island of Thule, referred to as ultima Thule by 
Vergil and Seneca,865 was seen as the most remote, distant and unattainable land to 
the north-west.866 The ocean surrounding Thule is wild or impassable, like a thick 
mud. Tacitus describes the waters surrounding Thule as “sluggish and hard to row 
against,” and the currents unpredictable,867 while Strabo locates the island in a frozen 
sea.868 These topoi for describing Thule are often used with relation to Britain and the 
Orkneys in classical literature,869 no doubt on account of their supposed location near 
this island. Britain’s geography becomes one of distance and wild oceans. In a letter 
                                                 
861 See for example, Homer, Iliad, 18:605-610.  
862 Herodotus, Histories, 2:23, 4:8, 4:36.  
863 “Ea est, Alexander, rerum natura: post omnia Oceanus, post Oceanum nihil.” Seneca the Elder, Suasoriae, 1:1-
4. Discussed in Diarmuid Scully, “Proud Ocean Has Become a Servant: A Classical Topos in the Literature on 
Britain’s Conquest and Conversion,” in Listen, O Isles, Unto Me: Studies in Medieval Word and Image in Honour 
of Jennifer O’reilly, ed. Elizabeth Mullins and Diarmuid Scully (Cork: Cork University Press, 2011): 3-15, 313-
318. p.7.  Tradition stated that Alexander was said to want to conquer what lay beyond. Romm, The Edges of the 
Earth in Ancient Thought: Geography, Exploration, and Fiction. p.123. This text formed part of a wider interest 
among the Romans in the imperial period in the conquests of Alexander the Great, unsurprisingly at a time of 
Roman territorial expansion. p.139. 
864 Pliny the Elder, Historia Naturalis, 2:67. 
865 Romm, The Edges of the Earth in Ancient Thought: Geography, Exploration, and Fiction. p.158 
866 Scully, “Bede, Orosius and Gildas on the Early History of Britain.” p.33; Romm, The Edges of the Earth in 
Ancient Thought: Geography, Exploration, and Fiction. p.158. 
867 “mare pigrum et grave remigantibus perhibent.” Tacitus, Agricola, 10.  
868 Strabo, Geography, 1:4:2. 
869 Scully, “Bede, Orosius and Gildas on the Early History of Britain.” p.33; “Proud Ocean Has Become a Servant: 
A Classical Topos in the Literature on Britain’s Conquest and Conversion.” pp.5-6. 
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to his brother, who was in Britain at the time, Cicero rejoices at his safety: “O [your] 
letter to me about Britain [was] delightful. I began to fear Ocean, I began to fear the 
island’s shores.”870 And for the historian, Florus, Britain is separated from the whole 
world.871  
 
The significance of the ocean in classical sources is such that it was often spoken of 
as a personified, hostile force.872 Florus sees the ocean as a god who battles against 
Caesar on his journey to Britain, and who, after Caesar’s decisive defeat of the 
Britons, allows him to pass unscathed on his return, “as though he acknowledged 
himself to be inferior [to Caesar].”873 Claudian says of the Emperor Theodosius, that 
“he subdued Ocean with his authority and confined [his] influence with the border of 
the sky, as far as Gades [Cádiz] is distant from the Tigris, and as much as lies between 
the Tanias and the Nile.”874 So, conquering the ocean (and to a lesser extent other 
waterways as well) stood as a metaphor for conquering the vast expanse of the world. 
Thus India or the Ganges and the islands of Britain or Thule represent the far eastern 
and western limits of the world. Roman literature of the imperial period emphasised 
the dominion of the urbs over these furthermost reaches of the world: this was a 
rhetorical indication that Rome was universal in her reach. “Situating India and 
Britain at the earth’s furthest Eastern and Western limits – at the rising and the setting 
of the sun – they indicate global imperial rule by depicting the pax romana stretching 
between them.”875 It was in this understanding of geography that Ovid could say that, 
“the extent of the city of Rome is the same as the world.”876 The conquest of Britain 
became an achievement that made the Romans surpass heroes of history and 
mythology. After Claudius’ campaign in Britain, celebrations were held, coins were 
                                                 
870 “O iucunda mihi tuas de Britannia literas. Timebam Oceanum, timebam litus insulae.” Cicero, Epistulae ad 
Quintum Fratrem et M. Brutum, 2:16:4. Discussed in Scully, “Proud Ocean Has Become a Servant: A Classical 
Topos in the Literature on Britain’s Conquest and Conversion.” p.7. 
871 “quamvis toto orbe divisi, tamen quia vincere libuit, Britanni.” Florus, Epitome, 1:45. Discussed in “Location 
and Occupation: Bede, Gildas and the Roman Vision of Britain.” p.250. 
872 Romm, The Edges of the Earth in Ancient Thought: Geography, Exploration, and Fiction. pp.144-145; Scully, 
“Bede, Orosius and Gildas on the Early History of Britain.” p.33; O’Reilly, “The Multitude of Isles and the 
Corner-Stone: Topography, Exegesis, and the Identity of the Angli in Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica.” 
873 “quasi inparem ei se fateretur.” Florus, Epitome, 1:45. Discussed in Diarmuid Scully, “Location and 
Occupation: Bede, Gildas and the Roman Vision of Britain,” ibid., pp.251-252. 
874 “subdidit Oceanum sceptris et margine caeli clausit opes, quantum distant a Tigride Gades, inter se Tanais 
quantum Nilusque relinquunt.” Claudian, Panegyric on the 4th Consulship of Honorius, 42-44. Interestingly, in 
this panegyric, Claudian also states that the Picts live on Thule, 32. 
875 Scully, “Proud Ocean Has Become a Servant: A Classical Topos in the Literature on Britain’s Conquest and 
Conversion.” p.9. See also “Bede, Orosius and Gildas on the Early History of Britain.” p.33; O’Reilly, “The 
Multitude of Isles and the Corner-Stone: Topography, Exegesis, and the Identity of the Angli in Bede’s Historia 
Ecclesiastica.” p.203. 
876 “Romanae spatium est urbis et orbis idem.” Ovid, Fasti, 2:684. 
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minted and he took the title of Britannicus to emphasise his achievement. 877 
Constantine’s panegyrist likewise refers to him as attaining the furthest reaches of 
Britain, “the very threshold of the earth.”878 From the earliest contact between Rome 
and Britain, the geography of the islands was used for rhetorical purposes. 
 
While not all of the sources discussed thus far were available to our early Anglo-
Saxon authors, they did inform late antique Christian ideas about empire and 
salvation. These writers would make use of this kind of rhetorical geography, 
sometimes adopting it wholesale, other times altering it to fit more comfortably with 
canonical thought. Just as we saw with attitudes to Roman history, thinkers like 
Orosius viewed the birth of Christ within the geographical borders of the empire as 
signalling the special role afforded Rome by God in history. He tells us that 
 
…in 1252nd year since the founding of the city, with all peoples in one 
agreement of peace from the east to the west, from the north to the south, and 
throughout the whole circle of the ocean, Caesar Augustus then closed the 
gates of Janus for the third time…. Therefore at that time, that is, in that year 
that Caesar had set in place the most secure and truest peace, by the order of 
God, Christ was born.879  
 
In this passage Orosius links the pax romana and universal geographical reach of the 
empire to the birth of Christ. As a result, both “Rome” and “Christendom” mean the 
same thing for Orosius: they are coincident. 880  Orosius’ account of Claudius’ 
campaign in Britain fits with his interpretation of geography. He says that Claudius 
conquered Orkney and that as a result Roman imperium is now universal, stretching 
from one edge of the world to the other.881 This interpretation made an impact on 
Orosius’ readers, and Gildas follows his views in his descriptions of Britain. He opens 
                                                 
877 Scully, “Proud Ocean Has Become a Servant: A Classical Topos in the Literature on Britain’s Conquest and 
Conversion.” p.4. 
878 “intimum terrarum limen.” Panegyric of the Emperor Constantine, Anthol. Lat. 419:4. He also states that the 
ocean no longer bounds Claudius’ empire, as he has gone beyond it.  
879 “anno ab urbe condita DCCLII Caesar Augustus ab oriente in occidentem, a septentrione in meridiem ac per 
totum Oceani circulum cunctis gentibus una pace conpositis, Iani portas tertio ipse tunc clausit.” “Igitur eo 
tempore, id est eo anno quo firmissimam uerissimamque pacem ordinatione Dei Caesar conposuit, natus est 
Christus.” Orosius, Hist., 6:22. PL 31. 
880 Orosius, Hist., 5:2. PL 31. 
881 Orosius, Hist., 7:6, 9. PL 31. Michael Winterbottom, in editing Gildas, notes that he had access to the Roman 
historians, such as Orosius. Michael Winterbottom, ed. Gildas: The Ruin of Britain and Other Works (London: 
Phillimore, 1978). p.149. 
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his geographical description by stating that “the island of Britain [is] located in quite 
the furthest limit of the north-west of the world,”882 and emphasising the universal 
reach of the Empire: 
 
And indeed the kings of the Romans, when they had obtained command of the 
world, having subdued their neighbouring regions and the islands towards the 
east, having gained peace with the Parthians on the borders of India, were 
strengthened by the vigour of [their] very powerful reputation. At that time 
wars ceased in every land. The keenness of the flame could be neither 
contained nor extinguished by the azure rushing of the ocean in its stern 
course to the west.883 
 
This passage neatly combines several Roman ideas concerning Britain’s geography 
and the ocean, while taking Orosius’ view that Rome was universal in its extent.  
 
But this idea was problematic in Orosius’ time and beyond. The same patristic authors 
who were against the concept of Rome as eternal were also against the idea of Rome 
as geographically universal. Pope Leo the Great was deeply troubled by the 
conceptual binding of the geography of Christendom to that of Rome. Rome was no 
longer “the mistress of the world,” and this new reality required a reinterpretation of 
geography. But “Leo’s masterstroke was to turn those signs of weakness into strength 
in a sermon that redefines Christian identity.”884 In this sermon he spoke of Christ’s 
domain as out-doing the empire, spreading further throughout the world than Rome 
had done as a secular power.885 He compares the founders of the spiritual empire, SS 
Peter and Paul, to Romulus and Remus, “brothers in the flesh,” whose empire at its 
peak stretched to “almost all nations,” but not all. The empire of Christ, on the other 
hand, was universal, and did not depend on the continuance of the secular empire for 
its status. Augustine declared that Christianity had already reached places 
                                                 
882 “brittannia insula in extremo ferme orbis limite circium.” Gildas, DEB, 1:3. MGH  (Auct. ant.) 13.  
883 “Etenim reges Romanorum cum orbis imperium obtinuissent subiugatisque finitimis quibusque regionibus vel 
insulis orientem versus primam Parthorum pacem Indorum confinium, qua peracta in omni paene terra tum 
cessavere bella, potioris famae viribus firmassent, non acies flammae quodammodo rigidi tenoris ad occidentem 
caeruleo oceani torrente potuit vel cohiberi vel extingui.” Ibid., 5. 
884 Damian Bracken, “Rome and the Isles: Ireland, England and the Rhetoric of Orthodoxy,” in Anglo-Saxon - 
Irish Relations before the Vikings, ed. James Graham-Campbell and Michael Ryan (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2009): 75-97. p.84. For discussion, see pp.85-87. 
885 Leo, Hom., 82. CCSL 138A. 
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unconquered by the Romans.886 Prosper of Aquitaine argued that Rome had never 
fully achieved universal dominion.887 Tertullian had seen the significance of Britain’s 
geography and its conversion as evidence of the universal reach of the Church. 
Strikingly, in his Adversus Iudaeos he describes Britain as “inaccessible to the 
Romans, but subjected by Christ.”888 For Gregory the Great, God’s domination of the 
world is an ongoing but nearly complete process. In Moralia in Iob, he states that God 
had, by his time, brought nearly (paene) the whole world to the faith, “even the ends 
of the earth.” In a passage likely added after publication, Gregory then says that “the 
tongue of Britain, which knew nothing other than barbarian rasping, already for a long 
time has begun to resound in the divine glory with praise of the Hebrew Alleluia.”889 
Britain is here one more place to add to Christ’s domination of the world. 
 
The classical dichotomy between civilised and uncivilised, became in patristic 
material a binary of orthodoxy versus heresy, or Christian versus pagan. Strabo had 
referred to the inhabitants of Ireland as “more savage than the Britons”, suggesting 
that they too were of a barbarous nature, if not as bad as the Irish.890 Diodorus Siculus 
had imagined the inhabitants of Britain as noble savages, commenting on their simple 
and archaic way of life.891 Following on from this idea, Gregory the Great speaks of 
sending his mission to the English, “who live in a corner of the world,” worshipping 
trees and rocks.892 This was a standard concept among the popes. Pope Honorius, for 
instance, in a letter to the gens Scottorum recorded by Bede, describes them as living 
in extremis terrae finibus.893  
 
A further way the Church Fathers subordinated the achievements of the Empire to a 
Christian worldview was to alter the classical geographical rhetoric of world-
conquest. While the conquest of Britain or Thule had previously been viewed as 
                                                 
886 Augustine, Epistulae, Ep.199:46. CSEL 57. 
887 Scully, “Bede’s Chronica maiora: Early Insular History in Universal Context.” p.70. 
888 “Britannorum inaccessa Romanis loca, Christo vero subdita.” Tertullian, Adversus Iudaeos, 7:4. CCSL 2. 
“Proud Ocean Has Become a Servant: A Classical Topos in the Literature on Britain’s Conquest and Conversion.” 
p.14. 
889 “ad fidem etiam terminos mundi perduxit,” “lingua Britanniae, quae nihil aliud nouerat, quam barbarum 
frendere, iam dudum in diuinis laudibus Hebraeum coepit Alleluia resonare.” Gregory, Moralia in Iob, 27:21 
CCSL 143. This is a later addition, as the Moralia pre-dates the conversion of the Anglo-Saxons. 
890 Strabo, Geography, 4:5:4. 
891 Diodorus Siculus, Bibliotheca Historica, 5:32:3. 
892 “gentem in finem mundi” and “in mundi angulo posita.” Gregory, Reg., Ep. 8:29. MGH (Epist.) 2. 
893 Bede, HE, 2:19; Discussed in O’Reilly, “Islands and Idols at the Ends of the Earth: Exegesis and Conversion in 
Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica.” 
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symbolic of the conquest of the world, in patristic hands the conversion of Britain also 
came to stand for the conversion of the whole world. Augustine is especially explicit 
about the significance of islands in salvation history:  
 
He said “all of the islands,” as if to say, “even all of the islands,” revealing 
from this that no lands will be left where there is not the Church, since no 
islands will be left, of which some are even set in Ocean and we have learned 
that certain of them have accepted the Gospel. And therefore even in each 
single island it is being fulfilled what was said: He will have dominion from 
sea to sea, by which each and every island is encircled. Just like in the same 
way in the entire territory of the earth, which to a certain extent is the greatest 
island of all, because Ocean also surrounds it.894 
 
Elsewhere, Augustine sees world geography, with continents and islands surrounded 
by ocean, as fitting in with Old Testament prophecies “that all the islands of the 
gentiles would one day worship God, ‘each from their own place’ (Zeph. 2:11).”895 
As such, and inspired by several biblical prophecies concerning the conversion of 
peoples on the isles and on the edges of the earth,896 patristic sources often associate 
pagans with islands and the ends of the earth.897 This is contrasted with God’s temple 
in Jerusalem, which is the very centre of the world and God’s presence.898 Gregory 
                                                 
894 “Omnes insulae dixit, tanquam diceret, Etiam omnes insulae; hinc ostendens quam nulla relinquatur terrarum 
ubi non sit Ecclesia, quando nulla relinquitur insularum, quarum nonnullae etiam in Oceano sunt constitutae, et 
quasdam earum Evangelium iam suscepisse didicimus. Atque ita et in insularis singulis quibusque impletur quod 
dictum est, Dominabitur a mari usque ad mare, quo unaquaeque insula cingitur; sicut in universo orbe terrarum, 
quae tanquam omnium quodammodo maxima est insula, quia et ipsam cingit Oceanus.” Italics indicate a reference 
to Psalm 72:8. Augustine also describes a personified Ocean as encircling the island of the earth. Augustine, 
Epistulae, Ep.199:47. CSEL 57. O’Reilly discusses the significance of islands for Augustine. “Islands and Idols at 
the Ends of the Earth: Exegesis and Conversion in Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica.” 
895 O’Reilly, “The Multitude of Isles and the Corner-Stone: Topography, Exegesis, and the Identity of the Angli in 
Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica.” p.204. For Augustine, look to Epistulae, Ep.199:47. CSEL 57. 
896 See Isaiah 49:1-12. Cf. Isaiah 11:10-12, 42:6, 66:19; Psalms 2:8, 96:1, 71:8-11, 18:5; Matthew 28:19-20; Acts 
1:8. Gildas cites Psalm 18:5 in DEB, 70. MGH (Auct. ant.) 13. Discussed in O’Reilly, “Islands and Idols at the 
Ends of the Earth: Exegesis and Conversion in Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica.” 
897 For example, Jerome saw Britain as the outer extremity of Christendom. Its conversion brought it in from 
obscurity though. See Jerome, Epistulae, Ep.46:10 (Cf. Virgil, Eclogues, 1:67), 58:3, 60:4. Jerome, In Esaiam 
4:11. CCSL 73-73A; Tractatus in Psalmos, Psalm 95:10. CCSL 78. Cf. Eusebius, Vita Constantini, 3:19; 
Demonstratio Evangelica, 3:5-7. Patristic sources make a link between Psalm 71:8 “he shall have dominion from 
sea to sea” and the classical idea that “the land is encircled by a great sea which is called the Ocean.” Augustine, 
Epistulae, Ep.199:47. CSEL 57. See also Enarrationes in Psalmos, Psalm 71:8. CCSL 39, Cassiodorus, Expositio 
in Psalmorum, Psalm 71:8. CCSL 98. Discussed in O’Reilly, “Islands and Idols at the Ends of the Earth: Exegesis 
and Conversion in Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica.” 
898 O’Reilly, “Islands and Idols at the Ends of the Earth: Exegesis and Conversion in Bede’s Historia 
Ecclesiastica.” 
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the Great, in his Moralia in Iob, interprets Job 36:29-30 in this light, implying that the 
conversion of Britain is fulfilment of this prophecy.899  
 
These ideas fit with passages like Psalm 88:10, which states that God both rules and 
calms the ocean.900 Ambrose asks how far the ocean beyond Britain stretches.901 And 
for Orosius, “from Ireland in the west, Ocean stretches into poetic if not literal 
infinity.”902  Patristic authors combined this idea with existing classical ideas about 
the ocean. As in the earlier discussion of the significance of islands and the 
remoteness of Britain, the subjugation of the ocean by God or by the saints could 
demonstrate Christ’s dominion on earth. For Orosius, it was the birth of Christ that 
brought about calm in the oceans, and the storms of Caesar’s expedition to Britain are 
held in opposition to the easy conquest of Claudius.903  
 
It is within this classical, and especially patristic, tradition that we must understand 
Anglo-Saxon conceptions of geography. Quoting Matthew 12:42, Stephen of Ripon 
has Wilfrid declare on his visit to the pope that he had come “from the uttermost parts 
of the earth” to seek the pope’s advice.904 In the context of the passage, this 
description of Britain brought with it connotations of distance from the centre of 
Rome. This was Wilfrid’s third visit to Rome, and on this occasion he was seeking 
assistance from Pope John VI to regain his bishopric, which he said had been taken 
from him contrary to prior papal decrees. Ceolfrid, in the dedication he wrote for the 
Codex Amiatinus, speaks of himself as “abbot from the ends of the furthest English” 
(Anglorum extremis de finibus abbas).905 In doing so, he is applying patristic ideas 
about the geography of Britain, in a book that will travel from the ends of the earth, 
back to the centre at Rome.906 Perhaps, too, there was an understanding that the 
production of such a book in the British Isles was symbolic of the universal nature of 
the Church, though without an indication of this from Ceolfrid, we cannot know.  
                                                 
899 Gregory, Moralia in Iob, 27:11:21. CCSL 143B. 
900 “tu dominaris superbiae maris et elationes gurgitum eius tu conprimis” (Vulgate). 
901 Ambrose, Exameron, 3:3, 16. CSEL 32,1. 
902 Scully, “Bede, Orosius and Gildas on the Early History of Britain.” p.33. 
903 Orosius, Hist., 7:6. PL 31. Scully, “Location and Occupation: Bede, Gildas and the Roman Vision of Britain.” 
pp.251-252; “Proud Ocean Has Become a Servant: A Classical Topos in the Literature on Britain’s Conquest and 
Conversion.” p.12. 
904 “de ultima terrarum parte.” Stephen, Vita S. Wilfridi, 51. 
905 Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Florence. Cat. Sala Studio 6. Cited in O’Reilly, “Islands and Idols at the Ends 
of the Earth: Exegesis and Conversion in Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica.” 
906 Scully, “Bede’s Chronica maiora: Early Insular History in Universal Context.” pp.72-73. 
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Huneberc was also capable of using geography as a rhetorical tool. In the 
Hodoeporicon of Saint Willibald, she reports a description of Britain by the captain of 
their ship and two Spaniards. In support of Willibald and his companions, who have 
been detained by Emir-al-Mummenin, the three men speak on their behalf, explaining 
that “these men come from the western region, where the sun sets, and we are 
ignorant of the place except that beyond is nothing but water.”907 The Emir allows 
them to pass on their way to Jerusalem. As in most reported speech in medieval 
literature, it is unlikely that these were the actual words of the men. Instead, it shows 
that Huneberc had been exposed to a concept of world geography that placed England 
at its furthermost reaches, surrounded by unending ocean. Again, upon returning to 
Rome from Jerusalem, Willibald meets with Pope Gregory III and speaks of his 
journey into the east as taking him to the furthermost reaches of the world.908 So 
Huneberc’s geography is rhetorical and Rome-centric.  
 
Looking at Aldhelm’s concept of geography in general terms, his is first and foremost 
global. “Mighty India stands firm at the furthest of the earth, which the writings in 
books separate into three parts.”909 His editors have suggested chapter two in the first 
book of Orosius’ Historiarum adversum paganos as a likely source for this 
passage.910 Here, Orosius describes the geography of the world in classical terms: the 
three continents of Europe, Africa, and Asia, surrounded on all sides by Ocean. 
Aldhelm locates Britain in the North-West of this world, surrounded by limitless 
ocean, and places the Orkneys beyond it and Thule even beyond this.911 And just as 
India lay at one extremity of the world, for Aldhelm, Britain lay at the other. In a 
letter comparing Ireland and Britain, Aldhelm describes the location of Britain in 
                                                 
907 “De occidentale plaga, ubi sol occasum habet, isti homines veniebant, et nos nescimus ruram citra illis et nihil 
nisi aquam.” Hun. Hod., 4. MGH (SS) 15,1:7. The text refers to King Murmumnus, though the editor identifies 
this as Emir-al-Mummenin. 
908 “And without pause that pious watcher of the people with righteous words of interchange began to ask the 
monk about his journey from that place, and he enquired of him purposefully how he had travelled over the foreign 
[and] genuine ends of the earth for the duration of seven years, and how he had escaped the pernicious depravity of 
the pagans for such a long interval of time.” (Protinusque ille pius populorum speculator piis verborum 
vicissitudinis iteneris sui ordinem investigare coepit ab illo, quomodo septuplum annorum calculum in externis 
terminarum telluris probando peragraret, aut quomodo multa temporum spatia perniciosas paganorum pravitates 
penetrando evaseret, diligenter ab illo sciscitabat.) Hun. Hod., 5. MGH (SS) 15,1:7. 
909 “Ultima terrarum praepollens India constat, Quas tres in partes librorum scripta sequestrant.” Aldhelm, 
Carmina eccl., 4:9. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. 
910 Lapidge and Rosier, Aldhelm: The Poetic Works. p.24 fn.66. Orosius, Hist., 1:2. PL 31. 
911 Orosius, Hist., 1:2. PL 31. Discussed in Scully, “Bede, Orosius and Gildas on the Early History of Britain.” 
p.32. 
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terms of a continental point of reference; it is described as “situated in almost the 
outer limit of the western world.”912 Despite this distance, though, Britain was home 
to two of the brightest scholars, Theodore and Hadrian. This image of Britain as 
remote is ingrained in Aldhelm’s thinking about geography, and his words subvert the 
classical link between remoteness and incivility. In indicating that even the remotest 
parts of the world might be civilised, he makes an unspoken link to patristic discourse 
on Gentiles and conversion.  
 
Following Orosius, Aldhelm refers to the world as “tripartite” and to the three 
continents,913 evidently subscribing to the view that the Romans had conquered the 
tripartite world and that this was an indication of their universal reach. In his Carmen 
de virginitate, Aldhelm speaks of “the emperor [Numerian], who ruled the wide 
empire of Rome—more precisely, the tripartite (triquadrum) earth to its discernible 
limit.”914 It is with seeming contradiction, then, that Aldhelm also refers to the ruler of 
the four-part, or four-cornered (quadrati) world.915 Presumably in this case he is 
making reference to the four cardinal points.  But Aldhelm writes in an obtuse style, 
and one must often search for deeper meanings in his words. Aldhelm interprets 
biblical and hagiographical material using the fourfold system of interpretation: 
historical, allegorical, tropological, and anagogical.916 In this framework, history was 
literal, whilst also having a deeper meaning requiring exegesis. And in this, Aldhelm 
is in harmony with Augustine.917 But this is true of his reading of geography as well. 
In the Carmen de virginitate, the concept of the three-cornered world is linked to a 
concept of “a three-fold divide of the human race” (Humani generis triplex 
distantia”).918 By this diversity, he is referring to three states of human existence: 
marriage, chastity, and virginity. So, for Aldhelm, geography could hold the same 
deeper mystery as history. Thus, when Aldhelm refers to the world as three-cornered 
and later as four-cornered, he is not contradicting himself, but rather, referring to 
these different but complementary ideas.  
 
                                                 
912 Aldhelm, Ep.5. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. 
913 Aldhelm, Carmen eccl., 4:10. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. 
914 “Princeps, imperium qui Romae rexerat amplum, Immo triquadrum discreto limite mundum.” Aldhelm, 
Carmen de virg., 1039-1040. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. 
915 Aldhelm, Carmen de virg. 1289; Aenig., 79, 97. CCSL 133. 
916 Herren, “Aldhelm the Theologian.” p.71. 
917 Aug. De civ., 17:4. CCSL 47, 48. 
918 Aldhelm, Carmen de virg., 84. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. 
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The only real point of confusion comes when, in his Enigmata, Aldhelm refers to the 
world as consisting of six parts.919 There was certainly a tradition among ancient 
authors of the world being conceived of in five parts, but not six.920 And Aldhelm’s 
own sources for much of his Aenigmata are among those speaking of a five-part 
world.921 Even Bede, his younger contemporary, makes reference to a five, rather than 
six-fold division of the world.922 Again, we should look to his subject matter to 
elucidate his meaning. Given that this reference occurs as an enigma for Creation, it is 
probable that he was reworking the traditional idea to fit with the six days of Creation.  
Late antique historians often divided world history into six or seven ages in harmony 
with the story of Creation, Augustine first and foremost among these, as discussed 
earlier in this chapter. Likewise, Orosius could conceive of the history of the world in 
simultaneously historical and geographical terms: the four empires were historical in a 
linear sense, but were also geographical, being liked to the four cardinal points, North, 
East, South, and West.923 As a participant in this Christian literary tradition, it is 
therefore unlikely that Aldhelm saw any conflict in thinking of the geography of the 
world in multiple terms at once, and in terms that reflected greater scriptural truths.  
 
Bede, like Aldhelm, looked to Roman models for his understanding of world 
geography. His description of the location of Britain in the opening passages of his 
Historia makes use of the standard classical Roman frame of reference, by 
designating Britain to a location in the northwest.924 He also begins his description of 
world geography in the west and moves eastwards, following the pattern of Pliny in 
his Naturalis historia.925 And in commencing a history with geography at all, he is 
following in a tradition of both classical and patristic sources.926 When faced with 
describing islands that did not appear in Roman geographies, Bede nevertheless uses a 
standard Roman framework for describing their size, type, and location. For instance, 
he uses the Roman definitions of islands and tidal half-islands in his descriptions of 
                                                 
919 Aldhelm, Aenig., 100. CCSL 133. 
920 Lapidge and Rosier, Aldhelm: The Poetic Works. fn.92 p.255. 
921 For examples of the five-part world, see for example Pliny the Elder, Historia Naturalis, 2:68-70; Isidore, 
Etym., 13:6. For Aldhelm’s use of Pliny in the Enigmata, see Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon Library. p.184, and for 
his use of Isidore, p.181. 
922 Bede, DNR, 100:9. CCSL 123A. 
923 This historical material is discussed in greater detail later in this chapter. 
924 Bede, HE, 1:1. This is via Orosius, Hist., 1:1. PL 31. For discussion, see Howe, Writing the Map of Anglo-
Saxon England: Essays in Cultural Geography. p.105. 
925 Scully, “Location and Occupation: Bede, Gildas and the Roman Vision of Britain.” p.245. 
926 Colgrave make reference to Pliny, Solnus etc. Bertram Colgrave and R. A. B. Mynors, eds. Bede’s 
Ecclesiastical History of the English People. fn.1 pp.14-15. 
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Lindisfarne and Farne Islands.927 In agreement with A. H. Merrills, Scully notes that 
Bede leaves out the island of Thule from his geographical descriptions, thereby 
making Britain the most remote of islands and “implicitly investing it with the 
characteristics of the semi-mythical Thule.”928  
 
But, as an exegete first and foremost, Bede uses his descriptions of landscape to 
mirror the spiritual condition of its inhabitants. As Jennifer O’Reilly has noted, the 
idea of Britain’s remoteness is also used by Bede “both as an exegetical theme and a 
narrative device.”929 He made use of a wide range of tropes concerning its geography 
to explicate his themes, sometimes giving seemingly contradictory descriptions when 
it suited his greater purpose. As in the account of the debate at Whitby, Bede could 
use remoteness to indicate distance from orthodoxy. He has Wilfrid state that one 
practice is followed “throughout Rome… Italy, Gaul… Africa, Asia, Egypt, Greece, 
and the whole world, wherever the Church of Christ has spread, throughout diverse 
nations and languages.”930 In fact, all follow this practice: 
 
Except these men and those bound with them in obstinacy, I say the Picts and 
Britons, with whom they foolishly fight, from the two furthest islands of the 
ocean, and not from all of them, with effort against the whole world.931 
 
Here, in a passage reminiscent of Gregory’s description of the English discussed 
above, those of the Irish Church are far from Rome, just as they are far from 
orthodoxy.932 Bede even makes the link between the islands’ cold climate and their 
spiritual distance.  In De tabernaculo, he refers to the Gentiles of the north as “numb 
                                                 
927 Bede, HE, 3-5 passim; Vita S. Cuth., 17. O’Reilly, “Islands and Idols at the Ends of the Earth: Exegesis and 
Conversion in Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica.” 
928 Scully, “Location and Occupation: Bede, Gildas and the Roman Vision of Britain.” p.247, quoting from A. H.  
Merrills, History and Geography in Late Antiquity, Cambridge Studies in Medieval Life and Thought (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2005). p.257. 
929 O’Reilly, “Islands and Idols at the Ends of the Earth: Exegesis and Conversion in Bede’s Historia 
Ecclesiastica.” See also Scully, “Location and Occupation: Bede, Gildas and the Roman Vision of Britain.” p.244; 
Howe, Writing the Map of Anglo-Saxon England: Essays in Cultural Geography. p.105. 
930 “Romae… hoc in Italia, hoc in Gallia… Africam, Asiam, Aegyptum, Greciam et omnem orbem, quacumque 
Christi ecclesia diffusa est, per diuersas nationes et linguas.” Bede, HE, 3:25. For discussion, see Bracken, “Rome 
and the Isles: Ireland, England and the Rhetoric of Orthodoxy.” p.80. 
931 “praeter hos tantum et obstinationis eorum conplices, Pictos dico et Brettones, cum quibus de duabus ultimis 
Oceani insulis, et his non totis, contra totum orbem stulto labore pugnant.” Bede, HE, 3:25. See also 5:15. 
932 Bracken, “Rome and the Isles: Ireland, England and the Rhetoric of Orthodoxy.” p.80; Bede, HE, 3:25. See also 
3:4, 5:15. 
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in the darkness and cold of faithlessness without rest until the time of the Lord’s 
Incarnation.”933  
 
But Bede was equally capable of making use of Britain’s remoteness to indicate 
communion with the universal Church and fulfilment of the biblical salvation 
prophecies used by patristic sources. In De templo, Bede describes the Gregorian 
mission to England “as a continuation of the apostolic mission.”934 And his use of 
papal letters in the Historia indicates that the conversion of the Anglo-Saxons is a 
fulfilment of prophecies concerning the conversion of Gentiles on the edges of the 
earth.935 For instance, in the letter recorded as sent by Vitalian to Oswiu, the pope 
gives several passages from Isaiah concerning islands and the conversion of the 
Gentiles at the ends of the earth.936 Following this he states that these prophecies 
speak of his destiny and that of all nations to be Christian. In this context, islands 
could be viewed in a positive light. The islands of Iona and Lindisfarne are also 
described as places of holy men and good works in the Historia.937 Likewise, Farne 
Island is named as the place where Aidan would go to pray in solitude.938 In these 
descriptions, such islands are “geographically remote from Rome and Jerusalem but 
close to heaven.”939 The bountiful resources and temperate climate of the British Isles 
could also be used by Bede to reflect “the good spiritual qualities of their inhabitants, 
now transformed from pagan barbarism.”940 It also matches the papal epitaph Bede 
records, which had been erected in celebration of Caedwalla. The epitaph states that 
Caedwalla had abandoned his barbarous rage (Barbaricam rabiem) and was reborn in 
heavenly grace through his travel to Rome.941 Through stories such as these, Bede 
was able to turn the classical notion of remoteness and barbarism to purposes of 
salvation history.  
                                                 
933 “tenebris ac frigore infidelitatis usque ad tempus dominicae incarnationis torpere.” Bede, De tabernac., 2. 
CCSL 119A. 
934 Bede, De templ., 2:20. CCSL 119A. Discussed in O’Reilly, “Islands and Idols at the Ends of the Earth: 
Exegesis and Conversion in Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica.” 
935 “The Multitude of Isles and the Corner-Stone: Topography, Exegesis, and the Identity of the Angli in Bede’s 
Historia Ecclesiastica.” p.204. 
936 Bede, HE, 3:29. With reference to Isaiah 11:10; 49:1, 6, 7, 8; 42:6, 7. See also 2:8, 10.  
937 For Iona, see for example Bede, HE, 3:4-5; for Lindisfarne, 3:3. 
938 Ibid., 3:16. 
939 O’Reilly, “Islands and Idols at the Ends of the Earth: Exegesis and Conversion in Bede’s Historia 
Ecclesiastica.” 
940 Bede, HE, 1:1. Scully, “Location and Occupation: Bede, Gildas and the Roman Vision of Britain.” pp.258-259; 
Howe, “The Landscape of Anglo-Saxon England: Inherited, Invented, Imagined.” 
941 Bede, HE, 5:7. Highlighted by Scully, “Location and Occupation: Bede, Gildas and the Roman Vision of 
Britain.” pp.257-258. 
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Despite relying on Orosius for much of his opening material in the Historia, Bede 
rejects his view of the Roman Empire as universal, being careful to indicate areas not 
conquered or not long held by the Romans. In his discussion of the conquest of 
Britain, Bede indicates that Rome never held complete control of the island. In this he 
breaks from Gildas, too, who emphasises the subjection of the Britons to Roman rule, 
and makes no mention of those areas not conquered.942 Gildas states that they secured 
the lands to the east before turning their attentions westward. The Romans, we are 
told, met with no resistance and were able to subjugate Britain without bloodshed.943 
The return of the Romans to the continent is for want of land or wine, not due to 
disastrous campaigns.944 Bede, on the other hand, details both Caesar’s successes and 
his failures while on campaign in Britain, noting the particular places he gained 
control of, but never stating that he had subjected the whole island to his rule. He also 
tells us that after his victories in Britain and return to Gaul, Caesar suffered uprisings, 
again indicating his tenuous hold on the land for the Empire.945 For Gildas, these 
uprisings are firmly the fault of the Britons, and result once more in their utter 
subjection.946 In his description of Claudius’ conquest of Britain, Bede is careful to 
state that he had conquered “the greater part” but not the whole island. Furthermore, 
on Nero’s succession, the island was nearly lost, again indicating the shaky nature of 
Roman rule.947 Each of these careful clarifications is used by Bede to downplay the 
account of Roman hegemony in Britain he derived from Gildas. 
 
Also following his patristic sources in their reinterpretation of a classical idea, Bede 
represents saints as commanding the ocean. This is attributed to Germanus of 
Auxerre, who came to deal with the Pelagian heresy, in a passage taken almost 
wholesale from a life of the saint by Constantius. When their ship was beset by a 
storm on their crossing to Britain, Germanus had prayed and sprinkled holy water on 
the waves. This not only calmed the waves, but caused them and the wind to assist in 
                                                 
942 Gildas, DEB, 4-7. MGH  (Auct. ant.) 13. 
943 Ibid., 5. 
944 Ibid., 6, 7. 
945 Bede, HE, 1.2. 
946 Gildas, DEB, 6. MGH  (Auct. ant.) 13. 
947 Ibid., 1:3, 11. O’Reilly, “Islands and Idols at the Ends of the Earth: Exegesis and Conversion in Bede’s Historia 
Ecclesiastica.” See also Scully, “Bede, Orosius and Gildas on the Early History of Britain.” pp.36-37; “Bede’s 
Chronica maiora: Early Insular History in Universal Context.” p.57. 
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the crossing.948 Later this power is also attributed to St Aidan in absentia.949 Bede 
references a passage from Gregory the Great on this subject. In his Moralia, Gregory 
had reinterpreted the classical idea of emperors commanding the ocean and applied 
the power to saints. He proclaims:  
 
Behold the ocean, which was formerly swelling, now it is a slave, spread flat 
beneath the feet of the saints; and its barbarous movements, which the princes 
of the earth had not been able to tame with the sword, these the mouths of 
priests bind with simple words through awe of the Divine.950 
 
Early Anglo-Saxon descriptions of geography very often came with layers of 
rhetorical meaning. While our evidence of such ideas is very limited, we can see in 
the literature of this period the influence of classical, biblical, and patristic sources on 
their thinking. While a writer like the anonymous author of the earliest Life of 
Gregory the Great might see geography in terms proposed by Orosius, others, like 
Bede, actively rejected this view, taking on a view typified by Augustine and Gregory 
the Great. Aldhelm’s view of geography is interesting in its own way. He makes use 
of classical conceptions of world geography, but writes nonetheless as an exegete, 
explaining the significance of geography in biblical terms. As an element of the 
Roman literary inheritance, geography was approached in various ways by the early 
Anglo-Saxons. Some saw value in classical models for understanding the world, 
whilst others actively tried to imagine geography through a wholly biblical and 
patristic lens.  
 
The place of classical Roman mythology 
 
The grammatical education of Anglo-Saxon students was another area that involved 
tension concerning the inheritance of Roman culture. Pagan authors had been used for 
centuries in the teaching of grammar, but was this permissible in a monastic context? 
                                                 
948 Bede, HE, 1.17; Constantius, Vita Sancti Germani, 13. 
949 Bede, HE, 3:15. 
950 “Ecce quondam tumidus, iam substratus sanctorum pedibus seruit Oceanus; eiusque barbaros motus, quos 
terreni principes edomare ferro nequiuerant, hos pro diuina formidine sacerdotum ora simplicibus uerbis ligant.” 
Gregory, Moralia in Iob, 27:21. CCSL 143. Quoted by Bede in HE, 2:1. Scully, “Proud Ocean Has Become a 
Servant: A Classical Topos in the Literature on Britain’s Conquest and Conversion.” p.14; “Location and 
Occupation: Bede, Gildas and the Roman Vision of Britain.” p.252. 
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Ever a contentious issue, it continued to be so in the nascent Anglo-Saxon Church and 
beyond.951 Even within circles of correspondents, we can see disagreement about the 
suitability of pagan Roman literature for Christians. Such literature contained 
references to Graeco-Roman gods and creatures, which were often seen not only as 
“empty tales” (uana historia),952 but also dangerous ones. This present discussion 
places the Anglo-Saxons’ study of pagan literature in the context of its traditional 
pedagogical purposes and more immediately relevant Christian uses, commenting on 
the unease in the teachings of the Church Fathers in this matter. Within England itself 
at this early time there were those who found joy in the reading of pagan literature, 
while there were others who tried to reimagine the teaching of grammar without 
reference to this vexatious material. The attitude towards classical Roman mythology 
was fraught in early Anglo-Saxon England and was not soon to be resolved.  
 
Traditional Latin grammatical study offered two major challenges to Christians in 
Late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages. The first of these was linguistic. The 
ultimate aim of education in the classical Roman world was the acquisition of the 
skills necessary for oratory. Accordingly, Roman students would first learn reading 
and writing, before focusing on the study of authoritative literary texts to gain a sense 
of classical style.953 In this context, subjects like history, mythology, geography, the 
natural sciences, and grammar were secondary, and were studied according to their 
application to the reading of these texts. Through these the student might understand 
the allusions being made, the style of composition, and the rhetoric used.954 As a 
result of this approach, the grammars written in the pre-Christian empire were aimed 
at introducing native Latin speakers to technical grammatical language. They were 
not sufficient for non-Roman students attempting to learn the language. The only 
exception to this were some late antique grammars intended for Greek speakers 
learning Latin, though these were of little use to the Germanic and Celtic speakers of 
the British Isles.955 A second issue for Christians was the content of this learning. The 
material that represented the ideal “classical style” in Roman education was pagan. 
                                                 
951 Laistner, “Bede as a Classical and a Patristic Scholar.” p.72. 
952 Lib. monstr., 1:45. 
953 Robert Browning, “Education in the Roman Empire,” in Late Empire and Successors, ed. Averil Cameron, 
Bryan Ward-Perkins, and Michael Whitby. Cambridge Ancient History, 2nd ed. Vol. 14 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2001): 855-883. pp.856-857, 860. 
954 Law, Grammar and Grammarians in the Early Middle Ages. p.71; Browning, “Education in the Roman 
Empire.” p.859. 
955 Law, Grammar and Grammarians in the Early Middle Ages. pp.53, 72-73. 
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Christians were faced with material that contravened their own teachings and beliefs. 
In recognition of this incompatibility, the Emperor Julian (“the Apostate”) had 
actually issued an edict banning Christians from working as teachers in 362, though it 
was repealed less than two years later.956 Evidently he saw Christian learning and 
pagan education as fundamentally at odds. The works of the Fathers also see classical 
material sitting uncomfortably with Christian learning. Pope Gregory the Great 
appears to have been thoroughly ill-disposed towards pagan literature, chastising 
Bishop Desiderius of Vienne for teaching grammar and thereby encouraging praise of 
Jupiter along with Christ.957 Again, in a letter to Bishop Leander of Seville, he 
indicates that such material lies outside the scope of Christian learning.958 And yet, 
Gregory’s own writings indicate that he was far from a stranger to this material 
himself.959 Others admitted to struggling with the enjoyment they felt reading pagan 
literature. Augustine, who had received a traditional Roman education,960 chastises 
himself for the sadness he felt at Dido’s fate in Vergil’s Aeneid. He states that he 
should have been more interested in the study of grammar itself and turned himself to 
God, rather than to this “most delightful” (dulcissimum) literature.961  Likewise, 
Jerome warns his correspondent, Eustochium, not to make the same mistake he had, 
regarding pagan material. He tells her that he used to fast, and then read Cicero 
afterwards, and would weep for his sins, but then read Plautus again. This 
contradictory situation was only brought to an end when Jerome experienced a fever-
dream in which his judge declared, “You are a Ciceronian, not a Christian.”962 
 
But, of course, these issues had to be resolved: in a scriptural religion, correct 
understanding of religious texts was of such importance that Christians had to find a 
way of teaching grammar that was in harmony with their own beliefs, as well as a 
way of teaching Latin to non-Roman Christians. As a religion based on the Word, 
adequate training was required to interpret Scripture. On the continent in the time of 
Benedict of Nursia, Latin was still close enough to the vernacular that grammar’s 
                                                 
956 Ibid., p.74. 
957 Gregory, Reg., Ep.11:34. MGH (Epist.) 2. Law, Grammar and Grammarians in the Early Middle Ages. p.74; 
See also Laistner, “Bede as a Classical and a Patristic Scholar.” p.72. 
958 Gregory, Reg. Ep.5:53a MGH (Epist.) 1. 
959 John Moorhead, “Gregory’s Literary Inheritance,” in A Companion to Gregory the Great, ed. Bronwen Neil 
and Matthew Dal Santo (Leiden: Brill, 2013): 249-267. pp.252-253. 
960 Law, Grammar and Grammarians in the Early Middle Ages. p.80. 
961 Augustine, Confessiones, 1:13:21. CCSL 27. Law, Grammar and Grammarians in the Early Middle Ages. p.74. 
962 “Ciceronianus es, non Christianus.” Jerome, Epistulae, Ep.22.  
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function could still be assisting students to study the Bible.963 But in places like 
Britain, Latin would have to be learnt from scratch. The reasons for studying grammar 
in antiquity (such as “eloquence in the senate” or “fluency before the law”) were no 
longer relevant. Instead, grammar was important for the reading and interpretation of 
the liturgy, Scripture, and the writings of the Church Fathers.964 As a result, in the 
early Middle Ages, there was a complete shift in the study of grammar and by the 
close of the seventh century, texts like the Ars Asporii, a reworking of Donatus’ Ars 
minor, would form the foundation of a new pedagogy for the study of Latin in 
Western Europe. The insular Anonymus ad Cuimnanum, written sometime around 700 
as a preface to a commentary on Donatus, emphasises the importance of grammar in 
all other literary pursuits.965 This new study of grammar became “one of the most 
powerful discursive practices of monastic culture in that it provided the dominant 
ways of talking about language, texts and interpretation…. It provided one of the 
central ways of knowing for the early medieval world.”966 
 
The early Anglo-Saxons were among those reading and writing these new 
grammatical texts.  We know that monastic education in England involved reading the 
pagan poets from very early in the seventh century, though it is not entirely clear 
when this began. 967  Vivien Law deduced that such education must have been 
available in England from early on, given the gradual appearance of Anglo-Saxons at 
higher levels within the Church hierarchy over the course of this century. Their 
elevation could hardly have happened, she argues, without an understanding of 
Latin.968 More telling is the arrival of Theodore and Hadrian in the second half of the 
seventh century and their rapid foundation of the school at Canterbury, which 
“implies that background training, adequate to enable the students to benefit from the 
more advanced instruction they offered, had been available for a sufficient period to 
permit the formation of a nucleus of literate and reasonably well read men.”969 The 
                                                 
963 Coleman, “Bede, Monastic Grammatica and Reminiscence.” p.139. 
964 Martin Irvine, “Bede the Grammarian and the Scope of Grammatical Studies in 8th-Century Northumbria,” 
Anglo-Saxon England 15 (1986): 15-44. p.17; Law, Grammar and Grammarians in the Early Middle Ages. p.75. 
965 Anonymus ad Cuimnanum, prologue. CCSL 133D. Irvine, “Bede the Grammarian and the Scope of 
Grammatical Studies in 8th-Century Northumbria.” pp.17, 19; Coleman, “Bede, Monastic Grammatica and 
Reminiscence.” p.142. 
966 Irvine, “Bede the Grammarian and the Scope of Grammatical Studies in 8th-Century Northumbria.” p.41. 
967 Michael Herren, “The Transmission and Reception of Graeco-Roman Mythology in Anglo-Saxon England,” 
Anglo-Saxon England 27 (2008): 87-103. p.92. 
968 Law, Grammar and Grammarians in the Early Middle Ages. p.92. 
969 Ibid., p.92. 
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remainder of this chapter is dedicated to the attitudes of these students of grammar in 
early Anglo-Saxon England, contending that here too, there was disagreement about 
the proper place of this element of Roman culture in their education. 
 
For Bede, what was important was the clear and correct elucidation of biblical 
material and as such, grammar was of central importance. As Janet Coleman notes, 
“for Bede all the sciences of discourse may be subsumed under grammar because it is 
grammar that serves as the primary vehicle to divine wisdom.”970 This purpose was 
reflective of the library collection at Wearmouth-Jarrow. The only rhetorical text 
known to be in this library with any certainty is the second book of Isidore of 
Seville’s Etymologiae.  The focus was instead on the works of the grammarians, 
which fits with the aforementioned monastic programme of learning. The need to 
understand and interpret scripture was of central import, not the construction of 
literary works for their own merit.971 In order to do this, one needed to learn grammar, 
not rhetoric. Bede, likely following Gregory the Great, was among those who 
believed the study of pagan literature completely inappropriate for Christians, and as a 
result he set about writing new grammatical guides using examples from patristic and 
biblical material, such as the psalms and Gregory the Great’s Moralia.  
 
Bede’s grammatical treatises are De arte metrica, De schematibus et tropis,972 and De 
orthographia, though the first two of these are different parts of the same text.973 
While scholars such as Max Ludwig Wolfram Laistner were dismissive of Bede’s 
grammatical works, believing them derivative and of little value, this imbalance has 
been redressed somewhat by the work of Martin Irvine and others since.974 In fact, 
while Bede often takes his subjects from similar texts, such as Donatus’ Ars minor or 
Virgilius Maro Grammaticus, he draws his examples from biblical and patristic 
material, demonstrating deliberate and precise editing.975 And while he certainly made 
use of authorities (auctoritates) like Vergil, he “neutralised” such texts of their “non-
                                                 
970 Coleman, “Bede, Monastic Grammatica and Reminiscence.” p.143. 
971 Ibid., p.141. 
972 “De schematibus et tropis is continually misclassified as a rhetorical treatise. The purpose of the work is 
exegetical, following the procedures for enarratio.” Irvine, “Bede the Grammarian and the Scope of Grammatical 
Studies in 8th-Century Northumbria.” p.36. 
973 Ibid., pp.15, 34. 
974 Ibid., p.15. 
975 Ibid., p.29; Coleman, “Bede, Monastic Grammatica and Reminiscence.” pp.142-143. See also Herren, “The 
Transmission and Reception of Graeco-Roman Mythology in Anglo-Saxon England .” p.87. 
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Christian values.”976 Moreover, Bede is explicitly condemnatory, stating in his De 
arte metrica, that Christians ought not to touch pagan literature.977 
 
In fact, Bede is so good at removing such references to such material, that some 
scholars have questioned how much in the way of pagan literature Bede can actually 
have been said to have read. In the 1930s, Laistner cautioned against assuming that 
Bede had actually read everything he quoted, as the single lines he uses were often 
contained in the work of the grammarians, as well as Isidore. Terence, Lucretius, 
Varro, Lucilius, the Ars poetica of Horace, Martial, and Sallust all fall within this 
category for Laistner.978 We also cannot discount the possibility that some of these 
one-liners may have just become part of common usage, he argues.979 In 1970, Peter 
Hunter-Blair likewise called it “folly” to assume that Bede’s classical references come 
from first-hand reading.980 A decade later, Neil Wright took issue with Hunter-Blair’s 
case, indicating passages where the suggested sources are not sufficient to account for 
Bede’s usage, and providing evidence of Bede looking to Vergil as a model for his 
Vita Cuthberti.981 Michael Hunter likewise saw Bede’s systematic removal of pagan 
references as evidence of familiarity with a number of pagan authors, Pliny first 
among these.982 
 
It does seem likely that Bede had more than a cursory knowledge of Vergil at the very 
least. To take just one example, he quotes a phrase from Vergil’s Aeneid when 
recounting Ecgfrith’s ill-advised attacks on the Irish. Bede issues a general warning 
against invoking the vengeance of God, and tells us that in attacking the Irish, 
Ecgfrith had refused to listen to the advice of his friends and of Saints Cuthbert and 
Ecgbert. “From this time,” he tells us, “the hopes and strengths of the English 
kingdom began ‘to ebb and fall away.’”983 This momentary lapse in his anti-pagan 
poetry stance might seem to be explainable by the phrase having come into common 
                                                 
976 Coleman, “Bede, Monastic Grammatica and Reminiscence.” pp.142-143; Irvine, “Bede the Grammarian and 
the Scope of Grammatical Studies in 8th-Century Northumbria.” p.31. 
977 “Praeterea sunt metra alia perplura, quae in libris Centimetrorum simplicibus monstrata exemplis quisque cupit 
reperiet. Reperiuntur quaedam et in insigni illo uolumine Porphyrii exilio liberari. Quae, quia pagana erant, nos 
tangere non libuit.” Bede, DAM, 1:24. CCSL123A. Mentioned in Michael Hunter, “Germanic and Roman 
Antiquity and the Sense of the Past in Anglo-Saxon England,” Anglo-Saxon England 3 (1974). p.41. 
978 Laistner, “Bede as a Classical and a Patristic Scholar.” p.72. 
979 Ibid., pp.72-73 . 
980 Hunter Blair, The World of Bede. pp.289-290. 
981 N. R. Wright, “Bede and Vergil,” Romanobarbarica 6 (1981): 361-379. pp.363-364. 
982 Hunter, “Germanic and Roman Antiquity and the Sense of the Past in Anglo-Saxon England.” pp.41-42. 
983 “Ex quo tempore spes coepit et uirtus regni Anglorum ‘fluere ac retro sublapsa referri’.” Bede, HE, 4:26.  
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usage. But looking at the passage in Vergil, Bede’s usage fits the wider sense of the 
passage. The words are taken from the second book of the Aeneid, from Aeneas’ 
recounting of Sinon’s deceptive tale to the Trojans. In this passage, the Greeks are 
said to have stolen the palladium from the Temple of Athena, inviting her retribution. 
At this point, it is the hopes of the Greeks that is said “to ebb and fall away” and their 
strength breaks as “the mind of the goddess had turned [against them].”984 Both 
authors speak of hope (spes) and strength (uirtus) in the relative passages and in both 
cases, the destruction of these is the result of invoking the ire of a deity. Thus, Bede’s 
passage fits with Vergil’s usage more closely than the phrase alone might tell us and 
indicates that he was certainly familiar with the story, not just the phrase. Martin 
Irvine offers other examples of Bede’s knowledge of Vergil. For instance, in his entry 
on dum in his De orthographia, Bede quotes from Vergil’s Eclogues, along with two 
verses from the Psalms and Gregory the Great’s Moralia.985 The reference from 
Vergil, he tells us, is not found in any other surviving grammatical work, making it 
likely that Bede had read this himself.986 Likewise, in his De arte metrica, Bede cites 
passages from Lucan’s Pharsalia, another source not cited elsewhere in grammatical 
writings.987 The same is true of his non-grammatical texts. Bede gives quotes from 
pagan material in his exegetical and hagiographical works that do not survive as 
secondary quotes in other material, and the citations from Ovid and Vergil are such 
that it is likely these were given from memory or from texts close at hand.  
 
Martin Irvine saw Bede’s version of grammatica as Augustinian,988 though in outlook 
he is perhaps more akin to Gregory the Great. While he had certainly read much 
pagan material, and evidence of this is everywhere in his works, he must have deemed 
it highly inappropriate for the learning of grammar for Christian purposes and set 
about editing pagan ideas out of his examples, even if he could not avoid using the 
authors altogether. 
 
Aldhelm, residing in the South and West, represents the opposite side of the spectrum 
from Bede on this matter. While he did not write a grammar of his own, he did write 
                                                 
984 “ex illo fluere ac retro sublapsa referri; spes Danaum, fractae vires, aversa deae mens.” Virg. Aen., 2:169-170. 
985 See the Corpus Christianorum edition. Bede, DO, CCSL 123A p.22. 
986 Irvine, “Bede the Grammarian and the Scope of Grammatical Studies in 8th-Century Northumbria.” p.31. 
987 Lucan, Pharsalia, 1:1-3, 10-12. Bede, DAM, 1:11. CCSL123A. Irvine, “Bede the Grammarian and the Scope of 
Grammatical Studies in 8th-Century Northumbria.” p.33. 
988 Irvine, “Bede the Grammarian and the Scope of Grammatical Studies in 8th-Century Northumbria.” p.39. 
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several works on metrics. Taking an unusual format, Aldhelm’s De metris (regarding 
dactylic hexameter) was followed by the Enigmata (which demonstrated hexameter), 
which in turn was followed by De pedum regulis (which studied individual metrical 
feet and topics with relation to these).989 There is little doubt that he had read some 
pagan Roman literature very closely and his Enigmata, written as examples of 
hexameter for students of poetry, were modelled stylistically on those of Symphosius, 
complete with their classical airs.990 Careful work done on his classical allusions 
indicates that a number of pagan authors were read by Aldhelm; in particular, Vergil, 
Ovid, and Lucan.991 Priscian the Grammarian, although most likely a Christian, wrote 
a grammar in the traditional style, including the pagan material that had for so long 
been associated with the learning of grammar: this too was in Aldhelm’s library.992 
Moreover, Aldhelm appears to have thoroughly enjoyed the classical flavour pagan 
literature provided his own compositions, evident at one point in his likening of the 
training of the virginal nuns (his audience) to that of athletes in the gymnasium.993 He 
had read his Vergil particularly well, referencing the Aeneid, Georgics, and 
Eclogues.994  
 
As a result, his vocabulary had come to contain much material of pagan origin and his 
prose and poetry are littered with such allusions. So much so, that Michael Herren 
could exclaim that “Aldhelm is a hard author. His ‘densa silva latinitatis’ [dense 
forest of Latinity] is close to impenetrable.”995 When speaking of the distinctly 
biblical vocabulary of Bede and others, Janet Coleman looks to Jean Leclercq’s 
explanation of a type of monastic memory, which, 
 
fashioned wholly by the Bible and nurtured entirely by biblical words and the 
images they evoke, causes them [monks] to express themselves spontaneously 
in a biblical vocabulary. Reminiscences are not quotations, elements of 
                                                 
989 Law, Grammar and Grammarians in the Early Middle Ages. p.93. 
990 For the content, Michael Lapidge and James L. Rosier argue that we should look to a number of sources, 
especially Pliny’s Natural History and Isidore’s Etymologies. Lapidge and Rosier, Aldhelm: The Poetic Works. 
pp.61, 63. 
991 Herren, “The Transmission and Reception of Graeco-Roman Mythology in Anglo-Saxon England .” p.89. 
992 This text accounts for Aldhelm’s knowledge of Sallust, among others. Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon Library. 
p.100. 
993 Aldhelm, Prosa de virg., 2. 
994 Andy Orchard, “Aldhelm’s Library,” in The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain, I: 400-1100, ed. 
Richard Gameson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012). p.600. 
995 Herren, “The Transmission and Reception of Graeco-Roman Mythology in Anglo-Saxon England .” p.68. 
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phrases borrowed from another. They are the words of the person using them; 
they belong to him.996 
 
Aldhelm’s Latin style reeks of extensive study of pagan material. While the vocal 
repetition of biblical material by monks explains its adoption into common speech, 
Aldhelm’s use of pagan allusions is so pervasive as to be synthesised with his own 
biblical vocabulary. Hell becomes Tartarus and Satan the Hydra,997 and he commonly 
refers to God as “the Thunderer” (Tonans) and “Ruler of Olympus” (regnator 
Olympi), titles of Zeus or Jupiter.998 For example, in his Carmen de virginitate, he 
makes reference to 1 Corinthians 3:16, while incorporating Tonans as a name for 
God. He says that:  
 
the nourishing Spirit of the high-throned one demands a temple for itself 
If the free will flames in the heart in such a way 
While the sacred words of the apostles recite: 
Do you not know that your loins are temples of God? 
The Spirit of the Thunderer now rightly dwells in you!999 
 
This replacement of Spiritus Dei with Spiritus Tonantis would hardly have been met 
with approval by someone like Bede, but Aldhelm delights in such coalescence. 
Likewise, in his enigma on the Sun and Moon, he takes the epithet “Ruler of 
Olympus” from Jupiter, applying it to God instead: 
 
The most foul progeny of Saturn did not produce us  
[That is], Jupiter, whom the songs of the poets imagine [to be] great 
Nor was Latona mother-creator on Delos 
But rather the Ruler of highest Olympus [God] created [us] 
Who now presides in his fortress high in heaven.1000 
                                                 
996 Coleman, “Bede, Monastic Grammatica and Reminiscence.” p.149. 
997 Aldhelm, Ep.5. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15.  
998 Thunderer: Aldhelm, Carmen de virg., 10, 31, 86, 151. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. Ruler of Olympus: Aenig., 79. 
CCSL 133; Carmen de virg., 1295; Prosa de virg., 2. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. 
999 “Spiritus altithroni templum sibi vindicat almus; Taliter immunis flagrat si corde voluntas; Sanctus apostolicae 
cecinit dum sermo loquelae: Nescitis, quod fana Dei sint ilia vestra? Spiritus in vobis habitat iam iure Tonantis!” 
Italics a reference to 1 Corinthians 3:16. Aldhelm, Carmen de virg., 147-151. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. 
1000 “Non nos Saturni genuit spurcissima proles Iupiter, immensum fingunt quem carmina vatum, Nec fuit in Delo 
mater Latona creatrix; Cynthia non dicor nec frater Apollo vocatur, Sed potius summi genuit regnator Olimpi, Qui 
nunc in caelis excelsae praesidet arci.” Aldhelm, Aenig., 79. CCSL 133. 
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Aldhelm’s application of these phrases is highly unusual in early Anglo-Saxon 
literature, and there is little in patristic prose to have encouraged him in such usage. 
Certainly, Aldhelm’s pagan sources made use of them. Vergil, whom Aldhelm clearly 
admired,1001 speaks of the “Ruler of Olympus,” for instance.1002  For “the Thunderer” 
we might look to Ovid, whom Aldhelm had also apparently read with relish.1003 
Evidence of Aldhelm’s reading of Ovid is clearest in his prose De virginitate, when 
he describes a number of Roman festivals at which Christian virgins were forced to 
offer sacrifice: the Lupercalia, Competalia, Portunalia, Suovetaurilia, Saturnalia, and 
the Nyctelia.1004 On the other hand, Michael Herren suggested that Aldhelm took this 
style from late antique Christian poets, though he doesn’t indicate which ones.1005 But 
it is not hard to find such references in Aldhelm’s sources. In his Historia Apostolica, 
for instance, Arator makes several references to God as Tonans.1006 And in the Laudes 
Dei of Dracontius, the heavens are “suspended by the command of the 
Thunderer.”1007 So, Aldhelm could have got his use of these terms from any of a 
number of sources, though why he chose to employ them is more interesting. This is 
certainly a matter of style for Aldhelm, who was the first Anglo-Saxon to write 
treatises on Metrics.1008 But he was by no means the only writer of grammar and the 
joy Aldhelm apparently took in such airs was distinct among the early Anglo-Saxons.  
 
Despite his love of pagan material, Aldhelm was, of course, careful to name such 
stories false. In his Carmen de virginitate, he tells us that vines ripen for Bacchus, “as 
the fictions of ancient books falsely report.”1009 Likewise, in the prose version he 
states that the virgin Eugenia had worried her family by joining a monastery: they 
thought she had been carried off “just like Proserpina, carried off by Pluto, as the 
fictions of the poets uphold.”1010 Aldhelm’s prologues to various works also make a 
show of not calling on the muses, but on God instead. This allows him to indulge in 
                                                 
1001 Aldhelm, Epist. Acirc., 42; see also Prosa de virg., 2. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. 
1002 “regnator Olympi,” “rex Olympi.” Virg. Aen., 2:779, 5:533, 7:558, 10:437, 12:791. 
1003 Ovid, Metamorphoses, 1:170; 2:466; 11:198; Heroides, 9:7; Fasti, 6:33. 
1004 Aldhelm, Prosa de virg., 50. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. 
1005 Herren, “Aldhelm the Theologian.” p.75. 
1006 See for example Arator, Historia Apostolica, 1:49, 2:141. CCSL 130A. 
1007 “iussu suspensa tonantis.” Dracontius, Laudes Dei, 1:142. MGH (Auct. Ant.)14. This text is littered with 
similar references. 
1008 Lapidge and Rosier, Aldhelm: The Poetic Works. p.183. 
1009 “Ut referunt falso veterum figmenta librorum.” Aldhelm, Carmen de virg., 1334. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. 
1010 “velut Proserpinam, ut poetarum figmenta ferunt, a Plutone raptam.” Aldhelm, Prosa de virg., 44. MGH (Auct. 
Ant.) 15. 
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the traditional pagan poetical motifs. He alludes to the traditional causes of inspiration 
in pagan literature: the muses; the stream at Delphi, which granted eloquence to those 
who drank from it; swarms of bees, granting eloquence by spreading their nectar on 
the lips; and Phoebus, to whom prayers were directed for such matters.1011 But in each 
instance, he shuns their supposed powers, turning instead to God. 
 
Aldhelm warns others against such material as well. His student, Wihtfrith, who is 
desirous to visit Ireland, is admonished for this by Aldhelm. They are too concerned 
with the study of the pagan philosophers there, he argues, when they should be 
focusing on the study of Scripture. But, true to form, Aldhelm then demonstrates his 
own familiarity with these same pagan works, cataloguing mythological figures and 
their associated tales.1012 The irony is so glaring that one wonders if Aldhelm intended 
this letter as a lighthearted one, as a gentle warning of the dangers of pagan literature, 
rather than a firm rebuke. The irony must have been quite plain to both teacher and 
student. As Lapidge and Herren have noted, “Aldhelm knew and quoted more lines 
from ancient writers than can be found in the entire corpus of seventh-century 
Hiberno-Latin writings that we possess.”1013 The tone of this letter is also reminiscent 
of another of Aldhelm’s letters, in which he questions why students continue to flock 
to Ireland for their education, when they may find such illustrious teachers as 
Theodore and Hadrian in Britain. He describes Theodore as beset by Irish students, 
“swollen with the pride of arrogance,” as a boar is beset by hounds, though “with the 
filed tooth of grammar,” he drives them away.1014 His aim in writing this passage was 
to emphasise the reputation of Britain’s scholars, and yet, he says, the insults levelled 
at the Irish were all intended in jest. “But rather, [my] jest was made in the practice of 
a joker and comedian, of their words with reckless biting wit, and with the excuse of 
brotherly irony and love.”1015 As we have seen in the first chapter of this thesis, there 
                                                 
1011 Lapidge and Rosier, Aldhelm: The Poetic Works. p.70; Aldelm, Carmen de virg., preface; De metris, 9. See 
also Carmen de virg., 1327-1353. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. Aldhelm has another reason for mentioning bees. Like 
Basil and Ambrose, he links bees to virginity. He believes that bees are chaste, producing their offspring without 
mating. He also sees them as representative of monastic life on account of their industriousness. Sinead 
O’Sullivan, “Aldhelm’s De virginitate—Patristic Pastiche or Innovative Exposition,” Peritia 12 (1998): 271-295. 
pp.291-292. 
1012 Aldhelm, Ep.3. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. Discussed in Herren, “The Transmission and Reception of Graeco-
Roman Mythology in Anglo-Saxon England .” p.93, Hunter, Michael. “Germanic and Roman Antiquity and the 
Sense of the Past in Anglo-Saxon England.” p.41. 
1013 Lapidge and Herren, Aldhelm: The Prose Works. p.140. 
1014 “supercilii tyfo turgens,” “grammatico dente… limato.” Aldhelm, Ep.5. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. I have rendered 
tyfo as typho in agreement with his translators. Lapidge and Herren, Aldhelm: The Prose Works. fn.36 p.202. 
1015 “Sed potius iocistae scurraeque ritu dicacitate temeraria loquentium fraternae hironia dilectionis obtentu 
cavillabatur.” Aldhelm, Ep.5. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. There is no known source for this passage. 
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was a tradition of associating Ireland with dangerous and schismatic behaviour. 
Aldhelm, it seems, was a man with a sense of humour and played on this tradition in 
his letter. He certainly saw the study of scripture as the highest priority, and warns 
another correspondent, Æthilwald to focus his attention on spiritual writings:  
 
If, in truth, you endeavour to learn anything further of secular books, do it 
only for this reason, that since in the reckoning of Divine Law the framework 
of almost all words depends entirely upon the art of grammar. You will more 
easily understand the most deep and most holy sense of the same Divine 
utterance in [your] reading.1016 
 
Yet, he evidently saw the enjoyment of pagan literature in the process as relatively 
harmless. While the influence of Adlhelm’s studies at Canterbury has been 
questioned,1017 it is likely that Aldhelm’s obscure Graecisms and love of Roman style 
are a result of his time at this school, possibly through glosses edited and added to by 
his teachers.1018 It seems most likely that Aldhelm’s formative years in Canterbury, 
few though they may have been, continued to influence his writing throughout his 
life. 
 
The Liber monstrorum is another text that revels in pagan material. A work that has 
caused much disagreement over its origin, it is now generally thought to have been 
produced within Aldhelm’s milieu. The similarities between this text and his works 
are striking, but its editor Andy Orchard argues that they are not close enough to 
suggest his authorship. Rather, it may have been the product of a colleague, student, 
or imitator of his style. 1019  They share many of the same sources. The Liber 
monstrorum itself contains the most comprehensive Graeco-Roman mythology of any 
                                                 
1016 “Si quid vero praeterea saecularium litterarum nosse laboras, ea tantummodo causa id facias, ut, quoniam in 
lege divina vel omnis vel paene omnis verborum textus artis omnino grammaticae ratione consistit, tanto eiusdem 
eloquii divini profundissimos atque sacratissimos sensus facilius legendo intelligas.” Aldhelm, Ep.11. MGH (Auct. 
Ant.) 15.  
1017 Law, Grammar and Grammarians in the Early Middle Ages. p.92. Vivien Law makes the point that Aldhelm 
was not at the Canterbury school for overly long, sometime between 669 and 673/674. Aldhelm also mentions 
having an illness that disrupted his study in Aldhelm, Ep.2. MGH (Auct. Ant.) 15. “One may therefore feel 
tempted to ask how important a part of Aldhelm’s education his years with Hadrian were.” However, it is likely 
that although he had received a basic education elsewhere, his time with Hadrian was formative. 
1018 Law, Grammar and Grammarians in the Early Middle Ages. pp.96-97. 
1019 Andy Orchard, Pride and Prodigies: Studies in the Monsters of the Beowulf-Manuscript (Cambridge: D.S. 
Brewer, 1995). pp.94-95; Herren, “The Transmission and Reception of Graeco-Roman Mythology in Anglo-Saxon 
England .” pp.101-102. 
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source from the period. There is no mention of specifically Anglo-Saxon monsters 
here, though the work is often discussed in connection with three texts of the tenth 
century Cotton MS Vitellius A XV manuscript: Beowulf, Marvels of the East, and The 
Letter of Alexander to Aristotle.1020 Pagan sources for the Liber monstrorum included 
Pliny’s Naturalis historia, the Historia Alexandri of Quintus Curtius Rufus and 
Lucan’s (now lost) Orpheus. 1021  But, like Aldhelm, the author of the Liber 
monstrorum was a keen student of Vergil, with around one in three entries in his text 
citing “the outstanding poet” (praecipuus poeta).1022 This was not at the expense of 
Christian material. The author of this text, along with his contemporaries, made 
extensive use of Isidore’s Etymologiae. The Etymologiae, with its sections on pagan 
gods and monsters, was the most common Christian source in England in the seventh 
and eighth centuries containing this kind of material.1023 Others included Orosius’ 
Libri Septem (Book One) and Augustine’s De civitate Dei. The Liber monstrorum fit 
well into Aldhelm’s intellectual world, which adopted a reasonably permissive 
attitude towards the kind of material that had been traditionally taught as exemplary 
classical style.  
 
Far from conflating and misunderstanding such material, this milieu was one in which 
readers were expected to be well versed in the works of the pagan poets. For example, 
the author of the Liber describes, but doesn’t name, Vergil’s Fama (a personified 
Fame, or Rumour), cleverly paraphrasing the poet’s words, while keeping the rolling 
pattern of assonance. Thus, “monstrum horrendum,” becomes “monstrum quoddam 
nocturnum.”1024 Perhaps this wordplay was for the benefit of readers who were 
familiar with the passage. Such an interpretation is supported by Andy Orchard’s 
discussion of another altered Vergilian passage in this work, from the death of 
Cleopatra.1025 Where Virgil refers to “latrator Anubis,” the dog-headed Egyptian god, 
Anubis, the author of the Liber monstrorum speaks of “nubes latrantes” (barking 
                                                 
1020 Orchard, Pride and Prodigies: Studies in the Monsters of the Beowulf-Manuscript  p.93. 
1021 Ibid., pp.87, 92. 
1022 Ibid., pp.87, 92-93; Lib. monstr., 3:10. Even Plautus is referenced. 2:6. 
1023 Herren, “The Transmission and Reception of Graeco-Roman Mythology in Anglo-Saxon England .” p.87. 
1024 “Et dicunt, quod dici nefandum est, monstrum quoddam nocturnum fuisse, quod semper noctu per umbram 
caeli et terrae uolabat, homines in urbibus horribili stridore territans, et quot plumas in corpore habuit, tot oculos, 
totidem aures et ora. Semper quoque sine requie et somno fuisse describitur.” Lib. monstr., 1:42. Cf. Virg. Aen., 
4:173-188. “…monstrum horrendum, ingens, cui quot sunt corpore plumae, tot vigiles oculi subter (mirabile 
dictu), tot linguae, totidem ora sonant, tot subrigit auris. nocte volat caeli medio terraeque per umbram stridens, 
nec dulci declinat lumina somno; luce sedet custos aut summi culmine tecti turribus aut altis, et magnas territat 
urbes, tam ficti pravique tenax quam nuntia veri.” 
1025 Virg. Aen., 8:696-700. 
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clouds).1026 Orchard sees this as a clever play on words, and prefers, “with Michael 
Lapidge, to see this and other such misrepresentations of his source as calculated and 
deliberate, ‘mischievous witticism directed at readers who knew their Vergil.’”1027  
 
Just like Aldhelm, though, the author of the Liber Monstrorum was careful to 
differentiate between those stories he deemed reliable and those he saw as false, 
denouncing pagan stories as falling into the latter category. In one instance, drawing 
from Augustine regarding a person with crescent-shaped feet and hands, he deems the 
story to have come from “a faithful account” (fideli historia).1028 On the other hand, 
despite his apparent love for Vergil, he terms the account of the Eumenides (Furies) 
“an empty tale” (uana historia).1029 Regarding Cerberus, he says, the poets and 
philosophers “utter with indecent falsehood that the most renowned Hercules dragged 
him, trembling, from the throne of Orcus, king of the underworld, in chains, and that 
the insolent man provoked the aggravated [animal] with deranged barking.”1030 
Likewise, he tells us, the story of Midas is nonsense, and “no one believes this unless 
they are despising the truth.”1031 And so again, we are presented with an author whose 
love of monsters and pagan heroes causes him to read and reference material that he 
knows to be problematic, but unlike Bede, the author of the Liber monstrorum can 
hardly have thought it dangerous. 
 
In light of these paganophilic texts, the works of Boniface present an interesting case. 
His Ars grammatica, composed at Nursling prior to his final departure to the 
continent, 1032  was heavily reliant on grammarians like Donatus, Charisius, and 
Phocas, and his Ars metrica on Isidore. His examples are drawn from the standard 
pagan Roman authors used in grammatical works such as Vergil, Cicero, and 
Sallust.1033 And despite assertions to the contrary, these examples are in no way 
                                                 
1026 Lib. monstr., 3:23. 
1027 Orchard, Pride and Prodigies: Studies in the Monsters of the Beowulf-Manuscript  p.102. Michael Lapidge, 
“Beowulf, Aldhelm, the Liber Monstrorum and Wessex,” Studi Medievali 3, no. 23 (1982): 151-192. p.168. 
1028 Lib. monstr., 1:25. Cf. Aug. De civ., 16:8. CCSL 47, 48. 
1029 Lib. monstr., 1:45. Cf. Virg. Aen., 6:280-281; Georgica, 4:482-283. Both references discussed Orchard, Pride 
and Prodigies: Studies in the Monsters of the Beowulf-Manuscript  p.90. 
1030 “eum trementem ab Orci regis inferni solio famosissimum Alciden in uinculis traxisse turpi depromunt 
mendacio, et quod eum inritatum ille contumax insanis prouocauit latratibus.” Lib. monstr., 2:14. Cf. Virg. Aen., 
6:392-396, 417-418; Georgica, 4:483. 
1031 “Quod nemo nisi ueritatem spernens credit.” Lib. monstr., 1:36. 
1032 Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon Library. p.38. 
1033 See the Corpus Christianorum edition, CCSL 133B. 
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washed of their pagan content.1034 In the chapter De nomine in the Ars grammatica, 
for example, he quotes a passage from the Aeneid, in which Juno is speaking to 
Juturna about her affair with Jupiter.1035 His correspondence tells the same story. In a 
letter from Boniface—then still known as Wynfrith—to Nithard, dated sometime 
between 716 and 720, he speaks of Death as Pluto and the gates of Hell as the Gates 
of Erebus.1036 While we would expect to see pagan allusions in his grammatical texts, 
his letter to Nithard demonstrates that this was not only a matter of genre for 
Boniface. This is supported by another letter, to Boniface from Egburg, dated to the 
same period, which uses the phrase “Ruler of high Olympus” to refer to God.1037 It 
appears, then, that Boniface held the same liberal attitude to pagan material as 
Aldhelm and the author of the Liber monstrorum, and that he corresponded with 
others of like mind. Law, pointing out, among other evidence, that Boniface cites 
Aldhelm’s De pedum regulis likely very soon after publication, intimates that he may 
have been operating within the influence of Canterbury.1038  
 
But, what makes Boniface most interesting in this regard is that none of his later 
letters make any such classical allusions. If we accept the early dating of Boniface’s 
grammatical works, then it would seem that reference to pagan material was, for 
Boniface, a folly of youth. Perhaps, like Augustine and Jerome, Boniface had been 
struck by an attack of conscience regarding such material and decided to abstain from 
it later in life. But what caused his change of heart? The answer might lie in the letters 
of Pope Gregory discussed earlier. Gregory’s writings demonstrate that he had read 
some Livy, Juvenal, Vergil, and Pliny himself, despite his pronouncements against 
such reading. John Moorhead has pointed out that Gregory’s classical references, 
while few in number, are noticeably weighted towards the earlier years of his 
pontificate and occur more frequently in letters written to lay recipients.1039 Equally, 
those letters that appear to take a negative view of such material are addressed to 
                                                 
1034 “In grammar, as in all else, so he [Boniface] declared, ‘the customs of past ages’ must be measured by ‘the 
correct taste of modern times.’ For him the classical past was irrelevant. All the examples of good style that were 
cited in his handbook were taken from the writings of the Christian Fathers alone.” Peter Brown, Through the Eye 
of a Needle: Wealth, the Fall of Rome, and the Making of Christianity in the West, 350-550 AD  (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2012). p.418. Coz, Rome en Angleterre. L’image de la Rome antique dans l’Angleterre 
Anglo-Saxonne, du VIIe siècle à 1066. p.199. 
1035 Boniface, Ars grammatica, De nomine, 117-118. CCSL 133B. 
1036 Boniface, Ep.2. MGH (Epp. sel.) 1.  
1037 Boniface, Ep. 7 MGH (Epp. sel.) 1. refers to God as “the Ruler of high Olympus.” 
1038 Law, Grammar and Grammarians in the Early Middle Ages. p.107. 
1039 Moorhead, “Gregory’s Literary Inheritance.” p.263. 
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bishops. Perhaps, as Moorhead argues, “Gregory followed what may have been a 
convention that the display of classical learning was incompatible with the office of 
bishop.”1040 Viewing Boniface’s approach to pagan material in this light, it would 
seem that his elevation to the bishopric and forging of connections with the papacy 
might have had something to do with his abandonment of classical style. 
 
Another grammatical text from this early period was the Ars Tatuini, written by the 
Mercian monk from Breedon-on-the-Hill, Tatwine, who would go on to become 
Archbishop of Canterbury.1041 This text shows a particular fondness for examples 
from Pompeius’ commentary on Donatus, and while there are classical allusions 
made, drawn from Vergil and Terence, these are very few in number.1042 Along with 
Boniface’s grammatical texts, this represented the new style of insular grammar, 
written for non-native speakers of Latin.1043 But while these texts formed part of the 
same movement, they share surprisingly few sources. Both Boniface and Tatwine 
looked to Donatus, Priscian, Isidore, and Asporius, though Tatwine’s reliance on 
Pompeius and Consentius is entirely his own. Given that there weren’t a great number 
of grammatical texts circulating in Anglo-Saxon England at this time, Law saw those 
four texts used in common by Tatwine and Boniface as curiously few.1044 In fact, 
Boniface and Aldhelm had far more in common in terms of their sources than 
Tatwine had with either, again suggesting that Boniface and Aldhelm shared some 
sort of connection in the South of England. 
 
Boniface and Tatwine, like Aldhelm, were also authors of a series of Aenigmata. A 
fourth from this period was penned by Hwætberht, Abbot of Weamouth-Jarrow, who 
wrote under the nom de plume, Eusebius i.e. “the pious”.1045 We have already made 
mention of some of the many classical allusions in Aldhelm’s work. While Michael 
Hunter saw the Aenigmata of these other three authors as more limited in their 
                                                 
1040 Ibid., p.263. 
1041 Bede, HE, 5:23. Law dates this text to before 700 on the assumption that grammatical texts were usually 
written earlier in a writer’s career, though this common assumption was earlier questioned with regards to Bede’s 
grammatical texts by Irvine. He felt historians were often too quick to judge such texts as requiring less skill and 
therefore generally dating to early in a writer’s career. Law, Grammar and Grammarians in the Early Middle 
Ages. p.105; Irvine, “Bede the Grammarian and the Scope of Grammatical Studies in 8th-Century Northumbria.” 
pp.41-43. 
1042 See the Corpus Christianorum edition, CCSL 133. 
1043 Law, Grammar and Grammarians in the Early Middle Ages. p.106. 
1044 Ibid., pp.109-110. 
1045 For the attribution, see Bede, Comm. Sam., preface. CCSL 119. 
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knowledge of pagan literature than Aldhelm’s, they could, he felt, be tarred with the 
same brush.1046 The source used to the greatest degree in common by these three 
authors is Isidore. All three borrow the same simile from Isidore’s Etymologiae, for 
instance, likening the pen and written words to a ploughshare and the furrows it 
makes in a field.1047 Isidore had taken his own use of this simile from a now lost 
pagan poet, Atta.1048 Incidentally, Huneberc also speaks of her writings as “traces 
ploughed by a quill with a furrowed black track across a white plain.”1049 The use of 
pagan material is less consistent between these authors. Boniface, sharing the 
enthusiasm for Vergil’s description of Fama shown by the author of the Liber 
Monstrorum, reworks this and another passage from the Aeneid into his description of 
desire. The similarities are most obvious in the Latin: “cernebam tetrum lustrans per 
saecula monstrum; Visibus horrendum nec dictu effabile ulli.” 1050  Hwætberht’s 
offering cites pagan material primarily through Isidore, with little originating from 
first-hand reading. An exception is in the enigma De scitali serpente, in which he 
adapts a passage from Lucan’s Pharsalia on snakes.1051 Lucan gives the features of a 
variety of snake species, such as the cenchris, with its patterned scales, and the 
scytale, which sheds its skin in the winter. Hwætberht conflates these into a single 
description of a snake, speaking of its patterned, rough skin and winter shedding. Any 
classical illusions in Tatwine’s Aenigmata are really only cursory, and none 
demonstrates certain knowledge of classical authors. In each case it is a mere turn of 
phrase that Tatwine owes to a classical source and these may be explained as having 
come into common parlance.1052  
 
And so it would seem that certain areas of the island bred scholars with more 
permissive attitudes, while other areas were prone to keep such material at arms 
length. Such a picture might be typified by Bede in the North showing caution and 
Hwætberht ignorance, while Aldhelm and his associates in the South showing almost 
                                                 
1046 Hunter, “Germanic and Roman Antiquity and the Sense of the Past in Anglo-Saxon England.” p.41. 
1047Tatwine, Aenig., 5, 6; Hwætberht, Aenig., 31; Aldhelm, Aenig., 59. CCSL 133. This simile would continue to 
have currency in England, appearing early in Chaucer’s Knight’s Tale, 886-887. 
1048 Isidore, Etym., 6:14:71. Atta referenced in 6:9:2. Ernst Robert Curtius, European Literature and the Latin 
Middle Ages, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2013). p.313. 
1049 “per albas camporum planities sulcato tramite nigra perarata pinne vestigia.” Hun. Hod., preface. MGH (SS) 
15,1:7. 
1050 Boniface, Aenig. De Vitiis 3: De cupiditate. CCSL 133. cf. Verg. Aen. 3:26, 4:181-182. 
1051 Hwætberht, Aenig., 47. CCSL 133; Lucan, Pharsalia, 9:717-718. Lapidge lists Lucan among those authors 
certainly read in Anglo-Saxon England, despite no manuscripts surviving. Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon Library. 
p.67. 
1052 Look to the CCSL 133 edition, which indicates these sources. 
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reckless abandon. Finding a home somewhere in the middle both geographically and 
in terms of approach, are Tatwine and Felix’s Vita Sancti Guthlaci, the latter dated to 
somewhere in the vicinity of 730-740.1053 Felix certainly uses pagan material, such as 
when Guthlac shows derision at the threats of demons. The demons show him the 
horrors of Hell, declaring that “the torrid gates of Erebus open for you with gaping 
chasms; now the bowels of Styx wish to devour you.”1054 Following this, Saint 
Bartholomew is said to have appeared to Guthlac and the demons, surrounded by a 
golden light “from the heavenly dwellings of Olympus.”1055 This imagining of Hell in 
terms of the Greek underworld and heaven as Olympus smacks of Aldhelm’s 
influence, and Felix was certainly familiar with much of Aldhelm’s work. In his 
prologue, he quotes from Aldhelm’s De metris et enigmatibus, and elsewhere he 
borrows poetic phrases from his works.1056 But despite this, his style is far removed 
from Aldhelm’s, and he doesn’t indulge in pagan motifs with anywhere near the 
exuberance of his elder contemporary. As Bertram Colgrave states, Felix looked more 
to Bede than Aldhelm on many points and in fact: 
 
It may be said that Felix stands stylistically as well as geographically between 
the two contemporary schools of writing, the far-fetched, highly elaborate and 
often almost unintelligible style of Aldhelm whose influence, especially in the 
south, was great; and that of the north-eastern scholar [Bede] whose Latin 
style, though by no means entirely free from rhetorical elaboration, was 
nevertheless clarity itself, compared with that of Aldhelm.1057 
 
But it is too easy to see the use of pagan material in Anglo-Saxon England as closely 
tied to one’s geography and ignore the fact that this was a contentious issue. In 747, a 
number of bishops and abbots from all over Anglo-Saxon England met at the 
unknown location in Mercia known only as Clofesho. It was at this council that 
Archbishop Cuthbert argued in favour of Roman practice and a number of 
                                                 
1053 Colgrave, Felix’s Life of St Guthlac. pp.18-19. 
1054 “tibi patulis hiatibus igniflua Herebi hostia [ostia]  patescunt; nunc Stigiae fibrae te vorare malunt.” Felix, Vita 
S. Guthlaci, 31. 
1055 “ab aethereis sedibus radiantis Olimpi.” Felix, Vita S. Guthlaci, 32. Guthlac is said to have reached Crowland 
on St Bartholomew’s feast day, though this does not fit with internal dating. Guthlac continued to be associated 
with Batholomew and they share the dedication of abbey at Crowland with St Mary. Colgrave, Felix’s Life of St 
Guthlac. pp.181, 183. 
1056 Noted in ibid., pp.15, 17. 
1057 Ibid., p.18. 
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pronouncements were issued regarding monastic life in England. The twelfth canon 
issued from this meeting decreed “that priests not prattle in church in the manner of 
secular poets.”1058 But this pronouncement evidently did not affect such prattling as 
might take place outside of church. Milred, Bishop of Worchester from the mid-
eighth century,1059 was a correspondent of Boniface and Lull, whom he had met 
during a trip to the continent.1060 He had actually been in attendance at the synod of 
Clofesho, and yet a surviving letter from Milred to Lull on the death of Boniface, 
which dates to 755, makes numerous references to Vergil and Ovid.1061 He also 
mentions a book on metre by Porphyry that Lull has requested; unfortunately for Lull, 
Bishop Gutbert has already borrowed it. So despite pronouncements against making 
pagan allusions in church, they were still being made outside of this, and Christian 
grammars did not negate the need for pagan ones, like Porphyry’s. Perhaps the 
pronouncement itself was to be taken literally: such activity was not appropriate in 
church, but outside was another matter. 
 
But there were also Anglo-Saxons who amalgamated Germanic and Roman 
mythology and two examples of this might be found in Anglo-Saxon glossaries. The 
first is the Épinal manuscript of the Épinal-Erfurt Glossary, compiled in southern 
England in the late seventh century,1062 and the second is the eighth-century Corpus 
Glossary, originating in Mercia.1063 Herren has written of the unusual content of these 
glossaries, both of which draw correspondences between Graeco-Roman heroes and 
deities, and those of Germanic tradition.1064 For instance, in the Corpus Glossary, the 
Latin Iovis (Jupiter) is explained with the Old English þuner, which is an Anglo-
Saxon name for a god similar to the Scandinavian Thor. A similar conflation can be 
found in the Vita Bonifatii of Willibald of Mainz. Boniface famously fells a tree used 
for pagan worship among the Hessian people of Germania, “which,” Willibald tells 
us, “by the ancient name of the pagans is called the Oak of Jupiter.”1065 Willibald 
                                                 
1058 “Ut presbyteri saecularium poetarum modo in ecclesia non garriant.” Haddan and Stubbs, Councils and 
Ecclesiastical Documents Relating to Great Britain and Ireland. Vol.3, p.366. Discussed in Cubitt, Councils. 
p.101; Wormald, “Bede, Beowulf, and the Conversion of the Anglo-Saxon Aristocracy.” p.43. 
1059 Bishop 743/5-774/5. Lendinara, “Gregory and Damasus: Two Popes and Anglo-Saxon England.” pp.145-146. 
1060 It was on this trip to the continent that he collected his Sylloge, a compilation of Latin epigrams. 
1061 Boniface, Ep.112. MGH (Epp. sel.) 1.  
1062 Lapidge, “The Career of Archbishop Theodore.” p.35. 
1063 Example from Corpus MS: Corpus Christi MS 144; Épinal Bibliothèque municipale 72 (2) fols 94-107. 
Herren, “The Transmission and Reception of Graeco-Roman Mythology in Anglo-Saxon England .” pp.97-101. 
1064 Ibid., p.103. 
1065 “qui prisco paganorum vocabulo appellatur robor Iobis.” Willibald, Vita S. Bonifatii, 6. MGH (SS rer. Germ.) 
57. 
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himself appears to have been an Anglo-Saxon, though his origins are unknown. These 
examples are readings of pagan religions in terms of interpretatio romana, that is, the 
Roman practice of nominating analogues between their own deities and those they 
encountered in foreign peoples. 1066  While they do not indicate any particular 
enjoyment in reading pagan material, they nevertheless interpret such stories in a 
Roman fashion. 
 
The Franks Casket complicates this picture further. This small whale-bone box, now 
housed at the British Museum, most likely originated in Northumbria.1067 Carved onto 
its surfaces is a mixture of Anglo-Saxon Germanic myth, Roman myth, and Scripture, 
along with some Latin and Runic Anglo-Saxon text. On one side, Romulus and 
Remus are depicted, being suckled by the she-wolf, with the inscription “Romulus 
and Remus, two brothers, a she-wolf nourished them in Rome, far from their native 
land.” On the rear of the box, the capture of Jerusalem by Titus is represented, 
accompanied by a few inscriptions, reading “judgement,” “hostage,” and “Here Titus 
and a Jew fight: here its inhabitants flee from Jerusalem.” While the front panel is 
divided in two, showing both the Germanic story of Weland the Smith and the 
Adoration of the Magi.1068 Some have seen this object as a confused amalgamation of 
traditions, as in the Épinal-Erfurt Glossary, arguing that in Anglo-Saxon England 
“All the strands of the past, Roman, Germanic, biblical or native, were knitted into a 
single, comprehensive fabric, and the creator of the Franks Casket “saw nothing 
incongruous” about doing so on a single box.1069 As Michael Hunter asserts, “men 
that believed that Caesar was related to Woden would not have appreciated the 
distinction.”1070 And perhaps offering an explanation of the contrast between the 
creator’s attitude to Bede’s, it has now been generally agreed that the box was made 
for a layman, not a clergyman. Leslie Webster has suggested a royal patron.1071 But 
what we can say about the context in which it was created, however, is that it was 
                                                 
1066 “interpretatio Romana,” ODCW.  
1067 Leslie Webster, “The Iconographic Programme of the Franks Casket,” in Northumbria’s Golden Age, ed. Jane 
Hawkes and Susan Mills (Stroud, 1999): 227-246. p.245; Ian Wood, “Ripon, Francia and the Franks Casket in the 
Early Middle Ages,” Northern History 26(1990): 1-19. p.6. 
1068 Leslie Webster and Janet Backhouse, eds., The Making of England: Anglo-Saxon Art and Culture AD 600-900 
(London: British Museum Press, 1991). pp.101-103. 
1069 Hunter, “Germanic and Roman Antiquity and the Sense of the Past in Anglo-Saxon England.” p.46. Even 
Peter Brown states that “says that in early Anglo-Saxon Britain, there existed among the inhabitants some form of 
memory of the Roman past but that this was mingled with the idea of a Germanic, heroic past.” Brown, The Rise of 
Western Christendom: Triumph and Diversity AD 200-1000. p.342. 
1070 Hunter, “Germanic and Roman Antiquity and the Sense of the Past in Anglo-Saxon England.” p.49. 
1071 See, for example, Ibid., pp.40, 43; Webster, “The Iconographic Programme of the Franks Casket.” p.245. 
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almost certainly monastic. This is an object for an educated audience, “with 
aristocratic tastes and connections; at such a date, that can only mean a monastic 
milieu.”1072 And while Ian Wood saw the monastic setting of Northumbria as the 
likely origin for the object, he was careful to state that the circle in which this was 
produced was unlikely to have been that of Bede or Wearmouth-Jarrow.1073 So, how 
might the Franks Casket be interpreted? Can it be seen in light of any of the attitudes 
of the literate elite to pagan mythology discussed above?  
 
Leslie Webster has suggested that the box makes statements about the Roman and 
universal Church, salvation, and kingship, and that the panels might be read as pairs, 
with a Christian story making a comment on a pagan one.1074 In this reading, the panel 
showing Romulus and Remus might be linked to the panel on Titus’ victory in 
Jerusalem, tying the fall of Jerusalem to the founding of Rome and representing the 
commencement of the New Covenant and the significance of Rome in the 
continuation of the universal Church.1075 In this sense, as Ian Wood had said, it 
certainly could not have been from Bede’s circle, which went to such great pains to 
exorcise or neutralise pagan content from the teaching of grammar. But this is not a 
simple amalgamation of traditions either, as Hunter had argued. Perhaps overall, then, 
the Franks Casket is evidence of a monastic milieu in which pagan mythology was 
clearly and strongly subordinated to the biblical past and the history of Christendom. 
But it was also a milieu that thoroughly enjoyed it nonetheless. 
 
The sources discussed in this chapter are demonstrative of a culture unsure of the 
significance of the Roman, and indeed Greek, mythical past. While the political 
history of Rome could be turned to Christian purposes, pagan mythology presented 
greater difficulty. The reading of pagan poets had always been fundamental to the 
study of grammar, something vitally important in a scriptural religion. Anglo-Saxons 
like Aldhelm and the author of the Liber monstrorum must have relished their 
required reading, finding ways to work mythological references into their poetry, 
prose, and correspondence, and in the case of the latter, writing an entire catalogue of 
                                                 
1072 Leslie Webster and Janet Backhouse, eds., The Making of England: Anglo-Saxon Art and Culture Ad 600-900. 
p.103. See also Wood, “Ripon, Francia and the Franks Casket in the Early Middle Ages.” p.6. 
1073 Wood argues for an origin in Ripon. “Ripon, Francia and the Franks Casket in the Early Middle Ages.” p.8. 
1074 Webster, “The Iconographic Programme of the Franks Casket.” p.230. 
1075 Ibid., p.238. 
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the wonders such texts included. Though always careful to dismiss the veracity of 
such stories, they liked the air they lent their work so much, that even the Christian 
God could become “Ruler of Olympus.”   
 
By Alcuin’s time, England was to have far greater access to this kind of material. The 
library catalogue at Alcuin’s York included Cicero, Aristotle, Justin’s Epitome of 
Pompeius Trogus, Pliny, Vergil, Statius, and Lucan, though Alcuin himself dedicates 
little time to Graeco-Roman mythology in his own writings.1076 There was also 
evidently an interest in Germanic mythology, an exasperated Alcuin condemning all 
pagan poetry by declaring: 
 
Let the word of God be read at the priestly repast. There should the reader be 
heard, not the harpist (citharistam); the sermons of the Fathers, not the songs 
of pagans (carmina gentilium). What has Ingeld to do with Christ? The House 
is narrow, it cannot hold both. The King of Heaven wishes to have no 
fellowship with so-called kings, who are pagan and lost; for the eternal king 
reigns in Heaven, the lost pagan laments in the streets.1077 
 
By the ninth century, responses to pagan material were further complicated by the 
translation project of Alfred the Great and his circle. Susan Irvine’s paper, Wrestling 
with Hercules: King Alfred and the Classical Past, deals with this issue in detail, 
arguing that in general Alfred was unsure how to handle classical stories in his 
translation. He sees them as “false” stories and remains detached from them, though 
he includes them in the narrative as he feels that there are moral truths that can be 
gleaned from them, despite their pagan roots. By the tenth century, we know that 
authors like Cicero, Persius, and Horace were in circulation.1078 And at this time 
Ælfric, in his sermon De falsis Diis sees correspondence between Roman gods and 
those of Germanic extraction: Jove is equivalent to Thor, for instance.1079  
                                                 
1076 Herren, “The Transmission and Reception of Graeco-Roman Mythology in Anglo-Saxon England .” p.103. 
1077 Alcuin, Ep.124. MGH (Epp.) Karolini Aevi, 2. This is reminiscent of 2 Corinthians 6:14; also, Jerome, 
Epistulae, Ep.22, when he asks “What communion has light with darkness? What concord has Christ with Belial? 
What has Horace to do with the Psalter, Virgil with the Gospels, and Cicero with Paul?” Tertullian expresses a 
similar sentiment, when he asks: “What has Athens to do with Jerusalem? What has the academy to do with the 
Church?” (Quid ergo Athenis et Hierosolymis ? Quid academiae et ecclesiae?) Tertullian, De Praescriptione 
Haereticorum, 7.9. CCSL 1. 
1078 Hunter, “Germanic and Roman Antiquity and the Sense of the Past in Anglo-Saxon England.” p.42. 
1079 Ælfric, De falsis diis, 42-45. 
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However, the amount of pagan Roman reading material available to the Anglo-
Saxons was, at this early time, minimal. Vergil, as we have seen, held the position of 
greatest influence. Michael Herren has argued that this flourishing of interest in 
Graeco-Roman mythology appears to have been localised to Kent and Wessex and 
faded away in the early eighth century.1080 Bede, in Northumbria, was “unimpressed.” 
However, disagreements in Mercia and the production of the Franks Casket in 
Northumbria may be evidence that things were not so simple. Reactions to pagan 
material seem to have been varied, location within a certain time and place not 
necessitating a similar reading to one’s peers. Certainly, Southumbria, and 
particularly Aldhelm’s circle, bred a certain permissiveness towards this material, but 
the issue was one that was contested throughout the kingdoms and Bede’s attitude 




The education of the early Anglo-Saxons was grounded in classical, biblical, and 
patristic tradition. But they did not accept the teachings of their sources passively, 
rather, they picked and chose those elements that made most sense in their own 
context. Thus, Aldhelm might revel in the use of exotic temporal measurements and 
pagan poetry. Bede, on the other hand, consciously and doggedly removed any 
element of his education that was non-Christian from his conceptions of history and 
geography, and his teaching of grammar. As in all elements of Roman culture 
discussed hitherto in this thesis, those the Anglo-Saxons accessed through their 
education were treated with consideration and accepted at differing levels by different 
readers.  
 
                                                 
1080 Herren, “The Transmission and Reception of Graeco-Roman Mythology in Anglo-Saxon England .” p.103. 




Peter Brown’s monograph The Rise of Western Christendom: Triumph and Diversity 
has had a profound impact on the way historians view the post-Roman period. One of 
his greatest achievements has been his destruction of the theory of the continuing 
unity of Western Europe in Late Antiquity (terminology Brown was instrumental in 
promoting). Following the demise of Edward Gibbon’s theory of Roman weakness as 
precipitating the fall of the Empire, scholars had fallen into the Dawson camp or the 
Pirenne camp in refuting Gibbon’s claims. Henri Pirenne saw the Mediterranean as a 
central hub, providing the cultural glue that held Europe together after the demise of 
the Western Roman Empire. This continuity was only shattered with the advent of 
Islam, and the disruption of traditional trade routes by Arab expansion in the seventh 
century. For Christopher Dawson, it was the rise of Roman Christendom that filled 
the void left by the Empire and maintained a sense of community into the Middle 
Ages. Brown, by contrast, argues that the post-Roman world was one without a 
centre. The archaeological evidence of marked economic decline in post-imperial 
Western Europe is given as damning evidence against Pirenne’s emphasis on 
continuity through trade. Neither was the Roman Church sufficiently authoritative at 
this early stage to provide a centre in lieu of an economic hub. In this schema, 
Western Europe is conceptualised as a tessellation of individual modules, 
interconnected through membership in a wider Christian community, but 
characterised by strong regionalism.  
 
Within this framework, the relationship between the Anglo-Saxons and Rome is 
described as one between nodes in the community of Christendom. The Anglo-
Saxons emulated Roman style in their churches, Brown tells us, in order to create a 
microcosm of this community for themselves, not through any desire to subject 
themselves to a superior Rome. But this view requires a deal of careful footwork to 
explain the view of Rome in a number of Anglo-Saxon sources. Boniface built his 
career on an understanding of Roman superiority, based on ultimate papal authority. 
Likewise, Wilfrid’s creation of two beacons of romanitas at Hexham and Ripon are 
difficult to explain as interest in the symbols of Christendom alone. The Urbs did not 
have any real political or economic power at this time, but what it did have was St 
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Peter and the memory of empire. In a world that was fractured but where Christianity 
was the “most transformative and vital idea,”1081 these ideas were valuable. In its 
political and economic life, Britain was no longer a province within an empire, but in 
an ideological sense there could be a centre and periphery still. 
 
Taking this evidence to the other extreme, Nicholas Howe declared the Anglo-Saxons 
enamoured with Rome and named the city the “capital” of Anglo-Saxon culture. This, 
too, is not borne out by all of the evidence. To a degree one might even see in Bede 
some of the elements of Peter Brown’s thinking, through his concern for 
“Christendom” over “Rome.” Certainly, he was more interested in St Peter and 
Gregory the Great as men and as Fathers of the Church, than in the papacy as an 
office of authority. Likewise, he was more interested in the Christian products of 
Rome than the city herself. But Bede’s idea of a “universal” Christendom was 
nevertheless Roman in nature. He had been raised in Biscop’s monastery at Jarrow 
and followed the Roman dating of Easter, would have worn the Roman tonsure, and 
celebrated the liturgy as Biscop had transported it from Rome.  
 
The sources are brimming with examples of Anglo-Saxons who had their sights fixed 
firmly on Rome. By the ninth century, the Anglo-Saxon Church was firmly positioned 
as a follower of continental, rather than Irish, example. The process was not one of 
natural progression; neither the conversion of the first Anglo-Saxon king (c.601) nor 
the individual synods secured immediate supremacy for Roman Christianity in 
England. Rather, in this early period the idea of Rome as a religious and cultural 
centre gained traction through the power of personality. There were numerous 
advantages in mobilising an idea of exotic authority and Rome in particular provided 
the most suitable target for such attentions. Pilgrimage to Rome, Roman books and 
iconography, and contact with Roman missionaries had given these early Anglo-
Saxon personalities access to a distinctly Roman view of the world, one which 
celebrated the city as the home of St Peter, the seat of the papacy, and the historic 
centre of the Roman Empire. The writings of men such as Boniface and Stephen of 
Ripon appealed to Rome as a source of authority in ways that others, most notably 
Bede, did not.  
                                                 
1081 Howe, Writing the Map of Anglo-Saxon England: Essays in Cultural Geography. p.112. 
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The first chapter of this thesis, in assessing the role of Rome in early Anglo-Saxon 
Christianity, highlighted a tension within the sources concerning the significance of 
the city. Some of our subjects were willing and enthusiastic adherents to a worldview 
that placed Rome at the centre of Christian culture. With this view came a sharp 
distinction between correct (Roman) practice and the customs of the Irish, who saw 
no reason for choosing Roman practice over that of their holy fathers. The slow 
progression of Roman Christianity in early Anglo-Saxon England was tied to the 
development of papal authority more generally. Wilfrid upheld his faith in papal 
supremacy in the face of opposition from secular quarters. Boniface attempted to 
deepen connections between the Frankish Church and the Apostolic See, and to 
spread the influence and authority of the papacy as a result. Bede, on the other hand, 
gave careful definition to the powers claimed by the papacy, suggesting a flatter 
hierarchy than Wilfrid or Boniface. The sharp increase in pilgrimage to Rome during 
our period is another indication of the growing importance of the city to Anglo-Saxon 
Christianity. Church dedications and Roman styles of building provided further means 
of bringing Rome closer. But the desires of some Anglo-Saxons for Rome were met 
with scorn by others. Eangyth writes to Boniface of her wish to go on pilgrimage, in 
full knowledge that there are others who think her negligent of her vows for 
entertaining such a desire. In the great rush towards Rome, one can also perceive the 
application of subtly different ideas about Rome at work. Stephen of Ripon’s 
insistence on the papacy as the destination of choice in Rome fits into his views on 
the papacy more widely, and provides a clear contrast to the views of Bede on the 
matter. Rome could be a religious centre, but this did not mean that all Anglo-Saxons 
viewed its significance in the same way.. 
 
In the second chapter, political applications of romanitas in early Anglo-Saxon 
England were reassessed. It is an idea still frequently touted that a number of the early 
Anglo-Saxon kings were appealing to an idea of Roman political authority when they 
converted to the Catholic faith, recorded Roman-style laws for their people, and 
described their supporters using Roman titles. This chapter argued, on the contrary, 
that alliance likely played a larger role in conversion than pretentions of romanitas. 
Likewise, while Bede may have viewed law as a Roman concern, and Aldhelm 
relished its study, other interests likely lay behind Æthelberht’s codification of 
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Kentish law. Eighth and ninth century charters record witness lists populated by 
prefects, praetors, and duces. But while there is certainly some evidence of precision 
in their application of these terms, there is no reason to think that they were applied 
with a view to Rome, rather, the focus was likely on contemporary continental (and 
especially Frankish) example. Bede’s use of the supposedly Roman political term, 
imperium, is indicative of an entirely different set of concerns. Through his approach 
to history, Bede makes clear the heavenly source of imperium and downplays any 
ownership of the term Rome might be perceived to have. In the representations of 
Rome as a source of political authority, then, we can again see discord. Appeals to 
romanitas were so often assumed by later sources and in many cases the 
“Romanness” we can see has come via an intermediary.  
 
In approaching the Anglo-Saxons’ interaction with the remains of the Roman 
occupation of their new territory, the third chapter of this thesis identified a stark 
distinction in the sources. The significance of the stone structures left behind in the 
landscape was open for interpretation. The use of existing Roman buildings, material, 
and style could be for the sake of convenience, or it could involve an act of spoliation: 
an attempt to harness the ideas such buildings and objects evoked for one’s own 
purposes. In a culture that built in wood, building in stone could be a bold statement 
of solidarity with Rome. But Old English poetry views the vestiges of Roman Britain 
in a starkly different way to the appraising eye apparent elsewhere. For the poets, and 
especially the author of The Ruin, such remains are a romantic reminder of the 
impermanence of man and futility of earthly endeavour. It mattered little if the 
Romans had built them: the builders had gone the way of all things. The Roman built 
environment was thus of varied significance in our sources. 
 
The final chapter of this thesis explored the ways in which the Roman literary 
inheritance impacted upon the Anglo-Saxons’ view of the world. The historiography 
that coloured the early Anglo-Saxons’ understanding of the past came to them 
through various Roman sources. In one case, the classical concept of Roma aeterna 
seems to lurk beneath. For Bede, the writing of history was an exegetical pursuit and 
one in which the significance of Rome was its role in the universal salvation history 
of mankind. Roman geography likewise made an impact in our sources, though the 
ways the authors made use of existing biblical, patristic, and secular rhetoric 
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distinguishes them from one another. Finally, the approaches taken to pagan Roman 
literature in early Anglo-Saxon England are reflective of the full range of attitudes 
available to the early medieval Christian. All told, the study of history, geography, 
and grammar provided our Anglo-Saxon authors with a plethora of ideas from Roman 
culture for them to toy with and shape. In this early period, there is no harmony in the 
way the Anglo-Saxons used or interpreted their sources. 
 
What the arguments of these chapters have shown is that the Anglo-Saxons were far 
from passive recipients of an idea of Rome as a centre, nor were they entirely 
uninterested in the city. Different authors showed interest in different ideas about 
Rome and Roman culture, and they used these ideas in innovative ways. In grappling 
with the significance of Rome to their own lived experiences, they contributed to the 
importance of the city within England, and more widely to the development of papal 
authority in Western Europe. But the relationship between the early Anglo-Saxons 
and Rome was multifaceted. Some harkened back to an idea of Rome as an imperial 
power, while others deliberately set themselves against it. And in other cases, the link 
to Rome is coincidental and the Anglo-Saxons were functioning without any intention 
of evoking romanitas. Sitting at the edge of the world, the Anglo-Saxons were 
looking to Rome in increasing numbers, but there was as yet no consensus on what 
their view took in. 
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